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INTRODUCTION
This memorandum and the attached documents are a response to the letter of appeal to the Board of
Supervisors (the “Board”) regarding the Planning Commission’s (“Commission”) approval of the
application for Conditional Use Authorization under Planning Code Section ("Section") 303 (Conditional
Use Authorization) to construct a 15,544 sq. ft. three-unit residential building with three-off-street
parking spaces on a lot that contains one existing dwelling-unit ("Project").
This response addresses the appeal to the Board filed on October 14, 2014 by Vedica Puri, representing
the Telegraph Hill Dwellers ("THD”), referencing the proposed project in Case No. 2013.1375EC. The
decision before the Board is whether to uphold or overturn the Planning Commission’s ("Commission")
approval of a Conditional Use Authorization to allow the construction of the Project.
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CASE NO. 2013.1375EC
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd

SITE DESCRIPTION & PRESENT USE
The Property is a 7,517 square-foot lot that is steeply sloped; in 1993, three lots were merged into the one
large lot with 82’-6” of frontage in existence today. It once contained five buildings, but four of the five
buildings were demolished circa 1997. The lot currently contains a one-story, 844 sf cottage (determined
not to be an earthquake shack), which was constructed in 1906, concrete retaining walls, concrete and
wood stairways, and fencing. The lot has been vacant – with the exception of the unoccupied cottage –
since 1997. In the early 1990s, the Bureau of Building Inspection declared the cottage “unsound” and it is
currently uninhabitable. The Property occupies 82’-6” of frontage, including 68’-0” along the Filbert Street
steps.

SURROUNDING PROPERTIES AND NEIGHBORHOOD
The Project is located on the south side of Telegraph Hill Boulevard, between Montgomery, and Kearny
Streets on Telegraph Hill near Coit Tower. A public concrete stairway follows what was once Filbert
Street at the front of the lot, beginning at 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard and descending west to Kearny
Street; there is no vehicular throughway along this portion of Filbert Street. These stairs descend along
the western side of Telegraph Hill and are not the historic Filbert Street stairs that are located along the
eastern slope of Telegraph Hill, within the Telegraph Hill Historic District. Telegraph Hill Blvd passes to
the north of the Property, spiraling up to Coit Tower. The Property is in the North Beach neighborhood,
and is located in an RH-3 Zoning District, towards the top of Telegraph Hill near Coit Tower. Properties
in the immediate area typically consist of one-, two- and three-family dwellings. Buildings heights are
varied, but typically range from two-to-four stories tall at the street, and are scaled at the street to respect
the laterally-sloping topography of the hill. To the west is a two-story, two-unit building, and
immediately to the east is a four-story, three-unit building.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Project Sponsor proposes to construct a 15,544 sq. ft. three-unit residential building with three-offstreet parking spaces on a lot that contains one existing dwelling-unit (a vacant cottage in the southeast
corner of the lot). The Project also includes the renovation and restoration of the cottage located at the
rear of the property, returning it to its pre-variance (93.180V) building form.
The new building will be designed to appear from the street as three, three-story single-family dwellings
that will step down the hill relative to the naturally sloping topography of Telegraph Hill. The new
building will include three off-street parking spaces in a shared 3,137 sq. ft. below-grade combined
garage/basement, accessed from one garage door that will be located at the top of the Filbert Street stairs
along Telegraph Hill Boulevard. The cottage in the rear would be accessed via a designated pedestrian
path to the west of Unit #3, as well as through the garage.
The three units will each occupy 23’-10” of frontage. Each unit will contain a green roof deck featuring
sustainable native plants, as well as extensive landscaping. Although the rear cottage was authorized to
expand as part of Variance Case no. 93.180V, the implementing Building Permit Applications were never
finaled by the Department of Building Inspection. Therefore, the variance has expired, and the Project
Sponsor must either revert the cottage to the pre-variance building form or seek and justify an additional
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variance. The Project Sponsor chose to revert the cottage to the pre-variance building form. Revised plans
dated September 16, 2014, approved as part of this Motion (Exhibit B), show this scope of work.

BACKGROUND
2014 – Conditional Use Authorization hearing
At the September 11, 2014 public hearing, the Commission approved the Conditional Use Authorization
for density, to allow for a total of four (4) dwelling units on an oversized 7,517 sf lot with 82’-6” of
frontage on a lot zoned RH-3 (Residential House, Three Family). Planning Code Section 209.1(h) states
that a density ratio up to one dwelling unit for each 1,000 square feet of lot area is permitted in the RH-3
Zoning District, if authorized as a Conditional Use by the Planning Commission. The Property contains
7,517 sq. ft. of lot area, and up to seven (7) units could be approved on the property with a Conditional
Use Authorization.
The Project originally proposed four off-street parking spaces, which required a Conditional Use
Authorization within the Telegraph Hill – North Beach Residential Special Use District. At the hearing on
September 11, 2014, the Project Sponsor revised the Project to eliminate the fourth parking space. With
only three off-street parking spaces now part of the Project, the parking is principally permitted and does
not require a Conditional Use Authorization under Planning Code Sections 151, 151.1, 249.49, and 303.

CONDITIONAL USE AUTHORIZATION REQUIREMENTS
The Commission approved a Conditional Use Authorization to build four units on a lot where up to
seven units could be approved by Conditional Use Authorization. To entitle this Project, the Commission
found it complied with Planning Code Section 303.
Section 303 states that the following criteria must be met in order for the Commission to grant approval of
an application for Conditional Use Authorization:
1.

2.

That the proposed use or feature, at the size and intensity contemplated and at the proposed
location, will provide a development that is necessary or desirable for, and compatible with, the
neighborhood or the community; and
That such use or feature as proposed will not be detrimental to the health, safety, convenience or
general welfare of persons residing or working in the vicinity, or injurious to property,
improvements or potential development in the vicinity, with respect to aspects including but not
limited to the following:
a. The nature of the proposed site, including its size and shape, and the proposed size,
shape and arrangement of structures;
b. The accessibility and traffic patterns for persons and vehicles, the type and volume of
such traffic, and the adequacy of proposed off-street parking and loading and of
proposed alternatives to off-street parking, including provisions of car-share parking
spaces, as defined in Section 166 of this Code.
c. The safeguards afforded to prevent noxious or offensive emissions such as noise, glare,
dust and odor;
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d. Treatment given, as appropriate, to such aspects as landscaping, screening, open spaces,
parking and loading areas, service areas, lighting and signs; and
That such use or feature as proposed will comply with the applicable provisions of this Code and
will not adversely affect the Master Plan.

If a proposed Project meets the criteria outlined in Section 303 of the Code, then the Commission may
grant Conditional Use Authorization to approve a density up to one unit per 1,000 sf of lot area on a
property zoned RH-3.

APPELLANT ISSUES AND PLANNING DEPARTMENT RESPONSES
The concerns raised in the Appeal Letter are cited in a summary below and are followed by the
Department’s response.
Issue #1: Concern that the Project does not meet the required criteria for authorizing a Conditional
Use. Specifically, there is a concern that the Project at the size, intensity, and proposed location are
neither necessary or desirable for, nor compatible with, the neighborhood; and that the location of the
proposed driveway will impede pedestrian movement and safety, create conflicts with MUNI buses,
and will adversely affect traffic congestion in the area.
Response #1: The Planning Commission has determined that the Project meets the required findings
outlined in Planning Code Section 303, and that the Project is necessary, desirable, and compatible
with the surrounding neighborhood.

Subject Project

The Project is necessary and desirable because it will provide in-fill housing in a residential
neighborhood, on a lot that has been vacant (less for a small cottage at the rear of the lot) for over 10
years. The lot previously contained five buildings, but four of those five buildings were demolished in
1997. At present, the vacancy of the Property is a detriment to the neighborhood and creates a gap in the
urban fabric that is built along the Filbert Street walkway and stairs. The vacant lot is visually inconsistent
4
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with the character of the surrounding private property, which features housing developments that relate
to the topography of the hill. The Project will embody General Plan goals that ask new development to
step down hills in an incremental fashion. Instead of presenting a solid mass, the design is improved by
breaking up the mass into smaller portions more consistent with San Francisco’s typical 25’ residential
lots. It is compatible with properties that abut a vehicular street, which typically include off-street
parking. The Project will also incorporate landscaping to match the surrounding area, and create visual
consistency in the neighborhood. As an area that attracts tourists and visitors, the Project is a desirable
improvement to the neighborhood over the existing vacant lot.
The appeal states that the size of the three proposed luxury units is incompatible with the surrounding
neighborhood, since the average size of units within 300 feet of the property is significantly smaller. The
Housing Element of the General Plan emphasizes the need to provide housing at all income levels in a
variety of sizes and configuration – including family-sized housing, particularly at infill locations wellserved by transit and within walking distance of retail amenities and employment opportunities.
Telegraph Hill neighborhood also contains many large expensive homes; the family-sized housing
provided within this project is certainly not out of character for the neighborhood.
With regard to the statement that the proposed driveway will create a hazard, it is not unusual for a
driveway to cross a pedestrian-only pathway, such as Filbert Street in this location. The project’s proposal
for a three-car parking garage/basement would result in a low volume of vehicles entering and existing
from Telegraph Hill Boulevard. In addition, at the intersection of Filbert Street and Telegraph Hill
Boulevard, there is both a stop sign and painted pedestrian cross walk, ensuring that vehicles entering the
driveway will be traveling at slow speeds and aware of crossing pedestrians. Furthermore, the garage
would be set back from the property line and has been designed to allow cars to face the street when
exiting, allowing drivers and pedestrians greater visibility of one another when cars exist the garage. Due
to the low volume of vehicles expected to enter and exit the proposed garage, the project will not
adversely affect pedestrian movement and safety, create unusual conflicts with MUNI or congestion in
the area.
Issue #2: Concern over the Project’s consistency with the General Plan Priority Policies [Planning
Code Sections 101.1(b)(2), (3), (4), (8)].
Response #2: The Planning Commission found the Project to be on balance, consistent with the
General Plan’s Priority Policies. The Project will conserve and protect existing housing and
neighborhood character by renovating and restoring an existing, vacant, residential building in the
neighborhood. The existing small cottage has been unoccupied for approximately 10 years, and is much
needed housing that will be brought back on the market as part of this Project. The Project will improve a
dilapidated vacant lot with a well-designed, high-quality residential development that is compatible with
the scale and mass of surrounding properties. It will include screening and green elements specifically
designed to allow the new structure to blend seamlessly into the character and topography of the
neighborhood. The Project will incorporate ample landscaping in planters at the front of the Property,
and the Sponsors have also committed to working in good faith with DPW and other relevant City
agencies on a stewardship and maintenance agreement for the landscaped area to the north of the Filbert
Street stairs. The four residential units that will be added to the market as part of this Project will not
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generate substantial commuter traffic that would impede MUNI transit service, or overburden the streets
or neighborhood parking. Furthermore, by including three off-street parking spaces, the Project would
minimize the need for residents to use the limited on-street parking in the neighborhood.
Lastly, the Project will not adversely affect any public parks or open spaces. The Project Site is located
below Coit Tower and Pioneer Park on Telegraph Hill. Telegraph Hill is identified in the General Plan’s
Urban Design Element as an outstanding and unique area. The Special characteristics of the area are
identified as the following:
•

A hilltop park with the highly visible green of trees from which Coit Tower rises above all
else.

•

Low, small-scale buildings having predominantly flat roofs and light pastel colors, hugging
the topography in a highly articulated form which contrasts with the power of downtown
construction.

•

Cliffs and complex stairs and walkways on the east side above the waterfront, with buildings
perched precariously along the slope and trees interspersed.

•

Intimate pedestrian scale and texture of streets and housing, with sudden and dramatic views
of the Bay and downtown through narrow openings.

The Project is compatible with the aforementioned special characteristics, in that the buildings are
designed to be consistent with the scale and massing of surrounding properties, and include flat,
landscaped roofs. The building respects the topography of the street by “stepping-down” the laterallysloping topography of the Filbert Street steps. The buildings have been designed with a pedestrian scale
and texture, incorporating both landscaping as well as side setbacks along the west side of each of the
three new units, which provide for views of downtown. The Project will not adversely affect Coit Tower’s
or Pioneer Park’s access to sunlight or public vistas. Instead, the project will preserve pedestrian access
along the side of the property for those traveling up the Filbert stairs, crossing Telegraph Boulevard and
continuing up to Coit Tower or over towards the more famous portion of the Filbert Stairs that cross
Napier Lane.
Issue #3: Concern that the Project is inconsistent with the City’s Residential Design Guidelines and
the Urban Design Element of the General Plan.
Response #3: The Project has been reviewed by the Department’s Residential Design Team and has
been found to be consistent with the Residential Design Guidelines, and on balance, consistent with
the Urban Design Element of the General Plan. The Residential Design Guidelines (“RDG”) seeks to
ensure that the General Plan is honored and that the following key design principles are achieved as part
of any project, as outlined on page 5 of the RDG:
 Ensure that the building’s scale is compatible with surrounding buildings.
• Ensure that the building respects the mid-block open space.
• Maintain light to adjacent properties by providing adequate setbacks.
• Provide architectural features that enhance the neighborhood’s character.
• Choose building materials that provide visual interest and texture to a building.
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Ensure that the building’s scale is compatible with surrounding buildings.
According to the RDG, the design and the scale of the building should be compatible with the height and
depth of surrounding buildings. A building that is larger than its neighbors can still be in scale and be
compatible with the smaller buildings in the area, if it be made to look smaller by facade articulations and
through setbacks to upper floors. Furthermore, as it relates to the scale of the building’s façade, the RDG
states that the building’s facade width should be compatible with those found on surrounding buildings.
Most building widths are related to the lot width, and are typically 25 feet. This uniform building width
contributes to the overall character of the neighborhood and the scale of buildings within the area.
Therefore, it is very important to respect the facade widths typically found in the neighborhood. If a
project is located on a site that is wider than usual, as is the case with the proposed Project, the façade
should be articulated to respect traditional façade widths found in the neighborhood. The RDG cites as an
example that a facade may be broken into separate forms that match the widths of surrounding buildings
in a substantive way.
The new building will be designed to appear from the street as three, three-story single-family dwellings,
consistent with the rhythm and scale of buildings found in the immediate area. The three building
segments will each occupy 23’-10” of frontage, which is consistent with the width of building facades
found throughout the neighborhood. The height of the eastern-most portion of the building is consistent
with the adjacent three-story-over-garage structure at 109/111 Telegraph Hill Blvd., and each of the
proposed building segments to the west step down the street relative to the naturally sloping topography
of Telegraph Hill. The eastern-most building segment is approximately 2’-3” shorter in height than the
neighbor to the east. The middle building segment is 5’-8” shorter in height than the eastern-most
building segment, and the building segment to the west is 9’-4” shorter in height than the middle
building segment. The height and scale of the project is compatible with the height and scale of
surrounding buildings throughout the neighborhood (RDG, pg. 11, 23-25).
Ensure that the building respects the mid-block open space; maintain light to adjacent properties by
providing adequate setbacks.
The new buildings respect the mid-block open space and maintain light to adjacent property through the
stepping back of the rear facades and through the provision of side setbacks. The eastern-most building
segment is less than 8’-0” deeper than the neighbor to the east at 109/111 Telegraph Hill Blvd at the
lowest two levels, but is approximately equal in depth with the adjacent building for all subsequent
floors. Each building segment to the west steps back with regard to its building depth. Although the
western-most building portion is deeper than the cottage to the west, the project incorporates a 5’-0” side
setback along the west property line, for a total separation of 8’-4” separation between buildings.
Furthermore, as part of this project, the rear yard cottage on the subject property will be reduced in size,
eliminating the portion of the building that was expanded as part of the 1995 variance approval. This
reduction to the existing noncomplying rear structure will improve the property’s contribution to the
mid-block open space. (RDG, pg. 25-27)
Provide architectural features that enhance the neighborhood’s character.
The property includes numerous architectural features that enhance the neighborhood’s mixed
architectural character. The Project provides an attractive, high-quality modern design and form that
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compliments and blends with surrounding mixture of architectural styles and building forms without
mimicking any particular style. The building entrances have been designed to enhance the connection
between the public realm of the street and sidewalk and the private realm of the building by providing
recessed entry courts, with landscaping and lighting. The three previously proposed stair penthouses
have been removed, eliminating all massing above the roof. Each roof will be finished as a green roof
deck featuring sustainable native plants, as well as extensive landscaping, enhancing the compatibility of
the building’s roof with the surrounding vegetation. (RDG, 31-32, 38-39)
Choose building materials that provide visual interest and texture to a building.
The building will be built with high-quality exterior materials that complement the array of exterior
materials that are found on buildings throughout the neighborhood. The building will be built with highquality exterior materials that complement the array of exterior materials that are found on buildings
throughout the neighborhood. The building includes a stucco outer shell, with a mix of weathered steel
and Corten steel panels, as well as wood screens and panels in order to create warm highlights that
reference the rustic nature of Telegraph Hill. It also includes fixed wood louvers on the front façade to
provide visual interest, privacy, and texture to the building.
General Plan’s Urban Design Element
The Project is also consistent with the General Plan’s Urban Design Element. As noted above, Telegraph
Hill is identified in the Urban Design Element as an outstanding and unique area. The Special
characteristics of the area are identified as the following:
• A hilltop park with the highly visible green of trees from which Coit Tower rises above all else.
• Low, small-scale buildings having predominantly flat roofs and light pastel colors, hugging the
topography in a highly articulated form which contrasts with the power of downtown
construction.
• Cliffs and complex stairs and walkways on the east side above the waterfront, with buildings
perched precariously along the slope and trees interspersed.
• Intimate pedestrian scale and texture of streets and housing, with sudden and dramatic views of
the Bay and downtown through narrow openings.
The Project is compatible with the aforementioned special characteristics, in that the buildings are
designed to be consistent with the scale and massing of surrounding properties, and include flat,
landscaped roofs. The building respects the topography of the street by “stepping-down” the laterallysloping topography of the Filbert Street steps. The buildings have been designed with a pedestrian scale
and texture, incorporating both landscaping as well as side setbacks along the west side of each of the
three new units, which provide for views of downtown.
Urban Design Element: Fundamental Principles for City Pattern
4. Where large parks occur at tops of hills, lowrise buildings surrounding them will preserve
views from the park and maintain visibility of the park from other areas of the city.
Urban Design Element: Fundamental Principals for Major New Development.
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1C. Low, smaller-scale buildings on the slopes of hills, at their base, and in the valleys between
complement topographic forms and permit uninterrupted views.
7. Buildings which meet the ground and reflect the slope of the hill relate to the land form.
Contrary to the appellants’ brief, the General Plan does not prohibit building around open spaces on
hillsides. If development is designed appropriately (low-rise, flat roofs, etc.) it can frame and
accentuate the open space at the top. This project does such and emphasizes the natural form by
stepping down the hill.
Urban Design Element: Visual Harmony, Height & Bulk
Policy 4: Promote building forms that will respect and improve the integrity of open spaces and
other public areas. New buildings should not block significant views of public opens spaces.
Buildings near these open spaces should permit visual access and in some cases physical
access to them.
The project preserves access to the Filbert Stairs and will improve the experience by replacing a chainlink fence, around a vacant lot with new appropriately-scaled development and landscaping.
The General Plan’s Urban Design Element states that driveways across sidewalks should be kept to a
practical minimum, with control maintained over the number and width of curb cuts, in order to
minimize danger to pedestrians. The Project includes a 10-foot wide curb cut, which is the City standard,
and a 12-foot wide garage door, which is comparable with the size of garage doors found on surrounding
properties (specifically the two properties to the east). The Project has been designed to include one
garage entrance that will serve the vehicle storage for all four units on the Property, thereby minimizing
danger to pedestrians. The garage has sufficient space for maneuvering such that exiting vehicles will not
need to be backed-out in reverse. The garage door will be recessed 7’-6” from the front Property Line, in
order to allow cars to exit the garage and observe pedestrian activity before crossing the sidewalk. As
indicated through the Conditions of Approval, the Project Sponsor has also agreed to install warning
signs to alert pedestrians on the Filbert Steps to the presence of the driveway, as well as mirrors to
enhance the view of drivers exiting the garage.
In summary, the Project is consistent with both the Residential Design Guidelines and the General Plan’s
Urban Design Element.
Issue #4: Concern that the Project is inconsistent with the Objectives and Policies of the Housing
Element of the General Plan.
Response #4: The Project is, on balance, consistent with the City’s Housing Element of the General
Plan. In addition to the project being compatible with the existing neighborhood character, as described
above, the project will create new in-fill housing on a residentially-zoned and substantially vacant lot.
The current lot is blighted and creates a gap in the otherwise continuous street wall. The Project includes
a well-design renovation of the existing rear yard cottage, and includes new construction that is
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compatible with the surrounding scale of buildings at the street and the massing of adjacent buildings, as
well as the architectural character of the surrounding neighborhood.
Housing Element Policy 4.1: Develop new housing, and encourage the remodeling of existing housing,
for families with children.
The proposed Project would add three units and 12 bedrooms, and rehabilitate the existing cottage on a
lot that currently provides one vacant, uninhabitable unit.
Housing Element Policy 10.1: Create certainty in the development entitlement process, by providing
clear community parameters for development and consistent application of these regulations.
The Planning Commission found that the Project met the policies of the General Plan and Residential
Design Guidelines and conformed to the Planning Code and accordingly approved the Project with some
modifications.
Issue #5: Concern that the Planning Commission erred in determining that the pre-variance condition
of existing rear yard cottage included only one unit when it was actually a two unit building in its prevariance form.
Response #5: The determination regarding the legal conditions on the lot is not part of the
Conditional Use Authorization and was not before the Planning Commission. Staff consulted with the
Zoning Administrator (“ZA”) to establish the legal baseline conditions on the lot prior to the Conditional
Use hearing. As part of the Project that was approved through a CU in 1994, a Variance in 1995, and the
issuance of demolition and new construction permits in 1997, the rear cottage was approved to be
converted from two units to one unit. The second unit was accessed through a ship’s ladder, and all units
on the property at that time were determined by the City to be unsound housing; with the exception of
one unit, all units were vacant. The current requirements for the loss of dwelling-units were not in effect
at that time, and therefore no additional entitlements were required for the removal of a dwelling unit; it
was a principally permitted action. Following the aforementioned approvals, the second unit in the rear
cottage was removed and the result is the current condition, which is a one-unit cottage. The Department
of Building Inspection’s records show the property as containing one legal unit, and the Department
concurs that there is one legal unit on the property.
Issue #6: Concerns that that Planning Commission’s conditions of approval are inadequate as to the
impacts of construction.
Response #6: The Project would not result in any construction related impacts under CEQA. Although
concerns about construction are typically not considered Planning-related issues for the approval of
entitlements, the Sponsor has agreed to several construction management conditions of approval (13,
14, 15, 16 of the parking and traffic section; as well as items 23-32 in the General Notes Section of the
cover page of the approved plans, Exhibit B of motion no. 19232). As is typical with all sites in the City,
the sponsor will be required to work with other permitting agencies, including the Department of
Building Inspection and Public Works, to determine the best construction management approach for the
site. Additionally, the Project Sponsor has incorporated many construction management practices into
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their Project that will further minimize the effects of construction on the neighborhood. For example, in
addition to providing a pedestrian tunnel to maintain public access of the Filbert stairs during
construction, the project sponsor will also permanently station a flag person at the intersection of Filbert
Street and Telegraph Hill Boulevard for the duration of construction activities. These additional
conditions, in conjunction with the City’s existing regulatory requirements for construction management,
would further reduce the already less than significant construction impacts of the Project.
As explained in the CEQA Determination and response to the CEQA appeal, the proposed Project’s
construction activities would be coordinated with the San Francisco Department of Public Works (DPW),
the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency, and the Transportation Advisory Staff Committee to
ensure that construction activities are conducted in a manner that maintains circulation on public rightsof-way, to the maximum extent feasible, while also ensuring the public’s safety.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated above, the Planning Department recommends that the Board uphold the Planning
Commission’s decision in approving the Conditional Use Authorization to construct a new three-unit
building on the predominantly vacant 7,517 sf lot at 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard, subject to the
conditions of approval contained within Exhibit A of Planning Commission Motion No. 19232, and deny
the appeal.
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Subject to: (Select only if applicable)
£ Affordable Housing (Sec. 415)

£ First Source Hiring (Admin. Code)

£ Jobs Housing Linkage Program (Sec. 413)

£ Child Care Requirement (Sec. 414)

£ Downtown Park Fee (Sec. 412)

S Other - Street Tree In-Lieu Fee (Sec. 428)

Planning Commission Motion No. 19232
HEARING DATE: SEPTEMBER 11, 2014

Date:
Case No.:
Project Address:
Zoning:

Block/Lot:
Project Sponsor:

Staff Contact:

September 23, 2014

2013.1375 EC
115 TELEGRAPH HILL BLVD. (AKA 363 FILBERT STREET)

RH-3 (Residential House, Three-Family)
Telegraph Hill/North Beach Residential Special Use District
40-X Height and Bulk District
0105/065
Jeremy Ricks
735 Montgomery Street, Suite 350
San Francisco, CA 94111
Elizabeth Watty – (415) 558-6620
Elizabeth.Watty@sfgov.org

ADOPTING FINDINGS RELATING TO THE APPROVAL OF A CONDITIONAL USE
AUTHORIZATION PURSUANT TO PLANNING CODE SECTIONS 209.1(h) AND 303, TO ALLOW
THE CONSTRUCTION OF THREE NEW DWELLING UNITS (FOR A LOT TOTAL OF FOUR UNITS)
WITH THREE OFF-STREET PARKING SPACES WITHIN THE RH-3 (RESIDENTIAL HOUSE,
THREE-FAMILY) ZONING DISTRICT, TELEGRAPH HILL – NORTH BEACH RESIDENTIAL
SPECIAL USE DISTRICT, AND A 40-X HEIGHT AND BULK DISTRICT.

PREAMBLE
On August 21, 2013, Daniel Frattin, attorney for Jeremy Ricks (hereinafter “Project Sponsor”), filed an
application with the Planning Department (hereinafter “Department”) for Conditional Use Authorization
under Planning Code Sections 151, 151.1, 209.1(h), 249.49, and 303, to allow the construction of three new
dwelling-units above four off-street parking spaces on a lot that contains one existing unit within the RH3 (Residential House, Three-Family) Zoning District, Telegraph Hill – North Beach Residential Special
Use District, and a 40-X Height and Bulk District.
On July 17, 2014, the San Francisco Planning Commission (hereinafter “Commission”) conducted a duly
noticed public hearing at a regularly scheduled meeting on Conditional Use Application No. 2013.1375C.
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At that hearing, the Planning Commission continued the hearing to September 11, 2014 so that the Project
Sponsor could make revisions to the Project’s design and provide additional information about the rear
cottage.
On September 11, 2014, the Commission conducted a duly noticed public hearing at a regularly
scheduled meeting on Conditional Use Application No. 2013.1375C.
On September 11, 2014, during the duly noticed public hearing on Conditional Use Application No.
2013.1375C, the Project Sponsor verbally withdrew, on-record, the request for a Conditional Use
Authorization, pursuant to Planning Code Sections 151, 151.1, and 249.49, to allow a fourth off-street
parking space (a one-to-one parking to dwelling-unit ratio), reducing the parking included as part of the
Project to three spaces serving four dwelling-units.
On September 3, 2014, the Project was determined to be exempt from the California Environmental
Quality Act (“CEQA”) as a Class 1 and 3 Categorical Exemption under CEQA as described in the
determination contained in the Planning Department files for this Project.
The Commission has heard and considered the testimony presented to it at the public hearing and has
further considered written materials and oral testimony presented on behalf of the applicant, Department
staff, and other interested parties.
MOVED, that the Commission hereby authorizes the Conditional Use requested in Application No.
2013.1375CE, as amended at the hearing on September 11, 2014, subject to the conditions contained in
“EXHIBIT A” of this motion, based on the following findings:

FINDINGS
Having reviewed the materials identified in the preamble above, and having heard all testimony and
arguments, this Commission finds, concludes, and determines as follows:
1.

The above recitals are accurate and constitute findings of this Commission.

2.

Site Description and Present Use. The Property is a 7,517 square-foot lot that is steeply sloping;
in 1993, three lots were merged into the one large lot in existence today. It once contained five
buildings, but four of the five buildings were demolished circa 1997. The lot currently contains a
one-story cottage that was constructed in 1906, concrete retaining walls, concrete and wood
stairways, and fencing. The lot has been vacant – with the exception of the vacant cottage – since
1997. In the early 1990s, the Bureau of Building Inspection declared the cottage “unsound” and it
is currently uninhabitable. The Property occupies 82’-6” of frontage, including 68’ along the
Filbert Street steps.

3.

Surrounding Properties and Neighborhood. The Project is located on the south side of
Telegraph Hill Boulevard, between Montgomery, and Kearny Streets on Telegraph Hill near Coit
Tower. On this portion of the hill, Filbert Street consists of a set of concrete public stairs, but
provides no vehicle throughway. Telegraph Hill Blvd passes to the north of the Property,
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spiraling up to Coit Tower. The Property is in the North Beach neighborhood, and is located in an
RH-3 Zoning District, towards the top of Telegraph Hill near Coit Tower. Properties in the
immediate area typically consist of one-, two- and three-family dwellings. Buildings heights are
varied, but typically range from two-to-four stories tall at the street, and are scaled at the street to
respect the laterally-sloping topography of the hill. To the west is a two-story, two-unit building,
and immediately to the east is a four-story, three-unit building.
4.

Project Description. The Project Sponsor proposes to construct a 15,544 sq. ft. three-unit
residential building with three-off-street parking spaces on a lot that contains one existing
dwelling-unit (a vacant cottage in the southeast corner of the lot). The Project also includes the
renovation and restoration of the cottage located at the rear of the property, returning it to its prevariance (93.180V) building form.
The new building will be designed to appear from the street as three, three-story single-family
dwellings that will step down the hill relative to the naturally sloping topography of Telegraph
Hill. The new building will include three off-street parking spaces in a shared 3,137 sq. ft. belowgrade garage/basement, accessed from one garage door that will be located at the top of the
Filbert Street stairs along Telegraph Hill Boulevard. The cottage in the rear would be accessed via
a designated pedestrian path to the west of Unit #3, as well as through the garage.
The three units will each occupy 23’-10” of frontage. Each unit will contain a green roof deck
featuring sustainable native plants, as well as extensive landscaping. Although the rear cottage
was authorized to expand as part of Variance Case no. 93.180V, the implementing Building
Permit Applications were never finaled by the Department of Building Inspection. Therefore, the
variance has expired, and the Project Sponsor must either revert the cottage to the pre-variance
building form or seek and justify an additional variance. The Project Sponsor chose to revert the
cottage to the pre-variance building form. Revised plans dated September 16, 2014, approved as
part of this Motion (Exhibit B), show this scope of work.

5.

Public Comment. The Department has received letters of support from 43 people (including the
North Beach Neighbors), and letters in opposition to the Project from 41 people (including the
Telegraph Hill Dwellers).

6.

Planning Code Compliance: The Commission finds that the Project is consistent with the
relevant provisions of the Planning Code in the following manner:
A. Density. Planning Code Section 209.1(h) states that a density ratio up to one dwelling unit
for each 1,000 square feet of lot area is permitted in the RH-3 Zoning District, if authorized as
a Conditional Use by the Planning Commission.
The Property contains 7,517 sq. ft. of lot area and would permit up to seven units with a Conditional
Use Authorization. The Project would result in a lot total of four units, and thus is permitted with a
Conditional Use Authorization, which is justified in more detail through Section 7, below.
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B. Rear Yard Requirement. Planning Code Section 134 states that the minimum rear yard
depth shall be equal to 45 percent of the total depth of a lot in which it is situated, and based
on conditions on the adjacent properties, it may be reduced up to 25 percent of the total
depth of the lot, based on the average depths of adjacent buildings.
The Project will be constructed within buildable area of the lot, maintaining a 45 percent rear yard.
The existing rear yard cottage is located entirely within the required rear yard; although it will be
repaired, remodeled, and reduced to the pre-variance building form, it will not be expanded, and
therefore is considered an existing legal noncomplying structure. The Project complies with Planning
Code Section 134.
C. Open Space. Planning Code Section 135 requires 100 square-feet of usable open space per
dwelling unit in the RH-3 Zoning District if privately accessible, or 133 square-feet per unit if
the space is commonly accessible.
The Project satisfies the residential open space requirements through a private 132 square-foot deck for
Unit #1, a private 300 square-foot deck for Unit #2, a 252 square-foot deck for Unit #3, and through a
commonly-accessible 2,266 square-foot, rear yard for the existing rear yard cottage. The Project
complies with the open space requirements of Planning Code Section 135.
D. Street Trees. Planning Code Section 138.1 requires the provision of street trees with the
addition of a new dwelling unit. When street trees are required, one 24-inch box size tree is
required for each 20 feet of lot frontage along a street, with any remaining fraction of 10 feet
or more of frontage requiring an additional tree. Such trees shall be located either within a
setback area on the lot or within the public right-of-way along such lot.
The Property currently contains two street trees along the 82’-6” property frontage, located between
the Filbert Street stairs and Telegraph Hill Boulevard. The Property requires installation of 4 trees;
however, according to the Department of Public Works, installation of the additional two required
street trees is infeasible. As such, the Project Sponsor will pay an in-lieu fee for two street trees.
E. Bird Safe Glazing. Planning Code Section 139 allows residential buildings within R-Districts
that are less than 45 feet in height and have an exposed facade comprised of less than 50%
glass to be exempt from the Location-Related Glazing Standards outlined in Planning Code
Section 139(c)(1).
The Property is located within 300-feet of an Urban Bird Refuge; however, the new buildings’ exposed
facades are comprised of less than unobstructed 50 percent glass, and are therefore exempt from
meeting the Location-Related Glazing Standards outlined in Planning Code Section 139(c)(1).
F.

Exposure. Planning Code Section 140 requires that at least one qualifying room of every
dwelling unit must face directly on an open area. The open area may be a street or alley,
Code-compliant rear yard, or a qualifying open space.
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The three new dwelling-units will face Telegraph Hill Boulevard, which is a qualifying street for the
purpose of dwelling-unit exposure. The dwelling-unit located within the existing legal noncomplying
structure in the rear yard will face an open space between the buildings that meets the dimensional
requirements of Planning Code Section 140(a)(2); the space is no less than 25 feet in every horizontal
dimension for the floor at which the dwelling unit in question is located and the floor immediately
above it, with an increase of five feet in every horizontal dimension at each subsequent floor. The
Project complies with the dwelling unit exposure requirements of Planning Code Section 140.
G. Telegraph Hill – North Beach Residential Special Use District. Planning Code Section
249.49 establishes the Telegraph Hill – North Beach Residential Special Use District (SUD).
The purpose of this SUD, as it relates to new construction projects, is to regulate off-street
parking in order to ensure that it does not significantly increase the level of automobile
traffic, increase pollution, or impair pedestrian use on narrow public rights-of-way in the
District. Although the RH-3 Zoning District would typically require one parking space per
dwelling unit (a one-to-one parking ratio), this SUD requires a Conditional Use, along with
related findings outlined in Section 151.1(g), to achieve the same parking ratio.
The Project is located within the Telegraph Hill – North Beach Residential Special Use District.
Although the original Project proposed four off-street parking spaces, which required a Conditional
Use Authorization, the Project was revised during the hearing to eliminate the fourth parking space.
With only three off-street parking spaces now part of the Project, the parking is considered principally
permitted, and no longer requires a Conditional Use Authorization under Sections 151, 151.1, and
249.49.
7.

Planning Code Section 303 establishes criteria for the Planning Commission to consider when
reviewing applications for Conditional Use approval. On balance, the project does comply with
said criteria in that:
A. The proposed new uses and building, at the size and intensity contemplated and at the
proposed location, will provide a development that is necessary or desirable, and compatible
with, the neighborhood or the community.
The Project is necessary and desirable because it will provide much needed family-sized in-fill housing
in a residential neighborhood, on a lot that has been vacant (less for a small cottage at the rear of the
lot) for over 10 years. The lot previously contained five buildings, but four of those five buildings were
demolished in 1997. At present, the vacancy of the Property is a detriment to the neighborhood and
creates a gap in the urban fabric that is built along the Filbert Street walkway and stairs. The vacant
lot is visually inconsistent with the character of the surrounding private property, which features
housing developments that relate to the topography of the hill. The Project is compatible with
properties that abut a vehicular street, which typically include off-street parking. The Project will also
incorporate landscaping to match the surrounding area, and create visual consistency in the
neighborhood. As an area that attracts tourists and visitors, the Project is a desirable improvement to
the neighborhood over the existing vacant lot.
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The Project will provide three new family-sized dwelling units, and will renovate an existing cottage
that is in disrepair in order to make it suitable for occupancy. In-fill sites in developed residential
neighborhoods, such as Telegraph Hill, should be developed with new housing.
B. The proposed project will not be detrimental to the health, safety, convenience or general
welfare of persons residing or working in the vicinity. There are no features of the project
that could be detrimental to the health, safety or convenience of those residing or working
the area, in that:
i.

Nature of proposed site, including its size and shape, and the proposed size, shape and
arrangement of structures;
The 7,517 square-foot Property is located in a relatively low-density area; the lot is large for the
neighborhood. In 1993, three lots were merged into the one large lot in existence today. Prior to
that merger, up to nine dwelling units would have been principally permitted (approvable without
a Conditional Use Authorization); now, only three units would be principally permitted, and fourto-seven units would be permitted with a Conditional Use Authorization.
This large vacant lot is an appropriate location for a three-unit in-fill development (for a total of
four units on the lot). Due to the relatively low density development of the surrounding area, the
Project will create housing at an appropriate scale in a desirable urban area without overcrowding
the neighborhood. Although the three units are technically located within one building, they
appear as three single-family dwellings, each with approximately 23’-10” wide building facades
that are located at the front property line, which is typical of residential properties in the
surrounding area. The existing and proposed uses are consistent with the neighborhood uses, and
the proposed design is compatible with the immediate vicinity.

ii.

The accessibility and traffic patterns for persons and vehicles, the type and volume of
such traffic, and the adequacy of proposed off-street parking and loading;
The Property is located in a relatively low-density area. The addition of three new dwelling-units
will have negligible adverse effect on traffic in the neighborhood, and it is anticipated that the
Project will generate traffic volumes and patterns compatible with those of existing surrounding
uses, particularly those properties with off-street parking. The Project will provide three off-street
parking spaces in a below-grade basement garage, which will be sufficient to serve the residents at
the property.

iii.

The safeguards afforded to prevent noxious or offensive emissions such as noise, glare,
dust and odor;
The Project consists of the construction of a new three-unit residential building with three offstreet parking spaces, and the renovation of one existing cottage. The Project will comply with all
City codes regarding construction hours, noise, and dust, and it will not produce, or include, any
permanent uses that would emit noxious or offensive emissions such as noise, glare, dust and odor.
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Treatment given, as appropriate, to such aspects as landscaping, screening, open spaces,
parking and loading areas, service areas, lighting and signs;
The Project will improve the exterior appearance of the Property by upgrading landscaping and
creating an attractive, Code-compliant housing development. The Project will incorporate ample
landscaping in planters at the front of the Property, and the area surrounding the new
development will be landscaped to allow the development to blend into, and complement, the
surrounding hillside. The Project Sponsors have also committed to working in good faith with
DPW and other relevant City agencies on a stewardship and maintenance agreement for the
landscaped area to the north of the Filbert Street stairs.

C. That the use as proposed will comply with the applicable provisions of the Planning Code
and will not adversely affect the General Plan.
The Project complies with all relevant requirements and standards of the Planning Code and is
consistent with Objectives and Policies of the General Plan, as detailed below.
8.

General Plan Compliance. The Project is, on balance, consistent with the following Objectives
and Policies of the General Plan:

HOUSING ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVE 2:
RETAIN EXISTING HOUSING UNITS, AND PROMOTE SAFETY AND MAINTENANCE
STANDARDS, WITHOUT JEOPARDIZING AFFORDABILITY.
Policy 2.4:
Promote improvements and continued maintenance to existing units to ensure long term
habitation and safety.
The Project includes the renovation of the existing rear yard cottage, which is in poor condition, in order to
make it suitable for occupancy.
OBJECTIVE 4:
FOSTER A HOUSING STOCK THAT MEETS THE NEEDS OF ALL RESIDENTS ACROSS
LIFECYCLES.
Policy 4.1:
Develop new housing, and encourage the remodeling of existing housing, for families with
children.
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The Project includes the renovation of the existing rear yard cottage, which is in poor condition, in order to
make it suitable for occupancy, and includes the development of three new family-sized units.
OBJECTIVE 11:
SUPPORT AND RESPECT THE DIVERSE AND DISTRINT CHARACTER OF SAN
FRANCISCO’S NEIGHBORHOODS.
Policy 11.1:
Promote the construction and rehabilitation of well-designed housing that emphasizes beauty,
flexibility, and innovative design, and respects the existing neighborhood character.
Policy 11.2:
Ensure implementation of acceptable design standards in project approvals.
Policy 11.3:
Ensure growth is accommodated without substantially and adversely impacting existing
residential neighborhood character.
The Project includes a well-design renovation of the existing rear yard cottage, and includes new
construction that is compatible with the surrounding scale of buildings at the street and the massing of
adjacent buildings, as well as the architectural character of the surrounding neighborhood.

TRANSPORTATION ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVE 1:
MEET THE NEEDS OF ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS FOR SAFE, CONVENIENT AND
INEXPENSIVE TRANVEL WITHIN SAN FRANCISCO AND BETWEEN THE CITY AND
OTHER PART S OF THE REGION WHILE MAINTAINING THE HIGH QULAITY LIVING
ENVIRONMENT OF THE BAY AREA.
Policy 1.3:
Give priority to public transit and other alternatives to the private automotive as the means of
meeting San Francisco’s transportation needs, particularly those of commuters.
OBJECTIVE 2:
USE THE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM AS A MEANS FOR GUIDING DEVELOPMENT AND
IMPROVING THE ENVIRONMENT.
Policy 2.2:
Reduce pollution, noise and energy consumption.
The Project’s central location to the City’s downtown and its proximity to public transportation make it an
ideal location for new housing. Residents will have a variety of options connecting them to the rest of the
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City and beyond. Due to the Property’s central location, residents will be able to commute to jobs and
access much of San Francisco by transit, foot or bicycle.

URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVE 2
CONSERVATION OF RESOURCES WHICH PROVIDE A SENSE OF NATURE, CONTINUITY
WITH THE PAST, AND FREEDOM FROM OVERCROWDING.
Policy 2.7:
Recognize and protect outstanding and unique areas that contribute in an extraordinary degree to
San Francisco's visual form and character.
Telegraph Hill is identified in the General Plan’s Urban Design Element as an outstanding and unique
area. The Special characteristics of the area are identified as the following:
• A hilltop park with the highly visible green of trees from which Coit Tower rises above all else.
• Low, small-scale buildings having predominantly flat roofs and light pastel colors, hugging the
topography in a highly articulated form which contrasts with the power of downtown
construction.
• Cliffs and complex stairs and walkways on the east side above the waterfront, with buildings
perched precariously along the slope and trees interspersed.
• Intimate pedestrian scale and texture of streets and housing, with sudden and dramatic views of
the Bay and downtown through narrow openings.
The Project is compatible with the aforementioned special characteristics, in that the buildings are designed
to be consistent with the scale and massing of surrounding properties, and include flat, landscaped roof.
The buildings respect the topography of the street by “stepping-down” the laterally-sloping topography of
the Filbert Street steps. The buildings have been designed with a pedestrian scale and texture, incorporating
both landscaping as well as side setbacks along the west side of each of the three new units, which provide
for views of downtown.
OBJECTIVE 3:
MODERATION OF MAJOR NEW DEVELOPMENT TO COMPLEMENT THE CITY PATTERN,
THE RESOURCES TO BE CONSERVED, AND THE NEIGHBORHOOD ENVIRONMENT.
Policy 3.1:
Promote harmony in the visual relationships and transitions between new and older buildings.
Policy 3.6:
Relate the bulk of buildings to the prevailing scale of development to avoid an overwhelming or
dominating appearance in new construction.
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The Project provides an attractive modern design and form that compliments and blends with surrounding
structures without mimicking them. This creates a visually dynamic and harmonious neighborhood with
an appropriate mixture of building styles.
OBJECTIVE 4
IMPROVEMENT OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD ENVIRONMENT TO INCREASE PERSONAL
SAFETY, COMFORT, PRIDE AND OPPORTUNITY
Policy 4.4
Design walkways and parking facilities to minimize danger to pedestrians.
This General Plan states that driveways across sidewalks should be kept to a practical minimum, with
control maintained over the number and width of curb cuts, in order to minimize danger to pedestrians.
The Project includes a 10-foot wide curb cut, which is the City standard, and a 12-foot wide garage door,
which is comparable with the size of garage doors found on surrounding properties (specifically the two
properties to the east). The Project has been designed to include one garage entrance that will serve the
vehicle storage for all four units on the Property, thereby minimizing danger to pedestrians. The garage has
sufficient space for maneuvering such that exiting vehicles will not need to be backed-out in reverse. The
garage door will be recessed 7’-6” from the front Property Line, in order to allow cars to exit the garage and
observe pedestrian activity before crossing the sidewalk. As indicated through the Conditions of Approval,
the Project Sponsor has also agreed to install warning signs to alert pedestrians on the Filbert Steps to the
presence of the driveway, as well as mirrors to enhance the view of drivers exiting the garage.
9.

Planning Code Section 101.1(b) establishes eight priority-planning policies and requires review
of permits for consistency with said policies. On balance, the project does comply with said
policies in that:
A. That existing neighborhood-serving retail uses be preserved and enhanced and future
opportunities for resident employment in and ownership of such businesses be enhanced.
The Project includes the re-use of the existing vacant residential cottage at the rear of the property, and
the addition of three residential units on a largely vacant lot. It will not displace any neighborhood
serving retail uses or have any adverse effect on future opportunities for resident employment and
ownership of retail uses.
B. That existing housing and neighborhood character be conserved and protected in order to
preserve the cultural and economic diversity of our neighborhoods.
The Project will conserve and protect existing housing and neighborhood character by renovating and
restoring an existing building in the neighborhood. It will improve a dilapidated vacant lot with a welldesigned, high-quality residential development that is compatible with the scale and mass of
surrounding properties. It will include screening and green elements specifically designed to allow the
new structure to blend seamlessly into the character of the neighborhood.
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C. That the City's supply of affordable housing be preserved and enhanced,
The Project includes the rehabilitation and preservation of an existing vacant rear cottage, which based
on its size, will be relatively affordable for the Telegraph Hill neighborhood.
D. That commuter traffic not impede MUNI transit service or overburden our streets or
neighborhood parking.
With four residential units within walking distance of the City’s employment core and public transit
(MUNI #39), the Project will not generate substantial commuter traffic that will impede MUNI
transit service, or overburden the streets or neighborhood parking. Furthermore, by including three offstreet parking spaces, the Project will minimize the need for residents to use the limited on-street
parking in the neighborhood.
E. That a diverse economic base be maintained by protecting our industrial and service sectors
from displacement due to commercial office development, and that future opportunities for
resident employment and ownership in these sectors be enhanced.
The Project is a small residential development located on a nearly vacant lot in a residential
neighborhood. No office use is proposed, and no industrial uses will be displaced.
F.

That the City achieve the greatest possible preparedness to protect against injury and loss of
life in an earthquake.
The Project will conform to the structural and seismic requirements of the San Francisco Building
Code, and thus meets this requirement.

G. That landmarks and historic buildings be preserved.
The Project is not located in any Conservation or Historic District. The Project will not adversely alter
any landmark building, contributory building, or architecturally significant building on the Property
or in the vicinity.
H. That our parks and open space and their access to sunlight and vistas be protected from
development.
The Project includes the in-fill development of three new dwelling-units on a largely vacant lot in a
residential neighborhood. The Project will not adversely affect any public parks or open spaces. It is
located below Coit Tower and Pioneer Park on Telegraph Hill, and will incorporate green rooftops to
ensure that the Project blends with the hillside when viewed from above. It will not adversely affect
Coit Tower’s access to sunlight or public vistas.
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10. The Project is consistent with and would promote the general and specific purposes of the Code
provided under Section 101.1(b) in that, as designed, the Project would contribute to the character
and stability of the neighborhood and would constitute a beneficial development.
11. The Commission hereby finds that approval of the Conditional Use Authorization would
promote the health, safety and welfare of the City.
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DECISION
That based upon the Record, the submissions by the Applicant, the staff of the Department and other
interested parties, the oral testimony presented to this Commission at the public hearings, and all other
written materials submitted by all parties, the Commission hereby APPROVES Conditional Use
Application No. 2013.1375CE, as revised at the hearing on September 11, 2014, subject to the following
conditions attached hereto as “EXHIBIT A” in general conformance with plans on file, revised and dated
September 16, 2014, and stamped “EXHIBIT B”, which is incorporated herein by reference as though fully
set forth.
APPEAL AND EFFECTIVE DATE OF MOTION: Any aggrieved person may appeal this Conditional
Use Authorization to the Board of Supervisors within thirty (30) days after the date of this Motion No.
19232. The effective date of this Motion shall be the date of this Motion if not appealed (After the 30day period has expired) OR the date of the decision of the Board of Supervisors if appealed to the
Board of Supervisors. For further information, please contact the Board of Supervisors at (415) 5545184, City Hall, Room 244, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, San Francisco, CA 94102.
Protest of Fee or Exaction: You may protest any fee or exaction subject to Government Code Section
66000 that is imposed as a condition of approval by following the procedures set forth in Government
Code Section 66020. The protest must satisfy the requirements of Government Code Section 66020(a) and
must be filed within 90 days of the date of the first approval or conditional approval of the development
referencing the challenged fee or exaction. For purposes of Government Code Section 66020, the date of
imposition of the fee shall be the date of the earliest discretionary approval by the City of the subject
development.
If the City has not previously given Notice of an earlier discretionary approval of the project, the
Planning Commission’s adoption of this Motion, Resolution, Discretionary Review Action or the Zoning
Administrator’s Variance Decision Letter constitutes the approval or conditional approval of the
development and the City hereby gives NOTICE that the 90-day protest period under Government Code
Section 66020 has begun. If the City has already given Notice that the 90-day approval period has begun
for the subject development, then this document does not re-commence the 90-day approval period.
I hereby certify that the Planning Commission ADOPTED the foregoing Motion on September 11, 3014.

Jonas P. Ionin
Commission Secretary
AYES:

Commissioners Antonini, Fong, Hillis, Johnson, Richards

NAYS:

Commissioners Moore, Wu

ABSENT:

N/A

ADOPTED:

September 11, 2014
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EXHIBIT A
AUTHORIZATION
This authorization is for a Conditional Use to allow the construction of three new dwelling-units on a lot
that contains one existing unit, including three off-street parking spaces located at 115 Telegraph Hill
Boulevard, Block 0105, and Lot 065 pursuant to Planning Code Sections 209.1(h) and 303, within the RH-3
(Residential House, Three-Family) Zoning District, Telegraph Hill – North Beach Residential Special Use
District, and a 40-X Height and Bulk District; in general conformance with plans, revised and dated
September 16, 2014, and stamped “EXHIBIT B” included in the docket for Case No. 2013.1375C and
subject to conditions of approval reviewed and approved by the Commission on September 11, 2014
under Motion No. 19232. This authorization and the conditions contained herein run with the property
and not with a particular Project Sponsor, business, or operator.

RECORDATION OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
Prior to the issuance of the building permit or commencement of use for the Project the Zoning
Administrator shall approve and order the recordation of a Notice in the Official Records of the Recorder
of the City and County of San Francisco for the subject property. This Notice shall state that the project is
subject to the conditions of approval contained herein and reviewed and approved by the Planning
Commission on September 11, 2014 under Motion No. 19232.

PRINTING OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL ON PLANS
The conditions of approval under the 'Exhibit A' of this Planning Commission Motion No. 19232shall be
reproduced on the Index Sheet of construction plans submitted with the Site or Building permit
application for the Project. The Index Sheet of the construction plans shall reference to the Conditional
Use authorization and any subsequent amendments or modifications.

SEVERABILITY
The Project shall comply with all applicable City codes and requirements. If any clause, sentence, section
or any part of these conditions of approval is for any reason held to be invalid, such invalidity shall not
affect or impair other remaining clauses, sentences, or sections of these conditions. This decision conveys
no right to construct, or to receive a building permit. “Project Sponsor” shall include any subsequent
responsible party.

CHANGES AND MODIFICATIONS
Changes to the approved plans may be approved administratively by the Zoning Administrator.
Significant changes and modifications of conditions shall require Planning Commission approval of a
new Conditional Use Authorization.
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Conditions of Approval, Compliance, Monitoring, and Reporting
PERFORMANCE
1.

Validity. The authorization and right vested by virtue of this action is valid for three (3) years
from the effective date of the Motion. The Department of Building Inspection shall have issued a
Building Permit or Site Permit to construct the project and/or commence the approved use within
this three-year period.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org

2.

Expiration and Renewal. Should a Building or Site Permit be sought after the three (3) year
period has lapsed, the project sponsor must seek a renewal of this Authorization by filing an
application for an amendment to the original Authorization or a new application for
Authorization. Should the project sponsor decline to so file, and decline to withdraw the permit
application, the Commission shall conduct a public hearing in order to consider the revocation of
the Authorization. Should the Commission not revoke the Authorization following the closure of
the public hearing, the Commission shall determine the extension of time for the continued
validity of the Authorization.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org

3.

Diligent pursuit. Once a Site or Building Permit has been issued, construction must commence
within the timeframe required by the Department of Building Inspection and be continued
diligently to completion. Failure to do so shall be grounds for the Commission to consider
revoking the approval if more than three (3) years have passed since this Authorization was
approved.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org

4.

Extension. All time limits in the preceding three paragraphs may be extended at the discretion of
the Zoning Administrator where implementation of the project is delayed by a public agency, an
appeal or a legal challenge and only by the length of time for which such public agency, appeal or
challenge has caused delay.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org

5.

Conformity with Current Law. No application for Building Permit, Site Permit, or other
entitlement shall be approved unless it complies with all applicable provisions of City Codes in
effect at the time of such approval.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org
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DESIGN
6.

Final Materials. Final materials, window details, glazing, color, texture, landscaping, and
general detailing shall be subject to Department staff review and approval. The architectural
addenda shall be reviewed and approved by the Planning Department prior to issuance.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planning.org

7.

Garbage, composting and recycling storage. Space for the collection and storage of garbage,
composting, and recycling shall be provided within enclosed areas on the property and clearly
labeled and illustrated on the building permit plans. Space for the collection and storage of
recyclable and compostable materials that meets the size, location, accessibility and other
standards specified by the San Francisco Recycling Program shall be provided at the ground level
of the buildings.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planning.org

8.

Street Trees. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 138.1, the Project Sponsor shall submit a site
plan to the Planning Department prior to Planning approval of the Site or Building Permit
Application indicating that the two existing street trees will remain. The Sponsor will pay an inlieu fee for the remaining two require street trees in accordance with Planning Code Section 428,
and as outlined in more detailed below.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planning.org

9.

Garage Door. As shown on plans, revised and dated September 16, 2014, and stamped “EXHIBIT
B”, the garage door shall be recessed a total of 7’-6” from the front property line in order to allow
drivers exiting the garage the ability to stop and view pedestrian traffic before crossing the
sidewalk.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planning.org

10. Stair Penthouse. Rooftop stair penthouses shall not be permitted. Revised plans dated
September 16, 2014, and stamped “EXHIBIT B”, show roof access hatches that are flush with the
roof, rather than the previously proposed stair penthouses.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planning.org

PARKING AND TRAFFIC
11. Bicycle Parking. The Project shall provide no fewer than four (4) Class 1 bicycle parking spaces
as required by Planning Code Sections 155.1 and 155.5.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org
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12. Parking Maximum. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 151.1 and 249.49, the Project shall
provide no more than three (3) off-street parking spaces.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org
13. Construction Parking. The Project Sponsor shall require of the general contractor that
construction workers shall park legally and shall not park in the Coit Tower parking lot. For
information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org
14. Construction Management Plan. A Construction Management Plan is required, as provided for
under items 23-32 of the “General Notes” section of the Title Sheet of the revised plans, dated
September 16, 2014, and stamped “EXHIBIT B”.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planning.org
15. Managing Traffic During Construction. The Project Sponsor and construction contractor(s)
shall coordinate with the Traffic Engineering and Transit Divisions of the San Francisco
Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA), the Police Department, the Fire Department, the
Planning Department, and other construction contractor(s) for any concurrent nearby Projects to
manage traffic congestion and pedestrian circulation effects during construction of the Project.
Prior to commencing construction, the Project Sponsor shall consult with the affected neighbors
on Assessor’s Block 105 before finalizing the construction staging and traffic plan, including:
a.
b.

A schedule of delivery times and dates during which the construction materials are
expected to arrive; and
Methods to be used to monitor truck movement into and out of the building site so as to
minimize traffic conflicts on Telegraph Hill Boulevard.

There shall be no queuing of construction trucks along Telegraph Hill Boulevard. All trucks
waiting to unload material shall be staged at a location offsite. Deliveries shall be made between
the hours of 7:30 a.m. and 5 p.m. on weekdays, exclusive of legal holidays. The Project Sponsor
shall employ full-time flag persons to direct traffic during excavation and concrete placement
phases of construction. During other construction phases, all truck movement into and out of the
Project Site shall be monitored by flag persons to minimize any traffic conflict.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org
16. Garage Safety Features. The Project Sponsor shall post signs or other devices to alert pedestrians
to vehicles exiting the garage. Parabolic mirrors shall be installed at the garage exit to enhance the
view of exiting drivers.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org
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PROVISIONS
17. Street Tree In-Lieu Fee. The Zoning Administrator waived the requirement for installation of
two of the required four street trees under Planning Code Section 138.1 based on DPW’s
recommendation. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 428, the Project Sponsor shall comply with
Planning Code Section 138.1 through payment of an in-lieu Fee pursuant to Section 428.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planning.org

MONITORING
18. Enforcement. Violation of any of the Planning Department conditions of approval contained in
this Motion or of any other provisions of Planning Code applicable to this Project shall be subject
to the enforcement procedures and administrative penalties set forth under Planning Code
Section 176 or Section 176.1. The Planning Department may also refer the violation complaints to
other city departments and agencies for appropriate enforcement action under their jurisdiction.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org
19. Revocation due to Violation of Conditions. Should implementation of this Project result in
complaints from interested property owners, residents, or commercial lessees which are not
resolved by the Project Sponsor and found to be in violation of the Planning Code and/or the
specific conditions of approval for the Project as set forth in Exhibit A of this Motion, the Zoning
Administrator shall refer such complaints to the Commission, after which it may hold a public
hearing on the matter to consider revocation of this authorization.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org

OPERATION
20. Sidewalk Maintenance. The Project Sponsor shall maintain the main entrance to the building
and all public sidewalks and stairways abutting the subject property in a clean and sanitary
condition in compliance with the Department of Public Works Streets and Sidewalk Maintenance
Standards.
For information about compliance, contact Bureau of Street Use and Mapping, Department of Public
Works, 415-695-2017, http://sfdpw.org
21. Filbert Street Stewardship. The Project Sponsor will work in good faith with DPW and other
relevant City Agencies to establish a stewardship and maintenance agreement for the landscaped
area to the north of the Filbert Street stairs, between Kearny Street and the Project Site.
For information about compliance, contact Bureau of Street Use and Mapping, Department of Public
Works, 415-695-2017, http://sfdpw.org
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22. Community Liaison. Prior to issuance of a building permit to construct the project and
implement the approved use, the Project Sponsor shall appoint a community liaison officer to
deal with the issues of concern to owners and occupants of nearby properties. The Project
Sponsor shall provide the Zoning Administrator with written notice of the name, business
address, and telephone number of the community liaison. Should the contact information
change, the Zoning Administrator shall be made aware of such change. The community liaison
shall report to the Zoning Administrator what issues, if any, are of concern to the community and
what issues have not been resolved by the Project Sponsor.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org
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AREA OF SUBJECT PROPERTY:
115 TELEGRAPH HILL BLVD. / 363 FILBERT STREET
BLOCK 0105 / LOT 065

ARCHITECT:
BUTLER ARMSDEN ARCHITECTS
2849 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115
T. 415.674.5554
F. 415.674.5558

2849 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115
BUTLERARMSDEN.COM

PROPERTY ATTORNEY:
REUBEN & JUNIUS, LLP
1 BUSH STREET, SUITE 600
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94104
T. 415.567.9000
F. 415.399.9480

E INFO@BUTLERARMSDEN.COM
T 415-674-5554
F 415-674-5558

SURVEYOR:
FORESIGHT LAND SURVEYING
2410 CALIFORNIA STREET, #2
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115
T. 415.735.6180
GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEER:
EARTH MECHANICS
360 GRAND AVENUE, SUITE 262
OAKLAND, CA 94610
T. 510.839.0765
F. 510.839.0716

PROJECT DATA
0105
BLOCK:
065
LOT:
LOT SIZE: 7,521 sq.ft.

ZONED:
RH-3
HEIGHT LIMIT: 40'-0"
OCCUPANCY:
R3

PARKING BASEMENT
LEVEL
LEVEL

GROUND
LEVEL

SECOND
LEVEL

THIRD
LEVEL

UNIT
TOTAL

PARKING

0
0
487
406
3,137

1,180
1,151
1,036
438
330

675
962
1,081
0
300

735
1,081
1,081
0
0

1,227
1,081
0
0
0

3,817
4,275
3,685
844
3,767

TOTAL
BY LEVEL

4,030

4,135

3,018

2,897

2,308

16,388

UNIT 1
UNIT 2
UNIT 3
COTTAGE

5

TOTAL
PROJECT
SQ.FT.

CONSTRUCTION CLASSIFICATION:
Type V-B

CODES

SCOPE OF WORK

2010 CA BLDG. CODE
2010 S.F. BLDG. CODE &
AMENDMENTS
2010 CA ENERGY CODE
2010 S.F. ELECTRICAL CODE
2010 S.F. MECHANICAL CODE
2010 S.F. PLUMBING CODE
2010 S.F. FIRE CODE

NEW 3-UNIT RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, PRIVATE
RESIDENTIAL GARAGE, MAINTAIN EXISTING 1-UNIT COTTAGE,
SITE GRADING AND DRAINAGE AS REQUIRED

115 TELGRAPH HILL BLVD., SAN FRANCISCO, CA, 94133,

CABINET
CEMENT
CERAMIC
CEILING
CAULKING
CLEAR
CONC. MASONRY UNIT
CENTER OF
COLUMN
CONCRETE
CONTINUOUS

H.B.
H.C.
HDWD.
HDWR.
HT.
HORIZ.
HR.

RISER
RADIUS
ROOF DRAIN
REDWOOD
REFERENCE
REFRIGERATOR
REINFORCED
REQUIRED
RESILIENT
RAIN LEADER
ROOM
ROUGH OPENING

DRAWING OR DETAIL

ALL WORK SHALL BE IN COMPLIANCE WITH ALL APPLICABLE LOCAL BUILDING
CODES AND REGULATIONS. CONTRACTOR SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR
PERMITS APPLICABLE TO SPECIFIC TRADES OR SUBCONTRACTORS.
CONTRACTOR WILL HAVE EXAMINED THE PREMISES AND SITE SO AS TO
COMPARE THEM WITH THE DRAWINGS AND WILL HAVE SATISFIED HIMSELF AS
TO THE CONDITION OF EXISTING WORK AND ADJACENT PROPERTY PRIOR TO
SUBMISSION OF BID. NO ALLOWANCES WILL SUBSEQUENTLY BE MADE ON
BEHALF OF THE CONTRACTOR BY REASON OF ANY OMISSION ON HIS PART TO
INCLUDE THE COSTS OF ALL ITEMS OF WORK, EITHER LABOR OR MATERIALS,
WHETHER THEY ARE OR ARE NOT ESPECIALLY OR PARTICULARLY SHOWN OR
NOTED BUT WHICH ARE IMPLIED OR REQUIRED TO ATTAIN THE COMPLETED
CONDITIONS PROPOSED IN THE DRAWINGS.
ALL SUBCONTRACTORS TO THE GENERAL CONTRACTOR SHALL INSPECT THE
SITE AND SHALL CONVEY ANY QUESTIONS REGARDING DESIGN INTENT AND
SCOPE OF WORK TO THE ARCHITECT PRIOR TO SUBMITTING BID AND PRIOR TO
COMMENCING WORK.
CONTRACTOR SHALL COORDINATE THE WORK OF THE VARIOUS TRADES AND
SUBCONTRACTORS AND SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ACTS, OMISSIONS,
OR ERRORS OF THE SUBCONTRACTORS AND OF PERSONS DIRECTLY OR
INDIRECTLY EMPLOYED BY THEM.
CONTRACTOR TO ASSUME SOLE RESPONSIBILITY FOR JOB SITE CONDITIONS
INCLUDING SAFETY OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY FOR THE DURATION OF THE
PROJECT.
CONTRACTOR TO CONFORM TO HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION RULES AND
GUIDELINES.
CONTRACTOR TO NOTIFY ARCHITECT IMMEDIATELY AND PRIOR TO ORDERING
OF ALL LONG LEAD ITEMS AND OF APPROXIMATE DELIVERY DATES.
ALL CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES TO BE STORED, HANDLED, AND
INSTALLED ACCORDING TO MANUFACTURERS' RECOMMENDATIONS.
IF ERRORS OR OMISSIONS ARE FOUND IN THE DRAWINGS THEY SHALL BE
BROUGHT TO THE ATTENTION OF THE ARCHITECT BEFORE PROCEEDING WITH
THE WORK.
DRAWINGS SCHEMATICALLY INDICATE NEW CONSTRUCTION. THE CONTRACTOR
SHOULD ANTICIPATE, BASED ON EXPERIENCE, A REASONABLE NUMBER OF
ADJUSTMENTS TO BE NECESSARY TO MEET THE DESIGN OBJECTIVES AND
SHOULD CONSIDER SUCH ADJUSTMENTS AS INCLUDED IN THE SCOPE OF
WORK.
WHEN SPECIFIC FEATURES OF CONSTRUCTION ARE NOT FULLY SHOWN ON THE
DRAWINGS OR CALLED FOR IN THE GENERAL NOTES, THEIR CONSTRUCTION
SHALL BE OF THE SAME CHARACTER AS SIMILAR CONDITIONS.
ALL DIMENSIONS TO BE TAKEN FROM NUMERIC DESIGNATIONS ONLY;
DIMENSIONS ARE NOT TO BE SCALED OFF DRAWINGS.
THESE NOTES TO APPLY TO ALL DRAWINGS AND GOVERN UNLESS MORE
SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS ARE INDICATED APPLICABLE TO PARTICULAR
DIVISIONS OF THE WORK. SEE SPECIFICATIONS AND GENERAL NOTES IN THE
SUBSECTIONS OF THESE DRAWINGS.
ALL DIMENSIONS ARE TO FACE OF FINISH, U.O.N.
WEATHER STRIP ALL DOORS LEADING FROM HEATED TO UNHEATED AREAS.
PROVIDE VINYL BEAD TYPE WEATHER STRIPPING AT THESE DOORS AND
WINDOWS. ALL SIDES OF THE DOOR MUST BE WEATHERSTRIPPED, INCLUDING
THE THRESHOLD.
CAULK AND SEAL OPENINGS IN BUILDING EXTERIOR 1/8" OR GREATER TO
PREVENT AIR INFILTRATION.
WINDOWS TO BE OPERABLE AND CLEANED, U.O.N.
ALL WALL FRAMING SHALL BE 2x4 @ 16" O.C. MINIMUM. U.O.N.
ALL GYPSUM BOARD SHALL BE 5/8" THICK, TYPE "X", U.O.N.
ALL GYPSUM AND/OR PLASTER SURFACES SHALL BE SMOOTH, CONTINUOUS,
FREE OF IMPERFECTIONS, AND WITH NO VISIBLE JOINTS, U.O.N.
STUCCO OVER WOOD SHEATHING SHALL INCLUDE TWO LAYERS OF GRADE 'D'
BUILDING PAPER.
STRUCTURAL WOOD MEMBERS ADJACENT TO CONCRETE ARE TO BE PRESSURE
TREATED DOUGLAS FIR.
ALONG THE FILBERT STREET STAIR FRONTAGE OF THE PROPERTY, A WELL-LIT
AND NATURALLY VENTILATED PEDESTRIAN TUNNEL PROVIDING SAFETY TO
PERSONS USING THE STAIRS SHALL BE ERECTED FOR THE DURATION OF THE
CONSTRUCTION PERIOD.
A FLAG-PERSON WILL BE PERMANENTLY STATIONED AT THE TOP OF THE
FILBERT STAIRS AT THE ENTRY POINT TO THE SITE. THIS PERSON IS
RESPONSIBLE FOR MONITORING AND USHERING CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
AS WELL AS PEDESTRIAN AND VEHICULAR TRAFFIC TO MINIMIZE POTENTIAL
CONFLICTS.
ALL TRUCKS WAITING TO UNLOAD MATERIAL SHALL BE STAGED AT A LOCATION
OFFSITE TO AVOID QUEUING OF CONSTRUCTION TRUCKS ON TELEGRAPH HILL
BOULEVARD. DELIVERIES SHALL BE MADE BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 7:30 AM
AND 5:30 PM ON WEEKDAYS, EXCLUSIVE OF LEGAL HOLIDAYS.
CONSTRUCTION VEHICLES SHALL USE THE STAGING AREA PROVIDED ON SITE
AS A MEANS TO TURN AROUND, AVOIDING USE OF THE COIT TOWER PARKING
LOT BY CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT AND TRUCKS.
ALL APPLICABLE WEIGHT LIMITS ON ACCESS ROADS TO AND FROM THE SITE
SHALL BE OBSERVED AND ADHERED TO.
NO CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY OVER 5 DBA SHALL BE PERMITTED BETWEEN
8:00 PM AND 7:00 AM THE FOLLOWING DAY PER SAN FRANCISCO NOISE
CONTROL ORDINANCE.
NO TRADESPERSON SHALL UTILIZE THE COIT TOWER PARKING LOT FOR
PERSONAL USE, AND WILL INSTEAD PARK AT DESIGNATED PARKING GARAGES
AND BE SHUTTLED TO AND FROM THE JOB SITE.
PRIOR TO COMMENCING CONSTRUCTION THE CONTRACTOR & SPONSOR SHALL
COORDINATE WITH TRAFFIC ENGINEERING AND TRANSIT DIVISION OF SFMTA,
POLICE DEPARTMENT, FIRE DEPARTMENT, PLANNING DEPARTMENT, AND OTHER
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS FOR ANY CONCURRENT NEARBY PROJECTS TO
MANAGE TRAFFIC CONGESTION AND PEDESTRIAN CIRCULATION EFFECTS
DURING CONSTRUCTION OF THE PROJECT.
PRIOR TO COMMENCING CONSTRUCTION, THE PROJECT SPONSOR SHALL
CONSULT WITH AFFECTED NEIGHBORS ON ASSESSORS' BLOCK 105 BEFORE
FINALIZING THE CONSTRUCTION STAGING AND TRAFFIC PLAN, INCLUDING (A)
A SCHEDULE OF DELIVERY TIMES AND DATES DURING WHICH CONSTRUCTION
MATERIALS ARE EXPECTED TO ARRIVE; AND (B) METHODS TO BE USED TO
MONITOR TRUCK MOVEMENT INTO AND OUT OF THE BUILDING SITE SO AS TO
MINIMIZE TRAFFIC CONFLICTS ON TELEGRAPH HILL BOULEVARD.
MUNI ACCESS TO COIT TOWER SHALL BE MAINTAINED THROUGHOUT
CONSTRUCTION.
STEWARDSHIP OF LANDSCAPE AREAS IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN AND THE
FILBERT STREET STAIRS ALONG THE PROPERTY FRONTAGE SHALL BE
MAINTAINED BY THE SUBJECT PROPERTY, WITH THE PERMISSION OF SF PARKS
& RECREATION, DPW, AND DBI.
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SYMBOLS

SUBMITTAL 08/12/2013

ABBREVIATIONS

PLANNING PERMIT
REVISIONS:

BY:

1

NOPDR #1 - 02/13/2014

DS / SR

2

NOPDR #2 - 05/19/2014

DS / SR

3

REVISION - 07/17/2014

DS / SR

4

REVISION - 09/02/2014

DS / SR

5

REVISION - 09/16/2014

DS / SR

OMITTED & VOIDED
FROM SUBMISSION

JOB#:
DATE:
DRAWN:
CHECKED:
SCALE:

1205
AUG. 12, 2013
SR/DS
LB
AS NOTED

EXHIBIT
1

SANBORN MAP
SCALE: 1:0.78

2

ASSESSOR BLOCK 0105
NOT TO SCALE

B

TITLE SHEET

A0.0

2849 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115
BUTLERARMSDEN.COM

115 TELGRAPH HILL BLVD., SAN FRANCISCO, CA, 94133,

115 TELEGRAPH HILL

E INFO@BUTLERARMSDEN.COM
T 415-674-5554
F 415-674-5558

FOR REFERENCE ONLY
*NO CHANGES*

PLANNING PERMIT
REVISIONS:

1

BY:

NOPDR #1 - 02/13/2014

JOB#:
DATE:
DRAWN:
CHECKED:
SCALE:

DS / SR

1205
AUG. 12, 2013
SR/DS
LB
AS NOTED

SITE SURVEY

A0.1

2849 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115
BUTLERARMSDEN.COM

AERIAL VIEW LOOKING NORTH
SCALE: 1:1.17

2

AERIAL VIEW LOOKING EAST
SCALE: 1:1.17

115 TELGRAPH HILL BLVD., SAN FRANCISCO, CA, 94133,

4

115 TELEGRAPH HILL

E INFO@BUTLERARMSDEN.COM
T 415-674-5554
F 415-674-5558

PLANNING PERMIT
REVISIONS:

1

NOPDR #1 - 02/13/2014

JOB#:
DATE:
DRAWN:
CHECKED:

3

AERIAL VIEW LOOKING SOUTH
SCALE: 1:1.17

1

AERIAL VIEW LOOKING WEST

BY:

SCALE:

DS / SR

1205
AUG. 12, 2013
SR/DS
LB
AS NOTED

SCALE: 1:1.17

AREA OF SUBJECT PROPERTY:
115 TELEGRAPH HILL BLVD. / 363 FILBERT STREET
LOT AREA = 7,521

SITE PHOTOS

A0.2

2849 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115
BUTLERARMSDEN.COM

4

VIEW UP FILBERT STREET STEPS

2

115 TELGRAPH HILL BLVD., SAN FRANCISCO, CA, 94133,

VIEW SOUTH FROM ACCROSS TELEGRAPH HILL BLVD.

115 TELEGRAPH HILL

E INFO@BUTLERARMSDEN.COM
T 415-674-5554
F 415-674-5558

SCALE: 1:3.16

LOT 28

(E) BUILDING
REAR PROPERTY LINE
BUILDING 0.03' CLEAR

TOP OF BUILDING EL. 237.30'
212.42' BW

216.90' BW
(E) CONCRETE
RETAINING WALL
TO REMAIN

216.70'

BLD. 0.46' CLEAR

213.37' BW

LOTS 66 & 67

240.70'
DN

LOT 37
VACANT PROPERTY

BLD. 0.68' CLEAR

219.60'

EXISTING AREA OF
COTTAGE ENVELOPE TO
BE RESTORED TO PREVARIANCE CONDITION AS
REQUIRED BY ZONING
ADMINISTRATOR; SEE
A2.7 - A2.9

DEMO (E) ROOF
EAVE

213.37' BRICK PATIO

(E) COTTAGE TO
REMAIN

BUILDING 0.03' CLEAR

REPLACE (E)
RETAINING WALL
PORTION

(E) 3-STY STUCCO
OVER GARAGE

229.9'

REINFORCE (E)
RETAINING WALL
PORTION
214.3' NG

227.60'

224.7'

226.90'

(E) N.G. ELEVATION
TO REMAIN

22
0.
0

EAVE EL. 237.6'

225
.0

22
9.0

(E) TREE TO
REMAIN

DEMO (E) WOODEN STAIRS

DEMO (E) CHAIN
LINK FENCE

PLANNING PERMIT

RIDGE EL. +/-242.7'

228.70'

PROPERTY LINE / SIDE WALL

SFPC 136(25)(A)
ALLOWABLE EXCEPTION AREA

231.0

235.0

0
0.
23

285.3' T.O. BLDG.

45% REAR YARD SET BACK

220.0

BLD. 3.64' CLEAR

PROPERTY LINE / SIDE WALL

230
.0

REVISIONS:

LOT 33

1

216.38' BRICK PATIO

(E) SITE TO BE RE-GRADED
AS REQUIRED

BY:

NOPDR #1 - 02/13/2014

DS / SR

45% REAR YARD SET BACK

240
.0
289.9' T.O. BLDG.

22
5.
0
23
5.
0

SOFFIT

DEMO (E) WOODEN STAIRS

0
0.
24

SKYLIGHT

238.60' EAVE

23
0.
0
LOT 49
4-STY WOOD FRAME

0
1.
23

24
5.
0

2-STY WOOD FRAME

(E) ROCK WALL
TO BE REMOVED

REPAIR & REPLACE
(E) CONCRETE
WALL AS REQ'D.

(E) GARAGE DOOR
252.40' AFF

JOB#:

(E) WALL/DOOR
FACADE
4.20' OVER
TO BE DEMO'D

232
.0

25
0.
0

BLD. 3.62' CLEAR

TOP SKYLIGHT EL. 294.4'±

(E) RETAINING WALLS
TO BE DEMO'D

238.0

(E) WOOD GATE

DN

7.0
23

BALCONY DECK
ABOVE - EL. 269.0'±

DN

25
1.0

DATE:

238.6'± EAVE

235.30' SW
252.56' BW

+/-289.9'

CATV

P

252.33' CC

WM

251.64' CC

252.49' EC

252.01' EP

(68.75' WIDE)

PAC

251.71' TST

244.44' BST

➐

252.09' TC

251.13' FL

(E) PEDESTRIAN
CROSSWALK

250.33 EP

VIEW UP TELEGRAPH HILL BLVD. TO SITE
SCALE: 1:1.09

1

230.30' BST

➋

229.35' CC

CHECKED:

GV

229.86' BW

229.34' BW
FILBERT STREET
(68.75' WIDE)

SCALE:

(E) RETAINING WALL
TO REMAIN

(E) DIRT SLOPE TO
BE LANDSCAPED
(E) FIRE
HYDRANT

0
0.
25

248.07' EP

(E) UTILITIES TO
REMAIN; TYP.

247.70' BW

(E) TREES TO REMAIN

249.98' AC

0
9.
24
249.21' AC

246.80' BW
247.11' EP

12'-

(E) ROCK WALL
TO REMAIN

247.76' AC

246.10' BW

0
8.
24

245.95' EP
249.01' EP

0
7.
24

➍

PHOTO KEY PLAN
SCALE: 1:246.43

2'-8 1/2"

235.16' TST

235.47' BST

PGE 230.11' BW

246.25' AC

251.28' EP

253.59' EP

3

WM

249.40' EP

25
1.
0
253.
0

➏

254.0

254.55' EP

25
2.0

250.10' EP

230.29' BW

249.30' BW

0"

251.82' AC

➑

250.60' BW

235.47' BW

242.81' TST

251.07' FL

RELOCATE
(E) STOP SIGN

253.36' AC

(E) STAIRS TO REMAIN

250.40' BW
251.65' TC
251.71' TC

PGE

242.87' BW

243.07 CC

CATV

REMOVE FOR
(N) CURB CUT

253.32' EP

➎

243.83' CC

251.86' EC

251.72' FL

FILBERT STREET

WM

GV

244.42' BW

251.80' BW

PGE

PAC

252.59' BW

PAC

TOP BUILDING EL. 290.0'±

DRAWN:

PEAK EL. 246.1'±

1205
AUG. 12, 2013
SR/DS
LB
AS NOTED

246.88' EP

➌

SITE PHOTOS

A0.3

2849 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115
BUTLERARMSDEN.COM

SCALE: 1'

=

1'-0"

6

ADJACENT CONTEXT TO EAST OF SUBJECT PROPERTY

115 TELGRAPH HILL BLVD., SAN FRANCISCO, CA, 94133,

8

109/111 TELEGRAPH HILL BLVD.

115 TELEGRAPH HILL

E INFO@BUTLERARMSDEN.COM
T 415-674-5554
F 415-674-5558

SCALE: 1:0.96

PLANNING PERMIT
REVISIONS:

1

NOPDR #1 - 02/13/2014

JOB#:
DATE:
DRAWN:
CHECKED:
SCALE:

7

STREETSCAPE OPPOSITE OF SUBJECT PROPERTY
SCALE: 1'

=

1'-0"

5

VIEW DOWN FILBERT STREET STEPS
SCALE: 1:1.83

BY:
DS / SR

1205
AUG. 12, 2013
SR/DS
LB
AS NOTED

SITE PHOTOS

A0.4

GENERAL DEMOLITION NOTES

REAR PROPERTY LINE
BUILDING 0.03' CLEAR

TOP OF BUILDING EL. 237.30'
212.42' BW

216.90' BW
(E) CONCRETE
RETAINING WALL
TO REMAIN

216.70'

BLD. 0.46' CLEAR

213.37' BW

LOTS 66 & 67

240.70'
DN

LOT 37
VACANT PROPERTY

BLD. 0.68' CLEAR

219.60'

EXISTING AREA OF
COTTAGE ENVELOPE TO
BE RESTORED TO PREVARIANCE CONDITION AS
REQUIRED BY ZONING
ADMINISTRATOR; SEE
A2.7 - A2.9

DEMO (E) ROOF
EAVE

213.37' BRICK PATIO

(E) COTTAGE TO
REMAIN

BUILDING 0.03' CLEAR

REPLACE (E)
RETAINING WALL
PORTION

2849 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115
BUTLERARMSDEN.COM
E INFO@BUTLERARMSDEN.COM
T 415-674-5554
F 415-674-5558

(E) 3-STY STUCCO
OVER GARAGE

229.9'

REINFORCE (E)
RETAINING WALL
PORTION
214.3' NG

227.60'

224.7'

226.90'

(E) N.G. ELEVATION
TO REMAIN

22
0.
0

EAVE EL. 237.6'
RIDGE EL. +/-242.7'

228.70'

225
.0

22
9.0

(E) TREE TO
REMAIN

DEMO (E) WOODEN STAIRS

DEMO (E) CHAIN
LINK FENCE

PROPERTY LINE / SIDE WALL

285.3' T.O. BLDG.

SFPC 136(25)(A)
ALLOWABLE EXCEPTION AREA

231.0

220.0

BLD. 3.64' CLEAR

45% REAR YARD SET BACK

235.0

0
0.
23

PROPERTY LINE / SIDE WALL

230
.0

LOT 33

216.38' BRICK PATIO

(E) SITE TO BE RE-GRADED
AS REQUIRED

45% REAR YARD SET BACK

240
.0
289.9' T.O. BLDG.

115 TELGRAPH HILL BLVD., SAN FRANCISCO, CA, 94133,

LOT 28

115 TELEGRAPH HILL

(E) BUILDING

1. ALL DEMOLITION WORK TO BE CONDUCTED IN SUCH A MANNER AS TO PROTECT
ADJACENT PROPERTY ADN LANDSCAPE PLANTING TO REMAIN.
2. ASBESTOS CONTAINING MATERIALS IN EXISTING BUILDINGS TO BE IDENTIFIED
AND REMOVED IN COMPLIANCE WITH ALL APPLICABLE REGULATIONS.
3. LEAD PAINTED MATERIALS IN EXISTING BUILDINGS TO BE IDENTIFIED AND
REMOVED IN COMPLIANCE WITH ALL APPLICABLE REGULATIONS.
4. DEMOLISH ALL REDUNDANT HVAC EQUIPMENT, INCLUDING PIPING,
DUCTWORK, RADIANT PANELS, AND BASEBOARD HEATERS. SAVE AND CATALOGUE
DECORATIVE GRILLES FOR STORAGE AND RE-USE.
5. DEMOLISH REDUNDANT PLUMBING IN WALL OR FLOOR CAVITIES OPENED FOR
CONSTRUCTION.
6. DEMOLISH ALL ABANDON INTERIOR ELECTRICAL THROUGHOUT.
7. DEMOLISH ALL WINDOW COVERINGS AND RELATED HARDWARE,. REMOVE
WINDOW HARDWARE, U.O.N.
8. AT DOORS TO BE DEMOLISHED OR REMOVED, REMOVE DOOR, HARDWARE, AND
FRAME, U.O.N. AND SAVE FOR RE-USE.
9. DEMOLISH ALL FLOOR FINISHES, INCLUDING CARPET, VINYL, AND TILE. WOOD
FLOORS TO REMAIN, U.O.N. PROTECT DURING CONSTRUCTION.
10. DEMOLISH ALL ABANDON GAS LINES TO MAIN POINT OF ENTRY, U.O.N.
11. CONTRACTOR TO VERIFY BEARING AND NON-BEARING STATUS OF
EXISTING CONSTRUCTION TO BE DEMOLISHED BEFORE PROCEEDING WITH WORK.

22
5.
0

23
5.
0

SOFFIT

0
0.
24

KEARNY STREET
(45.468' WIDE)

DEMO (E) WOODEN STAIRS
SKYLIGHT

238.60' EAVE

23
0.
0
LOT 49
4-STY WOOD FRAME

0
1.
23

24
5.
0

2-STY WOOD FRAME

(E) ROCK WALL
TO BE REMOVED

REPAIR & REPLACE
(E) CONCRETE
WALL AS REQ'D.

(E) GARAGE DOOR
252.40' AFF

PLANNING PERMIT
(E) WALL/DOOR
FACADE
4.20' OVER
TO BE DEMO'D

232
.0

25
0.
0

BLD. 3.62' CLEAR

TOP SKYLIGHT EL. 294.4'±

(E) RETAINING WALLS
TO BE DEMO'D

238.0

(E) WOOD GATE

DN

7.0
23

BALCONY DECK
ABOVE - EL. 269.0'±

DN

25
1.0

REVISIONS:

238.6'± EAVE

PEAK EL. 246.1'±

235.30' SW
252.56' BW

+/-289.9'

CATV

GV
252.33' CC
252.49' EC

WM

P

WM

251.64' CC

244.42' BW

251.80' BW

PGE
PAC

251.71' TST

(E) STAIRS TO REMAIN

244.44' BST
CATV

251.72' FL
252.01' EP

(68.75' WIDE)

251.71' TC

252.09' TC

251.13' FL

250.60' BW

250.33 EP

(E) PEDESTRIAN
CROSSWALK

0
0.
25

248.07' EP

NOPDR #2 - 05/19/2014

DS / SR

3

REVISION - 07/17/2014

DS / SR

4

REVISION - 09/02/2014

DS / SR

229.86' BW

229.34' BW

JOB#:

(E) RETAINING WALL
TO REMAIN

DATE:
DRAWN:

(E) UTILITIES TO
REMAIN; TYP.

247.70' BW

CHECKED:
SCALE:

0
9.
24
249.21' AC

1205
AUG. 12, 2013
SR/DS
LB
AS NOTED

246.80' BW
247.11' EP

12'

(E) ROCK WALL
TO REMAIN

247.76' AC

246.10' BW

0
8.
24

245.95' EP
249.01' EP
0
7.
24

246.88' EP

EXISTING SITE PLAN
SCALE: 1/8"

2

246.25' AC

251.28' EP

1

DS / SR

GV

(E) TREES TO REMAIN

249.98' AC

NOPDR #1 - 02/13/2014

FILBERT STREET
(68.75' WIDE)

(E) FIRE
HYDRANT

25
1.
0

254.0

254.55' EP

253.
0

253.36' AC

25
2.0

250.10' EP

230.30' BST

249.40' EP

-0"

251.82' AC

229.35' CC

1

2'-8 1/2"

(E) DIRT SLOPE TO
BE LANDSCAPED

REMOVE FOR
(N) CURB CUT

253.32' EP

WM

PGE 230.11' BW

249.30' BW

251.07' FL

RELOCATE
(E) STOP SIGN

230.29' BW

235.16' TST

235.47' BST

250.40' BW

FILBERT STREET

235.47' BW

242.81' TST

251.86' EC

251.65' TC

PGE

242.87' BW

243.07 CC

243.83' CC

PAC

252.59' BW

PAC

TOP BUILDING EL. 290.0'±

BY:

=

1'-0"

N

EXISTING SITE
PLAN

A0.5

(E) BUILDING

LOT 28
REAR PROPERTY LINE
BUILDING 0.03' CLEAR

2849 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115
BUTLERARMSDEN.COM

26'-0"
TOP OF BUILDING EL. 237.30'

213.37' BW

27'-6"

27'-9"

LOTS 66 & 67

COTTAGE ROOF
RETURNED TO
PRE-VARIANCE
CONDITION (SEE
A2.7)

COTTAGE
ENTRY

115 TELEGRAPH HILL

(E) CONCRETE
RETAINING WALL
TO REMAIN

216.70'

BLD. 0.46' CLEAR

LOT 37
VACANT PROPERTY

E INFO@BUTLERARMSDEN.COM
T 415-674-5554
F 415-674-5558

216.90' BW

(E) 3-STY STUCCO
OVER GARAGE

213.37' BRICK PATIO

FLAT ROOF (SEE
A2.7)

BUILDING 0.03' CLEAR

REPLACE (E)
RETAINING WALL
PORTION

REINFORCE (E)
RETAINING WALL
PORTION

229.9'

55'-0"

1'-6"

214.3' NG
224.7'
215

224'-7"
224

(N) COTTAGE YARD

218

216

217

(E) TREE TO REMAIN
(N) LANDSCAPING &
REGRADING

226

COTTAGE /
GARAGE
ACCESS

(N) WALKWAY TO
COTTAGE & GARAGE
ACCESS

227
82'-6"
228

(N) LANDSCAPING

229
45% REAR YARD SET BACK

229

224'-7"

SFPC 136(25)(A)
ALLOWABLE EXCEPTION AREA
224'-7"
234'-8"

12'-0"

251'-9"

UNIT 1
DECK BELOW

37'-1 1/2"

12'-0"

228

PROPERTY LINE / SIDE WALL

220 219

UNIT 3
TERRACE
BELOW

UNIT 2
DECK BELOW

PROPERTY LINE / SIDE WALL

LINE OF ALLOWABLE
EXCEPTION AREA PER
SFPC 136 (25) (A)

216.38' BRICK PATIO

GRAVEL
ROOF

45% REAR YARD SET BACK

288'-3"

282'-7"

82'-6"

289.9' T.O. BLDG.

273'-3"

82'-3"

SOFFIT

LOT 33

227'-6"

8'-3 3/4"

273'-3"
SKYLIGHT

3'-7 5/8"

GRAVEL
ROOF

3'-0"

UNIT 1

5'-0"

3'-0"

KEARNY STREET
(45.468' WIDE)

285.3' T.O. BLDG.

223

221

224'-7"

5'-0"

BLD. 3.64' CLEAR

222

(E) N.G. ELEVATION
TO REMAIN

115 TELGRAPH HILL BLVD., SAN FRANCISCO, CA, 94133,

212.42' BW

3'-3 3/4"
238.60' EAVE

288'-3"
282'-7"
ELEV. VENT

UNIT 2
ROOF ACCESS HATCH

ELEV. VENT

LOT 49
4-STY WOOD FRAME

231'-6"

5

282'-7"

288'-3"

273'-3"

ELEV. VENT

5

5
288'-3"

ROOF ACCESS HATCH

BALCONY DECK
ABOVE - EL. 269.0'±

VEGETATED ROOF

VEGETATED ROOF

287'-9"

282'-1"

CATV

WM

252.33' CC
252.49' EC

WM

P

244.42' BW

251.80' BW

PGE
PAC

251.72' FL
FILBERT STREET
252.01' EP

(68.75' WIDE)

244.44' BST
CATV

251.71' TC
251.13' FL

250.60' BW

250.33 EP

(E) PEDESTRIAN
CROSSWALK

2'-8 1/2"
230.30' BST
235.16' TST

229.86' BW

(E) FIRE
HYDRANT

248.07' EP

DS / SR

3

REVISION - 07/17/2014

DS / SR

4

REVISION - 09/02/2014

DS / SR

5

REVISION - 09/16/2014

DS / SR

DRAWN:
CHECKED:
SCALE:

1205
AUG. 12, 2013
SR/DS
LB
AS NOTED

(N) LANDSCAPING
246.80' BW
247.11' EP

-0"

NOPDR #2 - 05/19/2014

DATE:

(E) UTILITIES TO
REMAIN; TYP.

247.70' BW

(N) LANDSCAPING
AT STREET LEVEL

12'

25
1.
0

2

JOB#:

(E) TREES TO REMAIN

249.98' AC

DS / SR

229.34' BW

(E) RETAINING WALL
TO REMAIN

0
9.
24
249.21' AC

NOPDR #1 - 02/13/2014

GV

249.40' EP

0
0.
25

1

FILBERT STREET
(68.75' WIDE)

(E) ROCK WALL
TO REMAIN

247.76' AC

246.10' BW

0
8.
24

245.95' EP
249.01' EP
0
7.
24

246.88' EP

PROPOSED SITE PLAN
SCALE: 1/8"

229.35' CC

BY:

246.25' AC

251.28' EP

253.
0

254.0

25
2.0

250.10' EP

1

WM

251.07' FL

(E) MUNI BUS
STOP TO REMAIN
251.82' AC

230.29' BW

PGE 230.11' BW

PEAK EL. 246.1'±

249.30' BW

(E) STOP SIGN
RELOCATED

253.32' EP

235.47' BW

235.47' BST

250.40' BW
251.65' TC

252.09' TC

(E) STAIRS TO REMAIN
242.81' TST

251.86' EC

10'-0"

PGE

242.87' BW

243.07 CC

243.83' CC

PAC

+/-289.9'

PAC

252.56' BW

REVISIONS:

272'-9"
238.6'± EAVE

GV

254.55' EP

DN

(N) REAR YARD
ACCESS GATE FOR
381 FILBERT
PROPERTY

VEGETATED ROOF
235'-0"

BLD. 3.62' CLEAR

252.59' BW

253.36' AC

DN

(E) WOOD GATE

TOP SKYLIGHT EL. 294.4'±

251.64' CC

GRAVEL ROOF

282'-7"

ROOF ACCESS HATCH

2-STY WOOD FRAME

PLANNING PERMIT

(E) GARAGE DOOR
252.40' AFF

TOP BUILDING EL. 290.0'±

UNIT 3

=

1'-0"

N

PROPOSED SITE
PLAN

A0.6

12'-

REAR PROPERTY LINE

214'-4"

10'-4"
221

(E) COTTAGE
ENTRY

220

REINFORCE (E) RETAINING WALL
222

LINE OF
ROOF ABOVE

12'-0"
25'-0" PER SFPC 140

(E) N.G. ELEVATION
TO REMAIN

215

2849 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115
BUTLERARMSDEN.COM

219

223
227'-9"

224'-7"

DN

224

SFPC 136(25)(A)
ALLOWABLE EXCEPTION AREA

5'-0"

A

COTTAGE
TERRACE

216

217
218

(N) LANDSCAPING

226

227'-9"

B

E INFO@BUTLERARMSDEN.COM
T 415-674-5554
F 415-674-5558

C

D

E

224'-7"

F

G

H

J

K

L

227

228
14'-0"

5'-7"

4'-3"

4'-0"

12'-0"

10'-10"

3'-0"

6'-7"

5'-1"

12'-2"

228
(N) LANDSCAPING
229

EXTERIOR
WALKWAY

(N) LANDSCAPING
EXTERIOR
WALKWAY

229
45% REAR YARD SET BACK
3'-1 1/2"

SFPC 136(25)(A)
ALLOWABLE EXCEPTION AREA

32'-9 1/2"

19'-1 1/2"

CLASS 1 BICYCLE
PARKING SPACE
12'-0"

UNIT 3
PATIO

224'-7"

FOLDABLE
WALL SYSTEM

14'-10 1/4"

6'-1 1/2"

2

224'-7"

PROPERTY LINE / SIDE WALL

PROPERTY LINE / SIDE WALL

5'-10 1/2"

1

229'-0"

1

216'-4"

2

224'-7"

45% REAR YARD SET BACK

3
UNIT 3
GARAGE
ENTRY

30'-7 1/2"

CLASS 1 BICYCLE
PARKING SPACE

3

224'-7"

UP

115 TELGRAPH HILL BLVD., SAN FRANCISCO, CA, 94133,

SEE A2.7 & A2.8 FOR DN
COTTAGE PLANS

115 TELEGRAPH HILL

POWDER

DN
(N) WALKWAY TO COTTAGE &
GARAGE

GARAGE
19'-7 1/2"

224'-7"

14'-9 1/4"

LIVING ROOM
OPEN TO ABOVE

227'-6"

4

4

DN

PLANNING PERMIT
REVISIONS:

CLASS 1
BICYCLE
PARKING
SPACE

9'-0"

UNIT 1
ELEVATOR

UNIT 2
ELEVATOR

ELEV.
ROOM

UNIT 3
ELEVATOR

DINING

BY:

1

NOPDR #1 - 02/13/2014

DS / SR

2

NOPDR #2 - 05/19/2014

DS / SR

4

REVISION - 09/02/2014

DS / SR

5

REVISION - 09/16/2014

DS / SR

231'-6"

5

5

CAR LIFT
POWDER
24'-9"

CLASS 1 BICYCLE
PARKING SPACE

JOB#:
DATE:

16'-9"

DN

ELEVATOR
ROOM

5
224'-7"

6
109 / 111
TELEGRAPH
HILL

5

MECH.

24'-11 1/4"

PANTRY

1

PARKING LEVEL
SCALE: 1/4"

=

1'-0"

SCALE:

224'-7"

UNIT 3
LEVEL 1

6
235'-0"

381 / 383
FILBERT
STREET

N

7

CHECKED:

(N) WALKWAY TO
COTTAGE

KITCHEN/BAR

STORAGE/
MECHANICAL

DRAWN:

1205
AUG. 12, 2013
SR/DS
LB
AS NOTED

7

PARKING LEVEL
PROPOSED PLAN

A2.1

REAR PROPERTY LINE

214'-4"

SEE A2.7 & A2.8 FOR
COTTAGE PLANS
221

ROOF RIDGE

220

242'-9"

222

215
2849 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115
BUTLERARMSDEN.COM

219

223
224'-7"

DN

224
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SFPC 136(25)(A)
ALLOWABLE EXCEPTION AREA

226

227'-9"

5'-0"

B
12'-0"

A

C

D

E

224'-7"

F

G

H

J

K

L

227

228
14'-0"

5'-7"

4'-3"

12'-0"

4'-0"

10'-10"

3'-0"

6'-7"

5'-1"

12'-2"

228
EXTERIOR
WALKWAY

229

224'-7"

EXTERIOR
WALKWAY

229

45% REAR YARD SET BACK
OPERABLE WINDOWS

GLASS GUARD RAIL
SFPC 136(25)(A)
ALLOWABLE EXCEPTION AREA

21'-10"

LIVING

UNIT 2
DECK

234'-8"

ROOF
234'-8"

UNIT 3
PATIO
BELOW

234'-8"

12'-0"

ROOF

224'-7"

1

2

6'-1 1/2"

2

VEGETATED ROOF

VEGETATED
ROOF

PROPERTY LINE / SIDE WALL

3'-1 1/2"

PROPERTY LINE / SIDE WALL

5'-10 1/2"

1

229'-0"

STACKING GLAZED DOORS

3

45% REAR YARD SET BACK

UP

3

30'-7 1/2"

DINING

115 TELGRAPH HILL BLVD., SAN FRANCISCO, CA, 94133,

227'-9"

115 TELEGRAPH HILL

COTTAGE
TERRACE

216

217
218

DN

17'-7 1/2"

17'-7 1/2"

19'-7 1/2"

224'-7"

FAMILY
ROOM

OPEN TO BELOW

227'-6"

KITCHEN

UP

4

4

DN

9'-0"

UNIT 1
ELEVATOR

A/V
CLOSET

UNIT 2
ELEVATOR

UNIT 3
ELEVATOR

REVISIONS:

45'-4 1/2"

DN
ENTRY
HALL

14'-9"

UP

5

BATHROOM

PLANNING PERMIT
BY:

1

NOPDR #1 - 02/13/2014

DS / SR

2

NOPDR #2 - 05/19/2014

DS / SR

4

REVISION - 09/02/2014

DS / SR

5

REVISION - 09/16/2014

DS / SR

231'-6"

5
CLASS A ROOF

POWDER
ROOM

UNIT 3
LEVEL 2

CAR LIFT

JOB#:

ENTRY
FOYER

235'-9"

DATE:

DN

DRAWN:

4'-4"

CHECKED:

16'-9"

SCALE:

1205
AUG. 12, 2013
SR/DS
LB
AS NOTED

DEN
PANTRY

6

UNIT 1
LEVEL 1
237'-9"

109 / 111
TELEGRAPH
HILL

5

ELEVATOR / MECH.

244'-7"

UNIT 2
LEVEL 1
234'-8"

POWDER
ROOM

UNIT 3
ENTRY
COURT

235'-0"

6
381 / 383
FILBERT
STREET

235'-9"

PLANTER

N

7
2'-8 1/2"

1

BASEMENT LEVEL
SCALE: 1/4"

=

1'-0"

7

BASEMENT
LEVEL
PROPOSED PLAN

HANDRAIL

A2.2

A

B

C

14'-0"

D

5'-7"

E

4'-3"

F

G

12'-0"

4'-0"

10'-10"

H
3'-0"

J
6'-7"

K
5'-1"

L
12'-2"

2849 CALIFORNIA STREET
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5'-0"

6'-1 1/2"

2

PROPERTY LINE / SIDE WALL

5'-10 1/2"

1

10'-0"

PROPERTY LINE / SIDE WALL

45% REAR YARD SET BACK

UNIT 1
DECK

251'-9"

ROOF
BELOW

STACKING
GLAZED
DOORS

ROOF
BELOW

UNIT 2
DECK
BELOW

234'-8"

UNIT 3
PATIO
BELOW

234'-8"

POCKETING WOOD
LOUVER SCREENS

21'-10"

SLIDING GLAZED
DOORS

1

2

GUARDRAIL
OPERABLE WINDOWS

3

45% REAR YARD SET BACK

UP

3

244'-7"

BEDROOM 1

19'-7 1/2"

LIVING

BEDROOM 2

KITCHEN/
DINING
CLOSET

UNIT 1
LEVEL 2

DN

17'-7 1/2"

21'-7"

DN

115 TELGRAPH HILL BLVD., SAN FRANCISCO, CA, 94133,

115 TELEGRAPH HILL
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227'-6"

CLOSET

251'-9"

LAUNDRY
CLOSET

UP

4

4

DN

DN
ENTRY

8'-2"

9'-0"

UNIT 1
ELEVATOR

POWDER

ENTRY
HALL

UNIT 2
ELEVATOR

UNIT 3
ELEVATOR
UP
231'-6"

5

5
CLOSET

EXTERIOR
ACCESS
GATE

5'-2 1/2"
7'-9"

PG&E

CLOSET

DN

UNIT 1
ENTRY
COURT

246'-7"

UNIT 2
ENTRY
COURT

4'-4 1/8"

7'-6"

251'-9"

6

5

MTL. CAR LIFT DOOR

10'-9 1/8"

109 / 111
TELEGRAPH
HILL

PLANNING PERMIT
REVISIONS:

12'-5"

CAR LIFT

CLOSET

DN

NOPDR #1 - 02/13/2014

DS / SR

2

NOPDR #2 - 05/19/2014

DS / SR

4

REVISION - 09/02/2014

DS / SR

5

REVISION - 09/16/2014

DS / SR

(N) REAR YARD
ACCESS GATE FOR 381
FILBERT PROPERTY

244'-7"

UNIT 3
LEVEL 3

244'-7"

8'-2"

247'-9"

246'-7"

244'-7"

42" METAL GUARDRAIL

1

DEN

ENTRY
LOUNGE

UNIT 2
LEVEL 2

6
235'-0"

381 / 383
FILBERT
STREET

JOB#:
DATE:
DRAWN:
CHECKED:

7

7
METAL PLANTER

TOP OF
FILBERT
STEPS

WOOD LOUVER
PRIVACY SCREEN

METAL PLANTER

DN

DN
(E) STAIRS TO REMAIN

BY:

SCALE:

1205
AUG. 12, 2013
SR/DS
LB
AS NOTED

2'-8 1/2"

DN
(E) STAIRS TO REMAIN

RELOCATED STOP SIGN

N

(N) CURB CUT

3'-0"
1'-6"

7'-0"

1'-6"

1

GROUND LEVEL
SCALE: 1/4"

=

1'-0"

GROUND LEVEL
PROPOSED PLAN

A2.3

A

B
14'-0"

C
5'-7"

D
4'-3"

E

F

4'-0"

G

12'-0"

10'-10"

H
3'-0"

J
6'-7"

K
5'-1"

L
2849 CALIFORNIA STREET
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12'-2"

45% REAR YARD SET BACK

5'-10 1/2"

1

6'-1 1/2"

2

GRAVEL ROOF
BELOW
PROPERTY LINE / SIDE WALL

PROPERTY LINE / SIDE WALL

GRAVEL ROOF
BELOW

UNIT 1
DECK
BELOW
UNIT 2
DECK
BELOW

21'-10"

UNIT 3
PATIO
BELOW

POCKETING WOOD
LOUVER SCREENS

STACKING GLAZED DOORS

POCKETING WOOD
LOUVER SCREENS

1

2

SLIDING GLAZED DOORS
45% REAR YARD SET BACK

3

3

1

251'-9"

2

3

18'-6 1/8"

4

5

6

7

8

DN

OPEN TO BELOW

BEDROOM 3

BEDROOM 2

MASTER
DECK

19'-7 1/2"

9

260'-3"

10

MASTER
BEDROOM

11

CLOSET

12

SLIDING GLAZED DOORS

13

14

POCKETING WOOD
LOUVER SCREENS

15
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16

DN
4'-6"

BRIDGE

LAUNDRY
12'-9 3/4"

UP

4'-6"

UP

4

5'-0"

3'-3 3/4"

4

DN

7'-0"
DN
UNIT 2
ELEVATOR

BATHROOM

11'-6"

9'-0"

9'-0"

UNIT 1
ELEVATOR

FIXED WINDOW

UNIT 3
ELEVATOR
UP

BATHROOM

5

5
DN

DN

PLANNING PERMIT
REVISIONS:

DN

BEDROOM 1
BEDROOM 2

HER
CLOSET

109 / 111
TELEGRAPH
HILL

UNIT 1
LEVEL 2

UNIT 2
LEVEL 3

262'-3"

10'-6"

NOPDR #1 - 02/13/2014

DS / SR

2

NOPDR #2 - 05/19/2014

DS / SR

4

REVISION - 09/02/2014

DS / SR

FIXED WINDOW

BATHROOM

6

1

BEDROOM 1

11'-5"

11'-9"

16'-9"

MASTER
BATH

FIXED WINDOW

UNIT 3
LEVEL 4

257'-1"

260'-3"

6
381 / 383
FILBERT
STREET

JOB#:
DATE:
DRAWN:
CHECKED:

7

7
WOOD LOUVER
PRIVACY SCREEN

WOOD LOUVER
PRIVACY SCREEN

DN

DN

N

1

SCALE: 1/4"

=

1'-0"

SCALE:

1205
AUG. 12, 2013
SR/DS
LB
AS NOTED

WOOD LOUVER
PRIVACY SCREEN
DN

SECOND LEVEL

BY:

SECOND LEVEL
PROPOSED PLAN

A2.4

A

B

C

14'-0"

5'-7"

D
4'-3"

E

F

4'-0"

G

12'-0"

10'-10"

H
3'-0"

J
6'-7"

K

L

5'-1"
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12'-2"

5'-10 1/2"

1

6'-1 1/2"

2

42" GLASS GUARDRAIL

UNIT 1
DECK
BELOW

POCKETING
WOOD
LOUVER
SCREENS

PROPERTY LINE / SIDE WALL

PROPERTY LINE / SIDE WALL

45% REAR YARD SET BACK

STACKING
GLAZED
DOORS
UNIT 2
DECK
BELOW

UNIT 3
PATIO
BELOW

1

2

7'-9"

13'-10"
POCKETING WOOD
LOUVER SCREENS

42" GLASS GUARDRAIL
45% REAR YARD SET BACK

3

3

DN

14'-1 3/8"

MASTER BEDROOM

19'-7 1/2"

12'-9"

MASTER BATH

SKYLIGHT
SOLAR
ARRAY

MASTER SUITE
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SKYLIGHT

MASTER
CLOSET

4

UP

SLIDING ROOF HATCH

UP

4

DN

MASTER
CLOSET

UNIT 1
ELEVATOR

UNIT 2
ELEVATOR

45'-4 1/2"

9'-0"

16'-3"

5

GRAVEL ROOF

5

5
DN

ELEVATOR SHAFT
VENTILATION

DN

PLANNING PERMIT
REVISIONS:

13'-10"

DN

16'-9"

7'-6"

BY:

1

NOPDR #1 - 02/13/2014

DS / SR

2

NOPDR #2 - 05/19/2014

DS / SR

4

REVISION - 09/02/2014

DS / SR

5

REVISION - 09/16/2014

DS / SR

VEGETATED ROOF
BATHROOM

BATHROOM

BEDROOM 3

6

BEDROOM 4

UNIT 1
LEVEL 3

109 / 111
TELEGRAPH
HILL

274'-9"

UNIT 2
LEVEL 4
269'-7"

UNIT 3
ROOF

272'-9"

6
381 / 383
FILBERT
STREET

JOB#:
DATE:
DRAWN:
CHECKED:

7

7
WOOD LOUVER
PRIVACY SCREEN
DN

WOOD LOUVER
PRIVACY SCREEN
DN

DN

N

1

THIRD LEVEL
SCALE: 1/4"

=

1'-0"

SCALE:

1205
AUG. 12, 2013
SR/DS
LB
AS NOTED

THIRD LEVEL
PROPOSED PLAN

A2.5

A

B
14'-0"

C
5'-7"

D
4'-3"

E
4'-0"

F
12'-0"

G
10'-10"

H
3'-0"

J
6'-7"

K

L

5'-1"
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12'-2"

UNIT 1
DECK
BELOW
UNIT 2
DECK
BELOW

UNIT 3
PATIO
BELOW

2

6'-1 1/2"

2

45% REAR YARD SET BACK

3

3

SOLAR
ARRAY
DN
SKYLIGHT

SKYLIGHT

SKYLIGHT

19'-7 1/2"

SOLAR
ARRAY

SOLAR
ARRAY

GRAVEL ROOF

GRAVEL ROOF

SKYLIGHT

ELEVATOR SHAFT
VENTILATION

SKYLIGHT

SLIDING ROOF HATCH

4

4

DN

45'-4 1/2"

SKYLIGHT

9'-0"

ELEVATOR SHAFT
VENTILATION

SKYLIGHT

5

SKYLIGHT
GRAVEL ROOF

5

5

5
SLIDING ROOF
HATCH

ELEVATOR SHAFT
VENTILATION

SLIDING
ROOF HATCH

30'-0"

5

PLANNING PERMIT
REVISIONS:

8'-3 3/4"

DN

16'-9"

115 TELGRAPH HILL BLVD., SAN FRANCISCO, CA, 94133,

1
5'-10 1/2"

1
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BY:

1

NOPDR #1 - 02/13/2014

DS / SR

2

NOPDR #2 - 05/19/2014

DS / SR

4

REVISION - 09/02/2014

DS / SR

5

REVISION - 09/16/2014

DS / SR

VEGETATED ROOF
VEGETATED ROOF

6

UNIT 2
ROOF

109 / 111
TELEGRAPH
HILL

VEGETATED ROOF

UNIT 2
ROOF

UNIT 3
ROOF

6
381 / 383
FILBERT
STREET

JOB#:
DATE:
DRAWN:
CHECKED:

7

7

DN

DN

DN

N

1

ROOF LEVEL
SCALE: 1/4"

=

1'-0"

SCALE:

1205
AUG. 12, 2013
SR/DS
LB
AS NOTED

ROOF LEVEL
PROPOSED PLAN

A2.6

NEIGHBORING
PROPERTY LINE

5'-0"

2. REF. PERMIT #9925477 FOR UPDATED COTTAGE RENOVATION PLANS & SCOPE OF WORK FROM
#9716089S (11/30/1999)

COTTAGE
ROOF LEVEL

RELOCATE (E)
FIREPLACE

3. REF. SFPC VARIANCE CASE #93.180V

(E) CONCRETE WALL TO REMAIN

(E) CONCRETE WALL TO REMAIN

RELOCATE (E)
CHIMNEY

DEMO (E) AREA OF
EXPANSION PER SFPD
CASE #93.180V
REF. PERMIT #9716089S
TO BE RETURNED TO PREVARIANCE CONDITION

COTTAGE
UPPER LEVEL
227'-9"

DEMO (E) DECK

DINING
LIVING

(E) ROOF PITCH
AREA TO REMAIN

DECK

DEMO (E) AREA OF
EXPANSION PER SFPD
CASE #93.180V
REF. PERMIT #9716089S
TO BE RETURNED TO PREVARIANCE CONDITION

DN

LOT 66/67
REAR YARD

DN

DN

DEMO (E) PORTIONS
OF ROOF
EAVE RIDGE
240'-9"

LOT 66/67
REAR YARD

DN

KITCHEN

213'-4"

POWDER

ENTRY

DEMO (E) SKYLIGHT

DEMO (E) ROOF
PITCH & RETURN TO
FLAT ROOF

PROPERTY LINE

F

CLOSET

PROPERTY LINE

PROPERTY LINE

PROPERTY LINE

12'-6"

213'-4"

DN

10'-4"

ROOF RIDGE
242'-9"

DEMO (EXISTING) UPPER LEVEL PLAN

4

SCALE: 1/4"

=

2

1'-0"

NEIGHBORING
PROPERTY LINE

DEMO (EXISTING) ROOF PLAN
SCALE: 1/4"

REAR PROPERTY LINE

(E) CONCRETE WALL TO REMAIN

=

1'-0"

NEIGHBORING
PROPERTY LINE

NEIGHBORING
PROPERTY LINE

REAR PROPERTY LINE

(E) CONCRETE WALL TO REMAIN

(E) CONCRETE WALL TO REMAIN

5'-0"

5'-0"

REAR PROPERTY LINE

115 TELGRAPH HILL BLVD., SAN FRANCISCO, CA, 94133,

REAR PROPERTY LINE
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DN

1. REF. PERMIT #9716089S: ORIGINAL REMODELING DESIGN BY THEODORE BROWN & PARTNERS.
MODIFICATIONS BY WINKS & ASSOCIATES IN GENERAL CONFORMITY WITH EXHIBIT B TO PLANNING
COMMISSION MOTION #1372 (11/12/1997)

REAR PROPERTY LINE

115 TELEGRAPH HILL

NEIGHBORING
PROPERTY LINE

DN

GENERAL NOTES

2849 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115
BUTLERARMSDEN.COM

LINE OF FLOOR ABOVE

COTTAGE
LOWER LEVEL

COTTAGE
ROOF LEVEL

COTTAGE
UPPER LEVEL

LINE OF
DECK ABOVE

227'-9"

219'-2"

RESTORE (E) WALL &
WINDOWS TO PREVARIANCE
CONDITION

BATHROOM

PLANNING PERMIT

PITCHED ROOF

DN

REVISIONS:

DN

4

KITCHEN /
DINING
BEDROOM

F

LOT 66/67
REAR YARD

DS / SR

LOT 66/67
REAR YARD

ROOF RIDGE
242'-9"

213'-4"

ENTRY

ROOF AREA
TO BE
REMOVED

FLAT ROOF

PROPERTY LINE

PROPERTY LINE

PROPERTY LINE

PROPERTY LINE

213'-4"

12'-6"

UP

PROPERTY LINE

PROPERTY LINE

213'-4"

CLOSET

REVISION - 09/02/2014

LIVING

LOT 66/67
REAR YARD

LINE OF FLOOR ABOVE

BY:

JOB#:
DATE:
DRAWN:
CHECKED:
SCALE:

1205
AUG. 12, 2013
SR/DS
LB
AS NOTED

DN

RELOCATED
CHIMNEY

10'-4"

NOTE: NO CHANGE FROM
PRE-VARIANCE CONDITION

5

PROPOSED (PRE-VARIANCE) LOWER LEVEL PLAN
SCALE: 1/4"

=

1'-0"

3

PROPOSED (PRE-VARIANCE) UPPER LEVEL PLAN
SCALE: 1/4"

=

1'-0"

1

PROPOSED (PRE-VARIANCE) ROOF PLAN
SCALE: 1/4"

=

1'-0"

COTTAGE PLANS

A2.7

PROPERTY LINE

PROPERTY LINE
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240'-9"

AREA TO BE DEMOLISHED
& RETURNED TO PREVARIANCE CONDITION AS
REQUIRED BY ZONING
ADMINISTRATOR

(E) WOOD
SHINGLES TO
REMAIN
DEMO (E)
WINDOW

DEMO (E) DECK &
RAILING
227'-9"

RELOCATE (E) ENTRY DOOR

(E) WINDOWS TO REMAIN

=

242'-9"

1'-0"

(E) RIDGE
ELEVATION &
ROOF PITCH TO
REMAIN

PROPERTY LINE

(E) PITCHED
ROOF TO
REMAIN

SCALE: 1/4"

PROPERTY LINE

(E) FLAT ROOF
TO REMAIN

DEMO (EXISTING) NORTH ELEVATION

PROPERTY LINE

2

(E) F.F.E. TO REMAIN

115 TELGRAPH HILL BLVD., SAN FRANCISCO, CA, 94133,

(E) RIDGE
ELEVATION &
ROOF PITCH TO
REMAIN

242'-9"

115 TELEGRAPH HILL
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CHIMNEY

242'-9"

(N) WALL BEYOND
240'-9"

(E) LOT 28 ADJACENT
BUILDING
(E) CHIMNEY TO
REMAIN

PLANNING PERMIT

237'-4"

(E) WOOD
SHINGLES TO
REMAIN

(E) WINDOWS
TO REMAIN

REVISIONS:

4

BY:

REVISION - 09/02/2014

DS / SR

(E) WOOD
SHINGLES
227'-9"

(E) T.O.F.F TO
REMAIN
RELOCATED ENTRY DOOR
BEYOND

(E) EXT. STUCCO

(E) F.F.E. TO REMAIN

JOB#:
DATE:
DRAWN:
CHECKED:

(E) WINDOWS TO REMAIN

SCALE:

1205
AUG. 12, 2013
SR/DS
LB
AS NOTED

219'-2"

1

PROPOSED (PRE-VARIANCE) WEST ELEVATION
SCALE: 1/4"

=

1'-0"

1

PROPOSED (PRE-VARIANCE) NORTH ELEVATION
SCALE: 1/4"

=

1'-0"

COTTAGE
ELEVATIONS

A2.8

ENTRY DOOR

2849 CALIFORNIA STREET
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STAIRS TO LOWER LEVEL

ROOF EAVE ABOVE
STAIRS TO LOWER LEVEL

DECK

TO EXTERIOR DECK

6

COTTAGE: EXISTING UPPER LEVEL LOOKING NORTH
NOT TO SCALE

3

COTTAGE: EXISTING CONDITION
NOT TO SCALE

ENTRY

ROOF EAVE
OVER DECK

115 TELGRAPH HILL BLVD., SAN FRANCISCO, CA, 94133,
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ROOF EAVE ABOVE DECK

115 TELEGRAPH HILL

WINDOWS

ENTRY
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Memo to the Planning Commission
HEARING DATE: SEPTEMBER 11, 2014
Continued from the July 10, 2014 Hearing

Date:
Case No.:
Project Address:
Zoning:

Block/Lot:
Project Sponsor:

Staff Contact:
Recommendation:

September 4, 2014

2013.1375 EC
115 TELEGRAPH HILL BLVD. (AKA 363 FILBERT STREET)
RH-3 (Residential House, Three-Family)
Telegraph Hill/North Beach Residential Special Use District
40-X Height and Bulk District
0105/065
Jeremy Ricks
735 Montgomery Street, Suite 350
San Francisco, CA 94111
Elizabeth Watty – (415) 558-6620
Elizabeth.Watty@sfgov.org
Approval with Conditions

BACKGROUND
The Project Sponsor proposes to construct a three-unit residential building with four off-street parking
spaces on a lot that contains one existing dwelling-unit (a vacant cottage in the southeast corner of the
lot), which will be renovated and restored as part of the Project. The Property is located in the RH-3
(Residential House, Three-Family) Zoning District, Telegraph Hill – North Beach Residential Special Use
District, and a 40-X Height and Bulk District.
The proposed Project was heard before the Planning Commission on July 17, 2014. After significant
public testimony, both in support and opposition to the Project, the Planning Commission continued the
item to September 11, 2014. Although there were a variety of suggestions made during the course of the
hearing, the primary changes requested included:
x Creation of side spacing between all three buildings so that they read as detached structures
x Reduce the size of the buildings’ stair penthouses
x Provide pedestrian-scale lighting along the Filbert steps
x Provide articulation and detailing along the side wall of unit #3, which is visible from the bottom
of the Filbert Street stairs.
The Commission also requested that plans of the rear cottage be included as part of the submittal to the
Commission, since it will be renovated and restored to its pre-variance form as part of this Project.

CURRENT PROPOSAL
The following changes have been made in response to the Commission’s concerns:
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x

All buildings have been reduced in width from 25’-0” to an equal 23’-10” to create an 8’-3 ¾”
view corridor at the bottom of the Project Site (between 115 Telegraph Hill and 381 Filbert Street),
in addition to a 3’-0” clear spacing between each unit.

x

The west façade of Unit 3 has been set back 5’-0” from the West property line. Windows and a
deck have been added to the west façade of Unit 3 to provide articulation and detailing to the
exposed façade, and to allow for a large view corridor between 115 Telegraph Hill and 381 Filbert
Street.

x

Stair penthouses on all units have been reduced from 8’-0” to 7’-0” to minimize their appearance
while enabling use of the roofs for open space.

x

Unit 1 has been reduced in overall height by 6”. The unit has been reduced in size by 261 sq. ft.

x

Unit 2 has been reduced in overall height by 5”. The unit has been reduced in size by 308 sq.ft.

x

Unit 3 has been reduced in overall height by 5”. The unit has been reduced in size by 497 sq. ft.

x

The rear yard has been reconfigured. Pedestrian access to the rear yard, cottage and garage has
been relocated to the bottom of the Filbert Street stairs (between 115 Telegraph Hill and 381
Filbert Street).

x

New landscaping has been incorporated along the wall of the Filbert Street stairs to improve the
pedestrian experience walking-up the steps.

x

The curb cut has shifted east 1’-6” to further minimize potential pedestrian and vehicular
conflicts.

x

Title sheet has been revised to include language regarding updated construction stipulations,
staging, and sequencing.

x

The cottage plans are included, and the form of the building will be returned to the pre-variance
condition.

The Department received three additional letters of opposition to the Project since the hearing on July 17,
2014: one from an individual who previously submitted a letter in opposition to the Project, one from
Telegraph Hill Dwellers who remain in opposition to the Project, and one from Gerry Crowley, who lives
7 Fielding Street. The Department has in total, received correspondence from 43 people in support for the
project, including a letter from the North Beach Neighbors, and correspondence from 41 people in
opposition to the project, including two letters from the Telegraph Hill Dwellers.

REQUIRED COMMISSION ACTION
In order for the Project to proceed, the Commission must grant Conditional Use Authorization for
density and parking to allow a total of four units with four off-street parking spaces in the RH-3
(Residential House, Three-Family) Zoning District, Telegraph Hill – North Beach Residential Special Use
District, and a 40-X Height and Bulk, pursuant to Planning Code Sections 151, 151.1, 209.1(h), 249.49, and
303.
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BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION











The Project Sponsor has made several changes to the project to address the concerns expressed at
the July 17, 2014 hearing, including the addition of side setbacks between each building.
The Project Sponsor has provided additional information relating to their construction
management plans.
The proposal has been discussed with the Fire Department, and they have no concerns about fire
access throughout Telegraph Hill, so long as a 10’ wide fire lane is maintained during
construction. The proejct will maintain a 10’ fire lane at all times during construction, thus the
Fire Department has no concerns about their vehicular acess on Telegraph Hill as a result of this
Project.
The Project is a well-designed residential in-fill development in an established residential
neighborhood.
The scale and mass of the three new dwelling-units are contextual and compatible with the
surrounding neighborhood character.
The parking for the devleopment is accessed through one minimal curb cut and garage door, and
will be located in a shared, subterranean basement garage that is not visible from the street.
The Project is consistent with adopted City policy and the General Plan.
The Project is Code-complying and meets all other applicable requirements of the Planning Code.
The Project is desirable for, and compatible with the surrounding neighborhood.

RECOMMENDATION:

Approve with Conditions

Attachments:
Revised Plans
Revised Draft Motion
New Public Comment
*If Commissioners need copies of the previous staff report, please contact staff ASAP.
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Subject to: (Select only if applicable)
Affordable Housing (Sec. 415)

First Source Hiring (Admin. Code)

Jobs Housing Linkage Program (Sec. 413)
Downtown Park Fee (Sec. 412)

Child Care Requirement (Sec. 414)
6 Other - Street Tree In-Lieu Fee (Sec. 428)

Planning Commission Draft Motion
HEARING DATE: JULY 17, 2014SEPTEMBER 11, 2014
Date:
Case No.:
Project Address:
Zoning:

Block/Lot:
Project Sponsor:

Staff Contact:

July 10, 2014September 4, 2014

2013.1375 EC
115 TELEGRAPH HILL BLVD. (AKA 363 FILBERT STREET)
RH-3 (Residential House, Three-Family)
Telegraph Hill/North Beach Residential Special Use District
40-X Height and Bulk District
0105/065
Jeremy Ricks
735 Montgomery Street, Suite 350
San Francisco, CA 94111
Elizabeth Watty – (415) 558-6620
Elizabeth.Watty@sfgov.org

ADOPTING FINDINGS RELATING TO THE APPROVAL OF A CONDITIONAL USE
AUTHORIZATION PURSUANT TO PLANNING CODE SECTIONS 151, 151.1, 209.1(h), 249.49, AND
303, TO ALLOW THE CONSTRUCTION OF THREE NEW DWELLING UNITS (FOR A LOT TOTAL
OF FOUR UNITS) WITH FOUR OFF-STREET PARKING SPACES WITHIN THE RH-3
(RESIDENTIAL HOUSE, THREE-FAMILY) ZONING DISTRICT, TELEGRAPH HILL – NORTH
BEACH RESIDENTIAL SPECIAL USE DISTRICT, AND A 40-X HEIGHT AND BULK DISTRICT.

PREAMBLE
On August 21, 2013, Daniel Frattin, attorney for Jeremy Ricks (hereinafter “Project Sponsor”), filed an
application with the Planning Department (hereinafter “Department”) for Conditional Use Authorization
under Planning Code Sections 151, 151.1, 209.1(h), 249.49, and 303, to allow the construction of three new
dwelling-units above four off-street parking spaces on a lot that contains one existing unit within the RH3 (Residential House, Three-Family) Zoning District, Telegraph Hill – North Beach Residential Special
Use District, and a 40-X Height and Bulk District.
On July 17, 2014, the San Francisco Planning Commission (hereinafter “Commission”) conducted a duly
noticed public hearing at a regularly scheduled meeting on Conditional Use Application No. 2013.1375C.
At that hearing, the Planning Commission continued the hearing to September 11, 2014 so that the Project
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Sponsor could make revisions to the Project’s design and provide additional information about the rear
cottage.
On September 11, 2014, the Commission conducted a duly noticed public hearing at a regularly
scheduled meeting on Conditional Use Application No. 2013.1375C.
On June 10, 2014September 3, 2014, the Project was determined to be exempt from the California
Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) as a Class 1 and 3 Categorical Exemption under CEQA as
described in the determination contained in the Planning Department files for this Project.
The Commission has heard and considered the testimony presented to it at the public hearing and has
further considered written materials and oral testimony presented on behalf of the applicant, Department
staff, and other interested parties.
MOVED, that the Commission hereby authorizes the Conditional Use requested in Application No.
2013.1375CE, subject to the conditions contained in “EXHIBIT A” of this motion, based on the following
findings:

FINDINGS
Having reviewed the materials identified in the preamble above, and having heard all testimony and
arguments, this Commission finds, concludes, and determines as follows:
1.

The above recitals are accurate and constitute findings of this Commission.

2.

Site Description and Present Use. The Property is a 7,517 square-foot lot that is steeply sloping;
in 1993, three lots were merged into the one large lot in existence today. It once contained five
buildings, but four of the five buildings were demolished circa 1997. The lot currently contains a
one-story cottage that was constructed in 1906, concrete retaining walls, concrete and wood
stairways, and fencing. The lot has been vacant – with the exception of the vacant cottage – since
1997. In the early 1990s, the Bureau of Building Inspection declared the cottage “unsound” and it
is currently uninhabitable. The Property occupies 82’-6” of frontage, including 68’ along the
Filbert Street steps.

3.

Surrounding Properties and Neighborhood. The Project is located on the south side of
Telegraph Hill Boulevard, between Montgomery, and Kearny Streets on Telegraph Hill near Coit
Tower. On this portion of the hill, Filbert Street consists of a set of concrete public stairs, but
provides no vehicle throughway. Telegraph Hill Blvd passes to the north of the Property,
spiraling up to Coit Tower. The Property is in the North Beach neighborhood, and is located in an
RH-3 Zoning District, towards the top of Telegraph Hill near Coit Tower. Properties in the
immediate area typically consist of one-, two- and three-family dwellings. Buildings heights are
varied, but typically range from two-to-four stories tall at the street, and are scaled at the street to
respect the laterally-sloping topography of the hill. To the west is a two-story, two-unit building,
and immediately to the east is a four-story, three-unit building.
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Project Description. The Project Sponsor proposes to construct a 17,645 sq. ft. three-unit
residential building with four-off-street parking spaces on a lot that contains one existing
dwelling-unit (a vacant cottage in the southeast corner of the lot). The Project also includes the
renovation and restoration of the cottage located at the rear of the property, returning it to its prevariance (93.180V) building form with no expansion of the existing buildilng envelope.
The new building will be designed to appear as three single-family dwellings, each
approximately 40-feet tall that will step down the hill relative to the naturally sloping topography
of Telegraph Hill. Each unit – including the cottage – will have one off-street parking space in a
shared 3,7423,137 sq. ft. below-grade garage/basement, accessed from one garage door that will
be located at the top of the Filbert Street stairs along Telegraph Hill Boulevard. The cottage in the
rear would be accessed via a designated pedestrian path between to the west of Unit #1 and #23,
as well as through the garage.
The three units will each occupy between 25’-to-27’23’-10” of frontage, each appearing as singlefamily dwellings. Each unit will contain a green roof deck featuring sustainable native plants, as
well as extensive landscaping. Although the rear cottage was authorized to expand as part of
Variance Case no. 93.180V, the implementing Building Permit Applications were never finaled by
the Department of Building Inspection. Therefore, the variance has expired, and the Project
Sponsor must either revert the cottage to the pre-variance design or seek and justify an additional
variance. The Project Sponsors have decided to revert the cottage to the pre-variance condition.
Revised plans dated September 2, 2014, approved as part of this Motion (Exhibit B), include this
scope of work.

5.

Public Comment. The Department has received 32 letters of support from 43 people (including
the North Beach Neighbors), and 36 letters in opposition to the Project from 41 people (including
one from the Telegraph Hill Dwellers).

6.

Planning Code Compliance: The Commission finds that the Project is consistent with the
relevant provisions of the Planning Code in the following manner:
A. Density. Planning Code Section 209.1(h) states that a density ratio up to one dwelling unit
for each 1,000 square feet of lot area is permitted in the RH-3 Zoning District, if authorized as
a Conditional Use by the Planning Commission.
The Property contains 7,517 sq. ft. of lot area and would permit up to seven units with a Conditional
Use Authorization. The Project would result in a lot total of four units, and thus is permitted with a
Conditional Use Authorization, which is justified in more detail through Section 7, below.
B. Rear Yard Requirement. Planning Code Section 134 states that the minimum rear yard
depth shall be equal to 45 percent of the total depth of a lot in which it is situated, and based
on conditions on the adjacent properties, it may be reduced up to 25 percent of the total
depth of the lot, based on the average depths of adjacent buildings.
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The Project will be constructed within buildable area of the lot, maintaining a 45 percent rear yard.
The existing rear yard cottage is located entirely within the required rear yard; although it will be
repaired, and remodeled, and reduced to the pre-variance condition, it will not be expanded, and
therefore is considered an existing legal noncomplying structure. The Project complies with Planning
Code Section 134.
C. Open Space. Planning Code Section 135 requires 100 square-feet of usable open space per
dwelling unit in the RH-3 Zoning District if privately accessible, or 133 square-feet per unit if
the space is commonly accessible.
The Project satisfies the residential open space requirements through a private 132 square-foot deck for
Unit #1, a private 300 square-foot deck for Unit #2, a 252 square-foot deck for Unit #3, and through a
commonly-accessible 2,266 square-foot, terraced rear yard for the existing rear yard cottage. The three
new buildings also contain privately-accessible roof decks. The Project complies with the open space
requirements of Planning Code Section 135.
D. Street Trees. Planning Code Section 138.1 requires the provision of street trees with the
addition of a new dwelling unit. When street trees are required, one 24-inch box size tree is
required for each 20 feet of lot frontage along a street, with any remaining fraction of 10 feet
or more of frontage requiring an additional tree. Such trees shall be located either within a
setback area on the lot or within the public right-of-way along such lot.
The Property currently contains two street trees along the 82’-6” property frontage, located between
the Filbert Street stairs and Telegraph Hill Boulevard. The Property requires installation of 4 trees;
however, according to the Department of Public Works, installation of the additional two required
street trees is infeasible. As such, the Project Sponsor will pay an in-lieu fee for two street trees.
E. Bird Safe Glazing. Planning Code Section 139 allows residential buildings within R- Districts
that are less than 45 feet in height and have an exposed facade comprised of less than 50%
glass to be exempt from the Location-Related Glazing Standards outlined in Planning Code
Section 139(c)(1).
The Property is located within 300-feet of an Urban Bird Refuge; however, the new buildings’ exposed
facades are comprised of less than unobstructed 50 percent glass, and are therefore exempt from
meeting the Location-Related Glazing Standards outlined in Planning Code Section 139(c)(1). Unit
#1’s exposed façade is comprised of approximately 30 percent unobstructed glass; Unit #2’s exposed
façade is comprised of approximately 20.5 percent unobstructed glass; and Unit #3’s exposed façade is
comprised of approximately 17 percent unobstructed glass. Furthermore, the Project’s rooftop glass
railings are broken into glazed segments of less than 24 square feet and are thus not considered featurerelated hazards.
F. Exposure. Planning Code Section 140 requires that at least one qualifying room of every
dwelling unit must face directly on an open area. The open area may be a street or alley,
Code-compliant rear yard, or a qualifying open space.
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The three new dwelling units will all face Telegraph Hill Boulevard, which is a qualifying street. The
dwelling unit located within the existing legal noncomplying structure in the rear yard will face an
open space between the buildings that meets the dimensional requirements of Planning Code Section
140(a)(2); the space is no less than 25 feet in every horizontal dimension for the floor at which the
dwelling unit in question is located and the floor immediately above it, with an increase of five feet in
every horizontal dimension at each subsequent floor. The Project complies with the dwelling unit
exposure requirements of Planning Code Section 140.
G. Telegraph Hill – North Beach Residential Special Use District. Planning Code Section
249.49 establishes the Telegraph Hill – North Beach Residential Special Use District (SUD).
The purpose of this SUD, as it relates to new construction projects, is to regulate off-street
parking in order to ensure that it does not significantly increase the level of automobile
traffic, increase pollution, or impair pedestrian use on narrow public rights-of-way in the
District. Although the RH-3 Zoning District would typically require one parking space per
dwelling unit (a one-to-one parking ratio), this SUD requires a Conditional Use, along with
related findings outlined in Section 151.1(g), to achieve the same parking ratio.
The Project is located within the Telegraph Hill – North Beach Residential Special Use District. Since
the Project proposes four off-street parking spaces, a Conditional Use Authorization is required.
Planning Code Sections 151.1(g) and 249.49 require the Planning Commission to make the following
affirmative findings according to the uses to which the proposed parking is accessory, before approving
residential off-street parking at a ratio of one parking space for each dwelling unit in the SUD.
Vehicle movement on or around the Project does not unduly impact pedestrian spaces or
movement, transit service, bicycle movement, or the overall traffic movement in the district;
The Project is located in a low-density neighborhood, and includes four new parking spaces: one for
each dwelling unit on the Property. All parking spaces will be located in a shared basement garage
accessed from Telegraph Hill Boulevard. The addition of four new parking spaces on the Property is
expected to have minimal effect on the overall traffic volumes and movement in the district. It will have
minimal effect on any pedestrian spaces, transit or bicycle movement, due to the low volume of trips toand-from the garage. There are several stop signs along Telegraph Hill Boulevard, including one
located at its intersection with the Filbert Street walkway and stairs. This ensures that cars, including
those moving in and out of the garage, will be traveling at slow speeds, thereby minimizing conflicts
between vehicles and pedestrian, cyclists, and people using public transit.
Accommodating excess accessory parking does not degrade the overall urban design quality
of the Project;
The four parking spaces will have no adverse effect on the overall urban design quality of the Project.
The parking spaces will be located in a shared basement garage under the proposed structure, which is
not readily visible from the public right-of-way. The garage will be accessed through Unit #1 from a
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driveway on Telegraph Hill Boulevard. The garage door will be powder coated dark steel to match the
proposed window mullions, and will recede visually with the surrounding dark materials of the
building. The building includes a concrete structural shell, with weathered steel and Corten steel
panels to create warm highlights and reference the rustic nature of Historic Telegraph Hill. The Project
also includes fixed wood louvers on the front façade. The garage door will be approximately 12-feet
wide, which is in-keeping with the size of the garage doors found throughout the neighborhood,
including on the adjacent two buildings to the east (one of which also abuts the Filbert Street walkway
and stairs).
All above-grade parking is architecturally screened and lined with active uses according to
the standards of Section 145.1, and the project sponsor is not requesting any exceptions or
variances requiring such treatments elsewhere in this Code;
The Project includes a mechanical car lift that takes all cars down to a below-grade parking garage;
there is no above-grade parking as part of this Project.
Excess accessory parking does not diminish the quality and viability of existing or planned
streetscape enhancements.
The existing streetscape will be maintained and enhanced by the Project. No trees will be removed, and
the parking will not diminish the viability of any street trees, or any other streetscape enhancements.
7.

Planning Code Section 303 establishes criteria for the Planning Commission to consider when
reviewing applications for Conditional Use approval. On balance, the project does comply with
said criteria in that:
A. The proposed new uses and building, at the size and intensity contemplated and at the
proposed location, will provide a development that is necessary or desirable, and compatible
with, the neighborhood or the community.
The Project is necessary and desirable because it will provide much needed family-sized in-fill housing
in a residential neighborhood, on a lot that has been vacant (less for a small cottage at the rear of the
lot) for over 10 years. The lot previously contained five buildings, but four of those five buildings were
demolished in 1997. At present, the vacancy of the Property is a detriment to the neighborhood and
creates a gap in the urban fabric that is built along the Filbert Street walkway and stairs. The vacant
lot is visually inconsistent with the character of the surrounding private property, which features
housing developments that relate to the topography of the hill. The Project is compatible with
properties that abut a vehicular street, which typically include off-street parking. The Project will also
incorporate landscaping to match the surrounding area, and create visual consistency in the
neighborhood. As an area attracts a large number of tourists and visitors, the Project is a desirable
improvement to the neighborhood over the existing vacant lot.
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The Project will provide three new family-sized dwelling units, and will renovate an existing cottage
that is in disrepair in order to make it suitable for occupancy. In-fill sites in developed residential
neighborhoods, such as Telegraph Hill, should be developed with new housing.
B. The proposed project will not be detrimental to the health, safety, convenience or general
welfare of persons residing or working in the vicinity. There are no features of the project
that could be detrimental to the health, safety or convenience of those residing or working
the area, in that:
i.

Nature of proposed site, including its size and shape, and the proposed size, shape and
arrangement of structures;
The 7,517 square-foot Property is located in a relatively low-density area; the lot is large for the
neighborhood. In 1993, three lots were merged into the one large lot in existence today. Prior to
that merger, up to nine dwelling units would have been principally permitted (approvable without
a Conditional Use Authorization); now, only three units would be principally permitted, and fourto-seven units would be permitted with a Conditional Use Authorization.
This large vacant lot is an appropriate location for a three-unit in-fill development (for a total of
four units on the lot). Due to the relatively low density development of the surrounding area, the
Project will create housing at an appropriate scale in a desirable urban area without overcrowding
the neighborhood. Although the three units are technically located within one building, they
appear as three single-family dwellings, each with approximately 25-foot wide building facades
that are located at the front property line, which is typical of residential properties in the
surrounding area. The existing and proposed uses are consistent with the neighborhood uses, and
the proposed design is compatible with the immediate vicinity.

ii.

The accessibility and traffic patterns for persons and vehicles, the type and volume of
such traffic, and the adequacy of proposed off-street parking and loading;
The Property is located in a relatively low-density area. The addition of three new dwelling units
will have negligible adverse effect on traffic in the neighborhood, and it is anticipated that the
Project will generate traffic volumes and patterns compatible with those of existing surrounding
uses, particularly those properties with off-street parking. The Project will provide four off-street
parking spaces in a below-grade basement garage, which will be sufficient to serve the residents at
the property.

iii.

The safeguards afforded to prevent noxious or offensive emissions such as noise, glare,
dust and odor;
The Project consists of the construction of a new three-unit residential building with off-street
parking, and the renovation of one existing cottage. The Project will comply with all City codes
regarding construction hours, noise, and dust, and it will not produce, or include, any permanent
uses that would emit noxious or offensive emissions such as noise, glare, dust and odor.
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Treatment given, as appropriate, to such aspects as landscaping, screening, open spaces,
parking and loading areas, service areas, lighting and signs;
The Project will improve the exterior appearance of the Property by upgrading landscaping and
creating an attractive, Code-compliant housing development. The Project will incorporate ample
landscaping in planters at the front of the Property, and the area surrounding the new
development will be landscaped to allow the development to blend into, and complement, the
surrounding hillside. The Project will also incorporate green roof spaces so that when viewed from
above, the Project will complement the character of Telegraph Hill and seamlessly blend into its
surroundings.

C. That the use as proposed will comply with the applicable provisions of the Planning Code
and will not adversely affect the General Plan.
The Project complies with all relevant requirements and standards of the Planning Code and is
consistent with Objectives and Policies of the General Plan, as detailed below.

8.

General Plan Compliance. The Project is, on balance, consistent with the following Objectives
and Policies of the General Plan:

HOUSING ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVE 2:
RETAIN EXISTING HOUSING UNITS, AND PROMOTE SAFETY AND MAINTENANCE
STANDARDS, WITHOUT JEOPARDIZING AFFORDABILITY.
Policy 2.4:
Promote improvements and continued maintenance to existing units to ensure long term
habitation and safety.
The Project includes the renovation of the existing rear yard cottage, which is in poor condition, in order to
make it suitable for occupancy.
OBJECTIVE 4:
FOSTER A HOUSING STOCK THAT MEETS THE NEEDS OF ALL RESIDENTS ACROSS
LIFECYCLES.
Policy 4.1:
Develop new housing, and encourage the remodeling of existing housing, for families with
children.
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The Project includes the renovation of the existing rear yard cottage, which is in poor condition, in order to
make it suitable for occupancy, and includes the development of three new family-sized units.
OBJECTIVE 11:
SUPPORT AND RESPECT THE DIVERSE AND DISTRINT CHARACTER OF SAN
FRANCISCO’S NEIGHBORHOODS.
Policy 11.1:
Promote the construction and rehabilitation of well-designed housing that emphasizes beauty,
flexibility, and innovative design, and respects the existing neighborhood character.
Policy 11.2:
Ensure implementation of acceptable design standards in project approvals.
Policy 11.3:
Ensure growth is accommodated without substantially and adversely impacting existing
residential neighborhood character.
The Project includes a well-design renovation of the existing rear yard cottage, and includes new
construction that is compatible with the surrounding scale of buildings at the street and the massing of
adjacent buildings, as well as the architectural character of the surrounding neighborhood.

TRANSPORTATION ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVE 1:
MEET THE NEEDS OF ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS FOR SAFE, CONVENIENT AND
INEXPENSIVE TRANVEL WITHIN SAN FRANCISCO AND BETWEEN THE CITY AND
OTHER PART S OF THE REGION WHILE MAINTAINING THE HIGH QULAITY LIVING
ENVIRONMENT OF THE BAY AREA.
Policy 1.3:
Give priority to public transit and other alternatives to the private automotive as the means of
meeting San Francisco’s transportation needs, particularly those of commuters.
OBJECTIVE 2:
USE THE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM AS A MEANS FOR GUIDING DEVELOPMENT AND
IMPROVING THE ENVIRONMENT.
Policy 2.2:
Reduce pollution, noise and energy consumption.
The Project’s central location to the City’s downtown and its proximity to public transportation make it an
ideal location for new family-sized housing. Residents will have a variety of options connecting them to the
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rest of the City and beyond. Due to the Property’s central location, it is anticipated that residents will be
able to commute to jobs and access much of San Francisco by transit, foot or bicycle; it is expected that the
garage will be used primarily as vehicle storage.

URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVE 2
CONSERVATION OF RESOURCES WHICH PROVIDE A SENSE OF NATURE, CONTINUITY
WITH THE PAST, AND FREEDOM FROM OVERCROWDING.
Policy 2.7:
Recognize and protect outstanding and unique areas that contribute in an extraordinary degree to
San Francisco's visual form and character.
Telegraph Hill is identified in the General Plan’s Urban Design Element as an outstanding and unique
area. The Special characteristics of the area are identified as the following:
x A hilltop park with the highly visible green of trees from which Coit Tower rises above all else.
x Low, small-scale buildings having predominantly flat roofs and light pastel colors, hugging the
topography in a highly articulated form which contrasts with the power of downtown
construction.
x Cliffs and complex stairs and walkways on the east side above the waterfront, with buildings
perched precariously along the slope and trees interspersed.
x Intimate pedestrian scale and texture of streets and housing, with sudden and dramatic views of
the Bay and downtown through narrow openings.
The Project is compatible with the aforementioned special characteristics, in that the buildings are designed
to be consistent with the scale and massing of surrounding properties, and include flat, landscaped roof.
The buildings respect the topography of the street by “stepping-down” the laterally-sloping topography of
the Filbert Street steps. The buildings have been designed with a pedestrian scale and texture, incorporating
both landscaping as well as a narrow opening between Unit #1 and #2 for views of downtown.
OBJECTIVE 3:
MODERATION OF MAJOR NEW DEVELOPMENT TO COMPLEMENT THE CITY PATTERN,
THE RESOURCES TO BE CONSERVED, AND THE NEIGHBORHOOD ENVIRONMENT.
Policy 3.1:
Promote harmony in the visual relationships and transitions between new and older buildings.
Policy 3.6:
Relate the bulk of buildings to the prevailing scale of development to avoid an overwhelming or
dominating appearance in new construction.
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The Project provides an attractive modern design and form that compliments and blends with surrounding
structures without mimicking them. This creates a visually dynamic and harmonious neighborhood with
an appropriate mixture of building styles.
OBJECTIVE 4
IMPROVEMENT OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD ENVIRONMENT TO INCREASE PERSONAL
SAFETY, COMFORT, PRIDE AND OPPORTUNITY
Policy 4.4
Design walkways and parking facilities to minimize danger to pedestrians.
This General Plan states that driveways across sidewalks should be kept to a practical minimum, with
control maintained over the number and width of curb cuts, in order to minimize danger to pedestrians.
The Project includes a 10-foot wide curb cut, which is the City standard, and a 12-foot wide garage door,
which is comparable with the size of garage doors found on surrounding properties (specifically the two
properties to the east). The Project has been designed to include one garage entrance that will serve the
vehicle storage for all four units on the Property, thereby minimizing danger to pedestrians. The garage has
sufficient space for maneuvering such that exiting vehicles will not need to be backed-out in reverse. As
indicated through the Conditions of Approval, the Project Sponsor has agreed to install warning signs to
alert pedestrians on the Filbert Steps to the presence of the driveway, as well as mirrors to enhance the view
of drivers exiting the garage.
9.

Planning Code Section 101.1(b) establishes eight priority-planning policies and requires review
of permits for consistency with said policies. On balance, the project does comply with said
policies in that:
A. That existing neighborhood-serving retail uses be preserved and enhanced and future
opportunities for resident employment in and ownership of such businesses be enhanced.
The Project includes the re-use of the existing vacant residential cottage at the rear of the property, and
the addition of three residential units on a largely vacant lot. It will not displace any neighborhood
serving retail uses or have any adverse effect on future opportunities for resident employment and
ownership of retail uses.
B. That existing housing and neighborhood character be conserved and protected in order to
preserve the cultural and economic diversity of our neighborhoods.
The Project will conserve and protect existing housing and neighborhood character by renovating and
restoring an existing building in the neighborhood. It will improve a dilapidated vacant lot with a welldesigned, high-quality residential development that is compatible with the scale and mass of
surrounding properties. It will include screening and green elements specifically designed to allow the
new structure to blend seamlessly into the character of the neighborhood.
C. That the City's supply of affordable housing be preserved and enhanced,
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The Project includes the rehabilitation and preservation of an existing vacant rear cottage, which based
on its size, will be relatively affordable for the Telegraph Hill neighborhood.
D. That commuter traffic not impede MUNI transit service or overburden our streets or
neighborhood parking.
With four residential units within walking distance of the City’s employment core and public transit
(MUNI #39), the Project will not generate substantial commuter traffic that will impede MUNI
transit service, or overburden the streets or neighborhood parking. Furthermore, by including four offstreet parking spaces, the Project will minimize the need for residents to use the limited on-street
parking in the neighborhood.
E. That a diverse economic base be maintained by protecting our industrial and service sectors
from displacement due to commercial office development, and that future opportunities for
resident employment and ownership in these sectors be enhanced.
The Project is a small residential development located on a nearly vacant lot in a residential
neighborhood. No office use is proposed, and no industrial uses will be displaced.
F. That the City achieve the greatest possible preparedness to protect against injury and loss of
life in an earthquake.
The Project will conform to the structural and seismic requirements of the San Francisco Building
Code, and thus meets this requirement.
G. That landmarks and historic buildings be preserved.
The Project is not located in any Conservation or Historic District. The Project will not adversely alter
any landmark building, contributory building, or architecturally significant building on the Property
or in the vicinity.
H. That our parks and open space and their access to sunlight and vistas be protected from
development.
The Project includes the in-fill development of three new dwelling units on a largely vacant lot in a
residential neighborhood. The Project will not adversely affect any public parks or open spaces. It is
located below Coit Tower and Pioneer Park on Telegraph Hill, and will incorporate green rooftop
terraces to ensure that the Project blends with the hillside when viewed from above. It will not
adversely affect he tower’s access to sunlight or public vistas.
10. The Project is consistent with and would promote the general and specific purposes of the Code
provided under Section 101.1(b) in that, as designed, the Project would contribute to the character
and stability of the neighborhood and would constitute a beneficial development.
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11. The Commission hereby finds that approval of the Conditional Use Authorization would
promote the health, safety and welfare of the City.
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DECISION
That based upon the Record, the submissions by the Applicant, the staff of the Department and other
interested parties, the oral testimony presented to this Commission at the public hearings, and all other
written materials submitted by all parties, the Commission hereby APPROVES Conditional Use
Application No. 2013.1375CE subject to the following conditions attached hereto as “EXHIBIT A” in
general conformance with plans on file, revised and dated May 19, 2014September 2, 2014, and stamped
“EXHIBIT B”, which is incorporated herein by reference as though fully set forth.
APPEAL AND EFFECTIVE DATE OF MOTION: Any aggrieved person may appeal this Conditional
Use Authorization to the Board of Supervisors within thirty (30) days after the date of this Motion No.
XXXXX. The effective date of this Motion shall be the date of this Motion if not appealed (After the
30-day period has expired) OR the date of the decision of the Board of Supervisors if appealed to the
Board of Supervisors. For further information, please contact the Board of Supervisors at (415) 5545184, City Hall, Room 244, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, San Francisco, CA 94102.
Protest of Fee or Exaction: You may protest any fee or exaction subject to Government Code Section
66000 that is imposed as a condition of approval by following the procedures set forth in Government
Code Section 66020. The protest must satisfy the requirements of Government Code Section 66020(a) and
must be filed within 90 days of the date of the first approval or conditional approval of the development
referencing the challenged fee or exaction. For purposes of Government Code Section 66020, the date of
imposition of the fee shall be the date of the earliest discretionary approval by the City of the subject
development.
If the City has not previously given Notice of an earlier discretionary approval of the project, the
Planning Commission’s adoption of this Motion, Resolution, Discretionary Review Action or the Zoning
Administrator’s Variance Decision Letter constitutes the approval or conditional approval of the
development and the City hereby gives NOTICE that the 90-day protest period under Government Code
Section 66020 has begun. If the City has already given Notice that the 90-day approval period has begun
for the subject development, then this document does not re-commence the 90-day approval period.
I hereby certify that the Planning Commission ADOPTED the foregoing Motion on July 17,
2014September 11, 3014.

Jonas P. Ionin
Commission Secretary

AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
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EXHIBIT A
AUTHORIZATION
This authorization is for a Conditional Use to allow the construction of three new dwelling-units on a lot
that contains one existing unit, including four off-street parking spaces located at 115 Telegraph Hill
Boulevard, Block 0105, and Lot 065 pursuant to Planning Code Sections 151, 151.1, 209.1(h), 249.49, and
303, within the RH-3 (Residential House, Three-Family) Zoning District, Telegraph Hill – North Beach
Residential Special Use District, and a 40-X Height and Bulk District; in general conformance with plans,
revised and dated May 19, 2014September 2, 2014, and stamped “EXHIBIT B” included in the docket for
Case No. 2013.1375C and subject to conditions of approval reviewed and approved by the Commission
on July 17, 2014September 11, 2014 under Motion No. XXXXXX. This authorization and the conditions
contained herein run with the property and not with a particular Project Sponsor, business, or operator.

RECORDATION OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
Prior to the issuance of the building permit or commencement of use for the Project the Zoning
Administrator shall approve and order the recordation of a Notice in the Official Records of the Recorder
of the City and County of San Francisco for the subject property. This Notice shall state that the project is
subject to the conditions of approval contained herein and reviewed and approved by the Planning
Commission on July 17, 2014September 11, 2014 under Motion No XXXXXX.

PRINTING OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL ON PLANS
The conditions of approval under the 'Exhibit A' of this Planning Commission Motion No. XXXXXX shall
be reproduced on the Index Sheet of construction plans submitted with the Site or Building permit
application for the Project. The Index Sheet of the construction plans shall reference to the Conditional
Use authorization and any subsequent amendments or modifications.

SEVERABILITY
The Project shall comply with all applicable City codes and requirements. If any clause, sentence, section
or any part of these conditions of approval is for any reason held to be invalid, such invalidity shall not
affect or impair other remaining clauses, sentences, or sections of these conditions. This decision conveys
no right to construct, or to receive a building permit. “Project Sponsor” shall include any subsequent
responsible party.

CHANGES AND MODIFICATIONS
Changes to the approved plans may be approved administratively by the Zoning Administrator.
Significant changes and modifications of conditions shall require Planning Commission approval of a
new Conditional Use Authorization.
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Conditions of Approval, Compliance, Monitoring, and Reporting
PERFORMANCE
1.

Validity. The authorization and right vested by virtue of this action is valid for three (3) years
from the effective date of the Motion. The Department of Building Inspection shall have issued a
Building Permit or Site Permit to construct the project and/or commence the approved use within
this three-year period.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org

2.

Expiration and Renewal. Should a Building or Site Permit be sought after the three (3) year
period has lapsed, the project sponsor must seek a renewal of this Authorization by filing an
application for an amendment to the original Authorization or a new application for
Authorization. Should the project sponsor decline to so file, and decline to withdraw the permit
application, the Commission shall conduct a public hearing in order to consider the revocation of
the Authorization. Should the Commission not revoke the Authorization following the closure of
the public hearing, the Commission shall determine the extension of time for the continued
validity of the Authorization.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org

3.

Diligent pursuit. Once a Site or Building Permit has been issued, construction must commence
within the timeframe required by the Department of Building Inspection and be continued
diligently to completion. Failure to do so shall be grounds for the Commission to consider
revoking the approval if more than three (3) years have passed since this Authorization was
approved.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org

4.

Extension. All time limits in the preceding three paragraphs may be extended at the discretion of
the Zoning Administrator where implementation of the project is delayed by a public agency, an
appeal or a legal challenge and only by the length of time for which such public agency, appeal or
challenge has caused delay.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org

5.

Conformity with Current Law. No application for Building Permit, Site Permit, or other
entitlement shall be approved unless it complies with all applicable provisions of City Codes in
effect at the time of such approval.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org
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DESIGN
1.

Final Materials. Final materials, window details, glazing, color, texture, landscaping, and
general detailing shall be subject to Department staff review and approval. The architectural
addenda shall be reviewed and approved by the Planning Department prior to issuance.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planning.org

2.

Garbage, composting and recycling storage. Space for the collection and storage of garbage,
composting, and recycling shall be provided within enclosed areas on the property and clearly
labeled and illustrated on the building permit plans. Space for the collection and storage of
recyclable and compostable materials that meets the size, location, accessibility and other
standards specified by the San Francisco Recycling Program shall be provided at the ground level
of the buildings.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planning.org

3.

Street Trees. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 138.1, the Project Sponsor shall submit a site
plan to the Planning Department prior to Planning approval of the Site or Building Permit
Application indicating that the two existing street trees will remain. The Sponsor will pay an inlieu fee for the remaining two require street trees in accordance with Planning Code Section 428,
and as outlined in more detailed below.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planning.org

PARKING AND TRAFFIC
1.

Bicycle Parking. The Project shall provide no fewer than four (4) Class 1 bicycle parking spaces
as required by Planning Code Sections 155.1 and 155.5.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org

2.

Parking Maximum. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 151.1 and 249.49, the Project shall
provide no more than four (4) off-street parking spaces.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org

3.

Construction Parking. The Project Sponsor shall require of the general contractor that
construction workers shall park legally and shall not park in the Coit Tower parking lot. For
information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org

4.

Managing Traffic During Construction. The Project Sponsor and construction contractor(s)
shall coordinate with the Traffic Engineering and Transit Divisions of the San Francisco
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Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA), the Police Department, the Fire Department, the
Planning Department, and other construction contractor(s) for any concurrent nearby Projects to
manage traffic congestion and pedestrian circulation effects during construction of the Project.
Prior to commencing construction, the Project Sponsor shall consult with the affected neighbors
on Assessor’s Block 105 before finalizing the construction staging and traffic plan, including:
a.
b.

A schedule of delivery times and dates during which the construction materials are
expected to arrive; and
Methods to be used to monitor truck movement into and out of the building site so as to
minimize traffic conflicts on Telegraph Hill Boulevard.

5.

There shall be no queuing of construction trucks along Telegraph Hill Boulevard. All trucks
waiting to unload material shall be staged at a location offsite. Deliveries shall be made between
the hours of 7:30 a.m. and 5 p.m. on weekdays, exclusive of legal holidays. The Project Sponsor
shall employ full-time flag persons to direct traffic during excavation and concrete placement
phases of construction. During other construction phases, all truck movement into and out of the
Project Site shall be monitored by flag persons to minimize any traffic conflict.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org

6.

Garage Safety Features. The Project Sponsor shall post signs or other devices to alert pedestrians
to vehicles exiting the garage. Parabolic mirrors shall be installed at the garage exit to enhance the
view of exiting drivers.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org

PROVISIONS
7.

Street Tree In-Lieu Fee. The Zoning Administrator waived the requirement for installation of
two of the required four street trees under Planning Code Section 138.1 based on DPW’s
recommendation. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 428, the Project Sponsor shall comply with
Planning Code Section 138.1 through payment of an in-lieu Fee pursuant to Section 428.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planning.org

MONITORING
1.

Enforcement. Violation of any of the Planning Department conditions of approval contained in
this Motion or of any other provisions of Planning Code applicable to this Project shall be subject
to the enforcement procedures and administrative penalties set forth under Planning Code
Section 176 or Section 176.1. The Planning Department may also refer the violation complaints to
other city departments and agencies for appropriate enforcement action under their jurisdiction.
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For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org
2.

Revocation due to Violation of Conditions. Should implementation of this Project result in
complaints from interested property owners, residents, or commercial lessees which are not
resolved by the Project Sponsor and found to be in violation of the Planning Code and/or the
specific conditions of approval for the Project as set forth in Exhibit A of this Motion, the Zoning
Administrator shall refer such complaints to the Commission, after which it may hold a public
hearing on the matter to consider revocation of this authorization.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org

OPERATION
1.

Sidewalk Maintenance. The Project Sponsor shall maintain the main entrance to the building
and all public sidewalks and stairways abutting the subject property in a clean and sanitary
condition in compliance with the Department of Public Works Streets and Sidewalk Maintenance
Standards.
For information about compliance, contact Bureau of Street Use and Mapping, Department of Public
Works, 415-695-2017, http://sfdpw.org

2.

Community Liaison. Prior to issuance of a building permit to construct the project and
implement the approved use, the Project Sponsor shall appoint a community liaison officer to
deal with the issues of concern to owners and occupants of nearby properties. The Project
Sponsor shall provide the Zoning Administrator with written notice of the name, business
address, and telephone number of the community liaison. Should the contact information
change, the Zoning Administrator shall be made aware of such change. The community liaison
shall report to the Zoning Administrator what issues, if any, are of concern to the community and
what issues have not been resolved by the Project Sponsor.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org
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PLANNING DEPARTMENT
Certificate of Determination
Exemption from Environmental Review
Case No.:
Project Title:
Zoning:

Block/Lot:
Lot Size:
Project Sponsor:
Staff Contact:

1650 Mission St.
Surte 400
San Francisco,
CA 94103-2479

2013.1375£
Reception:

115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard
RH-3 (Residential - House, Three Family) Use District
Telegraph Hill - North Beach Residential Special Use District
40-X Height and Bulk District
0105/065
7,517 square feet
Daniel Frattin, Reuben, Junius, & Rose, LLP, (415) 567-9000
Jessica Range - (415) 575-9018, Jessica.Range@sfgov.org

415.558.6378
Fax:

415.558.6409
Planning
Information:

415.558.6377

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
The proposed project would allow the construction of a three-unit residential building and an
approximately 160 square foot (sf) demolition and exterior renovation of an existing 1,000-square-foot,
two-story cottage constructed in 1906. The existing cottage would be modified to remove an
approximately 160-sf addition in the northeast corner of the cottage that was permitted by the granting of
a variance by the Planning Department's Zoning Administrator in 1995 (Planning Department case file
no. 93.180v). Access to the cottage would be provided via a pedestrian walkway along Filbert Street. 1
(Continued on next page.)

EXEMPT STATUS:
Categorical Exemption, Class 1 (California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section
15301(d) and Class 3 CEQA Guidelines Section 15303(b)

REMARKS:
See next page.

DETERMINATION:
I do hereby certify that the above determination has been made pursuant to State and local requirements.

s~.
Environmental Review Officer
cc:

1

Daniel Frattin, Project Sponsor
Virna Byrd, M. D. F

Supervisor David Chiu, District 3
Distribution List

This is a separate pedestrian walkway from the Filbert Street Steps that extend from Sansome to
Montgomery streets.

Exemption from Environmental Review

Case No. 2013.1375E
115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard

PROJECT DESCRIPTION (CONTINUED):
The three new residential units would be located in a three-story over basement building with unit sizes
ranging from approximately 3,700 to 4,200 square feet. A new curb cut would be provided along
Telegraph Hill Boulevard to allow access to a proposed 3,700 square foot basement area providing four
off-street parking spaces. The maximum height of the building would be about 40 feet, as measured in
accordance with the San Francisco Planning Code. No change would be made to the height of the existing
cottage. The new three-unit building would be constructed at the front of the lot, adjacent to Telegraph
Hill Boulevard and the walkway along Filbert Street, while the existing cottage would remain in its
current location at the rear of the lot. The project also includes landscaping, repair and, where necessary,
replacement in kind of a portion of the concrete sidewalk, steps, and retaining walls of the Filbert Street
walkway along the parcel's northern frontage. The project is located within the Telegraph Hill
neighborhood on the south side of Telegraph Hill Boulevard between Kearney and Montgomery Streets.

PROJECT APPROVALS:
•

•
•
•

Conditional Use Authorization by the Planning Commission for residential density above three units
per lot and four off-street parking spaces per Section 151 and the Telegraph Hill - North Beach
Residential Special Use District of the San Francisco Planning Code.
Building Permit from the San Francisco Department of Building Inspection.
Permits from the Department of Public Works and San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency
(SFMTA) for construction within the public right-of-way.
Approval from the SFMTA to relocate an existing stop sign.

Approval Action: The proposed project is subject to Planning Commission approval of a conditional use
(CU) authorization for the off-street parking spaces and for residential density above three units per lot.
The CU is the approval action for the project. The Approval Action date establishes the start of the 30-day
appeal period for this CEQA exemption determination pursuant to Section 31.04(h) of the San Francisco
Administrative Code.

REMARKS:
Historic Resource. The existing cottage was constructed in 1906 and is classified as a Category "B", or
potential historic resource, in the Planning Department's records. A Category B rating indicates that
additional information is necessary to make a determination as to whether the site is an historic resource
or not. In order for a building to be deemed a historic resource for purposes of CEQA Section 21084.1, it
must be listed in or determined to be eligible for listing in the California Register of Historical Resources
(CRHR), or included in a local register of historic resources.
Based on a historic resource evaluation (HRE) prepared by Page & Turnbull2 and subsequent evaluation
by the Planning Department Preservation Planning staff,3 the project site was determined to not be

2

Page & Turnbull, 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard Historic Resource Analysis, San Francisco, California. February 19, 2014.

A copy of this document is available for public review at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission
Street, Suite 400, as part of Case File No. 2013.1375E.
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eligible for listing in the CRHR nor was it included on a local register of historic resources. The extant
cottage is a common example of a vernacular building and has been extensively altered such that it no
longer represents its original 1906 construction.
In order for a project to be deemed eligible for listing in the CRHR, the project must be shown to meet
any one of the National Register of Historic Places' four criteria: Criterion 1 (Event), Criterion 2 (Persons),
Criterion 3 (Architecture), or Criterion 4 (Information Potential). The Planning Department concurs with
the findings of the HRE that the subject property is not eligible for listing in the California Register under
any criteria, specifically: no known historic events occurred at the property (Criterion 1), none of the
owners or occupants have been identified as important to history (Criterion 2), the building is not
architecturally distinct and represents its alteration circa 1997 (Criterion 3). Based upon a review of
information in the Department's records, the subject property is not significant under Criterion 4, which
is typically associated with archaeological resources. Furthermore, the subject property is not likely
significant under Criterion 4, since this significance criterion typically applies to rare construction types
when involving the built environment. The subject property is not an example of a rare construction
type. The surrounding neighborhood contains a mix of architectural styles, building sizes, and a defined
period of development; therefore, the project site does not appear to be located in a potential historic
district.
Preservation Planning staff determined that the site does not meet any of these four criteria. Therefore,
the site was determined to not be eligible for listing individually or as part of a potential or existing
historic district in the CRHR and the site is not an historic resource for purposes of CEQA. The proposed
modifications to the existing building and new construction project does not directly or indirectly involve
any historic resources and will not cause a significant adverse impact upon a historic resource as defined
byCEQA.
Geotechnical. The project site is on an approximately 80-foot-wide by 80-foot-deep, downhill-sloped lot
with a slope from the east to west side of the lot. The elevation at the highest point along the street
(northeast corner) is 251 feet (above sea level) and 214 feet at the rear lot line (southwest corner). The
existing cottage is constructed in the southeastern corner of the lot at an elevation of 229 feet. The
proposed three-unit residential building would be constructed at the front of the lot along Telegraph Hill
Boulevard with its lowest pad elevation at approximately 224 feet. Removal of the approximately 160 sf
portion of the existing cottage at the rear of the lot would require minimal alterations to the building
foundation to support its new exterior walls. The foundation for the new three-unit building would be
constructed using drilled concrete pier and grade beam foundation, requiring excavation up to 25 feet in
depth.

3

Hilyard, Gretchen, Preservation Team Review Form for 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard. May 1, 2014. A copy of this

document is available for public review at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, as
part of Case File No. 2013.1375E.
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A geotechnical report was prepared for the proposed project at 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard4 and
includes information gathered from a site reconnaissance by the geotechnical engineer and four soil
borings conducted on the project site. The borings encountered 6 inches to 4 feet six inches of loose to
dense clayey sand with varying amounts of silt and gravel to stiff, sandy silty clay, overlaying sandstone
bedrock. No groundwater was encountered, though based on the hillside location it is possible that
groundwater could be encountered near the surface following rain or upslope irrigation.
The geotechnical report evaluated the project site for potential liquefaction, surface rupture, lateral
spreading, densification, and landslides and found the potential for risk to be low. The project site is in an
area that would be exposed to strong earthquake shaking, though adherence to the recommendations in
the 2013 San Francisco Building Code would reduce potential damage to the structure. The 2013 San
Francisco Building Code (Building Code) requires Site Classification and Values of Site Coefficients for
the design of earthquake resistant structures to minimize damage from earthquakes. The geotechnical
report includes seismic design parameters for use by the structural engineer for the project in complying
with the Building Code during the Department of Building Inspection (DBI) building permit plancheck
process.
The geotechnical report found that the proposed structure's foundation could be safely supported using a
drilled concrete pier and grade beam foundation, provided adherence to site preparation and foundation
design recommendations in the project geotechnical report.
The project sponsor has agreed to adhere to the recommendations of the geotechnical report and include
the report's design recommendations into the plans submitted for the building permit plancheck process,
subject to final review by DBL Thus, the proposed project would have no significant geotechnical
impacts.
Construction. The proposed project would require construction activities within the public right-of-way.
These activities would be coordinated with the San Francisco Department of Public Works, SFMTA, and
the Transportation Advisory Staff Committee to ensure that construction activities are conducted in a
manner that maintains circulation on public rights-of-way, to the maximum extent feasible. The project
sponsor is developing a construction plan pursuant to the permitting requirements for construction
within the public right-of-way. Any temporary, short-term, delay to vehicular or pedestrian travel would
not be a significant impact.
Exemption Class. Under State CEQA Guidelines Section 15301(d), or Class l(d), exterior renovations to
an existing single-family residence that is not a historic resource, as defined for purposes of CEQA, is
exempt from environmental review. The proposed project involves the exterior renovation of the existing
1,000-square-foot cottage at the rear of the property. Under State CEQA Guidelines Section 15303(b), or
Class 3(b), construction of a multi-family residential structure with up to four dwelling units in a
residential zone is exempt from environmental review. In urbanized areas, this exemption applies to
apartments, duplexes, and similar structures designed for not more than six dwelling units. The proposed
4

Earth Mechanics Consulting Engineers, Report Geotechnical Investigation Planned Improvements at 115 Telegraph Hill

Boulevard, San Francisco, California, May 12, 2013. A copy of this document is available for public review at the San

Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, as part of Case File No. 2013.1375E.
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project includes the construction of three dwelling units in a residential zoning district. Therefore, the
proposed project would be exempt from environmental review under Class l(d) and Class 3(b).
Summary. State CEQA Guidelines Section 15300.2 states that a categorical exemption shall not be used
for an activity where there is a reasonable possibility that the activity will have a significant effect on the
environment due to unusual circumstances. There are no unusual circumstances surrounding the current
proposal that would suggest a reasonable possibility of a significant effect. The proposed project would
not have significant geotechnical or historical resource impacts. The proposed project would have no
significant environmental effects. The project would be exempt under the above-cited classifications. For
the above reasons, the proposed project is appropriately exempt from environmental review.
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[g] Is the subject Property an eligible historic resource?
[g] If so, are the proposed changes a significant impact?
Additional Notes:

Submitted: Historic Resource Evaluation for 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard prepared by
Page & Turnbull, dated February 19, 2014.
Proposed project: Retention of the existing cottage at the rear of property and
construction of three new buildings at the front of the lot.
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*If No is selected for Historic Resource per CEQA, a signature from Senior Preservation Planner or
Preservation Coordinator is required .

According to the Historic Resource Evaluation (HRE) prepared by Page & Turnbull (dated
February 19, 2014) and information found in the Planning Department files, the subject
property at 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard is set on a steeply sloping lot that once contained
five buildings. The existing property contains concrete retaining walls, concrete and wood
stairways, fencing and a one-story vernacular cottage that was constructed in 1906 and
designed by an unknown architect. The cottage is known as 323D Filbert Street or 367-369
Filbert Street. Known alterations to the property include: demolition of four buildings on
the parcel (ca. 1997), and complete renovation/rebuilding of the cottage (ca. 1997).
The extant cottage is a common example of a vernacular building and has been
extensively altered such that it no longer represents its original construction in 1906. All
materials of the extant building date to its reconstruction in ca. 1997. The Department
concurs with the findings of the HRE that the subject property is not eligible for listing in
the California Register under any criteria, specifically: No known historic events occurred at
the property (Criterion 1), none of the owners or occupants have been identified as
important to history (Criterion 2), and the building is not architecturally distinct and
represents its alteration in ca. 1997 (Criterion 3). Therefore, the subject property is not
eligible for listing in the California Register under any criteria individually or as part of a
historic district.
The Department agrees with the findings of the HRE that the proposed new construction
project does not directly or indirectly involve any historic resources and will not cause a
significant adverse impact upon a historic resource as defined by CEQA.

Signature of a Seniorpreserva..t ion ~lanner /Pre~ervation Coordinafor: !c
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September 1, 2014
Cindy Wu, President
Planning Commission
City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103
Re:

Case No. 3013.1375CE
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd.
Environmental Review Required

Dear President Wu and Commissioners,
I write to urge you to not approve the proposed three-unit condominium project at 115
Telegraph Hill Boulevard, including its 3, 742 square foot parking garage (the "Project") because
the Certificate of Determination of Exemption from Environmental Review issued by the Planning
Dep art m ent on June 10, 2014, is legally inadequate for the Project as proposed . As set forth in
greater detail below, the Project is not exempt from environmental review.
The Planning Department has issued a categorical exemption under classes 1 and 3 of the
CEQA Guidelines. These categories are designed for minor, environmentally benign projects
involving existing facilities, new construction, and conversions of small structures and minor
alterations, because such projects normally have no significant environmental impacts.
Importantly, CEQA provides that all categorical exemptions are rebuttable and shall not be
used for a project that may have any potentially significant environmental impact due to its
particular circumstances. (CEQA Guideline§ 15300.2) The particular circumstances in this case
are several, including the remarkably unique and special setting of the Project on the Filbert Steps
and Telegraph Hill Boulevard immediately across from Pioneer Park, and the topography and
geological nature of the Project site where massive excavation for the proposed parking garage
will be necessary.

Unique Location of the Project Site. The Project Site is located at a very important
intersection of the Filbert Steps and Telegraph Hill Boulevard, the only vehicular access to Coit
Tower. The narrow Filbert Steps that comprise most of the northern boundary of the Project Site
is a key and primary pedestrian access point from North Beach to Pioneer Park and Coit Tower
and is therefore used by hundreds of people daily. Based on San Francisco Recreation and Parks
Department data, as cited in the San Francisco Chronicle (May 14, 2014), over 200,000 people
visit Coit Tower each year, and many more visit Pioneer Park. More than half of all visitors to Coit
Tower/Pioneer Park come by foot or by bus .
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The Project site touches Telegraph Hill Boulevard at its northeast corner for only 13 feet, a
narrow slot where the driveway and curb cut for the Project's proposed parking garage will be
located right at the top of the Filbert Steps where pedestrians stop to catch their breath, where
the 39 Coit bus stops to let MUNI passengers disembark. All pedestrians have to cross the
driveway to reach the mid-block pedestrian crosswalk connecting the Filbert Steps and bus stop
to the stairway in Pioneer Park leading up to Coit Tower.
Topography and Geological Nature of the Project Site. Lawrence B. Karp holds a
doctorate in civil engineering and an Earthquake Engineering Certificate from UC Berkeley and is a
licensed civil engineer, geotechnical engineer and architect in California. Mr. Karp has over 45
years experience in design and construction with specialization in stability evaluation of
excavations and slopes, site development and construction logistics. After reviewing the
geotechnical report prepared for the proposed Project, Mr. Karp has opined that, in his
professional opinion, the "Geotechnical Investigation" report prepared by Earth Mechanics
Consulting Engineers {6/22/13) used by the Planning Department to evaluate the Project pursuant
to CEQA is totally inadequate in its analysis of the site's geotechnical characteristics. As Mr. Karp
points out in his letter dated July 16, 2014 (copy attached), Earth Mechanics' report fails to
discuss the 33-foot deep vertical excavation required for the car lift and parking garage shaft at
the edge of the Filbert Steps and "comes nowhere near the standard-of-care for a proper report
of geotechnical investigation for the intended project." Based on Mr. Karp's expert opinion as to
the inadequacy of the Earth Mechanics report, the Planning Department did not have sufficient
information upon which to base its finding that the Project would have no significant geotechnical
impacts.
Excavation and Construction Impacts. While construction impacts are not normally
considered to be unusual as they are temporary in nature, the unique setting of the Project and
its relationship to public use and amenities demands analysis of the potentially significant impacts
on traffic, MUNI service and pedestrians from construction and construction-related activities
including impacts from the fellowing: (1) extraction and disposal of huge amounts of rock and soil
from the 33-foot deep excavation necessitated by the car lift and garage shaft with only an
approximately 13' street frontage at the top of the Filbert Steps for construction staging, {2)
shoring and underpinning of the historic Filbert Steps and Telegraph Hill Boulevard, (3) closing the
Filbert Steps during construction, (4) impeding Muni service and other vehicular travel on
Telegraph Hill Boulevard to stage and provide access to the construction site, (5) moving
construction equipment on and off of the site, (6) staging of trucks during concrete pours, and (7)
dust and noise impacts associated with construction.
Based on computer modeling of the proposed plans for the Project, it is estimated that
2,546 cubic yards (over 4,328 tons) of rock and dirt will have to be removed from the site.
Assuming the existing 3-ton limit on Telegraph Hill Boulevard is waived for the Project and that
each load will be 8 tons, this would require 541 loads or 1,082 trips {1 in-bound and 1 out-bound)
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using a 26-foot long/25-foot wide superdump truck. If the existing 3-ton limit on Telegraph Hill
Boulevard is adhered to, the excavation would require over 6,000 truck trips in smaller trucks.
These truck load numbers do not include the loads required to pour the concrete for the
mat foundation (an estimated additional 252 trips based on 8-ton loads), the truck loads required
to import soil to be compacted before pouring the mat foundation, or the truck trips required to
bring lumber and other construction materials to the site. The impacts of this number oftruck
trips on pedestrian travel by hundreds of people who use the Filbert Steps, on vehicular traffic on
Telegraph Hill Boulevard, including MUNI service to Coit Tower, and on fire and emergency
services, were not considered by the Planning Department in finding the project exempt for all
environmental review.
The Fair Argument Standard. Even if the Project is aligned with an exemption category as
claimed by the Department, the standard of review as to whether an exception may defeat the
exemption is the "fair argument" standard. If the record before the City includes a fair argument
that the Project may have a significant environmental impact, the exemption fails .
The fair argument standard triggers an EIR if any substantial evidence in the record - that
is, facts or reasonable assumptions/expert opinions based on facts - supports a fair argument that
significant impacts may occur, even if a different conclusion may also be well supported. This
standard markedly differs from the deferential review normally enjoyed by agencies:
... if a lead agency is presented with a fair argument that a project may have a
significant effect on the environment, the lead agency shall prepare an EIR even
though it may also be presented with other substantial evidence that the
project will not have a significant effect.
(Guideline§ 15064, subd.(f), subd .(I).) Importantly, if there is a dispute among experts, the City
must defer to the evidence in favor of environmental review. (E.g., Guideline§ 15064, subd. (f}.)
In this case there is a substantial difference in opinion regarding the potential impacts of
performing the deep excavation of the Project site.
Substantial Evidence Defeats the Categorical Exemption. The information before the
Planning Department and Commission more than fulfills the low-threshold requirement for the
requisite "fair argument" that the proposed Project may have environmental impacts based on,
among other things:
•

Massive, unstudied excavation of the steep site for the 33-foot deep vertical excavation
required for the car lift shaft and other geotechnical impacts;
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•

Traffic impacts related to construction on MUNI service, pedestrian and vehicular travel
and fire and emergency services;

•

Transportation impacts, especially vehicular/pedestrian conflicts from the driveway and
garage at the top of the Filbert Steps;

•

Inconsistencies with City land use plans and policies related to preserving public views
from public parks and public open spaces, as the Project would block views from the
pedestrian stairways and landings of Pioneer Park across the Filbert Steps;

•

Impacts related to pedestrian safety from proposed new driveway location between the
top of the Filbert Steps and the pedestrian cross walk to Pioneer Park due to the lack of
any landing at the top of the Filbert Steps requiring pedestrians to step onto the driveway
for the proposed garage;

•

Potential damage to the historic Filbert Steps during construction and/or potential
relocation or reconstruction of these steps;

•

Neighborhood character incompatibility based on mass, scale and design;

•

Failure to consult with DPW, DPT (MUNI), Recreation and Parks Department, and the Fire
Department;

•

Failure to require environmental review of new off-street parking in the Telegraph
Hill/North Beach area pursuant to Board of Supervisors File No. 10-0638;

•

The need to reconfigure the sidewalk and bus stop and relocate the bus stop to
accommodate the proposed driveway requiring removal of a portion of the historic stone
wall separating the Telegraph Hill Boulevard and the Filbert Steps;

•

Noise and light impacts associated with the flashing lights and/or beeping sounds of
warning signals that will be required for automobile ingress and egress from the garage to
alert pedestrian walking up the Filbert Steps;

•

Cars accessing the garage must cross a double yellow line on a blind curve by making a
sharp right hand turn;

•

Failure to timely consult with DPW to determine conditions of approval required to ensure
the safety of pedestrians on the Filbert Steps; and
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•

If DPW requires the Filbert Steps to be relocated or reconstructed, additional
environmental and project review will be required (i.e. the project description may be
incomplete and CEQA review segmented).

Conclusion. The discussion above clearly shows that the Certificate of Determination of
Exemption from Environmental Review issued by the Planning Department on June 10, 2014 is
legally insufficient. Therefore, I urge the Commission to disapprove the Project or continue this
matter with directions to the Department to prepare a new legally adequate environmental
review document for the Project to assess the impacts set forth above.
Sincerely,

~
7 Fielding St.
San Francisco, CA 94133

cc:

Jonas P. Jonin, Commission Secretary
Supervisor David Chiu
Commissioner Rodney Fong
Commissioner Michael Antonini
Commissioner Rich Hillis
Commissioner Christine Johnson
Commissioner Kathrin Moore
Commissioner Dennis Richards
John Rahaim, Director of Planning Department
Elizabeth Watty, Case Planner

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Peter Dwares
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard 17,000 plus sq. ft. Development on Filbert Steps
Tuesday, September 02, 2014 3:48:03 PM
stan teng drawing.pdf

September 2, 2014
TO: San Francisco Planning Commission - Elizabeth.Watty@sfgov.org
RE: 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard 17,000 plus sq. ft. Development on Filbert Steps

This is a follow up to my earlier letter. Let me be clear. I am in favor of a development on
115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard. Just not this one.
Firstly, this is not about the Developers. They appear to be professional people. It’s about
the special land, the Neighbors, Tourists, the views and the light from the Filbert Steps, not
just from Coit Tower.
I must say this is not a “family friendly housing” buzz words the Developer represents for
support. In fact, they will likely be sold to a high tech mogul or a second home for a foreign
oligarch. It’s three new approximately 5,000 plus ft., buildings and a fourth existing to be
redone, totaling 17,000 or more sq. ft. that the broker will sell between $1,500-$2,000 a
foot or well over $30 million. The Developer’s objective is to maximize profits. Under other
circumstances I would support that, I am a businessman. But this is my neighborhood for
forty years. I love it. So do the Tourists who have no voice and the Neighbors.
The buildings on the Developer’s plan are a maximum build out of the lot. The thousands of
visitors to San Francisco’s Coit Tower everyday (accessed by walking the world famous
Filbert Steps, now look out at the City and enjoy sunlight views or the evening lighted
downtown. See photos attached. They will lose that privilege to three or four very well
heeled lucky owners if this plan passes. We will as neighbors lose the entire view from the
Steps, and the light. We will look at what I see as an “in your face “ façade.” See their
exhibit A 3.7 attached.
Personally, I will have to look at it every day as I walk by. To me it has no charm and blocks
entirely a world class view.
This special land view area of Telegraph Hill is unique. It’s like a “baseball team”, i.e. quasi
private/quasi public.
I can speak for myself and other neighbors who feel as I do. But the millions of Tourists who

walk these Steps over time have no advocate but us.
To those who support this because you are tired of a decaying empty lot with a chain link
fence, I empathize. However Tourist views from the Filbert Steps and charming buildings
can be compatible. Instead of four buildings over 17,000 sq. ft. i.e. neighborhood Shopping
Center Size, there could be two charming new buildings set back plus the expanded existing
building. The scale could be like Upper Alta Street Buildings which are next to the
development. They will be on lower grade so City views would be protected.

Just look at the attached façade on Exhibit A3.7. Visualize it you walk up Filbert Steps. No
set back. Little charm. Takes away sunlight from Filbert Steps walkway, darkens the
experience for neighbors and Tourists alike.
This project appears rushed; many neighbors have not gotten notice. I who have owned on
the Filbert Steps since 1977, just heard of it several months ago. Eric Breisacher, who lives
two doors down said he had no notice.
Some of supporters’ letters are from the Developer’s interested service providers and family
members. This is understandable. Some other letters are from people tired of an unkempt
lot. Also understandable.
Opponents of the project have real concerns about removing views, light, lack of charm, and
possible destruction of a delicate Telegraph Hill substructure, an issue for over one hundred
years.
Please walk up and look at the City from the Steps, then look at Developers Exhibit A 3.7,
part of submission. The facts speak for themselves.
Two additional smaller and set back structures with charm added to the existing expanded
structure is a win win.
Sincerely,
Peter Dwares, Esq.
331 Filbert Street
Peter Dwares
Dwares Group
331 Filbert Street
San Francisco, CA 94133
415-986-5885
415-986-5893 fax

415-260-6530 cell
*Dictated but not reviewed.
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September 3, 2014
VIA EMAIL (q}y11,pjg1111fr1g@gmgif,c_9711)
Cindy Wu, President
Planning Commission
City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103
Re:

Case No. 3013.1375CE
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd.

Dear President Wu and Commissioners,
On behalf of the Telegraph Hill Dwellers (THD), I thank the Planning Commission for continuing
this matter on July 17, 2014 with direction to the project sponsor to explore design alternatives to
address the public interest and the specific and challenging conditions at the top of the Filbert
Street Steps at this most iconic site. For the sake of brevity, THD's letter to the Planning
Commission dated September 9, 2014, including all attachments thereto, and the report prepared by
Lawrence B. Karp, Geotechnical Engineer, dated July 16, 2014 (Karp Letter), which addresses the
inadequacies of the "Geotechnical Investigation" prepared by Earth Mechanics Consulting
Engineers (6/22/13), used by the Planning Department to evaluate the Project pursuant to CEQA
are incorporated herein by reference as though fully set forth. 1
Suggestions offered by Commissioners included the following:
1)

2)
3)
4)

1

Preserve significant public views (from the top of the Filbert Steps and from the
stairways and landings within Pioneer Park) by adding a view corridor of at least 13
feet 5 inches along the eastern edge of the property by specifically suggesting 23
feet width for each of the three townhouse units;
Reduce the scale and massing;
Step down the southern (rear) fa9ade of the buildings by incorporating decks and
terraces, to provide articulation and to avoid a massive rear fa9ade;
Redesign the front fa9ade so the project has the character of 3 distinct residences
that reflect the scale and mass of the existing development patterns typical for the
slopes of Telegraph Hill;

Copies of the Karp Letter were hand-delivered to the Commission at the July 17, 2014 hearing.
P.O . BOX 330159
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5)
6)

Remove the stair penthouses and replace them with of roof hatches or eliminate roof
decks; and
Several Commissioners provided additional design suggestions:
• Eliminate the driveway and garage from the project to avoid conflicts between
vehicular, pedestrian and public transit at this location at the top of the Filbert
Steps, adjacent to a Muni bus stop and a mid-block pedestrian crosswalk heavily
utilized by persons accessing the Pioneer Park stairs to Coit Tower via the Filbert
Steps and the 39 Coit bus;
•The 3,742 sq. ft. devoted to parking is excessively large for three or four cars;
• Consider an alternative project with higher density and smaller units on the site noting that the site previously provided 11 units of housing and that unit sizes in
excess of 4,000 sq. ft. is unnecessarily large for family housing.

While the project sponsor's latest design represents an attempt to respond to Commissioners'
suggestions, it fails to address those suggestions in a thoughtful and material manner. The new
plans presented to the Planning Department (1) still fail to reduce the height, mass and scale in any
meaningful way, (2) fail to provide meaningful view corridors, and (3) fail to properly consider or
ignore entirely important urban design principles for this unique site. .
Most significantly, public views from the Filbert Steps and from the Pioneer Park stairs across from
the site will be completely obliterated. The two 3-ft. slots shown on the revised plans as "view
corridors" and the 5 ft. set back from the east property line, which was touted as an 8 ft.-3 inch
view corridor by the project sponsor in his e-mail to the planner, provide no actual view corridors
for the following reasons:
1)

2)

The Project is only set back 5 feet from the western property line. The additional 3
feet 3 inches belongs to the downhill neighbor to the west. A partial proposed site
plan, basement plan and elevations are attached hereto respectively as Exhibits 1, 2
and 3. (Exhibits 1-3 as attached to this letter are "partial plans"; in other words, we
have enlarged parts of the plans to so that you can view the numbers stated on the
plans (which are otherwise illegible). The full plans are in the hard copy file with the
Planning Department.)
The revised plans clearly show that their new "view corridor" at the western 5 feet
of the property will provide no public views from the Filbert Steps landing at this
point. The elevation of the Filbert Steps landing at this point is at 230.3 feet SF
Datum, whereas the eave line of the downhill cottage is at 238.6 feet SF Datum or
8.3 feet above this landing. Furthermore, the landing is about 5 feet lower than the
top of the stairs leading to the project's rear yard, which is at 235 feet SF Datum. By
the time the height of the planter is added, the top of the planter will be about 237
feet plus SF Datum and would block any view. Therefore, no real view corridor will
exist at the bottom landing of the Filbert Steps. See Exhibit 3. It is also worth noting
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that these revised plans include adding a new steel entry gate on the neighboring
property to the west.
As can be seen from the partial elevation (see Exhibit 3), the two 3-foot separations
between the townhouses do not create view corridors. These so-called "view
corridors" are actually narrow slots - 3 feet wide and approximately 50 feet deep.
Furthermore, at the top of the Filbert Steps, the 3 foot 6 inch slot to the east of the
project site is not on the project site but part of a separate lot belonging to another
individual.

3)

The revised project also ignores other design suggestions by Commissioners in that:
1)

It fails to address the conflict between vehicles entering and exiting the garage,
pedestrian traffic and Muni line #39. This Muni route has two trips in front of the
proposed driveway every 20 minutes seven days a week;
It does not address elimination of the garage, which if eliminated would
automatically reduce the height of the two eastern units one story by turning the
garage level into habitable space;
Alternatively, it does not reduce the size of the garage;
It fails to significantly reduce the project height;
It fails to increase the unit density to provide additional units and smaller units that
would be more affordable;
It fails to replace the roof penthouses with roof hatches or otherwise eliminate the
roof decks;
It fails to revise the fa<;:ade design from that previously presented to the Commission
and ignores the Commission' s concerns regarding compatibility of the project with
the character, scale and massing of the existing buildings of Telegraph Hill; and
It fails to redesign the project to step the building to the south to reflect the slope of
the lot thereby ignoring the Commission's request for appropriate massing.

2)

3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

8)

As we testified at the July 17, 2014 hearing, the Telegraph Hill Dwellers spent innumerable hours
during 2012 working with the project sponsor and architects to address public interest issues
associated with the development of this unique site. This latest scheme ignores both THD's
previous suggestions and Commissioners' suggestions for redesign.
There is no reason why the site cannot be developed in a manner that preserves public interest and
achieves compatibility with neighborhood character. To that end, the architectural firm of EHDD
has been engaged to prepare massing studies and alternative site plans that incorporate the
following design principles, including those suggested by Commissioners:
•

Design a project that addresses the urban design principles as articulated in the
Urban Design Element of the San Francisco General to ensure compatibility with
the special characteristics of outstanding and unique areas including Telegraph Hill;
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Design a project that complies with the Residential Design Guidelines;
Step the development to reflect the slope of the site in both directions;
Minimize excavation and construction impacts;
Reduce the mass and scale of the project;
Explore options with and without parking; and
Explore options with additional units that would still provide family-sized units.

The studies presented to the Commission will include a preferred alternative that represents the
maximum height, massing and scale acceptable to THD. THD is still concerned that the exterior
architectural design of the proposed building would be incompatible with the character of
Telegraph Hill. As directed by the Commission at its July 17 hearing, the front fa9ade should be
designed so the project has the character of 3 distinct residences that reflect the existing
development patterns and cladding typical for the slopes of Telegraph Hill. We urge the
Commission to require the project sponsor to work with the neighbors and Department staff to
achieve such a design.
We agree with Commissioner Antonini's comments of July 17 wherein he suggested that project
approval be conditioned to assure that impacts to the Filbert Steps and Telegraph Hill Boulevard be
minimized during construction. In response to Commissioner Antonini's comments, Lewis Butler,
the project architect, stated that a construction platform would be built on the project site and all
excavation and construction would be staged from that platform while keeping Telegraph Hill
Boulevard and the Filbert Steps open. If this Commission approves any project at this site, we
respectfully suggest that Mr. Butler's statement related to these construction logistics be made one
of the conditions of the conditional use authorization.
Finally, we again request that this Commission continue any decision on this project until the
Department has contacted the Fire Department, the SFMTA and the Department of Public Works
regarding any comments or concerns they may have as to transportation, pedestrian safety and
emergency vehicle access during and after construction.
We respectfully urge you to seriously consider THD's preferred option.
Sincerely,

•

Vedica Puri
President
cc:

(All by hard copy, hand delivery)
Commissioner Michael Antonini wordwe~v~al @aol.<:;QJ!!
Commissioner Rodney Fong llli!Tini!1g@rndn~yjong&_Q_m
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Commissioner Richard Hillis richhillissf@vahoo.com
-:;;;; . . ..........,. __ ...............
Commissioner Kathrin Moore mooreurban(ZV.aol.com
Commissioner Christine Johnson christine.johnson(@,sfgov.org
Commissioner Dennis Richards drichards@,salesforce.com
Jonas P. Ionin, Commission Secretary ~Qill!Hi § si91:i..§_,_S ~c;r~!£tD' @~fgQY:Qrg
John Rahaim, Director of Planning J9h11 , R11h~im@~fg9y'.9J_g
Scott Sanchez, Zoning Administrator S_~Q!t. S._<m..ch.~:S@§fgo~_,_Qig
Elizabeth Watty, Planner Eli..?..<l:Q~JhjYl!ttY@§faQy,grg
................. .
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Executive Summary
Conditional Use
HEARING DATE: JULY 17, 2014
Date:
Case No.:
Project Address:
Zoning:

Block/Lot:
Project Sponsor:

Staff Contact:
Recommendation:

July 10, 2014

2013.1375 EC
115 TELEGRAPH HILL BLVD. (AKA 363 FILBERT STREET)
RH-3 (Residential House, Three-Family)
Telegraph Hill/North Beach Residential Special Use District
40-X Height and Bulk District
0105/065
Jeremy Ricks
735 Montgomery Street, Suite 350
San Francisco, CA 94111
Elizabeth Watty – (415) 558-6620
Elizabeth.Watty@sfgov.org
Approval with Conditions

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Project Sponsor proposes to construct a 17,645 sq. ft. three-unit residential building with four offstreet parking spaces on a lot that contains one existing dwelling-unit (a vacant cottage in the southeast
corner of the lot). The Project also includes the renovation and restoration of the cottage located at the
rear of the property with no expansion of the existing building envelope.
The new building will be designed to appear as three single-family dwellings, each approximately 40-feet
tall that will step down the hill relative to the naturally sloping topography of Telegraph Hill. Each unit –
including the cottage – will have one off-street parking space in a shared 3,742 sq. ft. below-grade
garage/basement, accessed from one garage door that will be located at the top of the Filbert Street stairs
along Telegraph Hill Boulevard. The cottage in the rear would be accessed via a designated pedestrian
path between Unit #1 and #2, as well as through the garage.
The three units will each occupy between 25’-to-27’ of frontage, each appearing as single-family
dwellings. Each unit will contain a green roof deck featuring sustainable native plants, as well as
extensive landscaping.

SITE DESCRIPTION AND PRESENT USE
The Property is a 7,517 square-foot lot that is steeply sloping; in 1993, three lots were merged into the one
large lot in existence today. It once contained five buildings, but four of the five buildings were
demolished circa 1997. The lot currently contains a one-story, one-unit cottage that was constructed in
1906; concrete retaining walls, concrete and wood stairways, and fencing. The lot has been vacant – with

www.sfplanning.org
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CASE NO. 2013.1375EC
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd.

the exception of the vacant cottage – since 1997. The Property occupies 82’-6” of frontage, including 68’
along the steps on Filbert Street.

SURROUNDING PROPERTIES AND NEIGHBORHOOD
The Project is located on the south side of Telegraph Hill Boulevard, between Montgomery, and Kearny
Streets on Telegraph Hill near Coit Tower. On this portion of the hill, Filbert Street consists of a set of
concrete public stairs, but provides no vehicle throughway. Telegraph Hill Blvd passes to the north of the
Property, spiraling up to Coit Tower. The Property is in the North Beach neighborhood, and is located in
an RH-3 Zoning District, towards the top of Telegraph Hill near Coit Tower. Properties in the immediate
area typically consist of one-, two- and three-family dwellings. Buildings heights are varied, but typically
range from two-to-four stories tall at the street, and are scaled at the street to respect the laterally-sloping
topography of the hill. To the west is a two-story, two-unit building, and immediately to the east is a
four-story, three-unit building.

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
The Project is exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) as a Class 1 and 3
categorical exemption.

HEARING NOTIFICATION
REQUIRED
PERIOD

REQUIRED
NOTICE DATE

ACTUAL
NOTICE DATE

ACTUAL
PERIOD

Classified News Ad

20 days

June 27, 2014

June 25, 2014

22 days

Posted Notice

20 days

June 27, 2014

June 27, 2014

20 days

Mailed Notice

10 days

July 07, 2014

June 25, 2014

22 days

TYPE

The proposal requires a Section 311-neighborhood notification, which was conducted in conjunction
with the Conditional Use Authorization process.

PUBLIC COMMENT


The Department has received 32 letters of support, and 36 letters in opposition to the Project
(including one from the Telegraph Hill Dwellers).

ISSUES AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS


The Housing Element of the General Plan encourages construction of new housing to
accommodate families with children. Furthermore, the City is currently experiencing a housing
crisis due in part to a shortage of housing supply. The proposed Project creates three new familysized units on an in-fill lot in a centrally-located part of the City, without the demolition of any
existing housing.



The Project is compatible with the surrounding residential properties in terms of scale and
massing, and includes a well-designed vernacular that uses high-quality materials.
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CASE NO. 2013.1375EC
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd.

Due to the central location of the Property and its close proximity to public transit, the off-street
parking will likely be used more as vehicle storage, rather than for daily commuter parking.

REQUIRED COMMISSION ACTION
In order for the Project to proceed, the Commission must grant Conditional Use Authorization for
density and parking to allow a total of four units with four off-street parking spaces in the RH-3
(Residential House, Three-Family) Zoning District, Telegraph Hill – North Beach Residential Special Use
District, and a 40-X Height and Bulk, pursuant to Planning Code Sections 151, 151.1, 209.1(h), 249.49, and
303.

BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION










The Project Sponsor has agreed to several additional conditions of apporval to addresss some of
the neighobrhood’s concerns about the potential for pedestrian conflicts with the proposed
garage and the overall effects of construction.
The Project is a well-designed residential in-fill development in an established residential
neighborhood.
The scale and mass of the three new dwelling-units are contextual and compatible with the
surrounding neighborhood character.
The creation of new family-sized housing on vacant land in an established residential
neighborhood is desirable given the City’s current housing crisis.
The parking for the devleopment is accessed through one minimal curb cut and garage door, and
will stored in a shared, subterranean basement garage that is not visible from the street.
The Project is consistent with adopted City policy and the General Plan.
The Project is Code-complying and meets all other applicable requirements of the Planning Code.
The Project is desirable for, and compatible with the surrounding neighborhood.

RECOMMENDATION:

Approval with Conditions

Attachments:
Residential Pipeline
Environmental Determination
Parcel Map
Sanborn Map
Zoning Map
Aerial Photographs
Public Correspondence (see also Project Sponsor Submittal)
Project Sponsor Submittal, including:
- Sponsor’s Brief
- Correspondence in Support
- Site Photographs
- Reduced Plans
- Renderings
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Attachment Checklist

Executive Summary

Project sponsor submittal

Draft Motion

Drawings: Existing Conditions

Environmental Determination
Zoning District Map
Parcel Map
Sanborn Map

Check for legibility
Drawings: Proposed Project
Check for legibility
3-D Renderings (new
significant addition)

Aerial Photo

Check for legibility

Context Photos

Residential Pipeline

construction

or

Site Photos

Exhibits above marked with an “X” are included in this packet

EW _________
Planner's Initials

EW: G:\Documents\PLANNER WORK\CUs\115 Telegraph Hill\PC Documents\Executive Summary.doc
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Subject to: (Select only if applicable)
Affordable Housing (Sec. 415)

First Source Hiring (Admin. Code)

Jobs Housing Linkage Program (Sec. 413)

Child Care Requirement (Sec. 414)
6 Other - Street Tree In-Lieu Fee (Sec. 428)

Downtown Park Fee (Sec. 412)

Planning Commission Draft Motion
HEARING DATE: JULY 17, 2014
Date:
Case No.:
Project Address:
Zoning:

Block/Lot:
Project Sponsor:

Staff Contact:

July 10, 2014

2013.1375 EC
115 TELEGRAPH HILL BLVD. (AKA 363 FILBERT STREET)
RH-3 (Residential House, Three-Family)
Telegraph Hill/North Beach Residential Special Use District
40-X Height and Bulk District
0105/065
Jeremy Ricks
735 Montgomery Street, Suite 350
San Francisco, CA 94111
Elizabeth Watty – (415) 558-6620
Elizabeth.Watty@sfgov.org

ADOPTING FINDINGS RELATING TO THE APPROVAL OF A CONDITIONAL USE
AUTHORIZATION PURSUANT TO PLANNING CODE SECTIONS 151, 151.1, 209.1(h), 249.49, AND
303, TO ALLOW THE CONSTRUCTION OF THREE NEW DWELLING UNITS (FOR A LOT TOTAL
OF FOUR UNITS) WITH FOUR OFF-STREET PARKING SPACES WITHIN THE RH-3
(RESIDENTIAL HOUSE, THREE-FAMILY) ZONING DISTRICT, TELEGRAPH HILL – NORTH
BEACH RESIDENTIAL SPECIAL USE DISTRICT, AND A 40-X HEIGHT AND BULK DISTRICT.

PREAMBLE
On August 21, 2013, Daniel Frattin, attorney for Jeremy Ricks (hereinafter “Project Sponsor”), filed an
application with the Planning Department (hereinafter “Department”) for Conditional Use Authorization
under Planning Code Sections 151, 151.1, 209.1(h), 249.49, and 303, to allow the construction of three new
dwelling-units above four off-street parking spaces on a lot that contains one existing unit within the RH3 (Residential House, Three-Family) Zoning District, Telegraph Hill – North Beach Residential Special
Use District, and a 40-X Height and Bulk District.
On July 17, 2014, the San Francisco Planning Commission (hereinafter “Commission”) conducted a duly
noticed public hearing at a regularly scheduled meeting on Conditional Use Application No. 2013.1375C.

www.sfplanning.org
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On June 10, 2014, the Project was determined to be exempt from the California Environmental Quality
Act (“CEQA”) as a Class 1 and 3 Categorical Exemption under CEQA as described in the determination
contained in the Planning Department files for this Project.
The Commission has heard and considered the testimony presented to it at the public hearing and has
further considered written materials and oral testimony presented on behalf of the applicant, Department
staff, and other interested parties.
MOVED, that the Commission hereby authorizes the Conditional Use requested in Application No.
2013.1375CE, subject to the conditions contained in “EXHIBIT A” of this motion, based on the following
findings:

FINDINGS
Having reviewed the materials identified in the preamble above, and having heard all testimony and
arguments, this Commission finds, concludes, and determines as follows:
1.

The above recitals are accurate and constitute findings of this Commission.

2.

Site Description and Present Use. The Property is a 7,517 square-foot lot that is steeply sloping;
in 1993, three lots were merged into the one large lot in existence today. It once contained five
buildings, but four of the five buildings were demolished circa 1997. The lot currently contains a
one-story cottage that was constructed in 1906, concrete retaining walls, concrete and wood
stairways, and fencing. The lot has been vacant – with the exception of the vacant cottage – since
1997. In the early 1990s, the Bureau of Building Inspection declared the cottage “unsound” and it
is currently uninhabitable. The Property occupies 82’-6” of frontage, including 68’ along the
Filbert Street steps.

3.

Surrounding Properties and Neighborhood. The Project is located on the south side of
Telegraph Hill Boulevard, between Montgomery, and Kearny Streets on Telegraph Hill near Coit
Tower. On this portion of the hill, Filbert Street consists of a set of concrete public stairs, but
provides no vehicle throughway. Telegraph Hill Blvd passes to the north of the Property,
spiraling up to Coit Tower. The Property is in the North Beach neighborhood, and is located in an
RH-3 Zoning District, towards the top of Telegraph Hill near Coit Tower. Properties in the
immediate area typically consist of one-, two- and three-family dwellings. Buildings heights are
varied, but typically range from two-to-four stories tall at the street, and are scaled at the street to
respect the laterally-sloping topography of the hill. To the west is a two-story, two-unit building,
and immediately to the east is a four-story, three-unit building.

4.

Project Description. The Project Sponsor proposes to construct a 17,645 sq. ft. three-unit
residential building with four-off-street parking spaces on a lot that contains one existing
dwelling-unit (a vacant cottage in the southeast corner of the lot). The Project also includes the
renovation and restoration of the cottage located at the rear of the property with no expansion of
the existing buildilng envelope.
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The new building will be designed to appear as three single-family dwellings, each
approximately 40-feet tall that will step down the hill relative to the naturally sloping topography
of Telegraph Hill. Each unit – including the cottage – will have one off-street parking space in a
shared 3,742 sq. ft. below-grade garage/basement, accessed from one garage door that will be
located at the top of the Filbert Street stairs along Telegraph Hill Boulevard. The cottage in the
rear would be accessed via a designated pedestrian path between Unit #1 and #2, as well as
through the garage.
The three units will each occupy between 25’-to-27’ of frontage, each appearing as single-family
dwellings. Each unit will contain a green roof deck featuring sustainable native plants, as well as
extensive landscaping.
5.

Public Comment. The Department has received 32 letters of support, and 36 letters in opposition
to the Project (including one from the Telegraph Hill Dwellers).

6.

Planning Code Compliance: The Commission finds that the Project is consistent with the
relevant provisions of the Planning Code in the following manner:
A. Density. Planning Code Section 209.1(h) states that a density ratio up to one dwelling unit
for each 1,000 square feet of lot area is permitted in the RH-3 Zoning District, if authorized as
a Conditional Use by the Planning Commission.
The Property contains 7,517 sq. ft. of lot area and would permit up to seven units with a Conditional
Use Authorization. The Project would result in a lot total of four units, and thus is permitted with a
Conditional Use Authorization, which is justified in more detail through Section 7, below.
B. Rear Yard Requirement. Planning Code Section 134 states that the minimum rear yard
depth shall be equal to 45 percent of the total depth of a lot in which it is situated, and based
on conditions on the adjacent properties, it may be reduced up to 25 percent of the total
depth of the lot, based on the average depths of adjacent buildings.
The Project will be constructed within buildable area of the lot, maintaining a 45 percent rear yard.
The existing rear yard cottage is located entirely within the required rear yard; although it will be
repaired and remodeled, it will not be expanded, and therefore is considered an existing legal
noncomplying structure. The Project complies with Planning Code Section 134.
C. Open Space. Planning Code Section 135 requires 100 square-feet of usable open space per
dwelling unit in the RH-3 Zoning District if privately accessible, or 133 square-feet per unit if
the space is commonly accessible.
The Project satisfies the residential open space requirements through a private 132 square-foot deck for
Unit #1, a private 300 square-foot deck for Unit #2, a 252 square-foot deck for Unit #3, and through a
commonly-accessible 2,266 square-foot, terraced rear yard for the existing rear yard cottage. The three
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new buildings also contain privately-accessible roof decks. The Project complies with the open space
requirements of Planning Code Section 135.
D. Street Trees. Planning Code Section 138.1 requires the provision of street trees with the
addition of a new dwelling unit. When street trees are required, one 24-inch box size tree is
required for each 20 feet of lot frontage along a street, with any remaining fraction of 10 feet
or more of frontage requiring an additional tree. Such trees shall be located either within a
setback area on the lot or within the public right-of-way along such lot.
The Property currently contains two street trees along the 82’-6” property frontage, located between
the Filbert Street stairs and Telegraph Hill Boulevard. The Property requires installation of 4 trees;
however, according to the Department of Public Works, installation of the additional two required
street trees is infeasible. As such, the Project Sponsor will pay an in-lieu fee for two street trees.
E. Bird Safe Glazing. Planning Code Section 139 allows residential buildings within R- Districts
that are less than 45 feet in height and have an exposed facade comprised of less than 50%
glass to be exempt from the Location-Related Glazing Standards outlined in Planning Code
Section 139(c)(1).
The Property is located within 300-feet of an Urban Bird Refuge; however, the new buildings’ exposed
facades are comprised of less than unobstructed 50 percent glass, and are therefore exempt from
meeting the Location-Related Glazing Standards outlined in Planning Code Section 139(c)(1). Unit
#1’s exposed façade is comprised of approximately 30 percent unobstructed glass; Unit #2’s exposed
façade is comprised of approximately 20.5 percent unobstructed glass; and Unit #3’s exposed façade is
comprised of approximately 17 percent unobstructed glass. Furthermore, the Project’s rooftop glass
railings are broken into glazed segments of less than 24 square feet and are thus not considered featurerelated hazards.
F.

Exposure. Planning Code Section 140 requires that at least one qualifying room of every
dwelling unit must face directly on an open area. The open area may be a street or alley,
Code-compliant rear yard, or a qualifying open space.
The three new dwelling units will all face Telegraph Hill Boulevard, which is a qualifying street. The
dwelling unit located within the existing legal noncomplying structure in the rear yard will face an
open space between the buildings that meets the dimensional requirements of Planning Code Section
140(a)(2); the space is no less than 25 feet in every horizontal dimension for the floor at which the
dwelling unit in question is located and the floor immediately above it, with an increase of five feet in
every horizontal dimension at each subsequent floor. The Project complies with the dwelling unit
exposure requirements of Planning Code Section 140.

G. Telegraph Hill – North Beach Residential Special Use District. Planning Code Section
249.49 establishes the Telegraph Hill – North Beach Residential Special Use District (SUD).
The purpose of this SUD, as it relates to new construction projects, is to regulate off-street
parking in order to ensure that it does not significantly increase the level of automobile
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traffic, increase pollution, or impair pedestrian use on narrow public rights-of-way in the
District. Although the RH-3 Zoning District would typically require one parking space per
dwelling unit (a one-to-one parking ratio), this SUD requires a Conditional Use, along with
related findings outlined in Section 151.1(g), to achieve the same parking ratio.
The Project is located within the Telegraph Hill – North Beach Residential Special Use District. Since
the Project proposes four off-street parking spaces, a Conditional Use Authorization is required.
Planning Code Sections 151.1(g) and 249.49 require the Planning Commission to make the following
affirmative findings according to the uses to which the proposed parking is accessory, before approving
residential off-street parking at a ratio of one parking space for each dwelling unit in the SUD.
Vehicle movement on or around the Project does not unduly impact pedestrian spaces or
movement, transit service, bicycle movement, or the overall traffic movement in the district;
The Project is located in a low-density neighborhood, and includes four new parking spaces: one for
each dwelling unit on the Property. All parking spaces will be located in a shared basement garage
accessed from Telegraph Hill Boulevard. The addition of four new parking spaces on the Property is
expected to have minimal effect on the overall traffic volumes and movement in the district. It will have
minimal effect on any pedestrian spaces, transit or bicycle movement, due to the low volume of trips toand-from the garage. There are several stop signs along Telegraph Hill Boulevard, including one
located at its intersection with the Filbert Street walkway and stairs. This ensures that cars, including
those moving in and out of the garage, will be traveling at slow speeds, thereby minimizing conflicts
between vehicles and pedestrian, cyclists, and people using public transit.
Accommodating excess accessory parking does not degrade the overall urban design quality
of the Project;
The four parking spaces will have no adverse effect on the overall urban design quality of the Project.
The parking spaces will be located in a shared basement garage under the proposed structure, which is
not readily visible from the public right-of-way. The garage will be accessed through Unit #1 from a
driveway on Telegraph Hill Boulevard. The garage door will be powder coated dark steel to match the
proposed window mullions, and will recede visually with the surrounding dark materials of the
building. The building includes a concrete structural shell, with weathered steel and Corten steel
panels to create warm highlights and reference the rustic nature of Historic Telegraph Hill. The Project
also includes fixed wood louvers on the front façade. The garage door will be approximately 12-feet
wide, which is in-keeping with the size of the garage doors found throughout the neighborhood,
including on the adjacent two buildings to the east (one of which also abuts the Filbert Street walkway
and stairs).
All above-grade parking is architecturally screened and lined with active uses according to
the standards of Section 145.1, and the project sponsor is not requesting any exceptions or
variances requiring such treatments elsewhere in this Code;
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The Project includes a mechanical car lift that takes all cars down to a below-grade parking garage;
there is no above-grade parking as part of this Project.
Excess accessory parking does not diminish the quality and viability of existing or planned
streetscape enhancements.
The existing streetscape will be maintained and enhanced by the Project. No trees will be removed, and
the parking will not diminish the viability of any street trees, or any other streetscape enhancements.
7.

Planning Code Section 303 establishes criteria for the Planning Commission to consider when
reviewing applications for Conditional Use approval. On balance, the project does comply with
said criteria in that:
A. The proposed new uses and building, at the size and intensity contemplated and at the
proposed location, will provide a development that is necessary or desirable, and compatible
with, the neighborhood or the community.
The Project is necessary and desirable because it will provide much needed family-sized in-fill housing
in a residential neighborhood, on a lot that has been vacant (less for a small cottage at the rear of the
lot) for over 10 years. The lot previously contained five buildings, but four of those five buildings were
demolished in 1997. At present, the vacancy of the Property is a detriment to the neighborhood and
creates a gap in the urban fabric that is built along the Filbert Street walkway and stairs. The vacant
lot is visually inconsistent with the character of the surrounding private property, which features
housing developments that relate to the topography of the hill. The Project is compatible with
properties that abut a vehicular street, which typically include off-street parking. The Project will also
incorporate landscaping to match the surrounding area, and create visual consistency in the
neighborhood. As an area attracts a large number of tourists and visitors, the Project is a desirable
improvement to the neighborhood over the existing vacant lot.
The Project will provide three new family-sized dwelling units, and will renovate an existing cottage
that is in disrepair in order to make it suitable for occupancy. In-fill sites in developed residential
neighborhoods, such as Telegraph Hill, should be developed with new housing.
B. The proposed project will not be detrimental to the health, safety, convenience or general
welfare of persons residing or working in the vicinity. There are no features of the project
that could be detrimental to the health, safety or convenience of those residing or working
the area, in that:
i.

Nature of proposed site, including its size and shape, and the proposed size, shape and
arrangement of structures;
The 7,517 square-foot Property is located in a relatively low-density area; the lot is large for the
neighborhood. In 1993, three lots were merged into the one large lot in existence today. Prior to
that merger, up to nine dwelling units would have been principally permitted (approvable without
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a Conditional Use Authorization); now, only three units would be principally permitted, and fourto-seven units would be permitted with a Conditional Use Authorization.
This large vacant lot is an appropriate location for a three-unit in-fill development (for a total of
four units on the lot). Due to the relatively low density development of the surrounding area, the
Project will create housing at an appropriate scale in a desirable urban area without overcrowding
the neighborhood. Although the three units are technically located within one building, they
appear as three single-family dwellings, each with approximately 25-foot wide building facades
that are located at the front property line, which is typical of residential properties in the
surrounding area. The existing and proposed uses are consistent with the neighborhood uses, and
the proposed design is compatible with the immediate vicinity.
ii.

The accessibility and traffic patterns for persons and vehicles, the type and volume of
such traffic, and the adequacy of proposed off-street parking and loading;
The Property is located in a relatively low-density area. The addition of three new dwelling units
will have negligible adverse effect on traffic in the neighborhood, and it is anticipated that the
Project will generate traffic volumes and patterns compatible with those of existing surrounding
uses, particularly those properties with off-street parking. The Project will provide four off-street
parking spaces in a below-grade basement garage, which will be sufficient to serve the residents at
the property.

iii.

The safeguards afforded to prevent noxious or offensive emissions such as noise, glare,
dust and odor;
The Project consists of the construction of a new three-unit residential building with off-street
parking, and the renovation of one existing cottage. The Project will comply with all City codes
regarding construction hours, noise, and dust, and it will not produce, or include, any permanent
uses that would emit noxious or offensive emissions such as noise, glare, dust and odor.

iv.

Treatment given, as appropriate, to such aspects as landscaping, screening, open spaces,
parking and loading areas, service areas, lighting and signs;
The Project will improve the exterior appearance of the Property by upgrading landscaping and
creating an attractive, Code-compliant housing development. The Project will incorporate ample
landscaping in planters at the front of the Property, and the area surrounding the new
development will be landscaped to allow the development to blend into, and complement, the
surrounding hillside. The Project will also incorporate green roof spaces so that when viewed from
above, the Project will complement the character of Telegraph Hill and seamlessly blend into its
surroundings.

C. That the use as proposed will comply with the applicable provisions of the Planning Code
and will not adversely affect the General Plan.
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The Project complies with all relevant requirements and standards of the Planning Code and is
consistent with Objectives and Policies of the General Plan, as detailed below.

8.

General Plan Compliance. The Project is, on balance, consistent with the following Objectives
and Policies of the General Plan:

HOUSING ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVE 2:
RETAIN EXISTING HOUSING UNITS, AND PROMOTE SAFETY AND MAINTENANCE
STANDARDS, WITHOUT JEOPARDIZING AFFORDABILITY.
Policy 2.4:
Promote improvements and continued maintenance to existing units to ensure long term
habitation and safety.
The Project includes the renovation of the existing rear yard cottage, which is in poor condition, in order to
make it suitable for occupancy.
OBJECTIVE 4:
FOSTER A HOUSING STOCK THAT MEETS THE NEEDS OF ALL RESIDENTS ACROSS
LIFECYCLES.
Policy 4.1:
Develop new housing, and encourage the remodeling of existing housing, for families with
children.
The Project includes the renovation of the existing rear yard cottage, which is in poor condition, in order to
make it suitable for occupancy, and includes the development of three new family-sized units.
OBJECTIVE 11:
SUPPORT AND RESPECT THE DIVERSE AND DISTRINT CHARACTER OF SAN
FRANCISCO’S NEIGHBORHOODS.
Policy 11.1:
Promote the construction and rehabilitation of well-designed housing that emphasizes beauty,
flexibility, and innovative design, and respects the existing neighborhood character.
Policy 11.2:
Ensure implementation of acceptable design standards in project approvals.
Policy 11.3:
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Ensure growth is accommodated without substantially and adversely impacting existing
residential neighborhood character.
The Project includes a well-design renovation of the existing rear yard cottage, and includes new
construction that is compatible with the surrounding scale of buildings at the street and the massing of
adjacent buildings, as well as the architectural character of the surrounding neighborhood.

TRANSPORTATION ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVE 1:
MEET THE NEEDS OF ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS FOR SAFE, CONVENIENT AND
INEXPENSIVE TRANVEL WITHIN SAN FRANCISCO AND BETWEEN THE CITY AND
OTHER PART S OF THE REGION WHILE MAINTAINING THE HIGH QULAITY LIVING
ENVIRONMENT OF THE BAY AREA.
Policy 1.3:
Give priority to public transit and other alternatives to the private automotive as the means of
meeting San Francisco’s transportation needs, particularly those of commuters.
OBJECTIVE 2:
USE THE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM AS A MEANS FOR GUIDING DEVELOPMENT AND
IMPROVING THE ENVIRONMENT.
Policy 2.2:
Reduce pollution, noise and energy consumption.
The Project’s central location to the City’s downtown and its proximity to public transportation make it an
ideal location for new family-sized housing. Residents will have a variety of options connecting them to the
rest of the City and beyond. Due to the Property’s central location, it is anticipated that residents will be
able to commute to jobs and access much of San Francisco by transit, foot or bicycle; it is expected that the
garage will be used primarily as vehicle storage.

URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVE 2
CONSERVATION OF RESOURCES WHICH PROVIDE A SENSE OF NATURE, CONTINUITY
WITH THE PAST, AND FREEDOM FROM OVERCROWDING.
Policy 2.7:
Recognize and protect outstanding and unique areas that contribute in an extraordinary degree to
San Francisco's visual form and character.
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Telegraph Hill is identified in the General Plan’s Urban Design Element as an outstanding and unique
area. The Special characteristics of the area are identified as the following:
x A hilltop park with the highly visible green of trees from which Coit Tower rises above all else.
x Low, small-scale buildings having predominantly flat roofs and light pastel colors, hugging the
topography in a highly articulated form which contrasts with the power of downtown
construction.
x Cliffs and complex stairs and walkways on the east side above the waterfront, with buildings
perched precariously along the slope and trees interspersed.
x Intimate pedestrian scale and texture of streets and housing, with sudden and dramatic views of
the Bay and downtown through narrow openings.
The Project is compatible with the aforementioned special characteristics, in that the buildings are designed
to be consistent with the scale and massing of surrounding properties, and include flat, landscaped roof.
The buildings respect the topography of the street by “stepping-down” the laterally-sloping topography of
the Filbert Street steps. The buildings have been designed with a pedestrian scale and texture, incorporating
both landscaping as well as a narrow opening between Unit #1 and #2 for views of downtown.
OBJECTIVE 3:
MODERATION OF MAJOR NEW DEVELOPMENT TO COMPLEMENT THE CITY PATTERN,
THE RESOURCES TO BE CONSERVED, AND THE NEIGHBORHOOD ENVIRONMENT.
Policy 3.1:
Promote harmony in the visual relationships and transitions between new and older buildings.
Policy 3.6:
Relate the bulk of buildings to the prevailing scale of development to avoid an overwhelming or
dominating appearance in new construction.
The Project provides an attractive modern design and form that compliments and blends with surrounding
structures without mimicking them. This creates a visually dynamic and harmonious neighborhood with
an appropriate mixture of building styles.
OBJECTIVE 4
IMPROVEMENT OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD ENVIRONMENT TO INCREASE PERSONAL
SAFETY, COMFORT, PRIDE AND OPPORTUNITY
Policy 4.4
Design walkways and parking facilities to minimize danger to pedestrians.
This General Plan states that driveways across sidewalks should be kept to a practical minimum, with
control maintained over the number and width of curb cuts, in order to minimize danger to pedestrians.
The Project includes a 10-foot wide curb cut, which is the City standard, and a 12-foot wide garage door,
which is comparable with the size of garage doors found on surrounding properties (specifically the two
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properties to the east). The Project has been designed to include one garage entrance that will serve the
vehicle storage for all four units on the Property, thereby minimizing danger to pedestrians. The garage has
sufficient space for maneuvering such that exiting vehicles will not need to be backed-out in reverse. As
indicated through the Conditions of Approval, the Project Sponsor has agreed to install warning signs to
alert pedestrians on the Filbert Steps to the presence of the driveway, as well as mirrors to enhance the view
of drivers exiting the garage.
9.

Planning Code Section 101.1(b) establishes eight priority-planning policies and requires review
of permits for consistency with said policies. On balance, the project does comply with said
policies in that:
A. That existing neighborhood-serving retail uses be preserved and enhanced and future
opportunities for resident employment in and ownership of such businesses be enhanced.
The Project includes the re-use of the existing vacant residential cottage at the rear of the property, and
the addition of three residential units on a largely vacant lot. It will not displace any neighborhood
serving retail uses or have any adverse effect on future opportunities for resident employment and
ownership of retail uses.
B. That existing housing and neighborhood character be conserved and protected in order to
preserve the cultural and economic diversity of our neighborhoods.
The Project will conserve and protect existing housing and neighborhood character by renovating and
restoring an existing building in the neighborhood. It will improve a dilapidated vacant lot with a welldesigned, high-quality residential development that is compatible with the scale and mass of
surrounding properties. It will include screening and green elements specifically designed to allow the
new structure to blend seamlessly into the character of the neighborhood.
C. That the City's supply of affordable housing be preserved and enhanced,
The Project includes the rehabilitation and preservation of an existing vacant rear cottage, which based
on its size, will be relatively affordable for the Telegraph Hill neighborhood.
D. That commuter traffic not impede MUNI transit service or overburden our streets or
neighborhood parking.
With four residential units within walking distance of the City’s employment core and public transit
(MUNI #39), the Project will not generate substantial commuter traffic that will impede MUNI
transit service, or overburden the streets or neighborhood parking. Furthermore, by including four offstreet parking spaces, the Project will minimize the need for residents to use the limited on-street
parking in the neighborhood.
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E. That a diverse economic base be maintained by protecting our industrial and service sectors
from displacement due to commercial office development, and that future opportunities for
resident employment and ownership in these sectors be enhanced.
The Project is a small residential development located on a nearly vacant lot in a residential
neighborhood. No office use is proposed, and no industrial uses will be displaced.
F.

That the City achieve the greatest possible preparedness to protect against injury and loss of
life in an earthquake.
The Project will conform to the structural and seismic requirements of the San Francisco Building
Code, and thus meets this requirement.

G. That landmarks and historic buildings be preserved.
The Project is not located in any Conservation or Historic District. The Project will not adversely alter
any landmark building, contributory building, or architecturally significant building on the Property
or in the vicinity.
H. That our parks and open space and their access to sunlight and vistas be protected from
development.
The Project includes the in-fill development of three new dwelling units on a largely vacant lot in a
residential neighborhood. The Project will not adversely affect any public parks or open spaces. It is
located below Coit Tower and Pioneer Park on Telegraph Hill, and will incorporate green rooftop
terraces to ensure that the Project blends with the hillside when viewed from above. It will not
adversely affect he tower’s access to sunlight or public vistas.
10. The Project is consistent with and would promote the general and specific purposes of the Code
provided under Section 101.1(b) in that, as designed, the Project would contribute to the character
and stability of the neighborhood and would constitute a beneficial development.
11. The Commission hereby finds that approval of the Conditional Use Authorization would
promote the health, safety and welfare of the City.
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DECISION
That based upon the Record, the submissions by the Applicant, the staff of the Department and other
interested parties, the oral testimony presented to this Commission at the public hearings, and all other
written materials submitted by all parties, the Commission hereby APPROVES Conditional Use
Application No. 2013.1375CE subject to the following conditions attached hereto as “EXHIBIT A” in
general conformance with plans on file, dated May 19, 2014, and stamped “EXHIBIT B”, which is
incorporated herein by reference as though fully set forth.
APPEAL AND EFFECTIVE DATE OF MOTION: Any aggrieved person may appeal this Conditional
Use Authorization to the Board of Supervisors within thirty (30) days after the date of this Motion No.
XXXXX. The effective date of this Motion shall be the date of this Motion if not appealed (After the
30-day period has expired) OR the date of the decision of the Board of Supervisors if appealed to the
Board of Supervisors. For further information, please contact the Board of Supervisors at (415) 5545184, City Hall, Room 244, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, San Francisco, CA 94102.
Protest of Fee or Exaction: You may protest any fee or exaction subject to Government Code Section
66000 that is imposed as a condition of approval by following the procedures set forth in Government
Code Section 66020. The protest must satisfy the requirements of Government Code Section 66020(a) and
must be filed within 90 days of the date of the first approval or conditional approval of the development
referencing the challenged fee or exaction. For purposes of Government Code Section 66020, the date of
imposition of the fee shall be the date of the earliest discretionary approval by the City of the subject
development.
If the City has not previously given Notice of an earlier discretionary approval of the project, the
Planning Commission’s adoption of this Motion, Resolution, Discretionary Review Action or the Zoning
Administrator’s Variance Decision Letter constitutes the approval or conditional approval of the
development and the City hereby gives NOTICE that the 90-day protest period under Government Code
Section 66020 has begun. If the City has already given Notice that the 90-day approval period has begun
for the subject development, then this document does not re-commence the 90-day approval period.
I hereby certify that the Planning Commission ADOPTED the foregoing Motion on July 17, 2014.

Jonas P. Ionin
Commission Secretary

AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
ADOPTED:

July 17, 2014
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EXHIBIT A
AUTHORIZATION
This authorization is for a Conditional Use to allow the construction of three new dwelling-units on a lot
that contains one existing unit, including four off-street parking spaces located at 115 Telegraph Hill
Boulevard, Block 0105, and Lot 065 pursuant to Planning Code Sections 151, 151.1, 209.1(h), 249.49, and
303, within the RH-3 (Residential House, Three-Family) Zoning District, Telegraph Hill – North Beach
Residential Special Use District, and a 40-X Height and Bulk District; in general conformance with plans,
dated May 19, 2014, and stamped “EXHIBIT B” included in the docket for Case No. 2013.1375C and
subject to conditions of approval reviewed and approved by the Commission on July 17, 2014 under
Motion No. XXXXXX. This authorization and the conditions contained herein run with the property and
not with a particular Project Sponsor, business, or operator.

RECORDATION OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
Prior to the issuance of the building permit or commencement of use for the Project the Zoning
Administrator shall approve and order the recordation of a Notice in the Official Records of the Recorder
of the City and County of San Francisco for the subject property. This Notice shall state that the project is
subject to the conditions of approval contained herein and reviewed and approved by the Planning
Commission on July 17, 2014 under Motion No XXXXXX.

PRINTING OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL ON PLANS
The conditions of approval under the 'Exhibit A' of this Planning Commission Motion No. XXXXXX shall
be reproduced on the Index Sheet of construction plans submitted with the Site or Building permit
application for the Project. The Index Sheet of the construction plans shall reference to the Conditional
Use authorization and any subsequent amendments or modifications.

SEVERABILITY
The Project shall comply with all applicable City codes and requirements. If any clause, sentence, section
or any part of these conditions of approval is for any reason held to be invalid, such invalidity shall not
affect or impair other remaining clauses, sentences, or sections of these conditions. This decision conveys
no right to construct, or to receive a building permit. “Project Sponsor” shall include any subsequent
responsible party.

CHANGES AND MODIFICATIONS
Changes to the approved plans may be approved administratively by the Zoning Administrator.
Significant changes and modifications of conditions shall require Planning Commission approval of a
new Conditional Use Authorization.
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Conditions of Approval, Compliance, Monitoring, and Reporting
PERFORMANCE
1.

Validity. The authorization and right vested by virtue of this action is valid for three (3) years
from the effective date of the Motion. The Department of Building Inspection shall have issued a
Building Permit or Site Permit to construct the project and/or commence the approved use within
this three-year period.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org

2.

Expiration and Renewal. Should a Building or Site Permit be sought after the three (3) year
period has lapsed, the project sponsor must seek a renewal of this Authorization by filing an
application for an amendment to the original Authorization or a new application for
Authorization. Should the project sponsor decline to so file, and decline to withdraw the permit
application, the Commission shall conduct a public hearing in order to consider the revocation of
the Authorization. Should the Commission not revoke the Authorization following the closure of
the public hearing, the Commission shall determine the extension of time for the continued
validity of the Authorization.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org

3.

Diligent pursuit. Once a Site or Building Permit has been issued, construction must commence
within the timeframe required by the Department of Building Inspection and be continued
diligently to completion. Failure to do so shall be grounds for the Commission to consider
revoking the approval if more than three (3) years have passed since this Authorization was
approved.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org

4.

Extension. All time limits in the preceding three paragraphs may be extended at the discretion of
the Zoning Administrator where implementation of the project is delayed by a public agency, an
appeal or a legal challenge and only by the length of time for which such public agency, appeal or
challenge has caused delay.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org

5.

Conformity with Current Law. No application for Building Permit, Site Permit, or other
entitlement shall be approved unless it complies with all applicable provisions of City Codes in
effect at the time of such approval.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org
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DESIGN
1.

Final Materials. Final materials, window details, glazing, color, texture, landscaping, and
general detailing shall be subject to Department staff review and approval. The architectural
addenda shall be reviewed and approved by the Planning Department prior to issuance.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planning.org

2.

Garbage, composting and recycling storage. Space for the collection and storage of garbage,
composting, and recycling shall be provided within enclosed areas on the property and clearly
labeled and illustrated on the building permit plans. Space for the collection and storage of
recyclable and compostable materials that meets the size, location, accessibility and other
standards specified by the San Francisco Recycling Program shall be provided at the ground level
of the buildings.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planning.org

3.

Street Trees. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 138.1, the Project Sponsor shall submit a site
plan to the Planning Department prior to Planning approval of the Site or Building Permit
Application indicating that the two existing street trees will remain. The Sponsor will pay an inlieu fee for the remaining two require street trees in accordance with Planning Code Section 428,
and as outlined in more detailed below.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planning.org

PARKING AND TRAFFIC
1.

Bicycle Parking. The Project shall provide no fewer than four (4) Class 1 bicycle parking spaces
as required by Planning Code Sections 155.1 and 155.5.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org

2.

Parking Maximum. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 151.1 and 249.49, the Project shall
provide no more than four (4) off-street parking spaces.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org

3.

Construction Parking. The Project Sponsor shall require of the general contractor that
construction workers shall park legally and shall not park in the Coit Tower parking lot. For
information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org

4.

Managing Traffic During Construction. The Project Sponsor and construction contractor(s)
shall coordinate with the Traffic Engineering and Transit Divisions of the San Francisco
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Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA), the Police Department, the Fire Department, the
Planning Department, and other construction contractor(s) for any concurrent nearby Projects to
manage traffic congestion and pedestrian circulation effects during construction of the Project.
Prior to commencing construction, the Project Sponsor shall consult with the affected neighbors
on Assessor’s Block 105 before finalizing the construction staging and traffic plan, including:
a.
b.

A schedule of delivery times and dates during which the construction materials are
expected to arrive; and
Methods to be used to monitor truck movement into and out of the building site so as to
minimize traffic conflicts on Telegraph Hill Boulevard.

5.

There shall be no queuing of construction trucks along Telegraph Hill Boulevard. All trucks
waiting to unload material shall be staged at a location offsite. Deliveries shall be made between
the hours of 7:30 a.m. and 5 p.m. on weekdays, exclusive of legal holidays. The Project Sponsor
shall employ full-time flag persons to direct traffic during excavation and concrete placement
phases of construction. During other construction phases, all truck movement into and out of the
Project Site shall be monitored by flag persons to minimize any traffic conflict.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org

6.

Garage Safety Features. The Project Sponsor shall post signs or other devices to alert pedestrians
to vehicles exiting the garage. Parabolic mirrors shall be installed at the garage exit to enhance the
view of exiting drivers.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org

PROVISIONS
7.

Street Tree In-Lieu Fee. The Zoning Administrator waived the requirement for installation of
two of the required four street trees under Planning Code Section 138.1 based on DPW’s
recommendation. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 428, the Project Sponsor shall comply with
Planning Code Section 138.1 through payment of an in-lieu Fee pursuant to Section 428.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planning.org

MONITORING
1.

Enforcement. Violation of any of the Planning Department conditions of approval contained in
this Motion or of any other provisions of Planning Code applicable to this Project shall be subject
to the enforcement procedures and administrative penalties set forth under Planning Code
Section 176 or Section 176.1. The Planning Department may also refer the violation complaints to
other city departments and agencies for appropriate enforcement action under their jurisdiction.
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For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org
2.

Revocation due to Violation of Conditions. Should implementation of this Project result in
complaints from interested property owners, residents, or commercial lessees which are not
resolved by the Project Sponsor and found to be in violation of the Planning Code and/or the
specific conditions of approval for the Project as set forth in Exhibit A of this Motion, the Zoning
Administrator shall refer such complaints to the Commission, after which it may hold a public
hearing on the matter to consider revocation of this authorization.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org

OPERATION
1.

Sidewalk Maintenance. The Project Sponsor shall maintain the main entrance to the building
and all public sidewalks and stairways abutting the subject property in a clean and sanitary
condition in compliance with the Department of Public Works Streets and Sidewalk Maintenance
Standards.
For information about compliance, contact Bureau of Street Use and Mapping, Department of Public
Works, 415-695-2017, http://sfdpw.org

2.

Community Liaison. Prior to issuance of a building permit to construct the project and
implement the approved use, the Project Sponsor shall appoint a community liaison officer to
deal with the issues of concern to owners and occupants of nearby properties. The Project
Sponsor shall provide the Zoning Administrator with written notice of the name, business
address, and telephone number of the community liaison. Should the contact information
change, the Zoning Administrator shall be made aware of such change. The community liaison
shall report to the Zoning Administrator what issues, if any, are of concern to the community and
what issues have not been resolved by the Project Sponsor.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org
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RESIDENTIAL PIPELINE

ENTITLED HOUSING UNITS 2007 to 2014 Q1
StatelawrequireseachcityandcountytoadoptaHousingElementasapartofitsgenͲ
eralplan.TheStateDepartmentofHousingandCommunityDevelopment(HCD)deterͲ
minesaRegionalHousingNeed(RHNA)thattheHousingElementmustaddress.The
needistheminimumnumberofhousingunitsthataregionmustplanforineachRHNA
period.

ThistablerepresentscompletedunitsanddevelopmentprojectsinthecurrentresidenͲ
tialpipelinetothefirstquarterof2014(Q1).Thetotalnumberofentitledunitsistracked
bytheSanFranciscoPlanningDepartmentandisupdatedquarterlyincoordinationwith
theQuarterlyPipelineReport.Subsidizedhousingunits–includingmoderateandlow
incomeunits–aswellasinclusionaryunitsaretrackedbytheMayor’sOfficeofHousing;
thesearealsoupdatedquarterly.
2014 QUARTER 1

RHNA Allocation
2007 - 2014

Units Built
2007 - 2014 Q1

Units Entitled in
2014 Q1 Pipeline*

Percent Built
and Entitled

Total Units

31,193

18,078

16,733

111.6%

Above Moderate ( > 120% AMI )

12,315

11,993

14,073

211.7%

6,754

1,107

753

27.5%

12,124

4,978

1,907

56.8%

Moderate Income ( 80 - 120% AMI )
Low Income ( < 80% AMI )


*Thesetotalsdonotincludethreeentitledmajordevelopmentprojectswithatotalof23,714netnewunits:Hunters'
Point,TreasureIslandandParkMerced.Whileentitled,theseprojectsarenotexpectedtobecompletedduringthe
2007Ͳ2014RHNAreportingperiod.

Memo

SAN FRANCISCO
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
Certificate of Determination
Exemption from Environmental Review
Case No.:
Project Title:
Zoning:

Block/Lot:
-tot-5m;.Project Sponsor:
Staff Contact:

1650 Mission St.
Suite 400
San Francisco,
CA 94103-24 79

2013.1375£
Reception:

115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard

415.558.6378

RH-3 (Residential - House, Two Family) Use District
Telegraph Hill - North Beach Residential Special Use District
40-X Height and Bulk District
0105/065
.. - '1;519'-squarefeet
Daniel Frattin, Reuben, Junius, & Rose, LLP, (415) 567-9000
Heidi Kline - (415) 575-9043, Heidi.Kline@sfgov.org

Fax:

415.558.6409
Planning
Information:

----·---·----------------

415.558.6377

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
The proposed project would allow the construction of a three-unit residential building and the exterior
renovation (no increase in building area) of an existing 1,000-square-foot, two-story cottage constructed in
1906. The three new residential units would be located in a three-story over basement building with unit
sizes ranging from 4, 100 to 4,600 square feet. Three off-street parking spaces would be provided for the
new units in a 3,000-square-foot area in the basement. The maximum height of the building would be 40
feet, as measured in accordance with the San Francisco Planning Code. No change would be made to the
height of the existing cottage. The new three-unit building would be constructed at the front of the lot,
adjacent to Telegraph Hill Boulevard, while the existing cottage would remain in its current location at
the rear of the lot. A portion of the concrete sidewalk and steps (Filbert Steps) along the parcel's frontage
would be replaced in kind. The project is located within the Telegraph Hill neighborhood on the south
side of Telegraph Hill Boulevard between Kearney and Montgomery Streets.

EXEMPT STATUS:
Categorical Exemption, Class 1 (California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section
15301(d) and Class 3 CEQA Guidelines Section 15303(b)

REMARKS:
See next page.

DETERMINATION:
I do hereby certify that the above determination has been made pursuant to State and local requirements.

Date

/

Environmental Review Officer
cc:

Daniel Frattin, Project Sponsor

Supervisor David Chiu, District 3

Exemption from Environmental Review

Case No. 2013.1375E
115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard

PROJECT APPROVALS
•

•
•
•

Conditional Use Authorization by the Planning Commission for residential density above three units
per lot and the off-street parking spaces per Section 151 and the Telegraph Hill - North Beach
Residential Special Use District of the San Francisco Planning Code.
Building Permit from the San Francisco Department of Building Inspection.
Permit from the Department of Public Works for construction within the public right-of-way.
Approval from the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) to relocate an existing
stop sign.

Approval Action: The proposed project is subject to Planning Commission approval of a conditional use
CU authorization for the off-street parking spaces and for residential density above three units per lot.
This CU is the approval action for the project. The Approval Action date establishes the start of the 30day appeal period for this CEQA exemption determination pursuant to Section 31.04(h) of the San
Francisco Administrative Code.
REMARKS:
Historic Resource. The existing cottage was constructed in 1906 and is classified as a Category "B", or
potential historic resource, in the Planning Department's records. A Category B rating indicates that
additional information is necessary to make a determination as to whether the site is an historic resource
or not. In order for a building to be deemed a historic resource for purposes of CEQA Section 21084.1, it
must be listed in or determined to be eligible for listing in the California Register.of Historical Resources
(CRHR), or included in a local register of historic resources.
Based on a historic resource evaluation (HRE) prepared by Page & TurnbulP and subsequent evaluation
by the Planning Department Preservation Planning staff,2 the project site was determined to not be
eligible for listing in the CRHR nor was it included on a local register of historic resources. The extant
cottage is a common example of a vernacular building and has been extensively altered such that it no
longer represents its original 1906 construction.
In order for a project to be deemed eligible for listing in the CRHR, the project must be shown to meet
any one of the National Register of Historic Places' four criteria: Criterion 1 (Event), Criterion 2 (Persons),
Criterion 3 (Architecture), or Criterion 4 (Information Potential). The Planning Department concurs with

1

Page & Turnbull, 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard Historic Resource Analysis, San Francisco, California. February 19, 2014.

A copy of this document is available for public review at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission
Street, Suite 400, as part of Case File No. 2013.1375E.
2

Hilyard, Gretchen, Preservation Team Review Form for 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard. May 1, 2014. A copy of this

document is available for public review at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, as
part of Case File No. 2013.1375E.

SAN FRANCISCO
PLANNING DEPARTMENT

2

Exemption from Environmental Review

Case No. 2013.1375E
115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard

the findings of the HRE that the subject property is not eligible for listing in the California Register under
any criteria, specifically: No known historic events occurred at the property (Criterion 1), none of the
owners or occupants have been identified as important to history (Criterion 2), the building is not
architecturally distinct and represents its alteration circa 1997 (Criterion 3). Based upon a review of
information in the Departments records, the subject property is not significant under Criterion 4, which is
typically associated with archaeological resources. Furthermore, the subject property is not likely
significant under Criterion 4, since this significance criterion typically applies to rare construction types
when involving the built environment. The subject property is not an example of a rare construction
type. The surrounding neighborhood contains a mix of architectural styles, building sizes, and a defined
_})~I"iQcl

Qf ci~yeloprn~nt.th~r_efQre,jt. dQe~not ~pp~cirto Q~Cl!'Qtenticil histQric: ciistric_t..

Preservation Planning staff determined that the site does not meet any of these four criteria. Therefore,
the site was determined to not be eligible for listing individually or as part of a potential or existing
historic district in the CRHR and the site is not an historic resource for purposes of CEQA. The proposed
new construction project does not directly or indirectly involve any historic resources and will not cause
a significant adverse impact upon a historic resource as defined by CEQA.
Geotechnical. The project site is on an approximately 80-foot-wide by 80-foot-deep, downhill-sloped lot
with a slope from the east to west side of the lot. The elevation at the highest point along the street
(northeast corner) is 251 feet (above sea level) and 214 feet at the rear lot line (southwest corner). The
existing cottage is constructed in the southeastern corner of. the lot at an elevation of 229 feet. The
proposed three-unit residential building would be constructed at the front of the lot along Telegraph Hill
Boulevard with a pad elevation at approximately 224 feet. The existing cottage at the rear of the lot would
be renovated and no changes made to the existing poured concrete foundation. The foundation for the
new building would be constructed using drilled concrete pier and grade beam foundation, requiring
excavation up to 25 feet in depth.
A geotechnical report was prepared for the proposed project at 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard 3 and
includes information gathered from a site reconnaissance by the geotechnical engineer and four soil
borings conducted on the project site. The borings encountered 6 inches to 4 feet six inches of loose to
dense clayey sand with varying amounts of silt and gravel to stiff, sandy silty clay, overlaying sandstone
bedrock. No groundwater was encountered, though based on the hillside location it is possible that
groundwater could be encountered near the surface following rain or upslope irrigation.
The geotechnical report evaluated the project site for potential liquefaction, surface rupture, lateral
spreading, densification, and landslides and found the potential for risk to be low. The project site is in an
area that would be exposed to strong earthquake shaking, though adherence to the recommendations in
the 2013 San Francisco Building Code would reduce potential damage to the structure. The 2013 San
Francisco Building Code (Building Code) requires Site Classification and Values of Site Coefficients for
the design of earthquake resistant structures to minimize damage from earthquakes. The geotechnical

3

Earth Mechanics Consulting Engineers, Report Geotechnical Investigation Planned Improvements at 115 Telegraph Hill

Boulevard, San Francisco, California, May 12, 2013. A copy of this document is available for public review at the San
Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, as part of Case File No. 2013.1375E.
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report includes seismic design parameters for use by the structural engineer for the project in complying
with the Building Code during the Department of Building Inspection (DBI) building permit plancheck
process.
The geotechnical report found that the proposed structure's foundation could be safely supported using a
drilled concrete pier and grade beam foundation, provided adherence to site preparation and foundation
design recommendations in the project geotechnical report.
The project sponsor has agreed to adhere to the recommendations of the geotechnical report and include
the report's design recommendations into the plans submitted for the building permit plancheck process,
subject to final review by DBI. Thus, the proposed project would have no significant geotechnical
impacts.
Exemption Class. Under CEQA State Guidelines Section 15301(d), or Class l(d), exterior renovations to
an existing single-family residence that is not a historic resource, as defined for purposes of CEQA, is
exempt from environmental review. The proposed project involves the exterior renovation of the existing
1,000-square-foot cottage at the rear of the property. Under CEQA State Guidelines Section 15303(b), or
Class 3(b), construction of a multi-family residential structure with up to four dwelling units in a
residential zone is exempt from environmental review. In urbanized areas, this exemption applies to
apartments, duplexes, and similar structures designed for not more than six dwelling units. The proposed
project includes the construction of a multi-family residential structure with three dwelling units in a
residential zoning district. Therefore, the proposed project would be exempt from environmental review
under Class l(d) and Class 3(b).
Summary. CEQA State Guidelines Section 15300.2 states that a categorical exemption shall not be used
for an activity where there is a reasonable possibility that the activity will have a significant effect on the
environment due to unusual circumstances. There are no unusual circumstances surrounding the current
proposal that would suggest a reasonable possibility of a significant effect. The proposed project would
not have significant geotechnical or historical resource impacts. The proposed project would have no
significant environmental effects. The project would be exempt under the above-cited classifications. For
the above reasons, the proposed project is appropriately exempt from environmental review.
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*The Sanborn Maps in San Francisco have not been updated since 1998, and this map may not accurately reflect existing conditions.
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363 Filbert Street Driveway cut. Address is now more commonly known as 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard .
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From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

John Stewart
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
Chiu, David (BOS); Rahaim, John (CPC); Lee, Olson (MYR); Ahalsted@aol.com; Wells Whitney; Bob Mittelstadt;
Lynda Spence; Rod Freebairn-Smith (f-sc@f-sc.com); Janet Crane; (osheajm@mac.com); "Irene Tibbits"; "Julie
Christensen (julie@surfacework.com)"; "Gussie Stewart "
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd.
Tuesday, July 08, 2014 4:16:47 PM
115 Telegraph.pdf

Dear Ms. Watty,
My wife and I live about 200 yards north of the subject site on the same street. We are in
receipt of a Telegraph Hill Development Alert which warns of a “massive, luxury
condominium project.” The bulletin states that “this is not about a particular neighbor’s selfinterest or views - this is about public interest.” Fair enough. In that regard, from a public
policy and planning perspective, what is the best use for this site? Let’s briefly run through
some options:
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

Commercial – Inconsistent with zoning
A Park – The site is uniquely unsuited for this use because of its 2:1 slope, customary
high winds, and budget constraints at the Open Space Committee. Additionally,
there’s already a park above it.
An affordable HUD-subsidized rental project- This site would support maybe 10-12
small units that would only have a remote chance of being financeable if a projectbased Section 8 contract were available from HUD, which it isn’t. Even then, it
would not underwrite well because of the land basis and the fact that there’s no
economy of scale operationally.
A Low Income Housing Tax Credit development - A small project on this site would
not pass muster with the Low Income Housing Tax Credit Committee, and even if it
did, an off-the-charts subsidy from the Mayor’s Office of Housing would be required,
which is an equally unlikely prospect.
HUD Section 811 –Developmentally Disabled – This non-profit, only HUD-insured and
subsidized program is tailored to small unit size (10-20); however, it would not meet
reasonable HUD criteria for accessible social services, let alone neighborhood
objection to high frequency visitation traffic.
A market rate rental– Because of the high land costs and the fact that the project
would have tenant incomes too high to qualify for Low Income Housing Tax Credits,
or the City’s Housing Trust Fund (Prop C) and because there’s no economy of scale,
this option is fiscally infeasible.
Market Rate Condominiums – This development category is financeable and will
generate over $200,000 a year in revenue to the City in tax increment, plus
intermittent transfer tax fees. These additional tax increment revenues will go into
the General Fund for myriad different budget items including, but not limited to,
infrastructure upgrades; the City’s Health Department; Rec & Parks; Homeless Shelter
maintenance, on and on. This has the substance and feel of public interest. Not
parenthetically, the City has an operational deficit of $134M per year which could
use some help.

There are some sites that cry out for mixed income; some for affordable and/or market rate

rentals. All would have far better economy of scale than this tiny parcel. In this case, the
City should capitalize on the highest and best use which the current proposal offers. At 3
units, it’s hardly “massive”. It is indeed, “luxury” but then its values comport with the
surrounding homes ringing Coit Tower. Architecturally, there are elements which
thoughtfully mirror the Gardner Dailey design directly next door to the east. It’s doubtful
that the curb cuts constitute an unsolvable safety problem. It blocks no views. Lastly, lest
we forget, it is code compliant and needs no variance.
I concur with the recommendation from some of my fellow Hill dwellers that the developer
upgrade and beautify the Filbert steps leading to the site.
It is not in the public’s best interest to let this lazy asset remain fallow, as it has for years.
Besides, it’s a refuse-collecting eyesore.
Sincerely,
John K. Stewart
_______________________________
John K. Stewart, Chairman
The John Stewart Company
1388 Sutter Street, 11th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94109
(415) 345-4400 (415) 614-9175 - fax
www.jsco.net

This message together with any attachments and responses (email) is intended only for the use of the individual or
entity to which it is addressed. The contents of this email are considered proprietary and confidential and may
contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not
the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this email, is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please notify the original sender immediately by
telephone or by return e-mail and delete this e-mail, from your computer, without making any copies.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marcy Albert
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
SUPPORT FOR 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard (Case No. 2013.1375CE
Wednesday, July 09, 2014 12:01:42 PM

I have read both the supporting and opposing sides of this development and it looks to me to be a
perfectly delightful development. I encourage you to support it.

Marcy Albert

101 Lombard St #904W
San Francisco, CA 94111
415-627-6900

No virus found in this message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 2014.0.4716 / Virus Database: 3986/7814 - Release Date: 07/07/14

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Regan Anderlini
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard Townhouses
Tuesday, July 08, 2014 9:20:39 PM

Ms. Watty,
I am a resident of the Telegraph Hill neighborhood in San Francisco and I am writing
in support of the proposed development at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd. Recently there
has been some heated discourse on our neighborhood email list, and I fell it is
important that I let you know that my husband and I both support the idea of
replacing the unsightly vacant lot that now exists with a tastefully conceived
development. I have read the document sent to the list by Jeremy Ricks of
Telegraph Hill Housing, LLC and support the ideas presented in his communication.
Thank you for your consideration,
Regan Anderlini
300 Filbert St

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Friea Berg
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
I support "luxury condos on Telegraph Hill"
Thursday, July 10, 2014 9:10:39 AM

Hi,
I live in the North Beach/Telegraph Hill neighborhood – don't see why TDH is so upset about the condo
development project. Personally I suspect TDH would fight any new project, and leaving that lot vacant
and surrounded by a chain link fence is ridiculous.
So … wanted to voice my support for the project. Looks reasonable enough.
I have no stake in this, don't know any of the involved folks.
-Friea
Friea Berg | Strategic Alliances | friea@splunk.com| Direct 415.852.5820 | Mobile: 415.254.1544 | twitter.com/friea
San Francisco | Cupertino | London | Hong Kong | Washington D.C. | Seattle | Plano | Singapore | Munich | Tokyo
This message is intended only for the personal, confidential, and authorized use of the recipient(s) named above. If you are not that person, you are
not authorized to review, use, copy, forward, distribute or otherwise disclose the information contained in the message.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cal J.
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
Support for proposal of 115 Telegraph Hill
Wednesday, July 09, 2014 10:55:02 AM

Ms. Watty,
I own a TIC close to Telegraph Hill and often visit the Coit Tower area. Just last
month I took some relatives that were visiting from out of town. We walked up the
Filbert St stairs and one of them commented how ugly the vacant lot that sits on 115
Telegraph Hill was. When I spoke to Jeremy Ricks about his project I discovered that
this lot has been vacant for over 15 years. I don’t understand why/how one of the
most beautiful and important streets in all of SF could have such a thing. I have
reviewed the plans that Jeremy and his architects have proposed and I think that they
would be an absolutely wonderful addition to the neighborhood. The proposed
homes have a nice modern feel but also keep with the consistency of the
neighborhood.
This letter is in STRONG support of the proposed 115 Telegraph Hill project. I urge
the planning commission to pass the project as is.
Thank you,
Calvin Chan

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lois Chess
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
SUPPORT for 115 Telegraph Hill Development
Tuesday, July 08, 2014 4:15:10 PM

Just so you know, not everyone is against developing this site. It has been
empty way too long. Good luck. I hope if passes.
Lois Chess
415-385-7505

June 8, 2014
Ms. Elizabeth Watty
San Francisco Planning Department

1650 Mission Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
Subject:

115 Telegraph Hill Blvd.

Dear Ms. Watty:
As immediate neighbors to the proposed project, we would like to express our support for the new
development by Jeremy Ricks' group at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd. We have lived three homes away from
the site for the past fifteen years, we have reviewed Mr. Rick's proposed plans as of May 2014, and we
have long appreciated the site, its history, and the immediate environs.
We support the proposed development at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd. for several reasons:
•

The proposed building plan:

o

Has clean lines, open courtyards, and modern elements that contribute to the
neighborhood's architecture.

o

Does not block views from Pioneer Park's rear lawn area or Coit Tower.

o

Does not block any neighbors' south facing views, and has little or no shadow impact on
neighboring residences.

•

Now an empty lot, the proposed building site offers an opportunity to:

o

Add residential units and tax-payers to both the neighborhood and the city.

o

See new residents be motivated to maintain the heavily tourist-trafficked Filbert stairs
area in front, including keeping the area clean, graffiti-free, and planted.

We remember the former buildings on this site. After a long period of abandonment, we are glad to see
this proposed plan for 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd.

si7e1l2 .

':aiamp~
345 Filbert Street

San Francisco, CA 94133

July 8, 2014
Ms. Elizabeth Watty
San Francisco Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
Subject:

115 Telegraph Hill Blvd.

Dear Ms. Watty:
I am writing to respond to the “Telegraph Hill Development Alert” from Telegraph Hill Dwellers’ Planning
& Zoning Committee that was emailed to me yesterday and which urged that their members contact
you to complain about the 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard residential development project. I received this
email because I am a member of Telegraph Hill Dwellers (“THD”) for about the past twenty years, I am a
former Board member of THD for six years, and I have lived two doors from the proposed development
for the past twenty years. My family and I completely support the 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd. project, as do
many of our immediate neighbors, and I categorically reject the demonizing and erroneous statements
in the email sent by THD.
The THD email declares the project will:
1) “Block the sweeping views of San Francisco enjoyed by Pioneer Park users.” I have seen the
views for 20 years, and the proposed project does not block historic views from Coit Tower or
the base of the tower.
2) “Create permanent dangerous conditions for pedestrians coming up the Filbert Steps and
Telegraph Hill Blvd. (by creating a new curb cut on the curviest section of Telegraph Hill Blvd. at
the very top of the Filbert Steps coming up from Kearny Street)”. This location has two stop signs
on either side (what better way to exit a driveway?)
There are curb cuts throughout Telegraph Hill Boulevard, and the specific site historically had a
curb cut, and furthermore it is not the curviest point of the Boulevard. It’s ironic that THD
successfully advocated installing a crosswalk and staircase up to Coit Tower at exactly that same
spot on the Boulevard in 1997 (including the installations of the two stop signs) but now for
some reason considers it a dangerous spot for any traffic.
3) “Exacerbate traffic congestion for visitors and residents to Coit Tower on Telegraph Hill Blvd.
both during and after construction.” This is a four unit project which will not add measurably to
traffic congestion on the Hill, and the units will have garages.
4)

“Adversely impact users of the 39 Coit Tower MUNI bus both during and after construction
(particularly because the current stop will have to be moved but will still be next to their new
driveway).” I understand that the bus stop will continue as always, and it is an unsubstantiated
claim by THD.

5)

“Eliminate access from the Filbert Steps to Coit Tower for up to two years while the project
sponsor digs 30 feet for a new parking garage on this highly constrained site”. I am sure there
will be some short-term interruptions, but that is true for all construction projects (as my
neighbors who have their homes painted or sidewalks repaved) and disturbances can and
should be addressed as part of the proposal.

6) “Reward the current owners for demolishing 11 units of affordable rent-controlled housing and
replacing them with three luxury, 4,000 to 5,000 square foot, condos.” This seems a sly
comment, as the residences there in 1994-1997ish were un-inhabited and largely uninhabitable.
(The larger houses were occasional flop houses.) Also, prospective developer, Jeremy Ricks, did
not remove the former houses, although this comment makes it sound as if he did. The current
owners, the Coopers, bought and emptied the parcel years ago, and they were blocked from
further developments.
7)

“Reward the current owners for their de-facto demolition of the historic cottage on the southern
edge of the property.” This is a sly and curious comment. There was a beautiful, historic cottage
on the original parcel (“Bill Bailey’s cottage”) that was moved to another location (the Mission?)
by the Coopers by popular request. The existing cottage on the property is uninhabitable, not
historic, and an eyesore. I believe it was largely propped up by the Coopers to establish that
they were continuing to develop the property, but that was years ago and it remains an eyesore
of no significance.
THD is capable of meticulous research, but sly and erroneous claims like the above two claims
make me question their motives as well as their means.

I previously wrote your offices on June 2nd (see my letter below) with my support of the 115 Telegraph
Hill Boulevard residential project. I reiterate my support.
Thank you,
Greg Chiampou
345 Filbert Street
San Francisco, CA 94133
Tel. 415.845.4479

June 5, 2014
Ms. Elizabeth Watty
San Francisco Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
Subject:

115 Telegraph Hill Blvd.

Dear Ms. Watty:
As immediate neighbors to the proposed project, we would like to express our support for the new
development by Jeremy Ricks’ group at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd. We have lived three homes away from
the site for the past fifteen years, we have reviewed Mr. Rick’s proposed plans as of May 2014, and we
have long appreciated the site, its history, and the immediate environs.
We support the proposed development at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd. for several reasons:
x The proposed building plan:
o Has clean lines, open courtyards, and modern elements that contribute to the
neighborhood’s architecture.
o Does not block views from Pioneer Park’s rear lawn area or Coit Tower.
o Does not block any neighbors’ south facing views, and has little or no shadow impact on
neighboring residences.
x Now an empty lot, the proposed building site offers an opportunity to:
o Add residential units and tax-payers to both the neighborhood and the city.
o See new residents be motivated to maintain the heavily tourist-trafficked Filbert stairs
area in front, including keeping the area clean, graffiti-free, and planted.
We remember the former buildings on this site. After a long period of abandonment, we are glad to see
this proposed plan for 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd.
Sincerely,
Greg and Jennifer Chiampou
345 Filbert Street
San Francisco, CA 94133

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Janet Crane
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
Silcox, Louis; Rod Freebairn-Smith
115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard
Tuesday, July 08, 2014 5:01:09 PM

Dear Ms. Watty:
I am a 40 year resident of Telegraph Hill and wish to support the right of the
property owner to build homes on this lot.
I understand that the project does not require any variances and has received
design approval from the Planning Department. This is a logical site for luxury
homes.
It is reasonable to discuss with the property owner how the most difficult impacts of
construction will be mitigated for the neighbors and that the Filbert Steps should be
brought into good condition at that property line. Those discussions should occur
with any significant construction site in a congested area. However, the project
should not be attacked because it is not a park.
I am adding my name to the other letters of support that have been sent by our
neighbors.
Best regards,
Janet
-------------------------------------------------Janet Crane
Freebairn-Smith & Crane
Planning, Urban Design, Architecture
442 Post Street
San Francisco CA 94102
415 398 4094
jcrane@f-sc.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alexis Donoghoe
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
115 Telegraph Hill - Vote of Approval
Wednesday, July 09, 2014 2:16:36 PM

To whom it may concern:

I live in North Beach (529 Filbert St.) right near 115 Telegraph Hill. I walk to work up
and over Telegraph Hill and pass by this empty lot everyday, so I am familiar with this
proposal. I have reviewed the details of Jeremy’s proposal with him and I think the
project will be a welcomed addition to the neighborhood. I strongly support the
project and urge the planning commission too as well, especially as it is below the
height limit and requires no variances.

Fellow Neighbor,
Alexis Donoghoe

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

MARINA GALLI
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
Support of 115 Telegraph Boulevard
Sunday, July 06, 2014 5:51:16 PM

July, 6th 2014
Ms. Elizabeth Watty
San Francisco Planning Department
1650 Mission Street - 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

Subject: Support of proposed development of 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard

Dear Ms. Watty,
Monty Reedy and I are writing to you to support the proposed development of 115
Telegraph Boulevard. We believe it is high time that this vacant and desolate lot be
turned into a home that contributes to the Telegraph Hill community and also
beautifies the approach to Coit Tower. As neighbors, we frequently walk up
Telegraph Hill Boulevard and past the 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard lot. We often
wish there was a lovely home that was thoughtfully built, instead of a blighted empty
lot. It is our understanding that the owners are proposing a well thought out
architectural plan that complies with city ordinances. We should work with them to
create something in keeping with the neighborhood.
Wouldn't it be better to have a family or couple living in a newly built, well manicured
home, where currently there is nothing but dirt and an unsightly chain link fence? The
lot is filled with litter because of the wind tunnel effect, caused by no building on the
lot.
Think of the jobs the construction and ongoing maintenance will create, the increased
tax base, the additional stimulus to the community. The city needs to embrace and
welcome residents who want to set up roots here and improve the city.
Further, it would be nice to have the driveway that once existed reinstated. In an
emergency, there is no place to turn around until you get all the way to the top of the
hill.
We are neighbors, we are taxpayers and we are supporters of the development of
this unused parcel, 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd.
Thank you for your consideration.
Kind regards,

Marina Galli, CFA
& Monty Reedy

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lauren Haugh
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
Supporting the project on 115 Telegraph Hill
Wednesday, July 09, 2014 11:46:15 AM

Dear Ms. Watty,
I would like to express my strong support for the proposed project at 115 Telegraph Hill. The Filbert
steps are one of my favorite places to run. I have lived in the city for over 7 years and I don’t think I
have seen a bigger eye sore than this vacant lot. I have always wondered why it has remained
vacant for so long. Last week I met Jeremy Ricks and his architects who were visiting the spot and
looking at plans. I approached them and asked if they were developing the project etc… They
showed me the plans and I absolutely love what they are proposing. I think that it will be a great
addition to the neighborhood. I asked them if there was anything that I could do to help and they
suggested that I write a letter of support, hence this email. I understand that there are no variances
to this project and it falls under the height limit.
I would like to show my strong support for this project.
Sincerely,
Lauren Haugh
650-996-1090
S.F Resident

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dustin Haytema
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
Support for proposed Telegraph Hill Property
Wednesday, July 09, 2014 11:10:31 AM

Dear Ms. Watty,
I have been renting an apartment near North Beach for over two years and walk near Coit Tower everyday
on my way to work. Before even speaking to Mr. Ricks about the proposed project, I have commented on
the vacant lot with many neighbors and tourists over the past year. It has been a huge eye sore for all local
residents and tourists alike and sometimes even frequents vagrants at night.
I recently sat down with Mr. Ricks to discuss the building project and the proposed plans for 115 Telegraph
Hill and am strongly in support of its development. Based on my experience, the project clearly falls under
the height limit and there are clearly no proposed variances, thus making this project a perfect fit for that
lot. This beautifully designed building will only add to the neighborhood as a whole.
I look forward to supporting this project through to completion.
Please contact me with any questions.
Best,
Dustin Haytema

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

brad hedrick
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
Fwd: support for 115 Telegraph Hill
Wednesday, July 09, 2014 12:38:01 PM
Plans_Final_reduced.pdf

Elizabeth,
I hope this note finds you well. I have lived in North Beach for many years now and
know Jeremy Ricks from HS. Jeremy has brought me up to speed on the details of
his proposal of the 115 Telegraph Hill Project, which seems like a great idea
considering the lot he is pursuing has been vacant for so long. I foresee the project
being a welcomed addition to the neighborhood. Per the plans, it looks the structure
is below the height limit, and would not requires any major variances if any.
Just thought i would shoot over a note to mention my firm support of the project
and urge the planning commission too as well.
Always happy to chat.
brad hedrick
4154979844
520 chestnut St no 104
SF CA.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

peter iskandar
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
pi_iskandar@yahoo.com
115 Telegraph Hill Project Support
Wednesday, July 09, 2014 4:54:46 PM

Hi Elizabeth,
I live nearby and am a property owner at 1835 Grant Ave. I recently
reviewed the plans for Jeremy’s project at 115 Telegraph Hill and I think
this project will be a nice addition to the neighborhood. As far as I can tell
the project will add desired property value to the surrounding area, will
clean up an underused vacant lot, and does not exceed any size limits or
require any variances.
I support the project and urge the planning commission to do so as well.
Sincerely,
Peter Iskandar
1835 Grant Ave.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

shane
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
Support for 115 Telegraph Hill
Wednesday, July 09, 2014 11:19:12 AM

Dear Ms. Watty,
My wife and I have lived in North Beach for over 3 years. We often visit Coit Tower, especially when
we have out of town visitors.
For some time I have thought that this unpleasant vacant plot of land should be developed as it would
add MUCH beauty to the area.
I have met with Jeremy Ricks and reviewed his plans and think that what he is proposing, in its
CURRENT state, would be an absolutely fantastic addition to the neighborhood. I strongly believe that
this project should be approved and ask the commission to vote yes on this project.
Thanks,
Shane Kennedy

April 1, 2014

San Francisco Planning Commission
City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94103

RE:

Support for Conditional Use Application
115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard/363 Filbert St reet
Case No.: 2013.1375C

Dear Commissioners,
I have lived at 381 Filbert Street since 1997. My home is immediately next door to
the proposed new building at 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard. I believe the project deserves your
support. The property has been largely vacant for nearly twenty years, wrapped with a chainlink and with only the shell of a cottage remaining. The owner has been receptive to my
suggestions about the design, which will be both attractive and at an appropriate scale for this
location. I look forward to the property being cleaned up and improved.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

/4Nf 'U'tr-
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Mary ayKew
381-383 Filbert Street

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Dana Kueffner
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
PMHeinemann@aol.com
Re: 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard - Planning Case No. 2013.1375C
Tuesday, July 08, 2014 8:51:50 PM

Dear Ms. Watty, President Wu and Commissioners:
Let me apologize in advance for the informal nature of
this correspondence.
My husband, Peter Heinemann, and I are wanting to go on record as
strong supporters of the above referenced project.
Peter and I have lived on Telegraph Hill for the past 30 years. Our home
is located at 335 Greenwich Street, approximately 6 parcels north/east of
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd.
We believe that the project has been very thoughtfully designed. The
owner and their architects have listened to and addressed a wide variety
of community concerns and issues. They should be commended for all
their efforts.
Please add our names to the list of supporters of this plan.
Thank you for your kind attention.
Sincerely,
Dana L. Kueffner and Peter M. Heinemann
335 Greenwich Street
San Francisco, CA. 94133

From:
To:
Date:

dennis leary
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
Wednesday, July 09, 2014 5:36:56 PM

Hey Elizabeth, my name is Dennis Leary; I live at 80 Alta St on Telegraph Hill. I am writing to express
my support for the proposed development at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd. I think the project would be an
improvement over the vacant lot that now exists; I also do not think the proposed construction would
disrupt the neighborhood in any manner. I have lived on the Hill for 9 years, and am well familiar with
the politics up here. I hope the fear-mongers do not sabotage yet another attempt to better the
neighborhood. If you need to talk to me further about this matter, please do not hesitate to contact
me. Thanks very much.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jady Manibusan
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
115 Telegraph Hill
Wednesday, July 09, 2014 10:58:23 AM

Dear Ms. Watty,
I live at 34 Jasper Place and am writing this email in strong support of the proposed project on 115
Telegraph Hill. The land has been an eye sore to the neighborhood and the city as a whole as
hundreds of tourists view this vacant lot every everyday as they drive up to Coit Tower. I have met
with Jeremy Ricks and reviewed his plans for the new structure and believe that it will be a
welcomed addition to the neighborhood and I think that planning should strongly support the
project in its current form. I am aware that the project is below the height limit and does not
require any variances so I see no reason why the commission should not support it.
Many Thanks
Jady Manibusan

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

McCandless, Michael
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
Support for 115 Telegraph Hill
Wednesday, July 09, 2014 1:07:21 PM

Hi Sally,
I have reviewed the details of Jeremy’s proposal for 115 Telegraph Hill and I think the
project will be a welcomed addition to our neighborhood. Given that it’s well below the
height limit and requires no variances I strongly support the project and urge the planning
commission too as well.
All the best,
Michael
Michael McCandless
289 Chestnut Street
San Francisco, CA 94133
415-699-8324

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bill Ricks
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
Support for development of 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd
Tuesday, July 08, 2014 4:17:20 PM

> Dear Liz,
>
> I am writing you to display my strong support for the proposed development at 115 Telegraph Hill
Blvd. I am a long-time resident of the Bay Area, and long-time admirer of Coit Tower and Telegraph
Hill. I am an owner of 339 and 341 Filbert Street.
>
> I have met several times with the owner and the architect of the proposed development of this
property. I feel that their proposal for 3 homes on this property is very appropriate for this location. I
have long marveled that an unsightly property surrounded by a chain-link fence was allowed to exist in
this iconic location. The proposed 3 stylish homes on this site would add a great deal of value and
beauty to the neighborhood.
>
> Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or comments.
>
> Regards,
>
> Bill Ricks
> 925-890-3933

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dana Rivera
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
Supporting project at 115 Telegraph Hill
Wednesday, July 09, 2014 12:37:55 PM

Hi Elizabeth,
I am writing in support of the proposed project at 115 Telegraph Hill. As a neighbor
at 279 Filbert Street, I believe the project will fit into the character of the
neighborhood and will fill a current void.
I have reviewed the details of Jeremy's proposal with him and because the project is
below the zoned height limit and requires no variances, I urge the Planning
Commission to support this project.
Thank you for your consideration.
Best,
Dana Rivera

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Vincent scholl
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
115 Telegraph Hill Support
Wednesday, July 09, 2014 11:11:01 AM

Ms. Watty

I am writing to support the proposed project of 115 Telegraph Hill. I often run the
Filbert steps with my girlfriend (Lauren Haugh, who I think is also writing a letter of
support). We met with the project sponsor and his team of architects at the site and
reviewed their plans. I feel that what they are proposing is both reasonable and
quite spectacular and would be a VERY welcomed addition to the neighborhood. I
strongly support the project.

Best
Vince Scholl

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Importance:

Silcox, Louis
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard, aka 363 Filbert Street
Tuesday, July 08, 2014 1:32:14 PM
High

Dear Ms. Watty,
I am the real estate agent who is involved in the sale of this property. I am also a longtime resident and property owner on Telegraph Hill, having lived here since the 1980’s.
My home is just six doors away from the parcel that has long been vacant, an eye-sore, a
place for homeless to camp and a fire-hazard also, in my opinion. I will be writing a
formal letter to you later today and emailing it to you. I just sent you an email from
several other neighbors who currently live nearby, with the exception on one couple,
who have now moved to another part of the city. Among those who signed that letter
are a number of civic and charitable organization leaders, two architects and a couple
who live in a Gardner Dailey designed residence a few doors away on Telegraph Hill
Boulevard. There are also two architects who have signed. Having studied architecture
at U.C. Berkeley myself, I have a tremendous appreciation for good architectural design.
While I may be involved in marketing and selling the finished product, my main interest
in seeing this property developed is as a neighbor.
Sincerely and with kind regards,
Louis
Louis J. Silcox, Jr.
Senior Marketing Consultant
Sotheby's International Realty
117 Greenwich Street
San Francisco, CA 94111
415 296-2229 Direct
415 297-2277 Cellular
415 901-1701 Facsimile
www.SFEstates.com
BRE License # 00949191
The information in this electronic mail message is the sender's confidential business and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee(s). Access to
this internet electronic mail message by anyone else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or
omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited and may be unlawful.
The sender believes that this E-mail and any attachments were free of any virus, worm, Trojan horse, and/or malicious code when sent. This message and its
attachments could have been infected during transmission. By reading the message and opening any attachments, the recipient accepts full responsibility for t aking pr
otective and remedial action about viruses and other defects. The sender's company is not liable for any loss or damage arising in any way from this message or its
attachments.

Nothing in this email shall be deemed to create a binding contract to purchase/sell real estate. The sender of this email does not have the authority to bind a buyer or
seller to a contract via written or verbal communications including, but not limited to, email communications.

July 8, 2014

Ms. Elizabeth Watty
San Francisco Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
Re: 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard (3 Proposed Townhouses+ remodel of an existing Cottage)
Planning Case No. 2013 .1375(
Hearing Date: July 17, 2014
Dear Ms. Watty, President Wu and Commissioners:
I have been a resident on Telegraph Hill since 1976 and love it dearly. In my early years there I was a
renter while I studied architecture at U.C. Berkeley and have always considered myself fortunate indeed
to call "The Hill" my home. Since then I was able to purchase my own home on the hill and I treasure it
dearly. There is nowhere else in San Francisco that I would prefer to live.
I have also been a successful real estate agent in San Francisco since 1987 and I specialize in Telegraph
Hill properties. Over the years I have learned that there are few homes in our neighborhood that are
larger than two bedrooms, while there is a significant demand for such homes.
I support this project of 3-4 bedroom homes plus the remodeling of the existing cottage because good
housing is needed everywhere in our city and family sized homes are very much needed on Telegraph
Hill. I believe that a neighborhood that is rich in its eclecticism must by definition include family homes
and homes that can also serve handicapped or very elderly persons as well as able bodied ones who can
walk quickly up a hill with two full bags of groceries and their brimming briefcases. I can still remember
being able to do that myself. The three townhouses that are proposed can serve any of these
individuals as a proper and wonderful place to call home.
The project has already passed design review and does not seek any variances. Contrary to what some
claim, it does not impact the public views from either Pioneer Park or Coit Tower. I live next to Coit
Tower and walk this area regularly, so I can attest to that fact. Additionally, there was a driveway and
curb cut previously, as evidenced by photographs that have already been provided to you. The sidewalk
and curb were expanded out several years ago by the city when an additional stairway to Coit Tower on
the South slope was created. A few people claim that this driveway cut never existed, which is a false
statement. I do believe that there are a few individuals who oppose this project that do, in fact, have a
personal vendetta against the sellers/current owners of this property and would rather it remain
abandoned than have them benefit ever, in any way, from the sale of the property. Unfortunately,
these few people have the ears of many uninformed residents on the hill and I imagine that their
specious claims have generated dozens or even more letters to you in opposition of this handsome
project.
Mr. Ricks and his architect, Lewis Butler have made several concessions and accommodations to the
neighbors requests and demands, some very costly, including dramatically reducing the overall mass of
the structure, particularly at the rear, a very costly reconfiguration of the garage structure, reducing the
height of a major portion of the structure, volunteering to create a view corridor for pedestrians, that

was never there when the previous structures were there. I remember those derelict structures well.
They were actually deemed unsound by the city before a permit was issued by the city to demolish
them.
I have over the course of the past several years witnessed break-ins onto the property and into the
cottage, people dumping garbage there, people constantly loitering there smoking marijuana and
drinking alcohol at all hours and lots of graffiti as well. Even though the owners cut back the weeds, it
remains a severe fire-danger in my opinion. I often see passersby, some of them tourists, who may not
know any better, flick lit cigarettes aside with them sometimes landing in the weeds. A severe firehazard, if there ever was one!
This project will provide a great deal of revenue for our city, new homes for four families, possibly even
multi-generational families, many construction jobs, many service jobs such as landscapers & gardeners,
decorators, house-cleaners, window washers and other maintenance personnel. Beyond that, it will
extinguish a fire-hazard and what has long been an attractive nuisance and will most certainly improve
overall safety and quality of life for its immediate and nearby neighbors. The neighbor, who in my view
has the most potential to be impacted by this construction, Mary Kay Kew, wholeheartedly supports this
project.
In closing, I and many of my well informed neighbors support this project and look forward to the day
when there are beautiful homes ready to welcome all sorts of new neighbors and friends.
Sincerely and with kind regards,

~~~-S~~

Louis J. Silcox, Jr.
337 Greenwich Street
San Francisco, CA 94133

415 788-2008
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July 7, 2014
Ms. Elizabeth Watty
San Francisco Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
Subject:

115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard.

Dear Ms. Watty:
The purpose of this letter is to convey a message of strong support for the proposed new
development at 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard from the undersigned individuals, all of whom are, or
have been, residents of Telegraph Hill; they are also intimately familiar with the site, its history,
and immediate environs.
,
We support the proposed development at 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard because ....

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

It will extinguish what has been, for years, an empty and unattractive lot which has served
increasingly as a refuse collection point and occasional unauthorized occupancy. It is
also a fire-hazard. Many passersby, especially foreign tourists, discard burning cigarettes
as they walk by without putting them out.
The proposal complies with existing planning and zoning regulations and requires no
variances.
The clean modern design and rich surface materials are consistent with the adjacent
Gardner Dailey structure to the immediate east and with the eclectic architecture found on
many blocks of Telegraph Hill.
When built out, no neighbor's south-facing cityscape views will be affected. The new
buildings will not obstruct views from Pioneer Park or Coit Tower. Furthermore, the
applicant and his architect have thoughtfully provided a generous view corridor to the city
skyline, from the front to the rear of the property, which never existed when the preexisting buildings were there.
There will be little or no shadow effect on neighboring properties.
Our City desperately needs housing of all types as evidenced by the Mayor's goal of
30,000 new units.
This site-when improved-will generate tax increment to the City in excess of $200,000 per
year thus helping significantly to mitigate the City's $134M annual operating deficit.

Converting this site from an empty, bleak lot to a place with elegantly designed homes generating
much needed revenue for the City seems like an obvious choice. After literally decades of stasis,
it's time to get on with it.

Lynda Spence
Bob Mittelstadt

r_:~::;:·~c
CF9C2291E4B~480

Janet Crane
Rod Freebairn-Smith
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Ms. Elizabeth Watty
San Francisco Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
Subject:

115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard.

Dear Ms. Watty:
The purpose of this letter is to convey a message of strong support for the proposed new
development at 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard from the undersigned individuals, all of whom are, or
have been, residents of Telegraph Hill; they are also intimately familiar with the site, its history,
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and immediate environs.
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also a fire-hazard. Many passersby, especially foreign tourists, discard burning cigarettes
as they walk by without putting them out.
The proposal complies with existing planning and zoning regulations and requires no
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skyline, from the front to the rear of the property, which never existed when the preexisting buildings were there.
There will be little or no shadow effect on neighboring properties.
Our City desperately needs housing of all types as evidenced by the Mayor's goal of
30,000 new units.
This site-when improved-will generate tax increment to the City in excess of $200,000 per
year thus helping significantly to mitigate the City's $134M annual operating deficit.

Converting this site from an empty, bleak lot to a place with elegantly designed homes generating
much needed revenue for the City seems like an obvious choice. After literally decades of stasis,
it's time to get on with it.

Lynda Spence
Bob Mittelstadt

Janet Crane
Rod Freebairn-Smith
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Stockton
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
Condominium Project at 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard
Sunday, July 06, 2014 9:13:38 AM

Case 3013.1375
As a long standing member of Telegraph Hill Dwellers and as a resident of Telegraph
Hill, on Chestnut Street, please be advised that I do not oppose the development of
the property at 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard for condominiums as long as the
building does not exceed the usual 40' height limit and provides for the usual rear
yard open space.
Chris Stockton,
Architect, retired

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

david.taylor10@comcast.net
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
115 Telegraph Hill
Wednesday, July 09, 2014 11:14:15 AM

Hi Elizabeth,
I support the project at 115 Telegraph Hill as shown and am looking forward to
getting rid of that eyesore lot.
Thank you,
David Taylor
1460 Montgomery Street
650 339 1476

May 5, 2014
SF Planning Commission
1660 Mission Street, First Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103-2479
Re: Proposed Project @115 Telegraph Hill
Dear Planning Commission Members:
I have been a homeowner in San Francisco for more than a decade. Last year, I
purchased a home in the Telegraph Hill neighborhood.
Recently, I had the opportunity to review the preliminary plans for a proposed
project at 115 Telegraph Hill. I believe this proposal would be a welcome
addition to our neighborhood providing an attractive multi-family structure on
what is now a poorly maintained, vacant lot.
While I understand that you must take into consideration a variety of issues in
your decision-making process, this appears to be a well-thought out proposal
from a reputable, local firm. Most importantly, the overall plan would fit nicely
into our existing neighborhood.
As a homeowner who lives close by and has an interest in th~ future of our
neighborhood and San Francisco as a whole, I enthusiastically support the
proposed plans. Thank you for your consideration.

s;;;~
Olivia Ware
112 Alta Street
San Francisco, CA 94133
(650) 868-7955
ocware@gmail.com

From:
To:
Cc:

Wells Whitney
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
John Stewart; Gussie Stewart; Anne Halsted; Lynda Spence; Robert Mittelstadt; Janet Crane; Rod FreebairnSmith; Louis Silcox
Concerning 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard
Tuesday, July 08, 2014 2:50:31 PM

Subject:
Date:

July 7, 2014
Ms. Elizabeth Watty
San Francisco Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, 4 th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
Subject:

115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard.

Dear Ms. Watty:

The purpose of this letter is to counteract some comments made by representatives of the
Telegraph Hill Dwellers organization regarding this project. Here are their points, with my
counter arguments:
<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->The project would block sweeping views of
San Francisco enjoyed by Pioneer Park visitors – In fact, by my own observation (I
have pictures) the trees and vegetation on the top and sides of the hill already
block all views on that side of Pioneer Park and this project in no way makes that
worse.
<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->The project would adversely impact users of
the 39 Coit Tower MUNI bus both during and after construction. – I have been told
that there will be absolutely no effect on the bus stop during or after construction,
nor to the Filbert steps either below or above the project site.
<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->The project would eliminate access from the
Filbert steps for up to 2 years and create dangerous conditions nearby. – I have been
told that there will not be limitations on the access of the Filbert steps at any
time.
<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->The project would “reward” the current
owners for demolishing affordable housing and an historical cottage – The
demolition of housing on the property occurred many years ago and is not
relevant to this project. The cottage which remains is in fact unlivable at present
but is not now planned to be demolished during this project.
Thank you for consideration of these points and corrections to misstatements made by
neighborhood opponents to the project. Converting this site from an empty, bleak lot to a
place with elegantly designed homes generating much needed revenue for the city still
seems like an obvious choice.

Sincerely yours – Wells Whitney
Wells Whitney
1308 Montgomery St.
San Francisco, CA 94133

Wells Whitney
1308 Montgomery St.
San Francisco
CA 94133
415 203 5826 Wells' cell
415 398 5077 home in SF
707 996 4750 home in Glen Ellen

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andrea Winograd
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
115 Telegraph Hill
Wednesday, July 09, 2014 4:07:56 PM

Ms. Watty

My name is Andrea Winograd and I live at 1437 Hyde Street, and I have reviewed
the details of Jeremy’s proposal on 115 Telegraph Hill with him and I think the
project will be a welcomed addition to the neighborhood. The project is below the
height limit and requires no variances so I strongly support the project and urge the
planning commission too as well. The vacant lot has been there for way too long
and this is the perfect project for the property.

Please share my email of support with the planning commission and respective
supervisors.
Thank you!
Andrea Winograd

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Justin Yonker
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
Fwd: Support for Proposed Project at 115 Telegraph Hill
Wednesday, July 09, 2014 4:39:24 PM

SF Planning Dept.
To Whom It May Concern,
I am a nearby neighbor and owner of my residence at 527 Union Street. I have reviewed the plans for
Jeremy’s project at 115 Telegraph Hill and I think the project will be a welcomed addition to our
neighborhood. The project appears to be below the height limit, does not appear to require any
variances, does not appear to have any negative effect on the neighborhood, and adds value to all
nearby properties. Therefore I support the project and urge the planning commission to do so as well.
Sincerely,

Justin Yonker
Master Builders
C: 415-806-4676
O: 415-567-8886
justin@masterbuilderssf.com
www.masterbuilderssf.com
Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

johanna abate
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
thdpz@mindspring.com
Housing Project on Telegraph Hill
Sunday, July 06, 2014 7:39:32 PM

Regarding a proposal for a massive, luxury housing project proposed for the large, long
vacant parcel at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd. on the Filbert steps at the top of Telegraph
Hill :
This project would:
Ȉ loc the sweepi iews o  rcisco ejoed  ioeer r users
Ȉ rete peret derous coditios or pedestris coi up the ilert
teps d Telerph ill ldǤ ȋ creti  ew cur cut o the curiest sectio
o Telerph ill ldǤ t the er top o the ilert teps coi up ro er
treetȌǤ
Ȉ certe tric coestio or isitors d residets to oit Tower o
Telerph ill ldǤ oth duri d ter costructio
Ȉ dersel ipct users o the ͵ͻ oit Tower  us oth duri d ter
costructio ȋprticulrl ecuse the curret stop will e et to their ew
driewȌ
Ȉ liite ccess ro the ilert teps to oit Tower or up to two ers while
the project sposor dis ͵Ͳ eet or  ew pri re o this hihl
costried site
Ȉ ewrd the curret owers or deolishi ͳͳ uits o ordle retǦ
cotrolled housi d replci the with three luurǡ ͶǡͲͲͲ to ͷǡͲͲͲ sure
ootǡ codosǤ
Ȉ ewrd the curret owers or their decto deolitio o the historic cotte
o the souther ede o the propert
    ǨǨǨǨǨ
oh te
 esidet sice ͳͻ

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Catherine Accardi
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd Project
Monday, July 07, 2014 11:46:57 AM

Elizabeth,
I just wanted you to hear from a life-long resident of San Francisco, born
and raised on Telegraph Hill.
The 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd. project is very disturbing to those of us that
care about North Beach. Just about all citizens are aware of the mindboggling influence of developers on local government. It is a malignancy
than cannot be stopped all-together. But how about we try to keep the
silly super-building trend confined to areas like south of Market and not
let the malignancy creep up to Telegraph Hill.
I understand if city government does not care about our votes but
adverse developments on Telegraph Hill will also impact the safety and
desirability that draws tourists to the iconic Coit Tower and Pioneer Park.
Think about the long-time $$$ not just the short-term $$$ from
developers. Pass along this message to the people at City Hall that decide
what happens to their citizens' neighborhoods.

Catherine Accardi

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

susansf@ix.netcom.com
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd
Wednesday, July 09, 2014 11:36:28 AM

Regarding a proposal for a massive, luxury housing project proposed for the large, long vacant parcel at 115
Telegraph Hill Blvd. on the Filbert steps at the top of Telegraph Hill :
This project is not suitable for this site. It would interfere with the ability of visitors and neighbors to use and
enjoy the surrounding area. It would disrupt pedestrian traffic, auto traffic, and MUNI. It would obliterate
spectacular views of downtown enjoyed by those who hike from Kearney to Coit Tower. Coit Tower is one of
San Francisco's most iconic and precious treasures. The proposed massive structures would detract from the
setting.
Susan Beard
SF Resident 43 years

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Bittner
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
Case No. 3013.1375CE, 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd Project
Tuesday, July 08, 2014 11:49:23 AM

Dear Ms. Watty,
My name is Mark Bittner. I am a homeowner and 40-year resident of the North Beach/Telegraph Hill
area. When I first arrived here in 1973, this place was unique and magical to a degree that I’d never
seen anywhere else in America. It’s these two qualities that, over the years, have been drawing visitors,
one of the foundations of this city’s economy. Lately, I’ve been watching an alarming trend where
developers push bland or downright ugly projects that undermine what is so extraordinary about this
place. Case No. 3013.1375CE, at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd, is one such project. Pioneer Park with Coit
Tower is one of the most beautiful spots in the city. This apartment project would substantially alter its
character. If we make our neighborhoods look more and more like any other neighborhood in any other
city in America, what reason does anyone have to come here anymore? And why should the residents
of this city have to endure someone's lack of imagination? This project has one purpose and one
purpose alone: to make one speculator a bundle of money. The rest of the city loses. I ask the Planning
Commission to reject this proposal.
Sincerely,
Mark Bittner
Author, “The Wild Parrots of Telegraph Hill"

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Burnett
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
Case # 3013.1375CE Proposed Telegraph Hill Development
Tuesday, July 08, 2014 1:26:26 PM

After reviewing the proposed project drawings I have come to the conclusion that the
proposed project for 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd. would have the following negative
impacts.
1) The proposed project would create a southern wall on the boundary of Pioneer
park obstructing park user views.
2) The proposed curb cut for the proposed garage entrance would create a hazard for
pedestrians using Telegraph Hill Blvd. and the Filbert steps.
3) If it could be done I would like to see more than 3 units on this site.

DAVE BURNETT

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Lance Carnes
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
THD Planning & Zoning
Proposed project at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd (Case No. 3013.1375CE)
Tuesday, July 08, 2014 10:20:43 AM

Dear Elizabeth,
The above-mentioned project as currently designed will have numerous negative
effects on the sensitive and dense neighborhood atop Telegraph Hill:
Pedestrian safety: The proposed Filbert Steps pathway changes near Telegraph Hill
Blvd. would create dangerous conditions for the thousands of pedestrians who use
this route annually;
Traffic congestion: The already traffic-choked route to the Tower would be further
constricted due to the proposed development, both before and after construction;
Public transit access: the current Muni stop is on the driveway of the proposed
development and would be an unsafe place to wait or off-board; and
Historic resources demolished: The historic cottage on the southeast edge of the
site would be removed.

For these and other reasons this project needs to be reviewed carefully and revised to
allow it to better fit into the current neighborhood. There is a forum where this
can be done constructively: the Telegraph Hill Dwellers (THD) Planning &
Zoning Committee. By attempting an end-run around this forum the developers
have shown an unneighborly attitude and disdain for the existing community. The
developers need to first meet with the THD committee for a plan review. Other
project developers who have used this forum have found that not only are their
projects more acceptable to neighbors but that their projects are greatly improved in
general.

I encourage the Planning Commission to reject the current project and direct the
owners and developers to begin meeting with neighbors to come up with a plan that
will work for all concerned.
Respectfully,
Lance Carnes
North Beach resident

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dorothy Chang
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd Project
Monday, July 07, 2014 6:37:51 PM

(Case No. 013.13755SCE to be brought before the Board of SupervisorsThe new houses that
were allowed to be built bon the North Side of Telegraph Kill by some grafters are an
abomination and totally spoil the visit of the Hill as we look up at it. Rich SOB/s who are
hardly ever there - I see these houses up on the Hill every day.. Don't let this kind of
building happen again!!! Dorothy Chang

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lifetheatre (cynthia)
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd Project
Tuesday, July 08, 2014 6:58:34 AM

Dear Ms. Watty,
I’m writing to protest the building of luxury condo’s on Telegraph Hill. Case #3013.1375 CE.
As a twenty year resident of North Beach/Telegraph Hill, and renter, I’ve seen the rents rise over
the years to the point where only the wealthy can live in our beautiful neighborhood. If I were to try
and move here now, there would be no way I could afford even the most modest of apartments.
To eliminate 11 units of affordable housing to build four enormous apartments is just unfair. It
makes me very sad to think that San Francisco is going the way of Manhattan, it’s becoming a place
where only the very rich can live.
People in our neighborhood take walks and Coit Tower is a popular route for us. To deny access to
our most favorite evening walk for two years, especially after the relentless construction on
Columbus is just depressing. This once again caters to the needs of the few over the quality of life
for the many. Don’t let this happen to our neighborhood, which is really like a small town.
Please do not allow them to build this building!
Thank you,
Cynthia Cristilli
418 Lombard Street
San Francisco, 94133

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nomads18@yahoo.com
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
Telegraph Hill condos
Tuesday, July 08, 2014 9:07:09 PM

It seems a natural human tendency to oppose change of any kind but, in fact, some things
need opposition. While I personally have no issue at stake in the condo construction on
Telegraph Hill I see the proposed structures as described as having a deleterious effect on
the community by disrupting the wonderful visage from Pioneer Park.
The very existence of your organization is testament to society's intention to protect the
community from the unwarranted advance of any one individual or group. While it is the
essence of America’s promise that everyone has the right to advance his dreams it must be
done without interfering with others’’ right to do the same.
Your task is not an easy one but I ask that you give the proposed project the closest possible
scrutiny. Does it really preserve the community's values? I do not think so.
Robert Demchick
550 Battery Street
San Francisco, CA

331 Filbert Street
San Francisco, CA 94133
(Berween Tclegraph Hill Blvd .
(Lombard) and Montgomery St.
near Coit Tower)

Phone: 415-986-5885
Facimile: 4 15-986-5893
E-mail: pldwares@aol.com
PETER L. DWARES, PRESIDENT

July7, 2014

Cindy Wu, President
Planning Commission
City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 941 03
Re:

Case No. 3013.1375CE
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd.
Telegraph Hill-North Beach Residential SUD
Reguest for Conditional Use Authorizations

Dear President Wu and Commissioners,
I am writing to express my concerns regarding the proposed project at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd .
and respectfully request that the Planning Commission not approve the Conditional Use
Authorizations for this project.
I have owned at 331 Filbert, steps away from the property, since 1977. I observe traffic jams
thus project would exacerbate significantly.
I love the scale of the Filbert Steps. We have no parking on the Steps.
It is rare that a local, neighborhood project rises to the level that I bother to write the
Commission, but the proposed luxury condominium project at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd., if built
as proposed, would be a terrible planning mistake that will adversely impact San Francisco' s
world renowned Telegraph Hill, Coit Tower and the surrounding 4.89 acre Pioneer Park.
Fundamentally, the issue at stake is about protecting the public' s interest in Pioneer Park and
Coit Tower. This is not about any particular neighbor' s self-interest or views - this is about the
public interest and the public' s views, parks, access and pedestrian safety.
As San Francisco residents we have a collective duty to safeguard these treasures for future
generations. The proposed project, if approved, will have an array of significant, adverse
impacts to Coit Tower and Pioneer Park.
The proposed project would:
• Block the sweeping views of San Francisco enjoyed by thousands of Pioneer Park users

• Create permanent dangerous conditions for pedestrians coming up the Filbert Steps and
Telegraph Hill Blvd. (by creating a new curb cut on the curviest section of Telegraph Hill Blvd.
at the very top of the Filbert Steps coming up from Kearny Street)
• Exacerbate traffic congestion for visitors and residents to Coit Tower on Telegraph Hill Blvd.
both during and after construction. I have long felt a driveway there is a very bad idea.
•Adversely impact users of the 39 Coit Tower MUNI bus both during and after construction
(particularly because the current bus stop wlll be next to their new driveway)
• Eliminate access from the Filbert Steps to Coit Tower for up to two years while the project
sponsor digs 30 feet for a new parking garage on this highly constrained site
• Reward the current owners for demolishing 11 units of affordable housing and replacing them
with three market rate, 4,000 to 5,000 square foot, condos.
• Reward the current owners for their defacto demolition of the historic cottage on the
southern edge of the property.

Please come and look at the site on a typical busy weekend day.

I hope that the Commission will reject the project as currently propose and encourage the
project sponsor to come back with a more compatible project that better fits this unique
important site which will be less impactful to Pioneer Park, the Filbert steps and Telegraph Hill
Blvd.

Since~

Lowares

331 Filbert Street
San Francisco, CA 94133

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

blandina farley
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
no condo on telegraph hill!!!!!
Monday, July 07, 2014 5:34:33 PM

As resident of North Beach?Telegraph Hill I absolutely oppose the luxury condo on
the Filbert Steps on Telegraph hill and you will find that mostly all neighbors feel the
same and you will be in for yet another battle in court

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Timothy Ferris
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
CalSky.com Alerter
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd Project
Monday, July 07, 2014 11:57:50 PM

Dear Ms. Watty,
Regarding the proposed three residences at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd., in our meetings with the developer,
Jeremy Ricks, he assured us that he wanted to hear our thoughts and to respond accordingly in a
revised design. Our conversations have been friendly and Mr. Ricks invariably polite.
We expressed just two concerns:

1. That something of a view corridor be preserved between the buildings;

2. That the design of the homes be more individualistic relative to one another, and of a vitality

more nearly comparable to that of other homes near the top of the hill—rather than resembling,
as I rather unkindly put it, the concrete cubes of an East Berlin housing project.

As neither of these concerned appears to have been addressed in the most recent revision, we are
unable to support the proposed project at this time.
Yours,
Carolyn & Timothy Ferris

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anthony Gantner
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd. (Case # 3013.1375CE)
Wednesday, July 09, 2014 1:12:52 PM

Dear Ms. Watty:
I am writing to express my objections to the proposed condominuim project at 115 Telegraph
Hill Blvd (Case No. 3013.1375CE) as it is presently envisioned.
As you are no doubt aware, since World War II, the history of Northeastern San Francisco is
littered with development proposals that may have seemed appropriate to some at the time,
but wrong to the many who lived in or around the subject areas.
Some of those proposals, fantastical now, were judged by proponents as perfectly reasonable
at the time. A few examples:extending the Embarcadero Freeway north past Broadway along
the eastern (Bay) side of Telegraph Hill, as part of a proposed over-water bridge between San
Francisco and Tiburon with exit ramps at Stockton and Francisco; a parking garage under
Washington Square Park; proposed seven towers at Aquatic Park--the twin Fontana Towers
were unfortunately built; 8-lane tunnels under Russian Hill; a proposed series of hotels along
the Northern Waterfront halted at the ballot; highrises on Russian Hill---one built just down
the alley from me at the time, now prevented by 40 foot height limits approved by a thenenlightened Board of Supervisors; and more recently, development proposals along the
Northern Waterfront that would have breached existing height limits---turned back by
unequivocal votes of the people of San Francisco. This is only a partial list of the horrors
perpetuated on Northeast San Francisco that faded away as in a fevered dream.
The reason for bringing up the above matters is that it is far better to make good faith efforts
to seriously consult with the neighborhoods potentially effected by development projects,
which in the present instance appears to many reasonable observers as out-of-scale,
inappropriate in location, with adverse environmental impacts. It is my understanding that
this proposal effectively slid by the Telegraph Hill neighborhood and is shortly to be heard
before the Planning Commission.
I well know the location in question. I live several blocks away and have walked by it
hundreds of times. The project is inappropriate in its present form---a massive condominum
project, hugely disruptive, that would be completely out-of scale---particularly given its
location, contiguous to Pioneer Park and Coit Tower. Is there a more iconic location in San
Francisco? Is there a more fragile neighborhood in San Francisco? Is traffic not a serious
concern along one of the most beloved streets and visitor/Muni routes to Coit Tower? Is
there any neighborhood in San Francisco where scalability is more important?
Postpone this matter, have the project proponents make a good faith effort to work with the
neighborhood, then scale back the proposal to try and reach some form of consensus.
Thank you for your kind attention to this matter.
Sincerely,
Tony Gantner
235 Chestnut St.

San Francisco, CA 94133
415/596-3626





July 7, 2014
Cindy Wu, President
Planning Commission
City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103
Re:

Proposed Luxury Condos and Garage Project at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd, Case No. 3013.1375CE

Dear President Wu,
I write on behalf of Protect Coit Tower, a nonprofit citizens group dedicated to the preservation of Coit
Tower and the historic Depression-era murals that reside inside. As you know, Coit Tower is an iconic symbol of
our unique city, known to every San Franciscan and instantly recognized around the world. Because of Lillie
Hitchcock Coit’s generous bequest “to beautify the city I have always loved,” for 80 years Coit Tower and its
murals have been a permanent gift to the people of San Francisco and have been enjoyed by millions of visitors
from around the world.
Following voter approval in June 2012 of a ballot measure creating a Coit Tower Preservation Policy, the
city engaged in the largest renovation project in Coit Tower’s history, spending $1.7 million to fix the building from
top to bottom and painstakingly restoring the damaged Depression-era murals to fabulous condition. The city also
proceeded with a major upgrade of the interior operations of Coit Tower, bringing in a new concession company to
improve the gift shop, implement regular mural tours, greet visitors as they enter, and implement new Art
Commission guidelines to ensure the Tower and murals are more easily enjoyed by visitors and protected from
damage.
This is why, less than two months after you, the Mayor, and other city leaders joined with the community
for a grand Coit Tower Reopening Celebration on May 14, 2014, it is a shock to discover that the Planning
Commission later this month is scheduled to vote to waive a full environmental review and greenlight the
construction of a large luxury condo project and multi-unit garage at 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard immediately
adjacent to Coit Tower. If approved, this would have serious short-term and long-term impacts on public access to
Coit Tower. Construction and long-term environmental impacts from this project on Coit Tower need to be fully
analyzed, particularly as it relates to the likely restrictions on public access to Coit Tower and Pioneer Park via the
southern steps, the complete closure of the Filbert stairs pedestrian access to Coit Tower, and the serious
impediments the project would create for the 39 Coit Muni bus and other vehicle access to Coit Tower.
Why on earth would the city not at least take the time to fully and adequately analyze the potential impacts
of this proposed project on Coit Tower so soon after the voters made clear the importance of Coit Tower and $1.7
million in public funds have been expended to restore the Tower to beautiful shape? Furthermore, the new Coit
Tower concessionaire is working hard to make his operation successful, and the impacts of this project on his
ability to succeed, and consequently for the city to receive the millions in revenue that Coit Tower visitors provide,
should at least be understood before allowing this project to proceed with a special waiver from the Planning
Commission.
I hope you will take this information into consideration as you consider this issue.
Sincerely,
y,
Jon
Jo
on Golinger
Protect Coit Tower
Cc:

All Members, San Francisco Planning Commission
Elizabeth Watty, San Francisco Planning Commission
Supervisor David Chiu

7/7/2014
Ms. Cindy Wu
President
San Francisco Planning Commission
Re: Case # 3013 1375CE (115 Telegraph Hill Avenue)
As the newly-placed concessionaire at Coit Tower, I need to express real concerns over the three condo proposal
at 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard. As the operator, this project would certainly impact me negatively with reduced
numbers of visitors able to use the transit system, further reduction of personal vehicles and the Filbert steps.
The iconic Coit Tower, which was closed for six and half months for renovations has only been opened for two
months. The tower is now producing income that supports several city parks as well as the tower. The lease with
Recreation and Parks Department took two years of negotiations with neighbors and concerned citizens and the
reduction in the visitors to Coit Tower would constitute grounds for renegotiations with the city or put me at risk
for outright failure to meet the minimum financial terms of the lease.
In general terms I am usually a proponent of peoples’ property rights, but the impact of this project appears to
cast a very large shadow on the surrounding area… affecting not only the park and tower but the wellbeing of
many neighbors. The end result of this working well for only the three condo owners and the developer.
Additionally, to consider a project of this magnitude without a comprehensive environmental impact study
would be hasty and ill conceived.
If this project is approved, I would hope the Planning Department could make it conditional on less disruption to
the surrounding area and consider the negative impact the project will bring to Telegraph Hill, Pioneer Park and
Coit Tower, but as the project currently stands, I encourage you to reject the project as currently proposed.

Respectfully,

Terry Grimm
One Telegraph Hill
San Francisco, CA 94133

From:
To:

Stan Hayes
cwu.planning@gmail.com; planning@rodneyfong.com; wordweaver21@aol.com; plangsf@gmail.com;
richhillissf@yahoo.com; Mooreurban@aol.com; hbsugs@sbcglobal.net; Secretary, Commissions (CPC); Chiu,
David (BOS); True, Judson; Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
REQUEST FOR ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS - 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd (Case No. 3013.1375CE)
Wednesday, July 09, 2014 5:44:15 PM

Subject:
Date:

Members of the Planning Commission –
My wife and I own a house and live at 25 Napier Lane, where we have resided for ten years and I
have lived since 1995.
I was a planning commissioner for a town in Marin County for sixteen years. In that time, I
experienced many of the same development issues and pressures as you have on projects such as
this. Like you, I’ve had to balance the rights of project proponents with community concerns about
project impacts.
I’m sure that you, like me, have found that the best decisions are informed ones. Ones that identify,
fairly analyze, and adequately account for the environmental impacts of a project, both seen and
unforeseen. Ones that weigh in a balanced fashion the relative merits of reasonable project
alternatives, not simply as proposed.
The site of the 115 Telegraph Hill project is an unusually sensitive one. It’s located along the narrow,
winding, and heavily travelled approach to Coit Tower, one of the San Francisco’s most iconic
landmarks, just reopened after extensive and protective renovation and now again enjoyed by
thousands of visitors.
The City has a strong stake in protecting, and avoiding the interruption of, the visitor experience at Coit
Tower and the surrounding Pioneer Park due to such factors as permanent loss of view corridors,
traffic delays and disruption during construction, and continuing traffic and pedestrian safety dangers
after construction (e.g., driveway access at the top of and directly across the Filbert Steps).
To ensure that these and other issues are addressed and mitigated, my wife and I strongly urge you to
require an environmental analysis of at least the following:
•

Size and massing of buildings (e.g., over-sized buildings leading to unnecessary loss of view
corridors)

•

Traffic safety and circulation (e.g., adverse impacts on Coit Tower visitor traffic, public transit
including rider safety at bus stops, and local resident access)

•

Geotechnical safety (e.g., adverse impacts on adjoining structures and the Filbert Steps,
particularly excavation of a large auto elevator shaft immediately adjacent to the Filbert Steps)

•

Construction impacts (e.g., extended periods of delay and access disruption to local residents,
visitor traffic, public transit, and concession business)

•

View corridors (e.g., loss of views from key visitor locations including incoming and outgoing
traffic vantage points, Pioneer Park and the memorial steps leading to it, and the upper Filbert
Steps).

We further urge you to require that the environmental analysis consider alternatives to the proposed
project, as commonly required under CEQA.
Sincerely,

Stan Hayes
25 Napier Lane
San Francisco, CA 94133
(415) 298-0489 (cell)
mailto:shayes@environcorp.com

This message contains information that may be confidential, privileged or otherwise
protected by law from disclosure. It is intended for the exclusive use of the
Addressee(s). Unless you are the addressee or authorized agent of the addressee,
you may not review, copy, distribute or disclose to anyone the message or any
information contained within. If you have received this message in error, please
contact the sender by electronic reply to email@environcorp.com and immediately
delete all copies of the message.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judy Irving
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd. (Case No. 3013.1375CE)
Tuesday, July 08, 2014 1:27:06 PM

Dear Elizabeth Watty and Planning Commission,
I’ll leave it to others to describe the massive, inappropriate scale of the
proposed project, and the views it would block. The last thing we need in
San Francisco is more luxury condos (the entire city agrees on this point,
having turned down 8 Washington and approved Proposition B). Please
send this developer back to the drawing board. What he proposes doesn’t
work on any level. I’ll give you just one example:
I’ve lived on the east side of Telegraph Hill for 13 years, and I walk over
the hill via the Filbert Steps to my office, which is on Stockton on the
west side. Daily I see pedestrians, mostly tourists, straining up the Filbert
Steps from North Beach, then stopping at the top to get their bearings,
catch their breath, and figure out how to proceed. The place where
people congregate is exactly the spot where 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd
wants to install a driveway! This is a very bad idea. These tourists are
not paying attention to traffic hazards; they are disoriented and tired; the
last thing they need is cars coming and going across the sidewalk where
they all congregate.
This same spot is also where people get on and off the Coit 39 bus, and
where people cross the street to continue up the steps to Coit Tower.
Please leave the sidewalk intact so that all these people will stay safe,
i.e., do not allow a driveway to cut through there.
My understanding is that new curb cuts are no longer allowed in this
area, in any case. Is the project asking you for a special favor, only to
endanger pedestrians’ safety and create liability for the city? To say the
least, it’s poor planning. For this and many other reasons, the project as
proposed should be rejected.
In a better world this lot, with its spectacular views, would be a PARK:
“South Slope Park.” I hope someday that’s what actually happens. We
need a better vision for Telegraph Hill, our world-class tourist attraction,
better than luxury condos.
Best regards,
Judy Irving
Producer/Director
“The Wild Parrots of Telegraph Hill”
“Pelican Dreams” (Fall 2014 Premiere)

Pelican Media
1736 Stockton Street, Suite 2
San Francisco, CA 94133
415-362-2420 phone
films@pelicanmedia.org
www.pelicanmedia.org

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Julie Jaycox
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
Cindy Wu; Rodney Fong; Gwyneth Borden; Kathrin Moore; Secretary, Commissions (CPC); Chiu, David (BOS);
Judy Irving; Katherine Petrin; Stan Hayes; Hisashi Sugaya
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd (Case No. 3013.1375CE)
Wednesday, July 09, 2014 4:57:08 PM

To Elizabeth Watty and Planning Commission:
Besides the fact that this project is grossly over-scaled for the location
and the neighborhood, creates a huge reflective glass wall across the
south side of Telegraph Hill, blocks panoramic views from most Pioneer
Park locations, and is a luxury condominium project that will most likely
house people who are rarely in residence, the actual construction of this
project will have some extreme effects on the locality. Due to its
accessibility from only one street - which is also the only street that
accesses Coit Tower - the disruption to the people who live there and the
large number of people who visit will be absolute.
This project has ONLY ONE ACCESS POINT - a narrow, heavily trafficked
winding road with turnaround available only at the Coit Tower parking lot.
Living next to the huge building project on the 200 block of Green Street
at Montgomery, I can say that this proposed construction project will
probably look like this for minimally 2 years:
• excavation requires multiple dump truck trips arriving empty and being
filled, with no off-road loading area, creating dust and dropping debris
• cement truck traffic with subsequent noisy pouring time, with no offroad parking space
• excavation requires debris boxes dragged in, filled, traded out - most
likely needing the Coit Tower parking lot for any maneuverability at all,
with no off-road loading/parking space
• excavation may require blasting rock from a substrate known to be
crumbly and unstable (look at the hill that fell down above Broadway
near Montgomery just a few years ago)
• local resident parking at the Coit Tower parking lot replaced for years
by construction parking or debris box turn-around
• cranes to lift in large structural components and the necessity to close
the road for each use, crane engines/machinery running the entire visit to
the site
I believe a comprehensive traffic and pedestrian study needs to be made
before anything is approved on this project. I understand there will be
NO environmental impact studies. There are too many people who access
this location to block access for the number of years it will take to finish
this construction or to put them in danger once there is a driveway in a
location where a stairway, bus stop and crosswalk all meet. Having
worked in a location on a street leading to the Tower, I have seen the

countless numbers of tourists who climb up and down Telegraph Hill
every day, in all seasons. It never stops.
It is also undeniable that the City and Park and Rec are interested in Coit
Tower being a viable and regular income stream. Coit Tower was just
reopened after a significant renovation with a new vendor inside the
building who has taken over the lease longterm. The lines to go to the
top to see the views have increased. Pioneer Park is being continually
groomed to deal with the bad decisions of previous landscapers to try to
overcome the ingrown views. The planting of native plants is in progress
to encourage bee foraging and local bird and animal visits.The 39 bus,
after years of being neglected by the MTA, has been rerouted at the
bequest of Telegraph Hill residents to wait for tourists in front of Pier 39
to increase ridership up to the top of the hill. But this will all be to no
avail if construction of this huge project goes forward on the only street
that accesses both this address and Coit Tower.
This project has so many detrimental issues that will not be reviewed by
the City (for an unknown reason/decision by someone in the Planning
Department, apparently) that it would be folly to approve it as is. Please
reconsider any idea to allow this monstrous project to disrupt the
enjoyment of a gorgeous part of San Francisco's historic Telegraph Hill,
and disrupt the function of a beloved local monument.
Thank you.
Julie Jaycox
307 Green Street SF CA 94133

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Paul"n"Shanti Kohler
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
thdpz@mindspring.com
Opposition to 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd Development
Sunday, July 06, 2014 8:50:17 PM

P lanning Commissio n:

We would like to express our opposition to the proposed to the proposed project at
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd (Case No. 3013.1375CE) for the following reasons:

• Block the sweeping views of San Francisco enjoyed by Pioneer Park users

• Reward the current owners for demolishing 11 units of affordable rent-controlled
housing and replacing them with three luxury, 4,000 to 5,000 square foot, condos.

• Reward the current owners for their defacto demolition of the historic cottage on
the southern edge of the property

Please see to it that these property owners are not rewarded for their bad behavior ,
and other property owners aren't sent the wrong message.

Yours sincerely,

Paul & Shanti Kohler

534 Filbert St

San Francisco, CA 94133

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deena Landau
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd
Tuesday, July 08, 2014 11:10:20 AM

To: San Francisco Planning Commission
I am writing to ask that the Planning Commission not issue permits for the proposed luxury
condo project at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd. I believe it would be a terrible planning mistake
that would adversely impact Telegraph Hill, Coit Tower, and Pioneer Park.
The proposed project would:

Create permanent dangerous conditions for pedestrians coming up the Filbert Steps
and Telegraph Hill Blvd. (by creating a new curb cut on the curviest section of
Telegraph Hill Blvd. at the top of the Filbert Steps coming up from Kearny Street)
Exacerbate traffic congestion for visitors and residents to Coit Tower on Telegraph Hill
Blvd. both during and after construction
Adversely impact users of the 39 Coit bus both during and after construction
(particularly because the current stop will have to be moved but will still be next to
the new driveway)
Eliminate access from the Filbert Steps to Coit Tower for up to two years while the
new parking garage is built
Eliminate 11 units of affordable rent-controlled housing, replacing them with three
luxury, 4,000 to 5,000 square foot condos

Losing 8 units of rent-controlled housing in San Francisco has a great impact. Replacing 11
units of housing with 3 luxury condos at this time in this city would be further indication of
San Francisco's indifference toward the housing crisis and income divide facing us today.
Respectfully,

Deena Landau
1429 Kearny Street #6
San Francisco, CA 94133

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dennis McElrath
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
Condominium project at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd..
Sunday, July 06, 2014 11:08:48 AM

Dear Ms. Watty:
I should like to join the voices of many local residents here on Telegraph Hill in
strenuously objecting to the construction of a large condominium project at 115
Telegraph Hill Blvd..
It is obvious that the many adverse consequences of this projrct would negatively
impact the Hill but also the larger community and visitors who now enjoy the hill and
tower.
Very Sincerely Yours,
Dennis McElrath
383 Lombard St. #405
San Francisco, CA 94133
Phone 415 397 0201

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Etta Moose
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd.
Monday, July 07, 2014 11:20:28 AM

July 7, 2014
VIA EMAIL (c/o Elizabeth Watty <wlmailhtml:Elizabeth.Watty@sfgov.org >)
Cindy Wu, President
Planning Commission
City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103
Re:

Case No. 3013.1375CE
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd.
Telegraph Hill-North Beach Residential SUD
Request for Conditional Use Authorizations

Dear President Wu and Commissioners,
I am writing to express my concerns regarding the proposed project at 115 Telegraph
Hill Blvd. and respectfully request that the Planning Commission not approve the
Conditional Use Authorizations for this project.
It is rare that a local, neighborhood project rises to the level that I bother to write the
Commission, but the proposed luxury condominium project at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd.,
if built as proposed, would be a terrible planning mistake that will adversely impact
San Francisco’s world renowned Telegraph Hill, Coit Tower and the surrounding 4.89
acre Pioneer Park. Fundamentally, the issue at stake is about protecting the public’s
interest in Pioneer Park and Coit Tower. This is not about any particular neighbor’s
self-interest or views – this is about the public interest and the public’s views, parks,
access and pedestrian safety.
As San Francisco residents we have a collective duty to safeguard these treasures for
future generations. The proposed project, if approved, will have an array of significant,
adverse impacts to Coit Tower and Pioneer Park.
The proposed project would:
Ȉ    
users
Ȉ   
and Telegraph Hill Blvd. (by creating a new curb cut on the curviest section of
Telegraph Hill Blvd. at the very top of the Filbert Steps coming up from Kearny Street)
Ȉ   

Hill Blvd. both during and after construction
Ȉ ͵ͻ 
construction (particularly because the current bus stop will be next to their new
driveway)
Ȉ  
 ͵Ͳ 
Ȉ ͳͳ
 ǡͶǡͲͲͲͷǡͲͲͲǡ Ǥ
Ȉ    
southern edge of the property
I hope that the Commission will reject the project as currently proposed and encourage
the project sponsor to come back with a more compatible project that better fits this
unique important site which will be less impactful to Pioneer Park, the Filbert steps
and Telegraph Hill Blvd.
Sincerely,


1962 Powell Street
   ǡͻͶͳ͵͵

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mottly275@aol.com
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
CASE NO, 3013.1375CE ( 115 TELEGRAPH HILL BLVD. )
Wednesday, July 09, 2014 12:13:08 PM

SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:

I HAVE JUST BECOME AWARE OF YOUR HEARING ON JULY 17, THE PROPOSAL TO BUILD
THREE LUXURY CONDOS AND UNDERGROUND PARKING, ON FILBERT ST. BETWEEN KEARNY
AND TELEGRAPH HILL BLVD

I HAVE LIVED AT 275 TELEGRAPH HILL BLVD. SINCE 1981 AND IN NORTH BEACH SINCE 1967. I
RECALL CLEARLY THE PRIOR CONTROVERSY AND VIGOROUS DEBATE WHICH BEGAN WITH
THE SPECULATIVE PURCHASE OF THIS HILLSIDE LOT .THIS HUGE UNDERTAKING IS FAR
MORE DAMAGING THEN THE PROJECTS PROPOSED IN THE LATE 1980'S.

I KNOW MOST OF MY NEIGHBORS, MANY OF WHOM HAVE LIVED IN THIS NEIGHBORHOOD
FOR MUCH LONGER THAN I. I PLAN ON HELPING TO BUILD A LARGE AND UNRELENTING
OPPOSITION TO THIS OUTLANDISH PROJECT.

MICHAEL MOTT
275 TELEGRAPH HILL BLVD. NO 2
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
E MAIL MOTTLY275@AOL

.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

/
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
new development atop telegraph hill
Monday, July 07, 2014 4:51:37 PM

The news of a large development atop Filbert en route to Coit Tower has come as a potential disaster
to the area. View blockage and general ugliness aside, the concern really lies in pedestrian safety and
access to Coit Tower while construction occurs.
Please consider the many impeding headaches and serious problems that can be stopped by vetoing
this project for the wealthy.
Thank you.
Sherry O'Donnell

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

LEERADNER
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
condos at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd.
Monday, July 07, 2014 11:12:27 AM

Dear Ms. Watty:
I am writing to express my concern on the proposed 3 condominiums at
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd. (case 3013.1375.ce).
Why in the world would 3 condominiums take precedence and destroy
15 rental units in the process. It is this kind of thinking that continues to
exacerbate the critical housing shortage in S.F.
Please express my concerns to the proper parties at the Planning
Department & Commission.
Sincerely,
Lee Radner
405 Davis Ct. #703
San Francisco, CA. 94111
415-986-2896

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Reed
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd Project
Monday, July 07, 2014 11:48:14 AM

Dear Elizabeth Watty;
I received the attached email today from Vedica Puri, President of
Telegraph Hill Dwellers regarding the proposal before the Planning
Commission to allow the following construction at 115 Telegraph Blvd.
I want to stand firmly opposed to permitting this construction to take
place for the reasons well stated by Vedica Puri. I've been feeling that
San Francisco has been taken over by an army of bulldozing
contractors and this is just one more nail in that coffin. Please stand
with San Francisco residents and for San Francisco and do not allow
this assault on Telegraph Hill to take place.
Sincerely,
John T Reed
THD resident
It is rare that a local, neighborhood project rises to the level that we
send out an alert like this, but the proposed luxury condominium
project at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd., if built as proposed, would be a
terrible planning mistake that will adversely impact San Francisco's
world renowned Telegraph Hill, iconic Coit Tower and the surrounding
4.89 acre Pioneer Park. Fundamentally, the issue at stake is about
protecting the public's interest in Pioneer Park and Coit Tower. This is
not about any particular neighbor's self-interest or views - this is about
the public interest and the public's views, parks, access and pedestrian
safety. Please read on and help.
As San Francisco residents we have a duty to safeguard these
treasures for future generations. We are faced with a proposal for a
massive, luxury 3-unit condominium project proposed for the large
(7,500 sq.ft.) vacant parcel at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd. on the Filbert
steps at the top of Telegraph Hill which, if approved, will have an array
of significant, adverse impacts to Coit Tower and Pioneer Park. The
project is scheduled for a hearing at the Planning Commission on

Thursday, July 17. Now is the time to take a few minutes and write
and/or email the Planning Commission. Your input will make a
difference.
The proposed project would:
* Block the sweeping views of San Francisco enjoyed by Pioneer Park
users
* Create permanent dangerous conditions for pedestrians coming up
the Filbert Steps and Telegraph Hill Blvd. (by creating a new curb cut
on the curviest section of Telegraph Hill Blvd. at the very top of the
Filbert Steps coming up from Kearny Street)
* Exacerbate traffic congestion for visitors and residents to Coit Tower
on Telegraph Hill Blvd. both during and after construction
* Adversely impact users of the 39 Coit Tower MUNI bus both during
and after construction (particularly because the current stop will have
to be moved but will still be next to their new driveway)
* Eliminate access from the Filbert Steps to Coit Tower for up to two
years while the project sponsor digs 30 feet for a new parking garage
on this highly constrained site
* Reward the current owners for demolishing 11 units of affordable
rent-controlled housing and replacing them with three luxury, 4,000 to
5,000 square foot, condos.
* Reward the current owners for their defacto demolition of the historic
cottage on the southern edge of the property
What you can do:
Please take a few minutes and write a letter expressing your concerns
about the proposed project at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd (Case No.
3013.1375CE) to the Planning Commission.
Make some or all of these points and add anything else that you wish
to add.
Please email your comments on or before this Wednesday July 9 to
Elizabeth.Watty@sfgov.org.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judith Robinson
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC); Chiu, David (BOS); thdpz@mindspring.com
115 Telegraph HIll Blvd. project
Tuesday, July 08, 2014 12:20:38 PM

Judith Robinson
562 B Lombard Street
San Francisco, California 94133-7057
415 788 9112
8 July, 2014
TO:
S. F. Planning Commission
FROM: J. Robinson
RE:
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd. (Case No. 3013.1375CE)
On hearing agenda for Thursday, July 17
I am a resident and property owner on Telegraph Hill.
I wish to strongly oppose a proposed development for 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard.
The project is:
1) out of scale for the small site;
2) would block views from the top of Telegraph Hill and the newly-restored Pioneer
Park at Coit Tower;
3) curtail walking and vehicle access to the Tower and Hill, among other adverse
effects.
It would violate the integrity and beauty of an important public site in San Francisco.
Please OPPOSE the project as designed. Thank you for taking my views into consideration.
cc:

Supervisor David Chiu
Telegraph Hill Dwellers

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nan Roth
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
July 17, 2014 Planning Commission Hearing--Case No. 3013.1375CE (115 Telegfraph Hill Boulevard
Wednesday, July 09, 2014 4:37:14 PM

Please include the following Comments in the information provided to the Commission in regard
to the project below to be heard by the Planning Commission on Thursday, July 17, 2014:
115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard
Case No. 3013.1375CE
Members of the Commission:
We urge the Commission to deny this application.
It was with shock and dismay that my husband and I first heard about this application and pending
hearing from a neighbor on June 29. We own two properties adjoining the project site, Lots 28 and
37 at 1436 Kearny Street and 357 Filbert Street respectively. Although we had attended a project
presentation at a neighborhood meeting on July 31, 2013, and met briefly later with a Mr. Jeremy
Ricks, who we understood to be the developer with a recorded Option to Purchase the site, we had
heard nothing further and to date have not been provided with drawings, plans or any information
regarding the proposal to be presented on July 17, 2014.
I was invited to a meeting of the Telegraph Hill Dwellers held on July 3, 2014, at which two
copies of drawings, without any dimensions, were made available in the absence of the project
sponsors, to be shared by all of the attendees. Thus I only had a few minutes to glance at them.
Frankly, I was shocked and dismayed by what I saw—three monster trophy mansions, taking up
every inch of the permitted building envelope, without any concessions to the setting, and the
complete destruction of the hillside above our house leaving a huge glass wall over a stone block
base with a small level rear yard. I know tradition requires paying a compliment before critiquing a
presentation, but I dare anyone to find a feature to admire or speak of favorably.
This makes us very uncomfortable. What is the strategy behind imposing this on both the
neighborhood and the Commission? We see a lot of mediocre design and construction around this
city, but never anything as boldly bad as this, and in such a sensitive and high profile location.
Surely their architect is capable of better work, but at the end of the day, he serves his client. So
what is the hidden agenda?
I would like to caution the Commission in regard to suggesting incremental modifications. This
design defies tweaking. It needs to be rethought and redesigned from the ground up. We know
everyone is tired of the unkempt lot, the vandals and trespassers. That too is a strategy—get the
neighbors so tired of the mess and the transients that they will accept anything. This is one of the
most important vacant sites in the City. It’s widely visible, is part of the setting for one of our most
visited landmarks, and is the most heavily used pedestrian approach to Coit Tower.
I would also like to raise an often overlooked issue, subsurface groundwater and drainage. An
excavation such as this design requires can have devastating impacts on neighboring properties. For
example, a broken sprinkler head at Coit Tower broke the seal on our newly installed steelenforced concrete floor and flooded our basement. We have a sump pump and it normally catches
any storm drainage, but this was at a deeper subterranean level and the water backed up behind a
barrier a few feet downhill and the pressure built up until it broke through the floor. The City has
three wells on the stretch of the Filbert Steps adjacent to the project site. There is free flowing
subterranean water on Telegraph Hill. Water can be very unpredictable—water seeks its own way.

Of all the places we have lived on Telegraph Hill, this location is the most vulnerable.
Thank you for your consideration of my comments.
Sincerely,
Nan and Nathan Roth
1436 Kearny Street
San Francisco, CA 94133
nanroth88@gmail.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
dfrattin@reubenlaw.com
swetz@butlerarmsden.com
115 Telegraph Hill - Neighbor Opposition
Tuesday, June 24, 2014 3:42:00 PM
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Dan,
Just wanted to update you that I received a call from a neighbor in
opposition to the project at 115 Telegraph Hill today. Her name is Nan
Roth (398-7893), and owns the property to the east and south of the
subject property. She expressed concerns about the process (lack of
transparency, notice, etc.), adequate CEQA review, and upcoming CU
hearing. She will likely be submitting a letter closer to the hearing date.
Thanks,
Elizabeth Watty, LEED AP
Assistant Director of Current Planning
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6620 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: Elizabeth.Watty@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anneke Seley
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd Project(Case No. 3013.1375CE)
Tuesday, July 08, 2014 4:11:54 PM

Dear Ms. Watty,
As Telegraph Hill home owners, we respectfully want to express our concern
regarding the proposed luxury condominium project at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd.
If built as proposed, we feel it would be a terrible planning mistake that will
adversely impact San Francisco's world renowned Telegraph Hill, iconic Coit
Tower and the surrounding 4.89 acre Pioneer Park. What is at stake is the
public's views, parks, access and pedestrian safety, not any particular
neighbor's self-interest or views.
As San Francisco residents we have a duty to safeguard these treasures for
future generations. A massive, luxury 3-unit condominium project proposed
for the large (7,500 sq.ft.) vacant parcel at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd. on the
Filbert steps at the top of Telegraph Hill which, if approved, will have an array
of significant, adverse impacts to Coit Tower and Pioneer Park. It will:
* Block the sweeping views of San Francisco enjoyed by Pioneer Park users
* Create permanent dangerous conditions for pedestrians coming up the
Filbert Steps and Telegraph Hill Blvd. (by creating a new curb cut on the
curviest section of Telegraph Hill Blvd. at the very top of the Filbert Steps
coming up from Kearny Street)
* Exacerbate traffic congestion for visitors and residents to Coit Tower on
Telegraph Hill Blvd. both during and after construction
* Adversely impact users of the 39 Coit Tower MUNI bus both during and after
construction (particularly because the current stop will have to be moved but
will still be next to their new driveway)
* Eliminate access from the Filbert Steps to Coit Tower for up to two years
while the project sponsor digs 30 feet for a new parking garage on this highly
constrained site
* Reward the current owners for demolishing 11 units of affordable rentcontrolled housing and replacing them with three luxury, 4,000 to 5,000 square

foot, condos.
* Reward the current owners for their defacto demolition of the historic
cottage on the southern edge of the property
Thank you for your consideration of these points, as you and the Planning
Commission make your decision.
Sincerely,
Anneke Seley and Jack Oswald
310 Green Street
San Francisco, CA 94133

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mel Solomon
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd Project
Monday, July 07, 2014 12:09:46 PM

As 15 year residents in North Beach we have always taken pride in the fact that
Telegraph Hill is not just a significant icon and tourist's point of interest, but also a
place where we, as residents, can walk and enjoy the beauty of our magnificent
surroundings.
We have become aware of a proposed project at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd (Case
Number 3013.1375E) that, if approved, would most certainly be detrimental to the
public's interests, the public's views, parks, access and pedestrians safety. These are
treasures that are not just for us, as current residents, but for our future generations
to enjoy as we do today. Doesn't our great City of San Francisco have a
responsibility to not merely accept what is in the best interests of developers and
those who are looking to make the big bucks, but to more importantly consider the
negative impact of such a project to those who already live here?
The following list of negative impacts that will result from the approval of this prosed
project offer some excellent reasons why my wife and I ask that this project be
rejected:

*Create permanent dangerous conditions for pedestrians coming up
the Filbert Steps and Telegraph Hill Blvd. (by creating a new curb cut on
the curviest section of Telegraph Hill Blvd. at the very top of the Filbert
Steps coming up from Kearny Street)
* Exacerbate traffic congestion for visitors and residents to Coit Tower
on Telegraph Hill Blvd. both during and after construction
* Adversely impact users of the 39 Coit Tower MUNI bus both during
and after construction (particularly because the current stop will have to
be moved but will still be next to their new driveway)
* Eliminate access from the Filbert Steps to Coit Tower for up to two
years while the project sponsor digs 30 feet for a new parking garage
on this highly constrained site
* Reward the current owners for demolishing 11 units of affordable rentcontrolled housing and replacing them with three luxury, 4,000 to 5,000
square foot, condos.
* Reward the current owners for their defacto demolition of the historic

cottage on the southern edge of the property
We respectfully request that you not approve this project for all the reasons listed
above.
Sincerely,
Mel and Maxine Solomon
530 Chestnut Street #209
San Francisco, CA 94133

Stan Teng

/

333 Greenwich St. # 2
San Francisco, CA 94133

9 July 2014
Ms. Elizabeth Watty
City of San Francisco Planning Department
1650 Mission St. , Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103
RE: Case No. 3013.1375CE
Proposed Project at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd.

Dear Ms. Watty:
This letter is to express my concern about the required special approvals and the overall
design of the proposed project at 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard.
I live quite near (within 340 feet) of the project site and pass by it at least twice a day
and hence have an intimate knowledge of the neighborhood and the site. In addition, I
am an architect that has lived and worked in San Francisco since 1981.
My concerns are for both the application for Conditional Use and for the compliance of
the project design with the SF Planning Code including the Residential Design
Guidelines.
The Planning Code’s stated purpose of a CU is to determine if the proposed use is
necessary or desirable to the neighborhood, and whether the use complies with the San
Francisco General Plan.
CU Item 1: Number of Units
The developer of the project has publicly stated that his interest in the property is
speculative. Therefore, the definition of “necessary” is skewed. It may be necessary to
this developer to maximize the size of the units, but units of 4138 to 4583 square feet
are out of character, compatibility and affordability of the neighborhood and certainly not
necessary. The developer has also publicly stated that there is an absolute need for
parking, as these types of units would otherwise not be marketable. Marketability is not
“necessary” to the neighborhood and is a result of the developer’s choice of
programming the project as a high end luxury development requiring special approvals.

CU Item 2: Parking Exemption
The parking ratios Planning Code of Section 249.49 were developed with good reason
for the Telegraph Hill / North Beach Residential Special Use district. Those reasons
include the generation of additional traffic by new dwellings and garages and the
problems created by the need for garage access including large doors and the effect on
the public right of way. Approval of a conditional use for garage might be justified as a
“wash” as far as the taking away of street parking but there are important additional
consequences that impact the neighborhood including additional traffic at a already
heavily trafficked location.
The subject property is located at an important and heavily trafficked juncture of six
existing elements; a narrow curving roadway to a major City attraction, a major
pedestrian sidewalk used by both for residents and tourists connecting Telegraph Hill to
North Beach, a MUNI bus route and passenger stop, a crosswalk connecting the
sidewalk to Pioneer Park and the location of two desperately needed street parking
spaces. Such a confluence of elements at a single point is not the location for the
entrance to a new parking garage.
Unfortunately the project does not offer any mitigation of the impacts of the requested
CU items. None of the CU items are of benefit or necessary to the neighborhood and on
the contrary would be detrimental to the neighborhood.
Conformance with the Residential Design Guidelines?
Without going into a lengthy detailed analysis of the project in terms of the Residential
Design guidelines a number of major incompatibilities with the Guidelines are present:.
“ Guideline; Protect Major Public Views From Public Spaces” And “Design Building
Facades To Enhance And Complement Public Spaces”
It should be noted that the project has two major facades, one facing Coit Tower and
Pioneer Park, the other façade facing the Financial District, Chinatown, Russian Hill
and Nob Hill as seen from Telegraph Hill or conversely, Telegraph Hill as seen from the
Financial District, Chinatown, Russian Hill and Nob Hill. This is a major “postcard” view
of Telegraph Hill that will be adversely affected by the proposed project.
The project’s façade along Telegraph Hill Blvd. resembles the set of “Hollywood
Squares” and is overtly out of character and scale with the neighborhood. The rear
(South facing) façade is a 4 to 5 story wall of monotonous rectangular patterns and
glass that will read within the cityscape as a huge reflective surface as it is facing due
south and will receive a great amount of sunlight.

“ Guideline; “Design The Scale Of The Building To Be Compatible With The Height And
Depth Of Surrounding Buildings”
Please see attached project rendering to understand the size of the development and its
scale, especially as viewed from the South.

In summary, my concerns about the project may be distilled to these simple points:
1. The special conditions of use being requested are necessary and of benefit only to
the speculative project sponsor and are not necessary, with no benefit and are
detrimental to the neighborhood.
2. The project fails to comply with the Residential Design Guidelines especially with
respect to:


Design The Scale Of The Building To Be Compatible With The Height And Depth
Of Surrounding Buildings



Protecting Major Public Views From Public Spaces



Design Building Facades To Enhance And Complement Public Spaces

As an architect I am an advocate for new construction - but not for buildings that are
inappropriate and detrimental to the neighborhood and City and for the benefit of the
few.

Sincerely,

Stan Teng
Architect, AI.A.
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July 9, 2014
Cindy Wu, President
Planning Commission
City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103
Re:

Case No. 3013.1375CE
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd.
Telegraph Hill-North Beach Residential SUD

Dear President Wu and Commissioners,
The Telegraph Hill Dwellers has spent innumerable hours reviewing this Project and
working with the project architects. We did so because in 2012, earlier designs were in the
proverbial ballpark -- nearing appropriate heights and massing. We are not sure what happened to
cause a sudden and complete change that is now enshrined in the current version of the Project now
before the Planning Commission. But as currently proposed, the Project creates grave impacts that
cannot be overlooked and should cause this Commission great pause.
The property owners, Tracy Kirkham and JosefD. Cooper (herein "Applicants"), applied
through their authorized agent for a conditional use authorization to construct a three unit
condominium building and to rehabilitate an existing two-story cottage on the site. Telegraph Hill
Dwellers, a neighborhood organization that has long fought to preserve Telegraph Hill's affordable
housing, parks, open spaces and character, urges you to deny the Conditional Use Application
("Application") for the construction of a three-unit condominium building and rehabilitation of an
existing cottage at the southeast comer of the lot ("Project") at 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard
("Project Site") because the Certificate of Categorical Exemption issued for the Project is legally
inadequate and the Project described in the Application does not meet the Planning Code criteria
for the requested Conditional Use Authorizations. Alternatively, the Commission should continue
this matter and require the Department to prepare a new environmental review document for the
Project, and require the Project to be redesigned to reduce the mass and scale of the proposed new
condominium building to address the unique location of the Project Site.
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A.

THE PROJECT SITE AND ITS HISTORY

1.

Unique Nature and Location of the Project Site

The nature and location of the Project Site are unique in the City of San Francisco. The area
surrounding Coit Tower and Pioneer Park is one of San Francisco's premier destinations for
residents and visitors from around the world. Coit Tower and Pioneer Park are considered iconic
symbols of San Francisco, equivalent in stature to the Golden Gate Bridge. The Urban Design
Element of the General Plan recognizes Telegraph Hill as an "Outstanding and Unique Area" that
contributes in an extraordinary degree to San Francisco's visual form and character. Listed as a
special characteristic of Telegraph Hill is its "hilltop park with the highly visible green of trees ... "
(See Policy 2.7 of the Urban Design Element of the San Francisco General Plan.) The SF
Recreation and Parks Department web page states: "Located at the top of Telegraph Hill, Pioneer
Park is the site of world-famous landmark Coit Tower. At 4.89 acres, Pioneer Park offers wide,
br~<!thtaking _yi ~w~9_fthe <::i!Y and the bay. The park space was built in 1876 to commemorate the
country's centennial anniversary." [Emphasis added]

It is not only a resource for visitors. Scores of office workers, other San Francisco residents,
Tai Chi practitioners and joggers use the park throughout the day. In other words, the Project Site is
in the heart of a very well used public area. Unfortunately, our analysis reveals that the Project -as proposed -- will greatly diminish this world-renowned public resource and compromise the
public's experience at Pioneer Park.
By the early l 990's, Pioneer Park was in state of disarray. As one of the very few open
green spaces in the densest part of the City, neighborhood leaders and residents banded together to
fix this situation. In 1995, the Pioneer Park Project, a public-private partnership, involving the
Telegraph Hill Dwellers, San Francisco Beautiful, the Department of Public Works, and the
Recreation and Parks Department brought together professional landscape architects, designers,
fund-raisers and environmental educators, all working pro bono. The Pioneer Park Project
developed the plans to rebuild stairways, paths and terraces, restore natural habitat, and deal with
the problems of erosion, safety and handicap access. They raised over $1.6 million from public
and private sources to implement the Pioneer Park Project. Over 500 individuals supported Pioneer
Park by participating in the "Step into History" program and contributing $500 or more to have his
or her name engraved on a tile placed on a stair riser in one of the park's new pedestrian stairways.
Earlier this year the San Francisco Arts Commission refurbished Coit Tower's historic
murals, and the Recreation and Parks Department completed a $1. 7 million renovation of Coit
Tower and installed a new concessionaire. Today, over 200,000 people visit Coit Tower each year,
and many more visit Pioneer Park. More than half of the visitors to Coit Tower/Pioneer Park come
by foot or by bus.
The Project Site is located at a very important intersection. First, the narrow Filbert Steps
that comprise the northern boundary of the Project Site is a key and primary pedestrian access point
to Pioneer Park and is therefore used by hundreds of people daily. Second, the Filbert Steps meet
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Telegraph Hill Boulevard, also the only vehicular access to Coit Tower and Pioneer Park, at the
northeast comer of the Project Site (where the driveway and curb cut for the Project are proposed).
The proposed driveway is located between the Muni stop for the 39 Coit bus and the mid-block
pedestrian cross walk that crosses Telegraph Hill Blvd. to Pioneer Park and Coit Tower. A stop
sign currently located within the proposed driveway will require relocation and the sidewalk
extended to the west to accommodate relocation of the stop sign. The proposed garage and curb cut
are located at a blind curve for cars traveling to and from Coit Tower.
2.

Topography of the Site

The Project Site has a cross slope that exceeds 20% in both directions. The 82.5-foot long
north property line, with frontage on the Filbert Steps, has an elevation difference of 22.38 feet.
The east property line has an elevation difference of approximately 40 feet. The west property line
has an elevation difference of approximately 16 feet, and the south property line has an elevation
difference of approximately 11 feet. (See the topographic survey attached to the Case Report.)
Except for an existing cottage on the southeast comer of the Project Site, it is vacant. None
of the former buildings located on the Project Site had on-site parking and there is no existing curb
cut from Telegraph Hill Blvd. to the Project Site. Telegraph Hill Blvd. is a narrow, dead-end,
winding street that experiences heavy traffic volumes associated with Coit Tower visitation. The
only place for a vehicle to tum around on Telegraph Hill Blvd. is at the Coit Tower parking lot at
the end of the road.
3.

History of the Current Lot

The Project Site originally consisted of three separate lots containing five small-scale
buildings providing 11 units of rent-controlled and affordable housing to artists, photographers,
writers and workers, including the legendary longshoreman and activist Bill Bailey. (See photos
attached as Exhibit A.)
• Acquired by the Applicants in 1990, their parcel map application to merge the three lots
into one was granted in 1993, creating the current 7,517 sq. ft. lot.
• In 1997, the Applicants submitted a Conditional Use Application to develop a six-unit
condominium on the site, rehabilitate the cottage located in the southwest comer of the lot, and
demolish the rest of the buildings. The approved plans for the remaining cottage required a
vanance.
• In a community-wide effort to prevent the demolition of the Bill Bailey cottage, it was
lifted off its site and relocated to a Muni's railway storage yard, where it was destroyed by fire
before it could be brought back to Telegraph Hill.
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• While the 1997 conditional use application and variance application were granted, both
expired because no work had been undertaken within three years. All site and alteration permits
expired and were subsequently cancelled.
• On December 2, 1999, the Applicants submitted and were issued an over-the-counter
permit (No. 9925477) to repair dry rot for 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard (the remaining cottage).
Work was never completed and this permit expired on April 11, 2001. The dry rot repair essentially
gutted the interior, removed all exterior finishes but the plywood.
• The Applicants' current Conditional Use Application to this Commission, dated
February 13, 2014, states that the cottage is "run-down" and that "[t]he run-down vacant lot is out
of character with the rest of the neighborhood, and detracts from the well-kept and landscaped
surroundings." However, the run-down condition of the site and the cottage is solely attributable to
the Applicants' failure to maintain the property.
In the 1950's, developers attempted to ring the base of Pioneer Park with a wall ofluxury
residences up to the maximum height limit of 40 feet by demolishing historic, smaller scale
affordable housing stock and by merging smaller lots. Some of these battles were won, and some
were lost. A few inappropriately large buildings exist at the base of Pioneer Park, but for the most
part views from the park remain unobstructed. Notwithstanding the Applicants' claim that the trees
and dense foliage from Pioneer Park preclude and public view to the south and southeast, this
Project will obliterate any and all views now enjoyed by the public from the Filbert Steps and from
the Pioneer Park pedestrian stairway from Telegraph Hill Blvd. to Coit Tower.

B.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Now, the Project consists of constructing a three-unit condominium building and renovation
of the existing rear cottage with four off-street parking places 1• The plans are internally inconsistent
and lacking important dimensions. Furthermore, there are no plans for the renovation of the
cottage. Simply stated, the Project plans are inconsistent with the Project description.

1

1.

Number of Off-Street Parking Spaces: The Conditional Use Application and the
published Public Notice requests four parking spaces, but the plans submitted to the
Commission show only three parking spaces.

2.

Rear Cottage Rehabilitation: The Project application is incomplete for failure to include
any plans for the rehabilitation of the cottage at the rear of the Project Site, which
represents one of the four housing units proposed for the Project Site. If the Applicants'
intend to rely on the previously approved plans to rehabilitate the cottage, which are no
longer valid, a rear yard variance would be required. In any event, the Application is
incomplete without renovation plans for the cottage.

The CU application requests four off-street parking spaces but the plans show three.
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C.

3.

Scope of Work for the Side Walk and the Filbert Steps: The Application states that the
Filbert Steps will be removed. Apparently, via an exchange of e-mails between the
Applicants and the environmental review planner, the Applicants decided that the
wholesale replacement of the Filbert Steps involved "too many impediments" such as a
General Plan Referral and the approval of a Major Encroachment Permit by the Board
of Supervisors. The foregoing notwithstanding, the Project will still require relocation
of a bus stop and stop sign, and appears to require relocation of the first set of the
Filbert Steps at the west end the Project Site, as shown on the Plans. (See Sheet AO. I
and Sheet A0.6 of the plans attached to the Case Report.) Relocation of the bus stop,
stop sign will require removal of a portion of the historic stone wall.

4.

Encroachment of Cottage onto Adjacent Lot: The existing and proposed site plan show
that the existing cottage encroaches on the adjoining private property to the west. (See
Sheet A0.5 and Sheet A0.6 of the plans attached to the Case Report.) However, the site
survey did not.
NEIGHBORHOOD OUTREACH

In the Applicants' letter to the Commission, their communications with THD are
misrepresented. The Applicants and/or their architect met with THD's Planning and Zoning
Committee on three separate occasions: July 12, August 30, and October 11 of 2012. These
meetings were open to all THD members. The project sponsor and architect stated their intent to
accommodate the Committee's suggestions as to project design, protecting public views from
Pioneer Park, pedestrian safety and traffic issues relating to a new garage.
At the July 12, 2012 meeting, the project architect presented massing studies, including a
much smaller scale project than currently being proposed, with heights below 40-ft without stair
penthouses or other rooftop features. The Committee's concerns and suggestions were set forth in
an email to the project architect, Lewis Butler, on July 30, 2012 (Attached as Exhibit B).
At the October 11, 2012 Committee meeting, the project sponsor and architect presented a
project of a smaller scale and massing that better reflected the site's topography, would not
overwhelm the small cottages down hill from the Project Site and would preserve more of the
existing public views from Pioneer Park. Those plans included a passage from the Filbert Steps to a
small view platform accessible by the public. These plans presented two buildings well within the
40-ft height limit, but without stair penthouses, roof decks or other rooftop features above 40 ft.
(Attached as Exhibit C). With only two new units, the Committee noted that this October 11, 2012
plan would not require a conditional use for a project with a total of three units and three off-street
parking spaces. The Committee was generally impressed by this plan, but still expressed concerns
about potential impacts to pedestrian safety and traffic relating to the proposed garage and curb cut
at the top of the Filbert Steps.
Subsequently, nine months later, a pre-application neighborhood meeting was noticed for
July 30, 2013, at which completely different plans were presented, essentially the plans now before
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the Commission. Needless to say, neighbors and THD members were shocked, frustrated and felt
betrayed.
D.

THE ISSUED CATEGORICAL EXEMPTION IS LEGALLY INADEQUATE.

1.

A Categorical Exemption may not be issued/or a project that may have any potentially
significant impacts due to its particular circumstances.

CEQA provides that categorical exemptions shall not be used for a project that may cause a
substantial adverse change due to its particular circumstances. (CEQA Guideline Section
15300.2(c).) The Project's particular circumstances are its unique location immediately across
from Pioneer Park and Coit Tower and its relationship to Telegraph Hill Boulevard and the Filbert
Steps. Significant impacts may result from, but are not limited to, the following:
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

2.

The lack of any landing at the top of the Filbert Steps requiring pedestrians to walk onto a
driveway with a recessed garage that is not visible to pedestrian traveling east to Coit Tower;
The need to reconfigure the sidewalk and bus stop and relocate the bus stop to accommodate
the proposed driveway requiring removal of a portion of the historic stone wall separating the
Telegraph Hill Boulevard and the Filbert Steps;
The noise and light impacts associated with the flashing lights and/or beeping sounds of
warning signals that will be required for automobile ingress and egress from the garage to alert
pedestrian walking up the Filbert Steps;
The facts that cars must cross a double yellow line on a blind curve to make an sharp right hand
tum to access the garage;
As acknowledged by the Planning Department, additional environmental review may be
required if DPW requires changes to the design of the Filbert Steps to meet their requirements,
such as a landing at the top of the Filbert Steps;
Replacement or modification of the Filbert Steps would required a General Plan Referral and a
Major Encroachment Permit approved by the Board of Supervisors;
Blockage of a public view corridor from the pedestrian stairways and landings of Pioneer Park;
and
Construction impacts, while not are normally considered to be unusual, the setting of the
Project Site and a two year construction period demands analysis of construction and
construction-related traffic impacts including, but not limited to, shoring and underpinning of
the historic Filbert Steps, providing access to the construction site, moving construction
equipment on and off of the site, removing rocks and soil from the excavation that will be 30
feet below the sidewalk, staging of trucks during concrete pours and the noise impacts
associated with construction.
Categorical Exemption is legally insufficient because a ''fair argument" can be made that
the Project may have potentially significant impacts.

The Categorical Exemption is legally insufficient because a "fair argument" can be made
that the Project may have the following impacts:
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•
•

•
•
•
•

The transportation impacts, especially vehicular/pedestrian conflict;
The failure to timely consult with DPW to determine if the Filbert Steps will require relocation
or reconstruction thereby requiring additional environmental review and segmenting the Project
resulting in an incomplete project description;
Geotechnical impacts;
Construction impacts;
Inconsistencies with the General Plan and Priority Planning Policies, including the impact on
public views from a public park; and
Failure to require environmental review of new off-street parking in the Telegraph Hill/North
Beach area pursuant to Board of Supervisors File No. 10-0638.

The above lists of the insufficiency of the Categorical Exemption are merely samples and not a
complete list.
E.

THE CONDITIONAL USE APPLICATION DOES NOT MEET THE CRITERIA IN
SECTION 303(c) OR 151.l(g) OF THE PLANNING CODE

The Project requires two separate Conditional Use Authorizations under the San Francisco
Planning Code: (1) to provide more than the maximum allowable on-site parking spaces in
Telegraph Hill/North Beach Residential Special Use District (Sec. 249.49); and (2) to allow four
dwelling unites on a lot zoned RH-3 (Sec. 209. l(h)). Given the unique and sensitive location of the
Project Site, the findings required for approving each of these conditional use authorizations cannot
be made.

1.

Conditional Use Authorization For Off Street Parking - Special Criteria Not Met.

The Project is located in the Telegraph Hill/North Beach Residential Special Use District
where Planning Code Sec. 249.49 limits the amount of new off-street car parking to three parking
spaces for each four dwelling units. A maximum of one car for each dwelling is allowed subject to
Conditional Use Authorization only if the Planning Commission can find, in addition to the Section
303(c) criteria, that the specific criteria set forth in Sec. 151.1(g)(1 )(A) are met. Three of the
required findings, and reaso.qs they cannot be made, are set forth below:

"Vehicle movement on or around the project does not unduly impact pedestrian
spaces or movement, transit service, bicycle movement, or the overall traffic
movement in the district." [Sec. 151.l(g)(l)(A)(i)]
The Project cannot meet this criterion and will unduly impact pedestrian spaces, movement
and transit service for the following reasons:
Impacts on Pedestrian Movement and Safety: The Project Site is located on the Filbert
Steps, a pedestrian corridor used by hundreds of tourists and residents who walk up to Coit
Tower/Pioneer Park on these steps. The new garage and driveway at this particular location -
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between the top of the pedestrian stairs and the pedestrian cross walk - would be a pedestrian
safety hazard in that there will be no landing at the top of the stairs before the driveway. Because
the garage door will be indented 5-6 feet to provide for an entry court off of the driveway to Unit 1
of the building, an even greater safety hazard will be created for pedestrians coming up the stairs
right at the garage entrance, most of whom, whether residents or visitors to the City, will be
unfamiliar with this condition.
Impacts on Traffic Congestion: The Project will cause an increase in the use of Telegraph
Hill Blvd., the only vehicular access to Pioneer Park and Coit Tower. Over the years, residents
along the Boulevard have experienced the traffic impacts generated by Coit Tower, including
adverse impacts to air quality and emergency vehicle access. Tourists and residents competing for
the limited spaces in the Coit Tower parking lot often results in a long line of cars queuing up the
Boulevard with engines idling, waiting to park. Attempting to address these impacts by limiting the
number of cars going up to Coit Tower and Pioneer Park on Telegraph Hill Boulevard, the City has
installed signs encouraging people to use public transit (MUNI's Coit 39 bus) or walk to Coit
Tower via the Filbert Steps, both of which will be impacted by the location of the Project's
proposed new parking garage.
Construction Traffic: The existing and proposed site plan show that access to the
construction site is limited to approximately 13 feet right at the top of the Filbert Steps. The
construction activities include, but are not limited to, excavation, shoring and/or underpinning the
Filbert Steps, equipment access, truck loading during the excavation phase, trucks delivering
reinforcing bars and queuing during the concrete pour phase, unloading of materials during the
superstructure and interior finish phases.
More importantly, there is no information provided to enable this Commission to make an
informed decision. The information includes, but is not limited to:
•

•

There is a 3-ton truck limit on the size of trucks on Lombard (from Stockton Street) and
Telegraph Hill Boulevard. Assuming this would apply to the construction trucks,
smaller trucks will require more truck trips
Will the Filbert Steps have to be closed to accommodate the construction and for how
long.

Impacts on Transit Service: The 39 Coit Bus Stop is located right where the proposed new
curb cut and driveway are located. The sidewalk will have to be reconfigured and the bus stop and
stop sign relocated a short distance to the west.

"Accommodating excess accessory parking does not degrade the overall urban design
quality of the project proposal." [Sec. 151.l(g)(l)(A)(ii)]
The proposed 3,742 square foot parking garage will degrade the overall urban design
quality of the Project and the surrounding area.
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Accommodating a 3,742 square foot parking garage as a significant part of the Project at
this unique location across from Pioneer Park and Coit Tower will, by necessity, add to the overall
mass and height of the proposed new structure, resulting in a building design that is not contextual
for this outstanding and unique urban setting. Not only will the 40-foot high Project plus stair
penthouses impact views from public areas, including the Filbert Steps and Pioneer Park, but it will
obscure views of Coit Tower and Pioneer Park from the south since the rear of the building
presents a massive fort-like structure.
The Commission's Residential Design Guidelines provide for the protection of "major
public views of the City as seen from public spaces such as streets and parks by adjusting the
massing of proposed development project to reduce or eliminate adverse impacts on public view
sheds." Pursuant to these guidelines, while views from private buildings are not protected,
"[v]iews from public areas, such as parks, are protected." (See Residential Design Guidelines, page
18.) The views from Pioneer Park are recognized and protected by Policy 2.7 of the Urban Design
Element of the General Plan. San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department, expressed such
concerns about blockage of these views in a letter dated July 29, 1993, with respect to the
development at this site (Attached as Exhibit D).

"Excess accessory parking does not diminish the quality and viability of existing or
planned streetscape enhancements." [Sec. 151.l(g)(l)(A)(vi)]
The Project will diminish the quality and viability of existing or planned streetscape
enhancements in that the proposed new garage entrance will be located between the top of the
Filbert Steps where a Muni Coit 39 Bus stop is located and the major pedestrian crosswalk to
Coit Tower. The Project will require removing an area of the existing pedestrian sidewalk to
accommodate the new curb cut and driveway, which will necessitate the relocation of the
existing stop sign at a blind comer on Telegraph Hill Blvd. (See Existing and Proposed Site
Plans.) The proposed new parking garage will decrease the existing pedestrian streetscape,
require removal of a section of the historic stone wall and impact pedestrian safety and
convenience at this heavily used pedestrian crossing.
2.

Conditional Use Authorization For 4 Dwelling Units in RH-3 Zone -- Criteria Not Met.

The Project is located in the RH-3 Zoning District, where Section 209.l(h) and a fourth unit
is allowed only with a Conditional Use Authorization by the Planning Commission. The Project
with foilr dwelling units on a single lot cannot meet each of the criteria set forth in Section 303(c)
for the reasons discussed below:

"That the proposed use or feature, at the size and intensity contemplated and at the
proposed location will provide a development that is necessary or desirable for, and
compatible with, the neighborhood or the community."(Sec.303(c)(l))
The Applicants who are the current owners of this property previously demolished 4 of the
5 modestly-sized buildings located on this site that once provided 11 affordable, rental housing
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units occupied by artists, photographers and writers. The construction of large luxury
condominiums now proposed at this site is not "necessary and desirable" for or "compatible" with
the Neighborhood. Admittedly designed to attract extremely affluent buyers, the Project includes
the construction of three new condominiums units each ranging in size from 4, 100 to 4,600 square
feet (in addition to a 3,742 square foot parking garage). San Francisco is currently experiencing a
surge in high-end residential development because it has not maintained a balance of affordable
and middle class housing in its neighborhoods, thereby loosing its economic diversity.
Furthermore, a project at this sensitive location across from Pioneer Park at the top of the
narrow pedestrian Filbert Steps that will negatively impact traffic, transit, pedestrians, and views
from public places, is hardly a development the is necessary and/or desirable for the neighborhood
or community.
The Applicants appear to have intentionally failed to maintain the property and have gutted
and stripped the remaining cottage so that it became uninhabitable all after the Planning
Commission approved a permit to renovate it in 1997. They now argue that the Project is
necessary and desirable because the existing cottage is in "disrepair" and the site is "run down and
vacant for over 10 years." The Applicants have also refused to grant permission to neighbors who
have volunteered to maintain it as an attractive green space. Inasmuch as the "run down" condition
of the property is solely attributable to the Applicants' failure to maintain the property, its existing
condition cannot support a finding that the Project is necessary and desirable for the neighborhood.
The Project's mass, scale and design are incompatible with the existing structures and
historic development pattern of the surrounding area. One of the experiences of walking up the
Filberts steps from the base of Telegraph Hill is enjoying the finer scale buildings that line the
steps. The Project's size and intensity at this location, is incompatible with the overall character of
the buildings in North Beach and Telegraph Hill, as well as with the buildings located to the west
and south of the site. The west exterior wall of the proposed new structure (facing Kearny St.)
presents a solid blank wall towering over the adjacent structure at 381-383 Filbert Street. In
addition, the south facing fa<yade of the Project presents a highly visible fortress-like wall towering
above the buildings to the south of the site obstructing the visual form and character of Pioneer
Park that is described in the Urban Design Element of the General Plan as a "hilltop park with the
highly visible green of trees from which Coit Tower rises." (See Policy 2.7 of the Urban Design
Element of the San Francisco General Plan.) The Applicants attempt to justify the scale by using
the maximum height for all the buildings along the Filbert Steps instead of the existing urban
context and historic development patterns.
The current Project design is incompatible with the special character of Telegraph Hill and
will chip away at its unique character that attracts and endears this neighborhood to residents and
visitors alike. Continuation of the height and design of the two existing building located east of the
Project Site on Telegraph Hill Boulevard will forever change the unique character of Telegraph
Hill .
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In their submittal to the Commission, the Applicants' architect misinterprets and/or misrepresents
the design character of Telegraph Hill with the following statement:
"The building design draws from historical elements of Telegraph Hill by
referencing the rustic and industrial quality of fenestration from the quarry and
shipyards once existing in the surrounding neighborhood. Weathered and treated
wood louvers and exterior features mimic the fishing cottages and residences of
Telegraph Hill."
The Telegraph Hill Historic District case report describes the architectural character of
Telegraph Hill as follows:
"The typical structure is a rectangle in plan, often with addition of rear shed(s)
and/or porch(es) on the down hill or view side. Usually it has a difference of one,
two or more floors between its uphill and downhill sides. Often it is one story at
access level with lower floors added as the hill drops. It is clad in rustic wood
siding, laid horizontally, and it has a gable roof with either bard boards or false
front. Ornamentation is restrained ... Windows are often double hung, often twoover-two or four-over-four, or else wooden casements." [Emphasis added.]
Telegraph Hill Historic District Case Report, Page 3
"Fishing cottages" and "industrial quality fenestration from the quarry and shipyards" were never
historic elements of Telegraph Hill and "mimicking" them does not integrate the Project
contextually into its surroundings.

"That such use or feature as proposed will not be detrimental to the health, safety,
convenience or general welfare of persons residing or working in the vicinity" with
respect to "the nature of the proposed site" and "[t]he accessibility and traffic patterns
for persons and vehicles, the type and volume of such traffic ... "(Sec. 303(c)(2))
As discussed above, given the unique nature and location of the Project Site on the main
route to Coit Tower used by more than 200,000 individuals each year who arrive by foot, bus or
car, the parking garage will impede pedestrian movement and safety, require the relocation of a
stop sign, create conflicts with the Muni bus stop, and add to the recognized traffic congestion on
Telegraph Hill Blvd. leading to Coit Tower. The Project would, therefore, be detrimental to the
health, safety, convenience and general welfare of persons residing or working in the vicinity, as
well as thousands of visitors to Coit Tower and Pioneer Park.
F.

INCONSISTENCY WITH THE PRIORITY POLICIES OF THE MASTER PLAN.

Planning Code Sec. 101.1 establishes eight Priority Planning Policies and requires the
Planning Commission to find that the Project is consistent with these policies before approving the
Project. The Project is inconsistent with the following Priority Planning Policies:
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"That existing housing and neighborhood character be conserved and protected in
order to preserve the cultural and economic diversity of our neighborhoods." (Sec.
101.1(2))
Construction of new luxury condos will not preserve the cultural and economic diversity of
our neighborhood, particularly given the high rate of evictions of lower income tenants by
speculators in our neighborhood who are converting the former homes of writers, poets, artists and
blue collar workers into luxury TI Cs and condos.

"That the City's supply of affordable housing be preserved and enhanced." (Sec.
101.1(3))
New uber luxury condos each to be priced in the millions, designed to attract affluent
buyers, will not enhance the City's supply of affordable housing; but will increase the City's supply
of overpriced housing for multi-millionaires. The cottage which could be been renovated at a
reasonable cost was left vacant and the so-called "dry rot repair" was essentially a de facto
demolition. The photographs of the cottage in the Department's file clearly showed that the exterior
and interior stud walls, ceiling joists, etc. were completely removed and replaced.

"That commuter traffic not impede Muni transit service or overburden our streets or
neighborhood parking." (Sec. 101.1(4))
In their application, the Applicants claim that the property is located in a relatively lowdensity area comparing to other neighborhoods. However, the Applicants conveniently forget that
the residents along Lombard Street, which feeds into Telegraph Hill Boulevard, have had to bear
the high volume of traffic generated by Coit Tower. The Coit Tower parking lot has a limited
number of parking spaces resulting in a long line of cars, queuing up as far down the hill as the
Stockton/Lombard intersection, with engines idling, waiting to park.
Further, as the entrance and curb cut for the Project's proposed 3,742 square foot parking
garage will be located at the very the top of the heavily used Filbert Steps, next to a Muni Bus stop
and the major pedestrian crosswalk to Coit Tower, conflicts between vehicular, pedestrian and
Muni service will result. The garage entrance will also require the relocation of a stop sign, which
is currently located within the proposed new driveway.
During construction, construction trucks will use the bus stop area to load and unload.
During concrete pours, trucks will queue waiting for their turn, again at the bus stop or at the top of
the Filbert Steps, which will exacerbate the existing traffic congestion on the narrow two-lane
Telegraph Hill Boulevard, as well as on Lombard Street, which feeds into Telegraph Hill
Boulevard. As mentioned above, after construction is completed, because of the turning radius
required, access to the garage will require crossing the double yellow line into the on corning lane
of traffic in order to make the tight tum into the driveway, thereby creating additional traffic
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impacts that must be considered cumulatively with existing traffic conditions on Telegraph Hill
Blvd.

"That our parks and open space and their access to sunlight and vistas be protected
from development." (Sec. 101.1(8))
It is undisputed that the views from Pioneer Park and the stairs leading down to Telegraph
Hill Boulevard will be impacted. The so-called "view corridor" included in the Project plan is a
narrow tunnel -- 3 '6" wide and approximately 50' -6" long - located above ground level. At the
ground level, the "view corridor" is wider on north side narrowing towards the south where the
view is. Even at a glance, it is clear that the separation between Unit 1 and Unit 2 is needed to
allow access to the existing cottage at the rear of the lot, and not motivated by a magnanimous
gesture of the Applicants' desire to preserve a "public view corridor."

G.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We respectfully ask the Commission to either deny the conditional use application or
continue this matter and review and be redesigned in accordance with the following
recommendations:
l.
Require the Project to be redesigned as proposed by the Applicants and presented to THO
on October 11, 2012, with only two units, without roof decks and penthouses, maintaining a large
open view corridor between them. (See Exhibit C.) Alternatively, require a reduction in massing
by eliminating the top floor of each of the new units and eliminating the roof decks, glass railings,
stair and elevator penthouses to maximize public views from Pioneer Park and its stairways.
[Private open space can be provided by terracing the rear yard or adding decks to the south-facing
(rear) faiyades of the new condo structures without diminishing public views. Even without the top
floor, all the units can by be redesigned to have at least three bedrooms each.];
2.
Require changes to the design and exterior material to be more compatible with the cottages
to the west in order to maintain the character of the neighborhood and the experience of walking up
the Filbert Stairs to Coit Tower/Pioneer Park;
3.
Require significant separation between the units facing on the Filbert Steps to allow
significant public views through the building mass;
4.

Eliminate the off-street parking spaces;

5.
Require one of the units be affordable to replace at least one of the affordable units
previously removed from the market by the Applicants;
6.
Articulate the blank west wall that looms above the small cottage located below it on the
Filbert Steps to provide scale and visual interest;
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7.
Require the south-facing (rear) fa9ade of the building to be stepped down to eliminate the
fort like appearance; and
8.
Impose conditions of approval to address the construction traffic impacts and the conflict
between vehicle/Muni/pedestrian conflict caused by the Project's driveway.

H.

CONCLUSION

The discussion above clearly shows that the Certificate of Categorical Exemption is legally
insufficient. Therefore, this Commission must direct the Department to prepare a new legally
adequate environmental review document. THD has also demonstrated that the Project cannot
meet all of the criteria necessary for the requested the Conditional Use Authorization to construct
four dwelling units and the additional criteria required for four off-street parking spaces. Thus, this
Commission should either deny the conditional use application or continue this matter and require
the Department to prepare a new environmental review document for the Project, and require the
Project to be redesigned in accordance with our recommendations listed above.
Sincerely,

Vedica Puri
President

cc:

Commissioner Michael Antonini
Commissioner Rodney Fong
Comissioner Richard Hillis
Commissioner Kathrin Moore
Commissioner Hisashi Sugaya
Commissioner Christine Johnson
John Rahaim, Director of Planning
Scott Sanchez, Zoning Administrator
Elizabeth Watty, Planner
Tina Tam, Presevation Planner
Gretchen Hilyard, Preservation Planner
Sarah Jones, ERO
Heidi Kline, Environmental Planner
Jessica Range, Environmental Planner

Circa 1985 Bailey Cottage, Telegraph Hill
"Tiny Houses" by Lester Walker (1987)
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P & Z COMMITTEE'S COMMENTS & SUGGESTIONS ON 115 TELEGRAPH HILL BLVD.
Date: Mon, 30 Jul 2012 11:12:17 -0700
To: Lewis Butler <Butler@JJlJ!Jgra!_r!}?_c:lgr:u::gm>
Subject: P & Z COMMITTEE NOTES ON 115 TELEGRAPH HILL BLVD.

Hi Lewis,
The Committee thanks you for your presentation and especially appreciates the quality and
clarity of the materials presented, which provided a massing study without specific design
details. We understand that although you and your client propose a 11 modern" approach for the
site, design details will be discussed with us later. Although these notes are provided to fully
and openly inform you and your client of the issues that this site raises, we hope that our
comments will lead to further discussions and future meetings. Please consider our comments in
this light.
The Committee identified 2 major issues: Massing & parking, and generally discussed design
issues. We address the parking issues first.

1.

Adding a Parking Garage:

It is our understanding that the decision ofthe Board of Supervisors on 424 Francisco (Motion
No. Ml0-88) would require environmental review, likely and EIR, if a new garage is proposed as
a part of the development. Telegraph Hill Dwellers joined with the Chinatown Community
Development Corp. (CCDC) on the appeal of the exemption determination on the 424 Francisco
case and would not support disregarding or overlooking that decision on this or any other
project in the North Beach/Telegraph Hill area. We feel that the fact that there ma'{ have been
no curb in this location a very long time ago (per the RE Broker for this property who also
attended our meeting) is irrelevant to the application of the 424 Francisco decision today.
The committee discussed several potentially serious impacts from the addition of a garage at
this location:
•
Pedestrian Safet'{: The Filbert steps in front of the subject site are a highly used
pedestrian corridor. Hundreds of people walk up to Coit Tower/Pioneer Park on these
steps. Adding a garage and driveway at this particular location -- right at the top of the stairs
between the stairs and the pedestrian crosswalk - could create a safety hazard.
•
~ddlfl_gJQ.i@_fflliongestion: Attempting to limit the number of cars from coming up to
Coit Tower/Pioneer Park has been a many-year campaign of the Telegraph Hill Dwellers. There
have been numerous studies addressing the serious traffic issues and the pollution from cars
waiting in long lines to get to the Tower. The solution and community goal has been to limit the
number cars from coming up to Coit Tower by limiting available parking and encouraging people
to walk (up the Filbert Steps) or take the 39 Coit Bus. [More information on this campaign and
the issues can be provided if it would be helpful.]
p_u~_!ions:

Assuming the proposed addition of a garage at the site will require the preparation
of an EIR to address these and other issues, with an uncertain outcome, would your client be
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willing to go ahead with the purchase? Would the project be financially infeasible without a
garage? Would a project without parking be financially feasible if the parcel were re-subdivided
into 3 or 4 separate legal lots with single-family homes instead of condos? (See suggested
alternative approach below.) As we discussed at the meeting, it is a fact that many homes on
Telegraph Hill with great views do not have garages/dedicated parking .
2.

_Building Massing/Design Comments:

The Committee very much appreciates the concept of 3 separate houses with space between
them. However, the problem with the massing as presented is the fact that the building would
be a solid mass at the pedestrian level along the Filbert Steps, with no pedestrian views through
the proposed "garage" that would form the base of the condos. A related concern is the
absence of front entrances at the street/steps level.
Recommendation: That the space between the buildings be extended to the level of the steps
and that a front entry to each building be located at that level as well.
Even though "option 5" as presented is below the 40 foot height limit, the site is still subject to
the City's Residential Design Guidelines and the Urban Design Element of the General Plan,
which require the protection of "major public views in the City as seen from public spaces such
as streets and parks by adjusting the massing of proposed development project to reduce or
eliminate adverse impacts on public view sheds." It is our understanding that views from public
areas, such as the Filbert steps and Pioneer Park are protected regardless of the building height
otherwise allowed. The existing trees that currently obscure the view may not be there in future
years.
_Re~mmendatiori:

That you give consideration to reducing the proposed height along the
Filbert steps. In particular, Committee members expressed concern with the dramatic
difference between the height of the cottage to the west and the proposed height of the
building proposed at 121 Telegraph Hil l.
One of the architects on our Committee suggested that consideration be given to alternative
massing schemes, including locating the structures at other locations on the site - perhaps
setting the cottages back from the steps with gardens at the front along the steps as a way to
protect views . Is there an existing topographic survey of the site? Or, at least a schematic
section north-south and east-west through the site?
3.

Alternative Approach Suggested:

As an alternative approach that could address the parking and massing issues discussed above, it
was suggested that instead of adding parking to the site, the lot could be re-subdivided into 4
separate legal lots, with a single-family home on each lot instead of building condos over a
garage base . This approach would allow each home to be larger and potentially be designed so
that (1) their heights along the Filbert Steps could be reduced, thereby protecting "major public
views from public spaces" as required by the City's Residential Design Guidelines and Urban
Design Element of the General Plan, would also address massing issues; (2) allow for real
space/gardens between the buildings at "ground" level to enhance pedestrian views from the
steps; and (3) allow for entries at the " ground" level. It would also eliminate the requirement

for an EIR related to the addition of parking at this sensitive site.

Although the presentation specifically did not focus on design details, you stated that your client
likes a "modern" approach to the site, but that the intent is to "recall" the neighborhood pattern
without resurrecting the old buildings. The following are several general comments made by
committee members:
•Views of the back (south fac;:ade) are important since it is highly visible from many viewpoints
near and far.
•Would like to see a reduction in the amount of glass on the front facades .
• Would like to see entrances on the Filbert steps side.
•As mentioned above, would like separation between the buildings visible to pedestrians on the
Filbert steps.
• Questions were raised as to the appropriateness of bays on the Filbert steps facade. Bay
windows are not characteristic of cottages on Telegraph Hill.
• Concern was expressed as to the height differential between the small cottage on the west
and the first building in the project. This dramatic difference should be reduced.
• Would like to see the design bridge the architectural styles of cottages to the west to the
larger building on the east. However, as Committee members pointed out, the building on the
east does not fit the neighborhood character of North Beach/Telegraph Hill.

In response to your suggestion that we provide some examples of new buildings on the Hill that
we feel fit the character of the area, here are a few:
1320 Kearny
407 Filbert
324 Chestnut
1059 Union (details, not scale) see Macondary Lane side
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City and County of San Francisco

Recreation and Park Department

RECEIVED

AUG 04 1993
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July 29, 1993

Mr. Jim Nixon
Department of C1ty Planning
450 McAllister Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
Dear Mr.

N1xon:

This is in regard to the project that we recently discussed on the
Filbert Street Steps adjacent to Telegraph Hill Blvd. and Pioneer Park.
The Recreation and Park Department has several concerns about the poss1ble
impact of this project on the park.
The first concern is impact on v1ew. This project would effectively
block the sight line from the v1e~1ng area at the rear of Coit Tower, down
into North Beach and across to Nob Hill. Even though current landscaping
in this area substantially limits the view, planting schemes often change
over the years and the proposed construction would preclude any future use
of this view corridor.
The second concern regards the increase the project may cause in the
use of Telegraph Hill Blvd. Over the years. some of the resfdents along
the Boulevard have compla1ned about the traffic generated by Coit Tower,
and possible impact on emergency vehicle access. etc. The problem is
caused by tourists and residents competlng for the limited spaces in the
Coit Tower parking lot which often results in a line of cars wafttng to
parK. I am concerned that the project may increase the use of the
Boulevard and parking lot, adding to the number and volume of compla1nts.

Thank you for this opportunity for 1nput. If you
please do not hesitate to contact me at 666-7080.

hav~

any questions

v~;uly~•~
. \l,~ lry
Tim lillyquist
Assistant to the General Manager

4220t

Mclaren Lodge, Golden Gate Park
Fell and Stanyan Streets

FAX: (415) 668-3330
Information: (415) 666°7200
TDD: (415) 666-7043
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San Francisco 94117

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Liz Vasile
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
Proposed condominium project at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd (Case No. 3013.1375CE)
Tuesday, July 08, 2014 10:32:59 PM

Attn: San Francisco Planning commission
I am writing to express my concern, as an urban geographer, public
historian, San Francisco registered business owner, and citizen, with the
proposed project at 115 Telegraph Hill referenced above. As presently
designed, the project will have numerous negative effects on the sensitive
and dense neighborhood atop Telegraph Hill:
Pedestrian safety: The proposed Filbert Steps pathway changes near
Telegraph Hill Blvd. would create dangerous conditions for the thousands
of pedestrians who use this route annually;
Traffic congestion: The already traffic-choked route to the Tower would
be further constricted due to the proposed development, both before and
after construction;
Public transit access: the current Muni stop is on the driveway of the
proposed development and would be an unsafe place to wait or off-board;
and
Historic resources demolished: The historic cottage on the southeast
edge of the site would be removed.
Housing impacts: in a city already reeling from the effects of spiraling
rents and holder of the title of least affordable major urban area in the
country, the proposed project would reward the current owners for
demolishing 11 units of affordable rent-controlled housing and replacing
them with three luxury, 4,000 to 5,000 square foot, condos.
For these and other reasons this project needs to be reviewed carefully
and revised to allow it to better fit into the current neighborhood. There is
a forum where this can be done constructively: the Telegraph Hill
Dwellers (THD) Planning & Zoning Committee. By attempting an endrun around this forum the developers have shown an unneighborly attitude
and disdain for the existing community. The developers need to first meet

with the THD committee for a plan review. Other project developers who
have used this forum have found that not only are their projects more
acceptable to neighbors but that their projects are greatly improved in
general .
I encourage the Planning Commission to reject the current project and
direct the owners and developers to begin meeting with neighbors to come
up with a plan that will work for all concerned.
Respectfully,
Elizabeth Vasile
Independent Consultant and San Francisco registered business
Elizabeth Vasile, Ph.D.
Genius Loci
Historical Geographies
Tel. 415.509.4543

Cultural Heritage Program Development

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Wintersteen
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd Project
Wednesday, July 09, 2014 9:52:19 AM

Dear Miss Watty:
I want to express my great concern about plans for the proposed luxury
condominium project at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd. I was not aware of the
planned project until the Telegraph Hill Dwellers sent information to us.
Shouldn't we have been given a heads up about projects like this planned
in our neighborhood?
I think the information supplied by THD about the development project
truly shows the impact it would have on the public's views, parks, access
and pedestrian safety:

The proposed project would:
* Block the sweeping views of San Francisco enjoyed by Pioneer Park
users
* Create permanent dangerous conditions for pedestrians coming up
the Filbert Steps and Telegraph Hill Blvd. (by creating a new curb cut on
the curviest section of Telegraph Hill Blvd. at the very top of the Filbert
Steps coming up from Kearny Street)
* Exacerbate traffic congestion for visitors and residents to Coit Tower
on Telegraph Hill Blvd. both during and after construction
* Adversely impact users of the 39 Coit Tower MUNI bus both during
and after construction (particularly because the current stop will have to
be moved but will still be next to their new driveway)
* Eliminate access from the Filbert Steps to Coit Tower for up to two
years while the project sponsor digs 30 feet for a new parking garage
on this highly constrained site
* Reward the current owners for demolishing 11 units of affordable rentcontrolled housing and replacing them with three luxury, 4,000 to 5,000
square foot, condos.
* Reward the current owners for their defacto demolition of the historic
cottage on the southern edge of the property
I have lived at 275 Telegraph Hill Blvd. for over 20 years and am very
familiar with the neighborhood and the adverse impact it would have on

Telegraph Hill. The Hill is already impacted by the tremendous amount of
tourists coming up to the area.
In addition, construction of structures like this contribute to the fragile
hillside problems and how it affects the surrounding areas. Seriously! Dig
30 feet for a new parking garage in this area on a fragile hillside?
I think the City has a great responsibility by protecting the Hill and not
allowing projects like this to be developed.
Regards,
Susan Wintersteen

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

WongAIA@aol.com
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC); Secretary, Commissions (CPC); hs.commish@yahoo.com; Mooreurban@aol.com;
wordweaver21@aol.com; cwu.planning@gmail.com; richhillissf@yahoo.com; planning@rodneyfong.com;
Rahaim, John (CPC); Jones, Sarah (CPC)
CASE NO. 3013.1375CE, 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd.----PROTECT PIONEER PARK
Tuesday, July 08, 2014 5:46:37 AM

PROTECT PIONEER PARK:
115 TELEGRAPH HILL BOULEVARD PROJECT
TO: Elizabeth Watty, Planning Department and Planning Commission
Also For Planning Commission Meeting Package----July 17, 2014 Hearing
Cindy Wu, President, Planning Commission
City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103
RE: Case No. 3013.1375CE, 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd.
Telegraph Hill-North Beach Residential SUD
Request for Conditional Use Authorizations
Unfortunately, this project has become progressively taller and bulkier over time. In past community
meetings, the project sponsor presented buildings well below the height limit, to preserve public view
corridors from Pioneer Park---for residents and visitors alike. Also, the addition of rooftop elevator/
stair penthouses and railings exacerbate height issues and view obstructions.
The 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard Project should revisit the direction of earlier designs.
I am the founder and a leader of the Pioneer Park Project, which led to new stairways and the south
terrace at Coit Tower. Pioneer Park is one of San Francisco’s oldest parks---an outlook for ships and
a signal station starting in 1849. Coit Tower opened in 1933 without architect Arthur Brown’s intended
south terrace, which the Pioneer Project completed. The south terrace and filbert steps have timeless
views that need to be protected for everyone.
The design does not integrate the sites’ sloping topography, contributing to view obstructions. The
building does not step down in height with the southerly slope of Telegraph Hill. As a result, the
project’s west elevation is a huge blank wall---the most public face of the project.
The project’s north elevation, facing Coit Tower, would benefit from a more traditional massing--without the wrap-around “trim” surrounding each of the three buildings. A decomposed massing would
better conform to San Francisco’s ubiquitous bay windows, insets, setbacks, step-backs….
As an architect, I see better options than construction disruptions to residents, pedestrians, Muni riders
and car drivers by closures of the Filbert stairs and Telegraph Hill Boulevard. Construction logistics,
staging and phasing can mitigate years of disruptions---albeit at a bit more cost.
Sincerely,
Howard Wong, AIA

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Termeh Yeghiazarian
Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
115 Telegraph Hill Blvd Project
Tuesday, July 08, 2014 10:57:37 AM

Dear Planning Commissioners,
I am seriously concerned that plans to build large scale condos are even being considered for a densely
populated and small scale neighborhood such as North Beach and Telegraph Hill. My neighborhood is
already dealing with traffic and parking issue and variety of issues due to over population, we don’t
need yet another project that will add to these issues. Specially not a condo which will most likely serve
corporate transients rather than provide affordable housing for the locals, something that this city
desperately needs.
Commissioners, I rely on you to make your decisions based on how well a project will serve my
neighborhood’s well being and longevity. I rely on you to consider the impact that this condo project
and all future projects proposed for North Beach will have in the long run. Also, please consider how
approval of this project will trigger many other similar proposals in the future and endanger the unique
demography and character of my neighborhood.
I request that you reject the proposed project for 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd.
Thank you,
Termeh Yeghiazarian
473-A Union Street

REUBEN, JUNIUS & ROSE. LLP
June 26, 2014

By Hand Delivery
President Cindy Wu
San Francisco Planning Commission
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, California 94103

Re:

115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard
Planning Case No. 2013.1375C
Hearing Date: July 17, 2014
Our File No.: 7058.01

Dear President Wu and Commissioners:
This office represents Jeremy Ricks, sponsor of a small residential infill development
consisting of the restoration of an existing run-down cottage and the construction of three new
family-sized dwelling units (the "Project") on a 7 ,5 I 7 sq. ft. lot located at 115 Telegraph Hill
Boulevard (the "Property"). The Property is situated near the top of Telegraph Hill and Coit
Tower, in close proximity to public transit, schools, core services and open space. Four units and
three stories in height are proposed, where up to seven units and six stories are allowed.
The Project architecture sensitively responds to the neighborhood's character. The
building design draws from historical elements of Telegraph Hill by referencing the rustic and
industrial qualities of the quarry and shipyards once existing in the surrounding neighborhood.
Weathered and treated wood louvers and exterior features mimic the fishing cottages and
residences of Telegraph Hill. View corridors are preserved.
The Project's scale and design are the result of a more than two-year neighborhood
outreach program, which is unprecedented for a project this size, and countless revisions in
response to neighborhood input.
The Project will provide much-needed family housing, and transform a mostly vacant,
squalid lot into a source of pride for one of San Francisco' s iconic neighborhoods. We look
forward to presenting the Project to you on July 17. Project plans and renderings are attached as
Exhibit A. The Project's design and materials are graphically depicted in Exhibit B.

James A . Reuben
Sheiyl Reuben 1
Lindsay M . Petrone
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A. Project Description and Conditional Use Authorization
The proposed Project would renovate and restore an existing cottage with no expansion
of its building envelope, and would construct three new dwelling units: one three-story, 4, 138 sq.
ft., four-bedroom unit; one four-story, 4,583 sq. ft. five-bedroom unit; and one four-story, 4,182
sq. ft. four-bedroom unit. Each unit will be approximately 40 ft. in height and stepped down
both vertically and horizontally in response to the Property's naturally sloping topography. Each
unit, including the cottage, will have one off-street parking space in a 3,210 sq. ft. shared
subterranean garage, accessed from Telegraph Hill Boulevard. The cottage in the rear would be
accessed by foot on a designated pedestrian path, as well as through the garage.
The Project is located in an RH-3 Zoning District, which principally permits up to three
units per lot, and up to one unit per 1,000 sq. ft. of lot area with Conditional Use Authorization.
Most lots in the District with three units are 2,500 sq. ft. or smaller, whereas the Property is
7,517 sq. ft. The Property consists of three merged lots. Prior to the merger, nine different
dwelling units would have been principally permitted on the Property. A total of seven units are
permitted on the existing lot with Conditional Use Authorization; only four are requested.
The proposed Project also requires Conditional Use Authorization under Planning Code
Section 249.49 to provide parking at a ratio of one space per residential unit in the Telegraph
Hill/North Beach Residential Special Use District. Approval of the parking is warranted because
none of the concerns that prompted the adoption of Section 249.49 are present here. The purpose
of Section 249.49 is to prevent parking from replacing residential units in existing buildings. In
this case, the Property is vacant save for the cottage, and the proposed parking does not replace
any residential units.

B. Benefits of the Project
The benefits of the Project include the following:
•

Provision of new, family-sized housing consistent with the General Plan, the
Planning Code, the Residential Design Guidelines, and the City's goal of
30,000 new dwelling units by 2020 (these City policy consistencies are further
described in Exhibit C);

•

Infill development that converts a mostly vacant, unimproved lot into
sustainably-designed housing with extensive landscaping to match the
aesthetics of the green surroundings, green rooftop decks featuring native
plant species on each unit to reduce the visual impact of the new structures
when viewed from above, and large built-in planters at set-back entrances to
One Bush Street. Suite 600
San Francisco, CA 94104
tel: 415-567-9000
fax: 415-399-9480
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each unit to reduce the visual impact of the structures and enhance the
pedestrian experience;
•

The Proposal diffuses the scale of the larger building to the east and the
smaller building to the west with a height in between the two, and with a
fa9ade pattern/width and articulation typical of the neighborhood. The
parking level is unobtrusively located underground, in area that otherwise
could not be used for housing due to lack of access to light and air;

•

Restoration and renovation of an existing vacant and dilapidated cottage; and

•

Creation of new construction jobs.

C. Neighborhood Outreach and Support
Our neighborhood outreach to neighbors concerning the Project began over two (2) years
ago. In May 2012, we first met with representatives of the Telegraph Hill Dwellers ("THD"). We
had four initial meetings, during which we produced and reviewed at least six sets of drawings
depicting different designs and massing.
After this initial process was completed and the initial THD representatives were
comfortable with the design, we had two meetings with two leaders of the THD Design Committee
to discuss the proposal. After these meetings with the two Committee leaders, we met with the
entire Design Committee. The Committee expressed a range of suggestions, all of which we
attempted to accommodate in further designing the Project. We have worked diligently to produce
a design that captures the look and feel of the neighborhood, and is sensitive to the desires of
neighborhood residents.
On July 30, 2013, we held our neighborhood pre-application meeting. At least 40 neighbors
attended. Again, we have made every effort to address concerns raised by the neighbors. We
responded individually to every neighbor that provided an email address.
Letters of support for the Project are attached as Exhibit D.

D. Conclusion
The Project requires Conditional Use Authorization to authorize four dwelling units at the
Property and to provide parking at a ratio of one space per residential unit in the Telegraph
Hill/North Beach Residential Special Use District. The Project is highly desirable because it will
provide much-needed and thoughtfully-designed family housing in a residential neighborhood,
One Bush Street, Suite 600
San Fra ncisco, CA 94104
tel: 415-567-9000
fax: 415-399-9480
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on a lot that has been conspicuously ignored and vacant for over 10 years. The poor condition of
the lot is out of character with the rest of the neighborhood, and detracts from the well-kept and
landscaped surroundings. This Project is long overdue.
For all of these reasons, we respectfully request that this Commission grant the
Conditional Use Authorization for this Project.
Very truly yours,
REUBEN, JtJWUS & ROSE, LLP

~I 7-&i
Daniel A. Frattin

I

Enclosures
cc:

Vice-President Rodney Fong
Commissioner Michael Antonini
Commissioner Gwyneth Borden
Commissioner Rich Hillis
Commissioner Kathrin Moore
Commissioner Bill Sugaya
Jonas P. Ionin - Commission Secretary
John Rahaim - Planning Director
Jeremy Ricks
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DATE: June 26, 2014
TO: San Francisco Planning Commission
FROM: Butler Armsden Architects
PROJECT NAME: 115 Telegraph Hill
SUBJECT: Project Consistency with City Policies

The subject property has a lot area of 7,517 sq. ft. The proposed project would renovate and restore an existing
cottage in the rear of the property with no expansion of its building envelope, and would construct three new dwelling
units: one three-story, 4,138 sq. ft., four-bedroom unit; one four-story, 4,583 sq. ft. five-bedroom unit; and one fourstory, 4,182 sq. ft. four-bedroom unit. Each unit will be approximately 40 ft. in height and stepped down both
vertically and horizontally in response to the property’s naturally sloping topography. Each unit, including the cottage,
will have one off-street parking space in a 3,210 sq. ft. shared subterranean garage, accessed from Telegraph Hill
Boulevard. The cottage in the rear would be accessed by foot on a designated pedestrian path, as well as through the
garage. This memorandum describes the project’s consistency with the City’s General Plan (“GP”), Planning Code
(“SFPC”), and Residential Design Guidelines (“RDG”).
HOUSING / DEVELOPMENT
The proposed project places little to no additional strain on existing infrastructure. The project property is located close
to public transit, and within walking distance to core services. (GP Policies 1.10, 4.6, 12.1, 12.3, 13.1, 13.3). The
proposal includes three family-sized units in close proximity to schools and open space (GP Policy 4.1), as well as
retaining an existing at risk cottage unit of “normal affordability” (GP Policies 2.2, 2.4, 2.5, 7.7).
PROJECT DESIGN / NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTER
The applicable zoning allows for a 6-story/7-unit project. The proposed project consists of 4 units in 4 separate
structures keeping in character with the neighborhood. (GP Policy 11.5, RDG Neighborhood Context). The project
sponsor has worked extensively with neighborhood groups through a variety of designs and scales to establish a
transparent and iterative design process. (GP Policy 10.1). The site presents a challenging topography; the proposed
project resolves this by reducing allowable massing to match the neighborhood block pattern, and with scaled facades
with intermediate setbacks, view corridors, and reduced heights from the street. (GP Policies 2.7, 11.3, 11.6, RDG
Neighborhood Context, Site Design). The merged lot is treated as if it were not merged, and developed to mimic the
block pattern and density of appropriate neighborhood scale. (GP Policy 11.5). Views from public parks and open
spaces are preserved, and a view corridor is provided at street level for additional views to Downtown (GP Policies 2.7).
BUILDING DESIGN / SCALE





The proposed project negotiates the steep topography by stepping down it’s massing as it moves down the hill (RDG
Site Design), as well as the height differences of adjacent buildings (GP Policy 11.7, RDG Neighborhood Context, Site
Design). The neighboring building to the east is significantly over scaled for the neighborhood, while the neighboring
building to the west is a small-scale two-level cottage. The project finds a middle ground between these two, and
presents a façade pattern/width and articulation typical of the neighborhood (GP Policies 11.2, 11.7, RDG
Neighborhood Context, Site Design). The parking level is underground, in an area that otherwise could not be used for
housing due to lack of access to light and air (GP Policy 2.3). The pedestrian experience is enhanced by setting back
building entrances, introducing planters, and exceeding planting requirements (SFPC § 132(g)), all while retaining the
existing Filbert Street steps (GP Policies 11.3, 11.6, RDG Landscaping). The buildings along the Filbert steps never
exceed three-stories from the sidewalk, in keeping with the context of the block face (RDG Neighborhood Context,
Building Scale).
DETAILS AND FEATURES
The building design draws from historical elements of Telegraph Hill by referencing the rustic and industrial quality of
fenestration from the quarry and shipyards once existing in the surrounding neighborhood. Weathered and treated wood
louvers and exterior features mimic the fishing cottages and residences of Telegraph Hill. (RDG Neighborhood
Character). High quality and contemporary construction methods and materials such as concrete and steel ensure the
proposal continues the evolving history of Telegraph Hill by honoring the current day means and methods, all while
providing sound seismic and structural integrity. Sustainable elements such as Green Roofs, Solar PV, and low
consumption fixtures are proposed (GP Policy 13.4). Building entrances and the garage door are minimized and set
back from the façade to create articulation and pedestrian-scaled design for those traveling the Filbert steps, and safety
and security for the residents of the project (RDG Garages, Building Entrances).



June 8, 2014
Ms. Elizabeth Watty
San Francisco Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
Subject:

115 Telegraph Hill Blvd.

Dear Ms. Watty:
As immediate neighbors to the proposed project, we would like to express our support for the new
development by Jeremy Ricks' group at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd. We have lived three homes away from
the site for the past fifteen years, we have reviewed Mr. Rick's proposed plans as of May 2014, and we
have long appreciated the site, its history, and the immediate environs.
We support the proposed development at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd. for seve ral reasons:
•

The proposed building plan:
o

Has clean lines, open courtyards, and modern elements that contribute to the

o

Does not block views from Pioneer Park's rear lawn area or Coit Tower.

o

Does not block any neighbors' south facing views, and has little or no shadow impact on

neighborhood's architecture.

neighboring residences.
•

Now an empty lot, the proposed building site offers an opportunity to:
o

Add residential units and tax-payers to both the neighborhood and the city.

o

See new residents be motivated to maintain the heavily tourist-trafficked Filbert stairs
area in front, including keeping the area clean, graffit i-free, and planted.

We remember the former buildings on this site. After a long period of abandonment, we are glad to see
this proposed plan for 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd.

~
345 Filbert Street

San Francisco, CA 94133

Exhibit B - Letter of Support
April 1, 2014

San Francisco Planning Commission
City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94103

RE:

Support for Conditional Use Application
115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard/363 Filbert Street
Case No.: 2013.1375C

Dear Commissioners,

I have lived at 381 Filbert Street since 1997. My home is immediately next door to
the proposed new building at 115 Telegraph Hill Boulevard. I believe the project deserves your
support. The property has been largely vacant for nearly twenty years, wrapped with a chainlink and with only the shell of a cottage remaining. The owner has been receptive to my
suggestions about the design, which will be both attractive and at an appropriate scale for this
location. I look forward to the property being cleaned up and improved.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

. ~;7'i-t.~/ltf~

l/jPM{:zt:wl

MarykayKew
381-383 Filbert Street

May 5, 2014
SF Planning Commission
1660 Mission Street, First Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103-2479
Re: Proposed Project @115 Telegraph Hill
Dear Planning Commission Members:
I have been a homeowner in San Francisco for more than a decade. Last year, I
purchased a home in the Telegraph Hill neighborhood .
Recently , I had the opportunity to review the preliminary plans for a proposed
project at 115 Telegraph Hill. I believe this proposal would be a welcome
addition to our neighborhood providing an attractive multi-family structu re on
what is now a poorly maintained, vacant lot.
While I understand that you must take into consideration a variety of issues in
your decision-making process, this appears to be a well-thought out proposal
from a reputable, local firm . Most importantly, the overall plan would fit nicely
into our existing neighborhood.
As a homeowner who lives close by and has an interest in th~ future of our
neighborhood and San Francisco as a whole, I enthusiastically support the
proposed plans. Thank you for your cons ideration.

s;;;~
Olivia Ware
112 Alta Street
San Francisco, CA 94133
(650) 868-7955
ocware@gmail.com

June 10, 2014
Ms. Elizabeth Watty
San Francisco Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
Subject:

115 Telegraph Hill Blvd.

Dear Ms. Watty:
As immediate neighbors to the proposed project, I would like to express support for the new
development by Jeremy Ricks' group at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd. I have lived three homes away from the
site for the past fifteen years, and have reviewed Mr. Rick's proposed plans as of May 2014.
I support the proposed development at 115 Telegraph Hill Blvd. for several reasons, but the main reason
is that the current empty lot is a MAJOR EYESORE that has essentially become a big garbage dump. It is
sad to see such a beautiful location littered with trash and graffiti.
The proposed building plan is thoughtful, and I appreciate the clean lines and modern elements that
would complement the neighborhood's architecture . From my review of the plan, I do not see any
impact on views from Pioneer Park's rear lawn area or Coit Tower, block any neighbors' south facing
views, and has little or no shadow impact on neighboring residences.
The project would also bring tax dollars and jobs to our city/neighborhood .
I welcome the proposed project and appreciate that Mr Ricks has worked with the neighbors to create
residences that would be an asset to Telegraph Hill.

Sincerely,
Jennifer Mattson Chiampou
345 Filbert Street
San Francisco, CA 94133

     
   
     
 
 

 

Attention: City of San Francisco Planning
Department
I am John Fitzgerald. I reside at 381 Filbert, the garden
apartment below 383 Filbert. I have lived here for
seventeen years.
Telegraph Hill is a wonderful place to live! The views are
fantastic and I especially appreciate that every day of the
year people from all over the world are climbing the
Filbert steps on their way up to, and down from, Coit
Tower.
I have met with Jeremy Ricks and seen his plans for
developing the properties next door. I look forward to
having neighbors, instead of the empty, often trashed
and blighted lots that have been next door for many
years. Indeed, I think Mr. Ricks’ residences will be a
welcome addition to the neighborhood.
I trust that you will give his proposal a fair hearing.
Sincerely,
John J. Fitzgerald
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NOTICE TO BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF APPEAL
FROM ACTION OF THE CITY PLANNING COMMISSION

Notice is hereby given of an appeal to the Board of Supervisors from the following action of the City
Planning Commission.
The property is located at _
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Date of City Planning Commission Action
(Attach a Copy of Planning Commission's Decision)

Appeal Filing Date
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___ The Planning Commission disapproved in whole or in part an application for establishment,
abolition or modification of a set-back line, Case No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

The Planning Commission approved in whole or in part an application for conditional use
.:lD 13 - \'315' C..E
.
authorization, Case No.

___ The Planning Commission disapproved in whole or in part an application for conditional use
authorization, Case No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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___ The Planning Commission disapproved in whole or in part an application for reclassification of
property, Case No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Statement of Appeal:
a)

Set forth the part(s) of the decision the appeal is taken from:

b)

Set forth the reasons in support of your appeal:

SEE P..TT/\l HE.D
Person to Whom
Notices Shall Be Mailed

Name and Address of Person Filing Appeal:

Address

PZ.

Address
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Telephone Number

Telephone Number

Signature of Appellant or
Authorized Agent
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ATTACHMENT TO STATEMENT OF APPEAL

(a)

The parts of the decision the appeal is taken from include, without limitation,
the following:

1.
2.

Conditional Use Authorization for four Dwelling Units in RH-3 Zone;
Determination that the proposed development is consistent with the Priority
Policies of the General Plan;
Determination that project complies with the City's Residential Design
Guidelines;
Determination that project complies with the criteria of Planning Code Section
303(c) including consistency with the City General Plan objectives and policies in
particular the Urban Design Element and the Housing Element of the General
Plan;
Approving the return to the pre-variance condition of existing rear yard cottage as
one unit when it was actually a two unit building in its pre-variance form; and
Inadequacy of Planning Commission's conditions to mitigate construction
impacts.

3.
4.

5.
6.

(b)

Reasons in support of the appeal:

I.

PLANNING CODE SECTION 303 CRITERIA FOR CONDITIONAL USE
AUTHORIZATION ARE NOT MET.

The project does not meet the three criteria set forth in Planning Code Section
303(c) for approving a Conditional Use Authorization:

Criteria No. 1: "That the proposed use or feature, at the size and intensity
contemplated and at the proposed location will provide a development that is
necessary or desirable for, and compatible with, the neighborhood or the
community." (Sec. 303(c)(l)) [Emphasis added.]
The proposed new 3-unit luxury condominium building with unit sizes ranging
:from 3,685 to 4,275 square feet each (with a 3,767 square foot 3-car parking garage) is
incompatible with the surrounding neighborhood where the average unit size within 300
feet of the project site is 1,130 square feet based on City records. Indeed, 1,245 plus
square feet for each car exceeds the average size ofliving units within 300 square feet of
the project site.
The nature and location of the project site are unique in the City in that it is at the
convergence of the top of the narrow Filbert Street steps, the Pioneer Park stairway to
Coit Tower and the bus stop. The massive project will negatively impact public views
:from the Filbert Street steps and the Pioneer Park stairways and is not a development that
is "necessary and desirable" for the neighborhood or community. In addition to its
significant and permanent impacts to public views :from public places, the project's mass,
scale and proposed design are not compatible with the character or the historic
development pattern of the neighborhood.

The proposed new condominiums that are intended for the most affluent buyers,
are not "necessary and desirable" for or "compatible" with the neighborhood. They will
not enhance the supply of affordable housing in the City, but will instead create
additional pressure on the existing affordable and workforce housing in the community,
resulting in a decrease in the neighborhood's economic and demographic diversity.
Criteria No. 2: "That such use or feature as proposed will not be detrimental to
the health, safety, convenience or general welfare ofpersons residing or working
in the vicinity" with respect to "the nature of the proposed site" and "[t]he
accessibility and traffi,c patterns for persons and vehicles, the type and volume of
such traffic ... " (Sec. 303(c)(2)) [Emphasis added.]

Given the unique setting and location of the project site adjacent to the main
routes to Coit Tower used by more than 400,000 visitors each year who arrive by foot via
the Filbert Street steps, by bus on the 39 Coit, or by car on narrow, winding Telegraph
Hill Boulevard, the location of the proposed parking garage -- the driveway entrance and
curb cut for which will be located at the very top of the Filbert Street steps -- will impede
pedestrian movement and impair pedestrian safety, require the relocation of a stop sign
and bus stop and reconfiguration of the sidewalk, create conflicts with Muni buses, and
add to recognized traffic congestion on Telegraph Hill Boulevard leading to Coit Tower.
The project would, therefore, be detrimental to the health, safety, convenience and
general welfare of thousands of visitors to Coit Tower and Pioneer Park each year,
including persons residing and working in the vicinity.
Criteria No. 3: "That such use or feature as proposed will comply with the
applicable provisions of this [Planning} Code and will not adversely affect the
General Plan." (Sec. 303(c)(3))

The project does not comply with applicable provisions of the Planning Code and
is inconsistent with Objectives and Policies of the General Plan, as detailed below.
II.

THE PROJECT IS INCONSISTENT WITH PLANNING CODE SECTION
101.1 PRIORITY PLANNING POLICIES OF THE GENERAL PLAN
ADOPTED BY THE VOTERS OF SAN FRANCISCO.

Planning Code Section 101.l(b) established eight Priority Planning Policies and
required their inclusion in the preamble to the City's General Plan as the basis upon
which all inconsistencies in the General Plan are to be resolved. All projects are required
be reviewed for consistency with these Priority Policies. For the reasons set forth below,
the Planning Commission erred in finding that the project is consistent with the following
Priority Policies:
Priority Planning Policy 8: "That our parks and open space and their access to
sunlight and vistas be protected.from development." (Sec. 101.1(8))
It is undisputed that, as a result of this development, the vistas from the stairways
leading up from Telegraph Hill Boulevard to Pioneer Park will be seriously impacted or
eliminated and that all views from the Filbert Street steps will be completely obliterated.
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Priority Planning Policy 2: "That existing housing and neighborhood character
be conserved and protected in order to preserve the cultural and economic
diversity of our neighborhoods. " (Sec. 101.1 (2))
The proposed new extremely large luxury condos, ranging in size from 3,685 to
4,275 square feet each, are incompatible with the surrounding neighborhood where the
average unit size within 300 feet of the project site is 1,130 square feet. Instead of
preserving the cultural and economic diversity of the neighborhood and community, it
will create additional pressure on the existing affordable housing, contributing to an
increase in evictions of lower income tenants by speculators.

Priority Planning Policy 3: "That the City's supply of affordable housing be
preserved and enhanced." (Sec. 101.1(3))
As described above, the proposed new super-luxury condos that will be priced at
an estimated $8 to $10 million each will not enhance the City's supply of affordable
housing, but will instead create additional pressure on the existing affordable and
workforce housing in the area. The Planning Department has confirmed in its Quarterly
Pipeline Report that as of the first quarter of 2014, only 15% the entitled projects in the
pipeline are affordable to households of moderate income and that San Francisco is
overbuilding luxury housing rather than moderate income housing. The proposed project
will further exacerbate this imbalance.

Priority Planning Policy 4: "That commuter traffic not impede Muni transit
service or overburden our streets or neighborhood parking." (Sec. 101.1(4))
Because the driveway and curb cut for the project's proposed parking garage are
located at the very the top of the heavily used Filbert Street steps, immediately adjacent
to a Muni Bus stop and the major pedestrian crosswalk to Coit Tower, conflicts between
vehicular, pedestrian and Muni service are inevitable. The garage entrance will also
require the relocation of a stop sign currently located within the proposed new driveway.
III.

THE PROJECT IS INCONSISTENT WITH OBJECTIVES AND POLICIES OF
THE CITY'S RESIDENTIAL DESIGN GUIDELINES.

The project, as proposed, conflicts with the following Residential Design
Guidelines, among others:

GUIDELINE: Protect major public views from public spaces.
"Protect major views of the City as seen from public spaces such as streets and
parks by adjusting the massing ofproposed development project to reduce or
eliminate adverse impacts on public view sheds. "
(Residential Design Guidelines, page 18)
In direct conflict with this principle, the proposed development will completely
block major public views of the City's downtown skyline from public spaces, including
views from the Filbert Street steps and the stairways and landings in Pioneer Park,
currently enjoyed by thousands of people each year. The project will also obscure views
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of Coit Tower and Pioneer Park from the south since the rear of the building imposes a
massive fort-like structure.

"GUIDELINE: Design building facades to enhance and complement adjacent
public spaces. "
"Special attention is necessary to ensure that the building's facades enhance the
public realm. "

(Residential Design Guidelines, page 20)

"GUIDELINE: Design the scale of the building to be compatible with the height
and depth of surrounding buildings. "
"It is essential for a building's scale to be compatible with that of surrounding
buildings, in order to preserve neighborhood character. "

(Residential Design Guidelines, page 23)
It is important to note that the project has two major facades, one facing Coit
Tower and Pioneer Park, and the other facing the Financial District, Chinatown, Russian
Hill and Nob Hill. Both facades are a part of the public realm- one viewed from the
adjacent public stairs and public park, and the other (south facing) seen from the
Financial District, Chinatown, Russian Hill and Nob Hill -- a major "postcard" view of
Telegraph Hill that will be adversely affected by the proposed project. Both facades fail
to comply with above and other residential design guidelines.

IV.

THE PROJECT IS INCONSISTENT WITH OBJECTIVES AND POLICIES OF
THE HOUSING ELEMENT OF THE CITY'S GENERAL PLAN.

The project is inconsistent with the specific Objectives and Policies of the
Housing Element of the General Plan.
HOUSING ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVE 1:
IDENTIFY AND MAKE AVAILABLE FOR DEVELOPMENT ADEQUATE SITES
TO MEET THE CITY'S HOUSING NEEDS, ESPECIALLY PERMANENTLY
AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
OBJECTIVE 11:
SUPPORT AND RESPECT THE DIVERSE AND DISTINCT CHARACTER OF
SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS.

Objective 11 provides that "San Francisco is a city of neighborhoods, each with a
distinct character and quality" underscoring that "no policy should be applied without
first examining its applicability to each specific neighborhood's unique context."
Telegraph Hill and North Beach is one of the city's iconic neighborhoods, with a distinct
and historic character.
-4-

Policy 11.1:
Promote the construction and rehabilitation of well-designed housing that
emphasizes beauty, flexibility, and innovative design, and respects existing
neighborhood character. [Emphasis added.]
Policy 11.2:
Ensure implementation of accepted design standards in project approvals.
Policy 11.3:
Ensure growth is accommodated without substantially and adversely impacting
existing residential neighborhood character. [Emphasis added.]
Policy 11.6:
Foster a sense of community through architectural design, using features that
promote community interaction.
Policy 11.9:
Foster development that strengthens local culture and sense ofplace and history.
V.

THE PROJECT IS INCONSISTENT WITH THE URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT
OF THE GENERAL PLAN.

The project is inconsistent with the specific Objectives and Policies of the Urban
Design Element of the General Plan that are of particular importance to defining the
framework for developing this unique and special site.

URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVE 1:
EMPHASIS OF THE CHARACTERISTIC PATTERN WHICH GIVES TO THE
CITY AND ITS NEIGHBORHOODS AN IMAGE, A SENSE OF PURPOSE, AND
A MEANS OF ORIENTATION
Policy 1.1:
Recognize and protect major views in the city, with particular attention to those of
open space and water. [Emphasis added.]
• Protect major views whenever it is feasible
• Overlooks and other viewpoints for appreciation of the city and its environs
should be protected and supplemented, by limitation of buildings and other
obstructions where necessary and by establishment of new viewpoints at key
locations. [Emphasis added.]
• Visibility of open spaces, especially those on hilltops, should be maintained
and improved, in order to enhance the overall form of the city.
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Policy 1.3:
Recognize that buildings, when seen together, produce a total effect that
characterizes the city and its districts.
• Buildings should emphasize and reflect the topographic form of the city- here
of Telegraph Hill -- and should not stand out prominently in the city pattern.
Policy 1.8:
Increase the visibility of major destination areas and other points for orientation.
• Views from streets and other public areas should be preserved, created and
improved and should be fostered in public and private development.

OBJECTIVE 2:
CONSERVATION OF RESOURCES WHICH PROVIDE A SENSE OF
NATURE, CONTINUITY WITH THE PAST, AND FREEDOM FROM
OVERCROWDING.
Objective 2 lists "Fundamental Principles for Conservation" to be adhered to in
designing new buildings, including the following:
• Provide visual interest and enrichment consistent with the historic scale and
texture of the San Francisco.
• Conserve the important design character of historic or distinctive older areas,
including some uniformity of detail, scale, proportion, texture, materials, color,
and building form.
• Use textured materials with human scaled proportions consistent with the finer
scale and detail that characterize older areas. [Emphasis added.]
• Reflect the character of nearby older buildings of historic or architectural merit.
• Do not block or otherwise impair pleasing street views of the Bay, downtown
or distant hills, or other parts of the city. [Emphasis added.]
Policy 2.6:
Respect the character of older development nearby in the design of new buildings.
• Exercise care in the design of new buildings to be constructed in older areas of
established character.
• Require a similarity or successful transition in scale, building form and
proportion. The detail, texture, color and materials of the old should be
repeated or complemented by the new.
• Bulky buildings that intrude upon or block important views of the Bay, Ocean
or other significant citywide focal points are particularly disruptive. [Emphasis
added.]
Policy 2.7:
Recognize and protect outstanding and unique areas that contribute in an
extraordinary degree to San Francisco's visual.form and character.
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Policy 2. 7 states as follows:

"All areas of San Francisco contribute in some degree to the visual form and
image of the city. All require recognition and protection of their significant
positive assets. Some areas may be more fortunately endowed than others,
bQ"l.Y9Y9X-'"1.Yith!1!1fa~l99h<:tI<:t9t~rj§Jig§fQLWhi9hths;__9ityj§fo_1110U§_infu~WQdQ <:lt
l<:lrgs;, Whs;r~_m:s;<:l_s <:ti:~ §Q__Q!JJ~t<:l11ding,_t_h_ey_g_gght to be §PS:9i<:1UY_r~99_gni~s;gjp
urban design planning and protected, if the need arises. from inconsistent new
development that might upset their unique character. [Emphasis added.]
"It is the combination and eloquent interplay of buildings, landscaping,
topography and other attributes that makes them outstanding. For that reason,
§P.S:C:i<:lLr~:vie"Y Q_fQl!ilgj1;1g_pJ;QPQ§<:ll§_!lla.YJ?s:_rs:~:rnir_~gJQ_(:l§§m'.99Q!l§l§1-~l19YWith

the basic character and scale of the area. Furthe1more. the participation of
neighborhood associations in these areas in a cooperative effort to maintain the
9§t<:thh§h~g_<,:h<:trn<,:t_s;r, ]?9y9pgJh~_§C:QP~QfpgpJi9r~g11l<:ltiQP,i§~§§9Dti<:1Lt9Jh~
J911g:::t9rminrng~9fJh~ __cix~<:t§<:lJJQJPS:C:itJ." [Emphasis added.]

Policy 2. 7 lists the Special Characteristics of Telegraph Hill as:

• A hilltop park with the highly visible green of trees from which Coit Tower
rises above all else.
• Low, small-scale buildings with predominantly flat roofs and light pastel colors,
hugging the topography in a highly articulated form, which contrasts with the
power of downtown construction. [Emphasis added.]
• Cliffs and complex stairs and walkways on the east side above the waterfront,
with buildings perched precariously along the slope and trees interspersed.
• Intimate pedestrian scale and texture of streets and housing, with sudden and
dramatic views of the Bay and downtown through narrow openings.
[Emphasis added.]
OBJECTIVE 3:
MODERATION OF MAJOR NEW DEVELOPMENT TO COMPLEMENT THE
CITY PATTERN, THE RESOURCES TO BE CONSERVED, AND THE
NEIGHBORHOOD ENVIRONMENT
Objective 3 provides that:

"As San Francisco grows and changes, new development can and must be fitted in
with established city and neighborhood patterns in a complementary fashion.
Harmony with existing development requires 9::lJ~fuL9Q_l1§ic1~rnt_!9!lQ_f_t_p9
9]19_rn9ts;r9fth~.:_§url'.Q_W1Ql!1@ at each construction site. The scale of each new
building must be related to the prevailing height and bulk in the area, and to the
wig9rs;ff~9t_§:gp911Jhs;§kyli1;1_9,yi_s;.W§<:l!1c1JQP-9-fil<:1Phi9_fQrm. '' [Emphasis added.]
Policy 3.1:
Promote harmony in the visual relationships and transitions between new and
older buildings.
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• New buildings should be made sympathetic to the scale, form and proportion
of older development.
Policy 3.3:
Promote efforts to achieve high quality of design for buildings to be constructed
at prominent locations.

• Special efforts should be made to promote the best architectural solutions for
buildings at prominent locations, such as tops of hills or fronting on permanent
open space such as parks. [Emphasis added.]
Policy 3.4:
Promote building forms that will respect and improve the integrity of open spaces
and other public areas.

• New buildings should not block significant views of public open spaces,
especially large parks and the Bay. [Emphasis added.]
• Buildings near these open spaces should permit visual access, and in some
cases physical access, to them. [Emphasis added.]
• Where separation of pedestrian and vehicular circulation levels is possible in
provision of such open space, such separation should be considered.
[Emphasis added.]
OBJECTIVE 4:
IMPROVEMENT OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD ENVIRONMENT TO INCREASE
PERSONAL SAFETY, COMFORT, PRIDE AND OPPORTUNITY

The "Fundamental Principles for Neighborhood Environment" enumerated as a
part of Objective 4 includes the following:
• "Private lands that are landscaped or developed as open space contribute to the
visual and recreational resources of the city."
Policy 4.4:
Design walkways and parking facilities to minimize danger to pedestrians.

• Pedestrian walkways should be sharply delineated from traffic areas, and set
apart where possible to provide a separate circulation system.
• Walkways that cross streets should have pavement markings and good sight
distances for motorists and pedestrians.
VI.

THE PLANNING COMMISSION ERRED IN DETERMINING THAT THE
PRE-VARIANCE CONDITION OF EXISTING REAR YARD COTTAGE
INCLUDED ONLY ONE UNIT WHEN IT WAS ACTUALLY A TWO UNIT
BUILDING IN ITS PRE-VARIANCE FORM.

When it was determined that the project owners had de facto demolished then
expanded the envelope of existing rear cottage without a valid permit after the 1997
variance and conditional use authorization had lapsed, the project applicant decided to
-8-

revert the cottage to its pre-variance condition in order to avoid seeking a variance to
legalize the work. As a part of the project, the Planning Commission approved a design
for the "renovation and restoration of the cottage located at the rear of the property,
returning it to its pre-variance form." However, as clearly evidenced by the referenced
variance (Variance Case no. 93.180V), the cottage contained two units in its previous,
pre-variance condition, not one unit. No Planning Code Section 317 application has been
submitted to merge the two previously existing units into one and no public notice was
provided to the public.
VII.

PLANNING COMMISSION'S CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL ARE
INADEQUATE AS TO IMPACTS OF CONSTRUCTION.

The conditions of approval of the final Planning Commission motion are
inadequate to address the most significant construction impacts.
On Sheet AO.O of the plans approved by the Planning Commission, General Notes
23 through note 32, inclusive, address construction staging of the project. These notes
include, but are not limited to the following:
•

"Along the Filbert Street stair frontage of the property, a well-lit and naturally
ventilated pedestrian tunnel providing safety to persons using the stairs shall be
erected for the duration of the construction period."

•

"Construction vehicles shall use the staging area provided on site as a means to
turn around, avoiding use of the Coit Tower parking lot by construction
equipment and trucks."

•

"All applicable weight limits on access roads to and from the site shall be
observed and adhered to."

•

"No construction activity over 5 DBA shall be permitted between 8:00 pm and
7:00 am the following day per San Francisco noise control ordinance."

•

"Muni access to Coit Tower shall be maintained throughout construction."

Appellant Telegraph Hill Dwellers agrees wholeheartedly that safe pedestrian
access on the Filbert Street steps must be maintained for the duration of the construction
period and that a staging area must be created within the project site for the entire
construction duration. Appellant further agrees that the existing 3-ton weight limit on the
size of trucks on Lombard (from Stockton Street) and Telegraph Hill Boulevard must be
maintained. And importantly, that Muni and vehicular access to Coit Tower shall be
maintained throughout construction.

Therefore, note nos. 23 through 32 must be included as conditions of approval to
ensure that the project applicant will not delete them in a revised site permit application.
The project sponsor's representative also told the Planning Commission that the
Filbert Street steps are dilapidated and would be "improved and enhanced." The scope of
work related to the Filbert Street steps should be clearly described to determine whether a
General Plan Referral would be required and whether environmental review would be
required for said improvement and enhancement. Also, since they are going to cover the
-9-

Filbert Street steps with a tunnel, the City should impose a condition of approval
requiring the project sponsor to indemnify the City for any injuries to persons and
properties and to repair or replace any portion of the Filbert Street steps damaged during
construction.

-10-
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ADOPTING FINDINGS RELATING TO THE APPROVAL OF A CONDITIONAL USE
AUTHORIZATION PURSUANT TO PLANNING CODE SECTIONS 209.l(h) AND 303, TO ALLOW
THE CONSTRUCTION OF THREE NEW DWELLING UNITS (FOR A LOT TOTAL OF FOUR UNITS)
WITH THREE OFF-STREET PARKING SPACES WITHIN THE RH-3 (RESIDENTIAL HOUSE,
THREE-FAMILY) ZONING DISTRICT, TELEGRAPH HILL - NORTH BEACH RESIDENTIAL
SPECIAL USE DISTRICT, AND A 40-X HEIGHT AND BULK DISTRICT.

PREAMBLE
On August 21, 2013, Daniel Frattin, attorney for Jeremy Ricks (hereinafter "Project Sponsor"), filed an
application with the Planning Department (hereinafter "Department") for Conditional Use Authorization
under Planning Code Sections 151, 151.1, 209.l(h), 249.49, and 303, to allow the construction of three new
dwelling-units above four off-street parking spaces on a lot that contains one existing unit within the RH3 (Residential House, Three-Family) Zoning District, Telegraph Hill - North Beach Residential Special
Use District, and a 40-X Height and Bulk District.
On July 17, 2014, the San Francisco Planning Commission (hereinafter "Commission") conducted a duly
noticed public hearing at a regularly scheduled meeting on Conditional Use Application No. 2013.1375C.
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At that hearing, the Planning Commission continued the hearing to September 11, 2014 so that the Project
Sponsor could make revisions to the Project's design and provide additional information about the rear
cottage.
On September 11, 2014, the Commission conducted a duly noticed public hearing at a regularly
scheduled meeting on Conditional Use Application No. 2013.1375C.
On September 11, 2014, during the duly noticed public hearing on Conditional Use Application No.
2013.1375C, the Project Sponsor verbally withdrew, on-record, the request for a Conditional Use
Authorization, pursuant to Planning Code Sections 151, 151.1, and 249.49, to allow a fourth off-street
parking space (a one-to-one parking to dwelling-unit ratio), reducing the parking included as part of the
Project to three spaces serving four dwelling-units.
On September 3, 2014, the Project was determined to be exempt from the California Environmental
Quality Act ("CEQA") as a Class 1 and 3 Categorical Exemption under CEQA as described in the
determination contained in the Planning Department files for this Project.
The Commission has heard and considered the testimony presented to it at the public hearing and has
further considered written materials and oral testimony presented on behalf of the applicant, Department
staff, and other interested parties.
MOVED, that the Commission hereby authorizes the Conditional Use requested in Application No.
2013.1375CE, as amended at the hearing on September 11, 2014, subject to the conditions contained in
"EXHIBIT A" of this motion, based on the following findings:

FINDINGS
Having reviewed the materials identified in the preamble above, and having heard all testimony and
arguments, this Commission finds, concludes, and determines as follows:
1.

The above recitals are accurate and constitute findings of this Commission.

2.

Site Description and Present Use. The Property is a 7,517 square-foot lot that is steeply sloping;
in 1993, three lots were merged into the one large lot in existence today. It once contained five
buildings, but four of the five buildings were demolished circa 1997. The lot currently contains a
one-story cottage that was constructed in 1906, concrete retaining walls, concrete and wood
stairways, and fencing. The lot has been vacant - with the exception of the vacant cottage - since
1997. In the early 1990s, the Bureau of Building Inspection declared the cottage "unsound" and it
is currently uninhabitable. The Property occupies 82' -6" of frontage, including 68' along the
Filbert Street steps.

3.

Surrounding Properties and Neighborhood. The Project is located on the south side of
Telegraph Hill Boulevard, between Montgomery, and Kearny Streets on Telegraph Hill near Coit
Tower. On this portion of the hill, Filbert Street consists of a set of concrete public stairs, but
provides no vehicle throughway. Telegraph Hill Blvd passes to the north of the Property,
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spiraling up to Coit Tower. The Property is in the North Beach neighborhood, and is located in an
RH-3 Zoning District, towards the top of Telegraph Hill near Coit Tower. Properties in the
immediate area typically consist of one-, two- and three-family dwellings. Buildings heights are
varied, but typically range from two-to-four stories tall at the street, and are scaled at the street to
respect the laterally-sloping topography of the hill. To the west is a two-story, two-unit building,
and immediately to the east is a four-story, three-unit building.
4.

Project Description. The Project Sponsor proposes to construct a 15,544 sq. ft. three-unit
residential building with three-off-street parking spaces on a lot that contains one existing
dwelling-unit (a vacant cottage in the southeast corner of the lot). The Project also includes the
renovation and restoration of the cottage located at the rear of the property, returning it to its prevariance (93.180V) building form.
The new building will be designed to appear from the street as three, three-story single-family
dwellings that will step down the hill relative to the naturally sloping topography of Telegraph
Hill. The new building will include three off-street parking spaces in a shared 3,137 sq. ft. belowgrade garage/basement, accessed from one garage door that will be located at the top of the
Filbert Street stairs along Telegraph Hill Boulevard. The cottage in the rear would be accessed via
a designated pedestrian path to the west of Unit #3, as well as through the garage.
The three units will each occupy 23'-10" of frontage. Each unit will contain a green roof deck
featuring sustainable native plants, as well as extensive landscaping. Although the rear cottage
was authorized to expand as part of Variance Case no. 93.180V, the implementing Building
Permit Applications were never finaled by the Department of Building Inspection. Therefore, the
variance has expired, and the Project Sponsor must either revert the cottage to the pre-variance
building form or seek and justify an additional variance. The Project Sponsor chose to revert the
cottage to the pre-variance building form. Revised plans dated September 16, 2014, approved as
part of this Motion (Exhibit B), show this scope of work.

5.

Public Comment. The Department has received letters of support from 43 people (including the
North Beach Neighbors), and letters in opposition to the Project from 41 people (including the
Telegraph Hill Dwellers).

6.

Planning Code Compliance: The Commission finds that the Project is consistent with the
relevant provisions of the Planning Code in the following manner:
A. Density. Planning Code Section 209.l(h) states that a density ratio up to one dwelling unit
for each 1,000 square feet of lot area is permitted in the RH-3 Zoning District, if authorized as
a Conditional Use by the Planning Commission.
The Property contains 7,517 sq. ft. of lot area and would permit up to seven units with a Conditional
Use Authorization. The Project would result in a lot total of four units, and thus is permitted with a
Conditional Use Authorization, which is justified in more detail through Section 7, below.
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B. Rear Yard Requirement. Planning Code Section 134 states that the minimum rear yard
depth shall be equal to 45 percent of the total depth of a lot in which it is situated, and based
on conditions on the adjacent properties, it may be reduced up to 25 percent of the total
depth of the lot, based on the average depths of adjacent buildings.

The Project will be constructed within buildable area of the lot, maintaining a 45 percent rear yard.
The existing rear yard cottage is located entirely within the required rear yard; although it will be
repaired, remodeled, and reduced to the pre-variance building form, it will not be expanded, and
therefore is considered an existing legal noncomplying structure. The Project complies with Planning
Code Section 134.
C. Open Space. Planning Code Section 135 requires 100 square-feet of usable open space per
dwelling unit in the RH-3 Zoning District if privately accessible, or 133 square-feet per unit if
the space is commonly accessible.

The Project satisfies the residential open space requirements through a private 132 square-foot deck for
Unit #1, a private 300 square-foot deck for Unit #2, a 252 square-foot deck for Unit #3, and through a
commonly-accessible 2,266 square-foot, rear yard for the existing rear yard cottage. The Project
complies with the open space requirements of Planning Code Section 135.
D. Street Trees. Planning Code Section 138.l requires the provision of street trees with the
addition of a new dwelling unit. When street trees are required, one 24-inch box size tree is
required for each 20 feet of lot frontage along a street, with any remaining fraction of 10 feet
or more of frontage requiring an additional tree. Such trees shall be located either within a
setback area on the lot or within the public right-of-way along such lot.

The Property currently contains two street trees along the 82'-6" property frontage, located between
the Filbert Street stairs and Telegraph Hill Boulevard. The Property requires installation of 4 trees;
however, according to the Department of Public Works, installation of the additional two required
street trees is infeasible. As such, the Project Sponsor will pay an in-lieu fee for two street trees.
E.

Bird Safe Glazing. Planning Code Section 139 allows residential buildings within R-Districts
that are less than 45 feet in height and have an exposed facade comprised of less than 50%
glass to be exempt from the Location-Related Glazing Standards outlined in Planning Code
Section 139(c)(l).

The Property is located within 300-feet of an Urban Bird Refuge; however, the new buildings' exposed
facades are comprised of less than unobstructed 50 percent glass, and are therefore exempt from
meeting the Location-Related Glazing Standards outlined in Planning Code Section 139(c)(1).
F.

SAi~

Exposure. Planning Code Section 140 requires that at least one qualifying room of every
dwelling unit must face directly on an open area. The open area may be a street or alley,
Code-compliant rear yard, or a qualifying open space.
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The three new dwelling-units will face Telegraph Hill Boulevard, which is a qualifying street for the
purpose of dwelling-unit exposure. The dwelling-unit located within the existing legal noncomplying
structure in the rear yard will face an open space between the buildings that meets the dimensional
requirements of Planning Code Section 140(a)(2); the space is no less than 25 feet in every horizontal
dimension for the floor at which the dwelling· unit in question is located and the floor immediately
above it, with an increase of five feet in every horizontal dimension at each subsequent floor. The
Project complies with the dwelling unit exposure requirements of Planning Code Section 140.
G. Telegraph Hill - North Beach Residential Special Use District. Planning Code Section
249.49 establishes the Telegraph Hill - North Beach Residential Special Use District (SUD).
The purpose of this SUD, as it relates to new construction projects, is to regulate off-street
parking in order to ensure that it does not significantly increase the level of automobile
traffic, increase pollution, or impair pedestrian use on narrow public rights-of-way in the
District. Although the RH-3 Zoning District would typically require one parking space per
dwelling unit (a one-to-one parking ratio), this SUD requires a Conditional Use, along with
related findings outlined in Section 151.l(g), to achieve the same parking ratio.

The Project is located within the Telegraph Hill - North Beach Residential Special Use District.
Although the original Project proposed four off-street parking spaces, which required a Conditional
Use Authorization, the Project was revised during the hearing to eliminate the fourth parking space.
With only three off-street parking spaces now part of the Project, the parking is considered principally
permitted, and no longer requires a Conditional Use Authorization under Sections 151, 151.1, and
249.49.
7.

Planning Code Section 303 establishes criteria for the Planning Commission to consider when
reviewing applications for Conditional Use approval. On balance, the project does comply with
said criteria in that:
A. The proposed new uses and building, at the size and intensity contemplated and at the
proposed location, will provide a development that is necessary or desirable, and compatible
with, the neighborhood or the community.

The Project is necessary and desirable because it will provide much needed family-sized in-fill housing
in a residential neighborhood, on a lot that has been vacant (less for a small cottage at the rear of the
lot) for over 10 years. The lot previously contained five buildings, but four of those five buildings were
demolished in 1997. At present, the vacancy of the Property is a detriment to the neighborhood and
creates a gap in the urban fabric that is built along the Filbert Street walkway and stairs. The vacant
lot is visually inconsistent with the character of the surrounding private property, which features
housing developments that relate to the topography of the hill. The Project is compatible with
properties that abut a vehicular street, which typically include off-street parking. The Project will also
incorporate landscaping to match the surrounding area, and create visual consistency in the
neighborhood. As an area that attracts tourists and visitors, the Project is a desirable improvement to
the neighborhood over the existing vacant lot.
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The Project will provide three new family-sized dwelling units, and will renovate an existing cottage
that is in disrepair in order to make it suitable for occupancy. In-fill sites in developed residential
neighborhoods, such as Telegraph Hill, should be developed with new housing.
B. The proposed project will not be detrimental to the health, safety, convenience or general
welfare of persons residing or working in the vicinity. There are no features of the project
that could be detrimental to the health, safety or convenience of those residing or working
the area, in that:
i.

Nature of proposed site, including its size and shape, and the proposed size, shape and
arrangement of structures;

The 7,517 square-foot Property is located in a relatively low-density area; the lot is large for the
neighborhood. In 1993, three lots were merged into the one large lot in existence today. Prior to
that merger, up to nine dwelling units would have been principally permitted (approvable without
a Conditional Use Authorization); now, only three units would be principally permitted, and fourto-seven units would be permitted with a Conditional Use Authorization.
This large vacant lot is an appropriate location for a three-unit in-fill development (for a total of
four units on the lot). Due to the relatively low density development of the surrounding area, the
Project will create housing at an appropriate scale in a desirable urban area without overcrowding
the neighborhood. Although the three units are technically located within one building, they
appear as three single-family dwellings, each with approximately 23'-10" wide building facades
that are located at the front property line, which is typical of residential properties in the
surrounding area. The existing and proposed uses are consistent with the neighborhood uses, and
the proposed design is compatible with the immediate vicinity.
ii.

The accessibility and traffic patterns for persons and vehicles, the type and volume of
such traffic, and the adequacy of proposed off-street parking and loading;

The Property is located in a relatively low-density area. The addition of three new dwelling-units
will have negligible adverse effect on traffic in the neighborhood, and it is anticipated that the
Project will generate traffic volumes and patterns compatible with those of existing surrounding
uses, particularly those properties with off-street parking. The Project will provide three off-street
parking spaces in a below-grade basement garage, which will be sufficient to serve the residents at
the property.
iii.

The safeguards afforded to prevent noxious or offensive emissions such as noise, glare,
dust and odor;

The Project consists of the construction of a new three-unit residential building with three offstreet parking spaces, and the renovation of one existing cottage. The Project will comply with all
City codes regarding construction hours, noise, and dust, and it will not produce, or include, any
permanent uses that would emit noxious or offensive emissions such as noise, glare, dust and odor.
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Treatment given, as appropriate, to such aspects as landscaping, screening, open spaces,
parking and loading areas, service areas, lighting and signs;

The Project will improve the exterior appearance of the Property by upgrading landscaping and
creating an attractive, Code-compliant housing development. The Project will incorporate ample
landscaping in planters at the front of the Property, and the area surrounding the new
development will be landscaped to allow the development to blend into, and complement, the
surrounding hillside. The Project Sponsors have also committed to working in good faith with
DPW and other relevant City agencies on a stewardship and maintenance agreement for the
landscaped area to the north of the Filbert Street stairs.
C. That the use as proposed will comply with the applicable provisions of the Planning Code
and will not adversely affect the General Plan.

The Project complies with all relevant requirements and standards of the Planning Code and is
consistent with Objectives and Policies of the General Plan, as detailed below.
8.

General Plan Compliance. The Project is, on balance, consistent with the following Objectives
and Policies of the General Plan:

HOUSING ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVE 2:
RETAIN EXISTING HOUSING UNITS, AND PROMOTE SAFETY AND MAINTENANCE
STANDARDS, WITHOUT JEOPARDIZING AFFORDABILITY.
Policy 2.4:
Promote improvements and continued maintenance to existing units to ensure long term
habitation and safety.

The Project includes the renovation of the existing rear yard cottage, which is in poor condition, in order to
make it suitable for occupancy.
OBJECTIVE 4:
FOSTER A HOUSING STOCK THAT MEETS THE NEEDS OF ALL RESIDENTS ACROSS
LIFECYCLES.
Policy 4.1:
Develop new housing, and encourage the remodeling of existing housing, for families with
children.
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The Project includes the renovation of the existing rear yard cottage, which is in poor condition, in order to
make it suitable for occupancy, and includes the development of three new family-sized units.
OBJECTIVE 11:
SUPPORT AND RESPECT THE DIVERSE AND DISTRINT CHARACTER OF SAN
FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS.

Policy 11.1:
Promote the construction and rehabilitation of well-designed housing that emphasizes beauty,
flexibility, and innovative design, and respects the existing neighborhood character.
Policy 11.2:
Ensure implementation of acceptable design standards in project approvals.
Policy 11.3:
Ensure growth is accommodated without substantially and adversely impacting existing
residential neighborhood character.

The Project includes a well-design renovation of the existing rear yard cottage, and includes new
construction that is compatible with the surrounding scale of buildings at the street and the massing of
adjacent buildings, as well as the architectural character of the surrounding neighborhood.

TRANSPORTATION ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVE 1:
MEET THE NEEDS OF ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS FOR SAFE, CONVENIENT AND
INEXPENSIVE TRANVEL WITHIN SAN FRANCISCO AND BETWEEN THE CITY AND
OTHER PARTS OF THE REGION WHILE MAINTAINING THE HIGH QULAITY LIVING
ENVIRONMENT OF THE BAY AREA.

Policy 1.3:
Give priority to public transit and other alternatives to the private automotive as the means of
meeting San Francisco's transportation needs, particularly those of commuters.
OBJECTIVE 2:
USE THE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM AS A MEANS FOR GUIDING DEVELOPMENT AND
IMPROVING THE ENVIRONMENT.

Policy 2.2:
Reduce pollution, noise and energy consumption.

The Project's central location to the City's downtown and its proximity to public transportation make it an
ideal location for new housing. Residents will have a variety of options connecting them to the rest of the
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City and beyond. Due to the Property's central location, residents will be able to commute to jobs and
access much of San Francisco by tnmsit, foot or bicycle.

URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVE2
CONSERVATION OF RESOURCES WHICH PROVIDE A SENSE OF NATURE, CONTINUITY
WITH THE PAST, AND FREEDOM FROM OVERCROWDING.

Policy 2.7:
Recognize and protect outstanding and unique areas that contribute in an extram;dinary degree to
San Francisco's visual form and character.

Telegraph Hill is identified in the General Plan's Urban Design Element as an outstanding and unique
area. The Special characteristics of the area are identified as the following:
• A hilltop park with the highly visible green of trees from which Coit Tower rises above all else.
• Low, small-scale buildings having predominantly fiat roofs and light pastel colors, hugging the
topography in a highly articulated form which contrasts with the power of downtown
construction.
• Cliffs and complex stairs and walkways on the east side above the waterfront, with buildings
perched precariously along the slope and trees interspersed.
• Intimate pedestrian scale and texture of streets and housing, with sudden and dramatic views of
the Bay and downtown through narrow openings.
The Project is compatible with the aforementioned special characteristics, in that the buildings are designed
to be consistent with the scale and massing of surrounding properties, and include fiat, landscaped roof
The buildings respect the topography of the street by "stepping-down" the laterally-sloping topography of
the Filbert Street steps. The buildings have been designed with a pedestrian scale and texture, incorporating
both landscaping as well as side setbacks along the west side of each of the three new units, which provide
for views of downtown.
OBJECTIVE 3:
MODERATION OF MAJOR NEW DEVELOPMENT TO COMPLEMENT THE CITY PATTERN,
THE RESOURCES TO BE CONSERVED, AND THE NEIGHBORHOOD ENVIRONMENT.

Policy 3.1:
Promote harmony in the visual relationships and transitions between new and older buildings.
Policy 3.6:
Relate the bulk of buildings to the prevailing scale of development to avoid an overwhelming or
dominating appearance in new construction.
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The Project provides an attractive modern design and form that compliments and blends with surrounding
structures without mimicking them. This creates a visually dynamic and harmonious neighborhood with
an appropriate mixture of building styles.
OBJECTIVE4
IMPROVEMENT OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD ENVIRONMENT TO INCREASE PERSONAL
SAFETY, COMFORT, PRIDE AND OPPORTUNITY
Policy4.4
Design walkways and parking facilities to minimize danger to pedestrians.

This General Plan states that driveways across sidewalks should be kept to a practical minimum, with
control maintained over the number and width of curb cuts, in order to minimize danger to pedestrians.
The Project includes a 10-foot wide curb cut, which is the City standard, and a 12-foot wide garage door,
which is comparable with the size of garage doors found on surrounding properties (specifically the two
properties to the east). The Project has been designed to include one garage entrance that will serve the
vehicle storage for all four units on the Property, thereby minimizing danger to pedestrians. The garage has
sufficient space for maneuvering such that exiting vehicles will not need to be backed-out in reverse. The
garage door will be recessed 7'-6" from the front Property Line, in order to allow cars to exit the garage and
observe pedestrian activity before crossing the sidewalk. As indicated through the Conditions of Approval,
the Project Sponsor has also agreed to install warning signs to alert pedestrians on the Filbert Steps to the
presence of the driveway, as well as mirrors to enhance the view of drivers exiting the garage.
9.

Planning Code Section 101.l(b) establishes eight priority-planning policies and requires review
of permits for consistency with said policies. On balance, the project does comply with said
policies in that:
A. That existing neighborhood-serving retail uses be preserved and enhanced and future
opportunities for resident employment in and ownership of such businesses be enhanced.

The Project includes the re-use of the existing vacant residential cottage at the rear of the property, and
the addition of three residential units on a largely vacant lot. It will not displace any neighborhood
serving retail uses or have any adverse effect on future opportunities for resident employment and
ownership of retail uses.
B. That existing housing and neighborhood character be conserved and protected in order to
preserve the cultural and economic diversity of our neighborhoods.

The Project will conserve and protect existing housing and neighborhood character by renovating and
restoring an existing building in the neighborhood. It will improve a dilapidated vacant lot with a welldesigned, high-quality residential development that is compatible with the scale and mass of
surrounding properties. It will include screening and green elements specifically designed to allow the
new structure to blend seamlessly into the character of the neighborhood.
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C. That the City's supply of affordable housing be preserved and enhanced,

The Project includes the rehabilitation and preservation of an existing vacant rear cottage, which based
on its size, will be relatively affordable for the Telegraph Hill neighborhood.
D. That commuter traffic not impede MUNI transit service or overburden our streets or
neighborhood parking.

With four residential units within walking distance of the City's employment core and public transit
(MUNI #39 ), the Project will not generate substantial commuter traffic that will impede MUNI
transit service, or overburden the streets or neighborhood parking. Furthermore, by including three offstreet parking spaces, the Project will minimize the need for residents to use the limited on-street
parking in the neighborhood.
E.

That a diverse economic base be maintained by protecting our industrial and service sectors
from displacement due to commercial office development, and that future opportunities for
resident employment and ownership in these sectors be enhanced.

The Project is a small residential development located on a nearly vacant lot in a residential
neighborhood. No office use is proposed, and no industrial uses will be displaced.
F.

That the City achieve the greatest possible preparedness to protect against injury and loss of
life in an earthquake.

The Project will conform to the structural and seismic requirements of the San Francisco Building
Code, and thus meets this requirement.
G. That landmarks and historic buildings be preserved.

The Project is not located in any Conservation or Historic District. The Project will not adversely alter
any landmark building, contributory building, or architecturally significant building on the Property
or in the vicinity.
H. That our parks and open space and their access to sunlight and vistas be protected from
development.

The Project includes the in-fill development of three new dwelling-units on a largely vacant lot in a
residential neighborhood. The Project will not adversely affect any public parks or open spaces. It is
located below Coit Tower and Pioneer Park on Telegraph Hill, and will incorporate green rooftops to
ensure that the Project blends with the hillside when viewed from above. It will not adversely affect
Coit Tower's access to sunlight or public vistas.
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10. The Project is consistent with and would promote the general and specific purposes of the Code
provided under Section 101.l(b) in that, as designed, the Project would contribute to the character
and stability of the neighborhood and would constitute a beneficial development.
11. The Commission hereby finds that approval of the Conditional Use Authorization would
promote the health, safety and welfare of the City.
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DECISION
That based upon the Record, the submissions by the Applicant, the staff of the Department and other
interested parties, the oral testimony presented to this Commission at the public hearings, and all other
written materials submitted by all parties, the Commission hereby APPROVES Conditional Use
Application No. 2013.1375CE, as revised at the hearing on September 11, 2014, subject to the following
conditions attached hereto as "EXHIBIT A" in general conformance with plans on file, revised and dated
September 16, 2014, and stamped "EXHIBIT B", which is incorporated herein by reference as though fully
set forth.
APPEAL AND EFFECTIVE DATE OF MOTION: Any aggrieved person may appeal this Conditional
Use Authorization to the Board of Supervisors within thirty (30) days after the date of this Motion No.
19232. The effective date of this Motion shall be the date of this Motion if not appealed (After the 30day period has expired) OR the date of the decision of the Board of Supervisors if appealed to the
Board of Supervisors. For further information, please contact the Board of Supervisors at (415) 5545184, City Hall, Room 244, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, San Francisco, CA 94102.
Protest of Fee or Exaction: You may protest any fee or exaction subject to Government Code Section
66000 that is imposed as a condition of approval by following the procedures set forth in Government
Code Section 66020. The protest must satisfy the requirements of Government Code Section 66020(a) and
must be filed within 90 days of the date of the first approval or conditional approval of the development
referencing the challenged fee or exaction. For purposes of Government Code Section 66020, the date of
imposition of the fee shall be the date of the earliest discretionary approval by the City of the subject
development.
If the City has not previously given Notice of an earlier discretionary approval of the project, the
Planning Commission's adoption of this Motion, Resolution, Discretionary Review Action or the Zoning
Administrator's Variance Decision Letter constitutes the approval or conditional approval of the
development and the City hereby gives NOTICE that the 90-day protest period under Government Code
Section 66020 has begun. If the City has already given Notice that the 90-day approval period has begun
for the subject development, then this document does not re-commence the 90-day approval period.

I hereby certify that the Planning Commission ADOPTED the foregoing Motion on September 11, 3014.

Jonas P. Ionin
Commission Secretary
AYES:

Commissioners Antonini, Fong, Hillis, Johnson, Richards

NAYS:

Commissioners Moore, Wu

ABSENT:

N/A

ADOPTED:

September 11, 2014
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EXHIBIT A
AUTHORIZATION
This authorization is for a Conditional Use to allow the construction of three new dwelling-units on a lot
that contains one existing unit, including three off-street parking spaces located at 115 Telegraph Hill
Boulevard, Block 0105, and Lot 065 pursuant to Planning Code Sections 209.l(h) and 303, within the RH-3
(Residential House, Three-Family) Zoning District, Telegraph Hill - North Beach Residential Special Use
District, and a 40-X Height and Bulk District; in general conformance with plans, revised and dated
September 16, 2014, and stamped "EXHIBIT B" included in the docket for Case No. 2013.1375C and
subject to conditions of approval reviewed and approved by the Commission on September 11, 2014
under Motion No. 19232. This authorization and the conditions contained herein run with the property
and not with a particular Project Sponsor, business, or operator.

RECORDATION OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
Prior to the issuance of the building permit or commencement of use for the Project the Zoning
Administrator shall approve and order the recordation of a Notice in the Official Records of the Recorder
of the City and County of San Francisco for the subject property. This Notice shall state that the project is
subject to the conditions of approval contained herein and reviewed and approved by the Planning
Commission on September 11, 2014 under Motion No. 19232.

PRINTING OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL ON PLANS
The conditions of approval under the 'Exhibit A' of this Planning Commission Motion No. 19232shall be
reproduced on the Index Sheet of construction plans submitted with the Site or Building permit
application for the Project. The Index Sheet of the construction plans shall reference to the Conditional
Use authorization and any subsequent amendments or modifications.

SEVERABILITY
The Project shall comply with all applicable City codes and requirements. If any clause, sentence, section
or any part of these conditions of approval is for any reason held to be invalid, such invalidity shall not
affect or impair other remaining clauses, sentences, or sections of these conditions. This decision conveys
no right to construct, or to receive a building permit. "Project Sponsor" shall include any subsequent
responsible party.

CHANGES AND MODIFICATIONS
Changes to the approved plans may be approved administratively by the Zoning Administrator.
Significant changes and modifications of conditions shall require Planning Commission approval of a
new Conditional Use Authorization.
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Conditions of Approval, Compliance, Monitoring, and Reporting

PERFORMANCE
1.

Validity. The authorization and right vested by virtue of this action is valid for three (3) years
from the effective date of the Motion. The Department of Building Inspection shall have issued a
Building Permit or Site Permit to construct the project and/or commence the approved use within
this three-year period.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
ww·w.~f-plmming.org

2.

Expiration and Renewal. Should a Building or Site Permit be sought after the three (3) year
period has lapsed, the project sponsor must seek a renewal of this Authorization by filing an
application for an amendment to the original Authorization or a new application for
Authorization. Should the project sponsor decline to so file, and decline to withdraw the permit
application, the Commission shall conduct a public hearing in order to consider the revocation of
the Authorization. Should the Commission not revoke the Authorization following the closure of
the public hearing, the Commission shall determine the extension of time for the continued
validity of the Authorization.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.or~'

3.

Diligent pursuit. Once a Site or Building Permit has been issued, construction must commence
within the timeframe required by the Department of Building Inspection and be continued
diligently to completion. Failure to do so shall be grounds for the Commission to consider
revoking the approval if more than three (3) years have passed since this Authorization was
approved.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-vlanning.org

4.

Extension. All time limits in the preceding three paragraphs may be extended at the discretion of
the Zoning Administrator where implementation of the project is delayed by a public agency, an
appeal or a legal challenge and only by the length of time for which such public agency, appeal or
challenge has caused delay.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-plannin<j.org

5.

Conformity with Current Law. No application for Building Permit, Site Permit, or other
entitlement shall be approved unless it complies with all applicable provisions of City Codes in
effect at the time of such approval.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.srplanning.org

SM-I FRANCISCO
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DESIGN
6.

Final Materials. Final materials, window details, glazing, color, texture, landscaping, and
general detailing shall be subject to Department staff review and approval. The architectural
addenda shall be reviewed and approved by the Planning Department prior to issuance.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
·www.sf-plannin~r.org

7.

Garbage, composting and recycling storage. Space for the collection and storage of garbage,
composting, and recycling shall be provided within enclosed areas on the property and clearly
labeled and illustrated on the building permit plans. Space for the collection and storage of
recyclable and compostable materials that meets the size, location, accessibility and other
standards specified by the San Francisco Recycling Program shall be provided at the ground level
of the buildings.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planninl.org

8.

Street Trees. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 138.1, the Project Sponsor shall submit a site
plan to the Planning Department prior to Planning approval of the Site or Building Permit
Application indicating that the two existing street trees will remain. The Sponsor will pay an inlieu fee for the remaining two require street trees in accordance with Planning Code Section 428,
and as outlined in more detailed below.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.~f-plmining.org

9.

Garage Door. As shown on plans, revised and dated September 16, 2014, and stamped "EXHIBIT
B", the garage door shall be recessed a total of 7' -6" from the front property line in order to allow
drivers exiting the garage the ability to stop and view pedestrian traffic before crossing the
sidewalk.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
<uww.~f-planning.org

10. Stair Penthouse. Rooftop stair penthouses shall not be permitted. Revised plans dated
September 16, 2014, and stamped "EXHIBIT B", show roof access hatches that are flush with the
roof, rather than the previously proposed stair penthouses.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planning.orc;

PARKING AND TRAFFIC
11. Bicycle Parking. The Project shall provide no fewer than four (4) Class 1 bicycle parking spaces
as required by Planning Code Sections 155.l and 155.5.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org
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12. Parking Maximum. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 151.1 and 249.49, the Project shall
provide no more than three (3) off-street parking spaces.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
1muw.sf-plmming.org
13. Construction Parking. The Project Sponsor shall require of the general contractor that
construction workers shall park legally and shall not park in the Coit Tower parking lot. For
information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planni11g.org
14. Construction Management Plan. A Construction Management Plan is required, as provided for
under items 23-32 of the "General Notes" section of the Title Sheet of the revised plans, dated
September 16, 2014, and stamped "EXHIBIT B".
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planning.org
15. Managing Traffic During Construction. The Project Sponsor and construction contractor(s)
shall coordinate with the Traffic Engineering and Transit Divisions of the San Francisco
Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA), the Police Department, the Fire Department, the
Planning Department, and other construction contractor(s) for any concurrent nearby Projects to
manage traffic congestion and pedestrian circulation effects during construction of the Project.
Prior to commencing construction, the Project Sponsor shall consult with the affected neighbors
on Assessor's Block 105 before finalizing the construction staging and traffic plan, including:
a.
b.

A schedule of delivery times and dates during which the construction materials are
expected to arrive; and
Methods to be used to monitor truck movement into and out of the building site so as to
minimize traffic conflicts on Telegraph Hill Boulevard.

There shall be no queuing of construction trucks along Telegraph Hill Boulevard. All trucks
waiting to unload material shall be staged at a location offsite. Deliveries shall be made between
the hours of 7:30 a.m. and 5 p.m. on weekdays, exclusive of legal holidays. The Project Sponsor
shall employ full-time flag persons to direct traffic during excavation and concrete placement
phases of construction. During other construction phases, all truck movement into and out of the
Project Site shall be monitored by flag persons to minimize any traffic conflict.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.st~planni11g.org

16. Garage Safety Features. The Project Sponsor shall post signs or other devices to alert pedestrians
to vehicles exiting the garage. Parabolic mirrors shall be installed at the garage exit to enhance the
view of exiting drivers.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-plcmning.org
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PROVISIONS
17. Street Tree In-Lieu Fee. The Zoning Administrator waived the requirement for installation of
two of the required four street trees under Planning Code Section 138.1 based on DPW's
recommendation. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 428, the Project Sponsor shall comply with
Planning Code Section 138.1 through payment of an in-lieu Fee pursuant to Section 428.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planning,.org

MONITORING
18. Enforcement. Violation of any of the Planning Department conditions of approval contained in
this Motion or of any other provisions of Planning Code applicable to this Project shall be subject
to the enforcement procedures and administrative penalties set forth under Planning Code
Section 176 or Section 176.1. The Planning Department may also refer the violation complaints to
other city departments and agencies for appropriate enforcement action under their jurisdiction.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org
19. Revocation due to Violation of Conditions. Should implementation of this Project result in
complaints from interested property owners, residents, or commercial lessees which are not
resolved by the Project Sponsor and found to be in violation of the Planning Code and/or the
specific conditions of approval for the Project as set forth in Exhibit A of this Motion, the Zoning
Administrator shall refer such complaints to the Commission, after which it may hold a public
hearing on the matter to consider revocation of this authorization.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-plarming.org

OPERATION
20. Sidewalk Maintenance. The Project Sponsor shall maintain the main entrance to the building
and all public sidewalks and stairways abutting the subject property in a clean and sanitary
condition in compliance with the Department of Public Works Streets and Sidewalk Maintenance
Standards.
For information about compliance, contact Bureau of Street Use and Mapping, Department of Public
Works, 415-695-2017, http://stdpw.org
21. Filbert Street Stewardship. The Project Sponsor will work in good faith with DPW and other
relevant City Agencies to establish a stewardship and maintenance agreement for the landscaped
area to the north of the Filbert Street stairs, between Kearny Street and the Project Site.
For information about compliance, contact Bureau of Street Use and Mapping, Department of Public
Works, 415-695-2017, httv:!!sfdpw.org
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22. Community Liaison. Prior to issuance of a building permit to construct the project and
implement the approved use, the Project Sponsor shall appoint a community liaison officer to
deal with the issues of concern to owners and occupants of nearby properties. The Project
Sponsor shall provide the Zoning Administrator with written notice of the name; business
address, and telephone number of the community liaison. Should the contact information
change, the Zoning Administrator shall be made aware of such change. The community liaison
shall report to the Zoning Administrator what issues, if any, are of concern to the community and
what issues have not been resolved by the Project Sponsor.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.or:;~
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ADDRESS

Square Feet

BLOCK LOT

OWNER

OWNER'S ADDRESS

CITY

STATE ZIP

310 Filbert
97 Tel Hill Blvd. (21.01%)
99 Tel Hill Blvd. (49.S4%)

3,231.250
765.550
1,805.114

0086
0086
0086

007
037
038

GRAY TRS (Donna L. Carnes, trustee)
CAROLYN ZECCA FERRIS REV TRS
CAROLYN ZECCA FERRIS REV TRS

310 FILBERT ST
97 TELEGRAPH HILL BL
99 TELEGRAPH HILL BL

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO

CA
CA
CA

94133-3206
94133-3106
94133-3106

401-0S Filbert/14S9-69 Kearny
1447 Kearny
143S-1437 Kearny
126-128 Varennes
439-441 Filbert
S6-S8 Genoa
14SS Kearny
1S2-1S8 Varennes
SS Genoa Pl

2,400.000
1,302.000
1,200.000
1,149.000
1,006.000
496.000
696.000
2,417.000
2,090.000

0104
0104
0104
0104
0104
0104
0104
0104
0104

001
003
006
049
OS4
064
065
068
069

Alexander Schuth (Eva-Maria Schuth, wife)
401-05 Filbert/1459-69 Kearny
52 GENOA PL
GHIGLIER, JEAN & GUIDO
LISTON TRS (Marcy Liston)
1437 KEARNY ST
YUET YING WONG TRSEE (Howard & Yuet Uing Wong, tn 128 VARENNES ST
ROBERT TOY
439 FILBERT ST
14SS KEARNY ST
NEIL RASKIN TRS
14S5 KEARNY ST
NEIL RASKIN TRS
439 FILBERT ST
ROBERT TOY
WORNUM COOK TRS (Claudia Wornu, trustee)
1823ALAMEDAAV

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO
ALAMEDA

CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA

94133
94133-3402
94133-3404
94133-3411
94133-3021
94133-3404
94133-3404
94133-3021
94501-4107

1321 Montgomery
110 Alta
103-lOS Alta
131S Montgomery
1309-1311 Montgomery
130S-07 Montgomery
1301 & 1303 Montgomery
1402 Kearny
1424-1428 Kearny
1436 Kearny
14S4-S6 Kearny
391 Filbert
3S7 Filbert
122 Alta
331 Filbert
327 Filbert
109-111 Tel Hill Blvd
107 Alta
307 Filbert
116 ALTA ST
(13.S13%)
118 ALTA ST
(18.91%)
101 Tel Hill Blvd #A
(10.383%)
101 Tel Hill Blvd #B (14.7321%)
34S Filbert St #1 (21.32SS%)
34S FILBERT ST #2 {10.5682%)

1,572.000
1,632.000
797
1,550.000
1,546.000
1,934.000
2,500
1,855.000
5,156.250
5,500.000
776.000
727.000
2,382.500
1,999.000
997.000
875.000
3,220.625
3,260.000
1,528.000
1,021.92
1,430.069
785.214
1,114.115
1,612.741
799.220

0105
0105
010S
0105
010S
0105
0105
0105
OlOS
OlOS
010S
0105
0105
0105
0105
OlOS
OlOS
OlOS
OlOS
OlOS
OlOS
OlOS
010S
OlOS
010S

002
006
009
010
011
013
014
025
027
028
031
032
037
041
045
045B
049
048
OSO
OSS
056
057
058
OS9
060

SUZANNE DANEMAN CAUTHEN TRS
110 ALTA LLC - Peter Dwares, Manager
JEREMIAH & JACQUELINE ROBISON
DANIEL LORIMER
Bl RCH ERS LLC
CROCKED & KROEBER TRS
JUDY SITZ
DENNIS FIORANELLI
SHEILA BLACK ESTATE
NATHAN & NAN ROTH
YASSO TRS
ERICH BREISACHER
NATHAN & NAN ROTH
SAFFELSING TRS (Blair Helsing & Sharon Saffel, trustees)
331 Filbert LLC (New Owner) - Peter Dwares, Manager
SONDRA LEQVE TRS
WILLIAM RUTIER TRS
FRANK CHIANG TRS
ROBERT MAJOR TRS
Prober Family Trust (Charles G. Prober, trustee)
BRADLEY & AMANDA PETERS
BEYKPOUR KAYVON
LEYTRS
GIOVANNI SAVIO
PETER HABLE TRS

1321 MONTGOMERY ST
331 FILBERT ST
103-lOS ALTA ST
1315 MONTGOMERY ST
PO BOX 291
130S MONTGOMERY ST
13011/2 MONTGOMERY S
394 UNION ST
1424 KEARNY ST
1436 KEARNY ST
9703 MERRIWEATHER CT
391 FILBERT ST
1436 KEARNY ST
122 ALTA ST
331 Filbert
327 FILBERT ST
1700 OWENS ST #SlS
107 ALTA ST
311 TEETSHORN ST
116 ALTA ST
118 ALTA ST
101 TELEGRAPH HILL BL#A
268SO ORTEGA DR
345 FILBERT ST #1
34S FILBERT ST #2

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO
FERNDALE
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO
GRANITE BAY
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO
HOUSTON
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ALTOS
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO

CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
TX
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA

94133-3521
94133-3234
94133-3S03
94133-3521
95536-0291
94133-3S11
94133
94133-3516
94133-3441
94133-3405
9S746-6712
94133-3205
94133-3405
94133-3S04
94133
94133-320S
94158-0002
94133-3S03
77009-7S29
94133-3S04
94133-3504
94133-3101
94022-1978
94133-320S
94133-3205

71
73
75
77

611.000
611.000
611.000
611.000

0114
0114
0114
0114

074
075
076
077

SMITH
SMITH
SMITH
SMITH

75
75
75
7S

SAN
SAN
SAN
SAN

FRANCISCO
FRANCISCO
FRANCISCO
FRANCISCO

CA
CA
CA
CA

94133-3S17
94133-3517
94133-3517
94133-3S17

391.840
299.150
339.760
582.180
456.320

011S
011S
011S
011S
0115

OSS
OS6
OS7
061
062

JONATHAN PEREL
ROBERTWATKETRS
JEFFREY WATSON
VIVIANE AMES
FUNG & NGUYEN

SAN
SAN
SAN
SAN
SAN

FRANCISCO
FRANCISCO
FRANCISCO
FRANCISCO
FRANCISCO

CA
CA
CA
CA
CA

94133-3450
94133-3432
94133-3432
94133-3431
94133-3431

CASTLE ST
CASTLE ST
CASTLE ST
CASTLE ST

401
401
401
401
401

UNION
UNION
UNION
UNION
UNION

(26%)
(26%)
(26%)
(26%)

ST#101
ST #102
ST #103
ST#301
ST #302

(12.64%)
(9.65%)
(10.96%)
(18.78%)
(14.72%)

total square feet

69,641.819

TRS
TRS
TRS
TRS

(Robert
(Robert
(Robert
(Robert

E.
E.
E.
E.

Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,

trustee)
trustee)
trustee)
trustee)

CASTLE ST
CASTLE ST
CASTLE ST
CASTLE ST

401
401
401
401
401

UNION
UNION
UNION
UNION
UNION

ST #101
ST #102
ST #103
ST #301
ST #302

z-

City Plan~Commission
Case No
V3-J:37S-C,c-

The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property.
If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been ·amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached.
Street Address,
property owned

1.

Assessor's
Block & Lot

3 \0 f\ \l:ert ~-/ 8lo/a7

Printed Name of Owner(s)

Original Signature
of Owner(s)

l>onno. L. &rnes~. JktMa. Ccu4'tl.4

2.

Tri1s+c£1

Gmv T111:d

-~k_

3.
4.

5.
~~:' ~;~::

6.

------;----~··-~'-~·" '.'l:iJ
~?~
=-"--" ~~'':' fTi
-, \

7.

-c_-"!

~ .~

8.

9.

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process?
August 2011
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City Planning_ Commission
Case No.~Ol3-137)C

E

The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property.
If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached.
Street Address,
property owned

1.

Assessor's
Block & Lot

q1 Teijfllpb ~~11 5,,c1.. Bl,, / 3J

2.

Printed Name of Owner(s)

Ca r-d/n Ze.C(J}. fecn sJ
Irv s-lec J Ca YoWvi

Original Signature

;r•r(s)
n

3.
4.

s.

qqre~rrh ~11 gL-1.

B1o/3s

6.
7.
8.

9.

'~

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process?
August 2011
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City PlannJrlg Commiss_!9n_ _
Case No.OLO 13-137 SGt:.
The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property.
If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached.
Street Address,
property owned
1.

Yo1-os F;lberfA'-1 s9 -f,,"f~_!9

Assessor's
Block & Lot

Printed Name of Owner(s)
.

10 ~ /o J

2.

Eva_-/V\a.rKL 5'chufh
Ale'/andt=r 9chuf h

Original Signature
of owrier(s)C
:/

x

~

~. ,J~/~l~

> ..

~1:... ~~-

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process?
August 2011
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20149J89084600005
San Francisco Assessor-Recorder
carmen Chu, Assessor-Recorder
DOC 2014-J890846-00
Acct 5002-0ld Republic Title Company
Wednesday, JUN 04, 201410:59:54
Ttl Pd$26,099.50
Nbr-0004950493
oar/RE/1-5

RECORDING REQUESTED BY:
Old Republic Title Company
Order No.:

APN:

0224032534-KN
Lot 001; Block 0104

When Recorded Mall Document and Tax Statements to:

The undersigned grantor(s) declare(s}:

Doalmentary Transfer Tax is $26,062.50
(X) computed on full value of property conveyed, or
( ) computed on full value less of liens and encumbrances remaining at time of sale.
( } Unincorporated area:
(X} City of San Francisco
FOR A VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged,
Ernest John Chiappari and Linda Lee Chiappari, Trustees of The Ernest John Chiappari and Linda Lee Chiappari Revocable Living
Trust dated April 4, 2007; and Larry P. Nannini and Susan L. Nannini, Trustees under Revocable Trust Agreement of Larry P. Nannini
and Susan L. Nannini dated June 26, 2007; and Roy L. Chiappari and Dianne R. Chiappari, Trustees of The Roy L. Chiappari and
Dianne R. Chiappari Revocable Living Trust dated April 8, 2004; and Ernest Chiappari, Roy Chiappari and Susan Nannini, Successor
Co-Trustees of The Mary Chiappari 1998 Revocable Living Trust dated April 20, 1998
hereby GRANT(S) to
Alexander Schuth, a married man, as his sole and separ~te property

that property In City of San Francisco, San Francisco County, State of California, described as:
See "Exhibit A" attached hereto and made a part hereof.

Date:

May 23, 2014
The Revocable Trust Agreement of Larry P. Nannini and Susan
L. Nannini dated June 26, 2007

The Mary Chiappari 1998 Revocable Living Trust dated April 20,

1998

By~a..t.r-Emest: Chiappari

Grant Deed

MAIL TAX STAl!MENTS AS DIRECTED Af!tJVE

ccessol' Co-Trustee

Page 1 of2

ORDER NO. : 0224032534-KN

EXHIBIT A
The land referred to is situated in the County of San Francisco, Qty of San Francisco, State of
califomia, and is described as follows:
Commencing at a point formed by the intersection of the Wester1y line of Kearny Street with the
Southerly line of Filbert Street, running thence Southerly along said Westerly line of Kearny
Street 40 feet; thence at a right angle Westerly and parallel to the Southerly line of Filbert
Street 60 feet to Easterly line of Fiibert Place; thence at a right angle Northerly along said
Easterly line of Filbert Place 40 feet to the Southerly line of Filbert Street, thence at a right
angle Easterly along said Southerly line of Filbert Street 60 feet to said Westerly line of Kearny
Street and the point of commencement
BEING a portion of 50 Vara Lot No. 421.

Assessor's LOT 00 1; BLOCK 0104

Page 1of1

State of California
County of San Mateo
On 27th day of May, 2014 before me, o. Lum_!, Notary Public, personally appeared Roy L Chiappat Dianne R.
Chalpparl, Larry P. Nannini and Susan L. Nanninr,'Who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the
person(s) whose name(s) ls/are subscribed to the within Instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed
the same in his/her/their authorized capaclty{ies), and that by his/her/their signature{s) on the instrument the person(s),
or the entity upon behalf of which the person{s) acted, executed the Instrument.
·
I certify under PENALlY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and
correct.

Name: D. Lum
Grant Deed dated May 23, 2014 Lot 001; Block 0104
(typed or printed)

tt- o.'xA. Q."1' a:. o Pf •r·.
c-te' ~~

OVL/dvl

~CV\ I\) O..ttfl.',,:..

(Seal)

State of Olllfornia
County of Placer
On 28th day of May, 2014 before me, M.R. Bor a Notary Pubic, personally appeared Ernest Chiappari , who proved to
me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) ls/are subscribed to the within insburnent
and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same In his/her/their authorized capaclty(les), and that by
his/her/their slgnature(s) on the Instrument the person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted,
executed the Instrument.

I certify under PENALlY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of Olllfornla that the foregoing paragraph Is true and

correct.
M.R. BOR
comm. 12001651

~
Notary Public• California~
Placer County

WITNESS my hand and offldal seal.

$9\atUre:<;Z~-~?'

Comm. ExpiresJa,, 17. 2017

Name: M.R. Bor
(typed or printed)

RB/rb

(Seal)

••

llS;~com
Access to Public Records
for County Government
CRiis Horne

Contact

/\tPac Home

Search Results
Document Details
Record

GrnntoR
Document

2014 J890846-00 06/04/2014

DEED

Copyright
by Symantec:
ABOUT SSL CERTIFICATES

@

2010 AtF'ac

GrnnteE

Name

R

CHIAPPARI ERNEST JOHN

R

CHIAPPARI LINDA LEE

R

ERNEST J & LINDA L CHIAPPARI REVOC TR

R

MARY CHIAPPARI 1998 REVOC LVG TR

R

NANNINI LARRY

R

NANNINI SUSAN L

E

SCHUTH ALEXANDER

Terms of Use Privacy Policy

13300 New Airport Rd. Suite 101 Auburn, CA 95602

City Planning Commission
,Case No.
I "31 :S-C..r::

·:r.c \3-

The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property.
If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached.
Street Address,
property owned

1.

5

5" Genoa: PL

Assessor's
Block & Lot

Printed Name of Owner(s)

Original Signature
of Owner(s)

ll'J'-t Illoq

Ca,1c:. i WoMuwi fatn'~bTr·-------;---~

C\a.vdl~ WYn11rl1/t.dee C/tt~

2.

Wo/JUt'VA

3.
4.

5.

l+4i ~~'{

6t.J1to G-kit~l..IE.~\

...JcAN 6-tf \<:tUE.iC-I

6.
7.

8.
9.

l

1

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process?
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City Planning Commi~ion
,_
Case No. 2.. 0 f3-I J7S-Ct:=
The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property.
If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached.

1.

Street Address,
property owned

Assessor's
Block & Lot

i1135-?J'l KeamlJ
7

IOY/ob
I

Printed Name of Owner(s)

Original Signature
of Owner(s)

L1~-roN "TRs{ma~L;4,oJR1.5~ 119 ~ 1 ~

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

,,.. '-'
..,___. •.--::-:·
•. ,, '""'T"t
------+----~-

9.

10.

----------

11. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
12. - - - - - - - - - 13. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

14. ~--------~
15. - - - - - - - - - 16. - - - - - - - - - 17.

~---------

18. ~---------

19.

~---------

20. ~---------

21. ~--------22. ~---------

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process?
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City Planning Commission
Case No . ..:I013- J3·75 C €
The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property.
If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached.
Street Address,
property owned
L

2.

lale-llti 'I(arerJO(:~h

Assessor's
Block & Lot

Printed Name of Owner(s)

Original Signature
of Owner(s)

:fuET VJN6 WONG Tisn.f _ _ _ _ _ __
'i"a '}1y t0cvi9 :f!Y:!_~

3.

1-tou:o.rd

Wv_"~ ~~

4.
5.
6.

7.

{/i;;

8.

9.
"''. -:.-: . .1::.t.
,.~
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City Planning Commission
Case No. ;)Qt3-131S

lE"'

The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property.
If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached.
Street Address,
property owned

1.

2.

Assessor's
Block & Lot

Printed Name of Owner(s)

439-~t.t \ H\beet
loL\L.!5~
I
l 52 -\58 Vo.rlnnes '~L"g
I

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process?
August 2011

Original Signature
of Owner(s)
~
:) .... ·······
,L ,,. -:;\. :f (J .

..:J

Robert-Toy

City Planning Commission
Case No.d,.Oj3-/37S"(t
The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property.
If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached.
Street Address,
property owned

Assessor's
Block & Lot

IOLj

1.

Printed Name of Owner(s)

j{p t../

•

2.

Rfts.K. )JV IQ [
Nt:-JL i01s-t J/V

!VEJL

3.

4.
5.
6.

14 SS- k.ea1-n'-J
I

7.
8.
9.

: -- ·;1

1-=:

__

0~~:~

l':_'.

t

.,

"'"; cit:--:

-----~-'li'._::
.,f- -~-:.-_-v.·- '. - " - :- L-,':u~ '.~;~~:~
------+~,--\----===-~-'--'':~'- i~"•~
_''·"'
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City Planning Commission
Case No. 20t3-13'75' Ce
The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property.
If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached.
Assessor's
Block & Lot

Street Address,
property owned

1.
2.

/O<f-11/ kkvu!!_A
er,

/Ji/Jkl

357 F)ht

I 19

/{)5

Printed Name of Owner(s)

11/Jf/14m fu1rc-R -Z:us-1

lo5/37

NCJ fhe1 r1

ffo-rH

I I

J/

3.

105 /

4.
/I

5.

6.

I Io /-)I

f-tJL,

uige'
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I

fut

Z-8

I

/l/47HA1u

Nan

f?uTH

RoTH

10~/o<o

//O fl ltA LLG ( b~e:;5-)
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6h e i la t3 latL{& la ,Le,ti t)
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Business Entities (BE)
Online Services
- E-File Statements of
Information for
Corporations
- Business Search
- Processing Times
- Disclosure Search

Business Entity Detail
Data is updated to the California Business Search on Wednesday and Saturday mornings. Results
reflect work processed through Friday, September 19, 2014. Please refer to .~~~~.~.~~.!.~.9. .. :!..!.~.~-~ for
the received dates of filings currently being processed. The data provided is not a complete or
certified record of an entity.

Main Page

110 ALTA LLC

Service Options

200322710040

Name Availability
Forms, Samples & Fees

08/13/2003

Statements of Information
(annual/biennial reports)

ACTIVE

Filing Tips

Jurisdktinn:

CALIFORNIA

Information Requests
(certificates, copies &
status reports)

Ent:f!:y Adtkess:

331 FILBERT STREET

Entity City, State, Zip:

SAN FRANCISCO CA 94133

Service of Process

Agent: fnir Service of Pmcr:ss: PETER DWARES

FAQs

331 FILBERT STREET

Contact Information
Resources
- Business Resources
- Tax Information
- Starting A Business
Customer Alerts
- Business Identity Theft
- Misleading Business
Solicitations

SAN FRANCISCO CA 94133

* Indicates the

information is not contained in the California Secretary of State's database.

* Note: If the agent for service of process is a corporation, the address of the agent may be
requested by ordering a status report.
• For information on checking or reserving a name, refer to -~~-~-~...~Y.~!..!.~.!?..!.1.!.~.Y..·
• For information on ordering certificates, copies of documents and/or status reports or to request a
more extensive search, refer to .!.~.!.~E~.~~!.~~ ...~~9.~.~~~-~..
• For help with searching an entity name, refer to ~-~-~-~-~!J. :!..i.P..s.>.·
• For descriptions of the various fields and status types, refer to .!::!.~!~...!?..~.~~-~.!.!?..~.!.~.~-~...~.~-~... ~~~-~-~.!il.
Definitions.
New Search

.~r..!'!..~S.Y. ..~~-~-~~!.!!.~~.! I f..~~~...!?..<;1.£~.':!!.~~.! ..!!~.~.?..~r.~

Copyright© 2014

California Secretary of State

Back to Search Results

110 Al+CAGt
l OfS/ Olo
N\PtN~ Ee~· re~.er ~ wo.fe..>

OPERATING AGREEMENT

l I 0 I\ l tA- S. t. llL

FOR
-/-

110ALTA LLC

A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

THE SECURITIES REPRESENTED BY THIS AGREEMENT HAVE NOT BEEN
REGISTERED UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933 OR REGISTERED OR
QUALIFIED UNDER ANY STATE SECURITIES LAWS. SUCH SECURITIES MAY NOT
BE OFFERED FOR SALE, SOLD, TRANSFERRED, PLEDGED, OR HYPOTHECATED
UNLESS QUALIFIED AND

REGISTERED

UNDER APPLICABLE

STATE AND

FEDERAL SECURITIES LAWS OR IN THE OPINION OF COUNSEL SATISFACTORY
TO

THE

COMPANY,

REQUIRED.

ANY

SUCH

TRANSFER

QUALIFICATION
OF

OR

SECURITIES

REGISTRATION
REPRESENTED

IS

NOT

BY

THIS

AGREEMENT IS FURTHER SUBJECT TO OTHER RESTRICTIONS, TERMS AND
CONDITIONS WHICH ARE SET FORTH HEREIN.

11

OPERATING AGREEMENT

This Operating Agreement, is made as of August 14, 2003 by and among the
parties listed on the signature pages hereof, with reference to the following facts:

WHEREAS, on August 13, 2003, Articles of Organization for a California limited
liability company, were filed with the California Secretary of State.

WHEREAS, the parties desire to adopt and approve an operating agreement for
the Company.

NOW, THEREFORE, the parties to this Agreement agree to the following
provisions of the Company's operating agreement:

ARTICLE 1

DEFINITIONS.

When used in this Agreement, the following terms shall have the meanings set
forth below (Other terms used in this Agreement that are not defined in this Article 1
shall have the meanings set forth elsewhere in this Agreement):

1.1

"Act" shall mean the California Limited Liability Act.

12

Bankruptcy Code, as determined by the Bankruptcy Court, or the admission in writing of
a Member's inability to pay such Member's debts as they become due.

1.6

"Capital Account" shall mean, with respect to a Member, the capital

account which the Company establishes and maintains for such Member pursuant to
Section 3.3.

1. 7

"Capital Contribution" shall mean the total value of cash or fair market

value of property (including promissory notes or obligation to contribute cash or property)
contributed or services rendered or to be rendered to the Company by Members.

1. 8

"Code" shall mean the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as it may be

amended or restated from time to time, and to the extent applicable, the Regulations.

1.9

"Company" shall mean 110 Alta LLC, a California limited liability

company. the business of the Company may be conducted under that name or, upon
compliance with applicable laws, any other name that the Manager deems appropriate
or advisable.

1.10

"Company Minimum Gain" shall have the meaning ascribed to the term

"Partnership Minimum Gain: in the Regulations Section 1.704-2 (d).

1.11

"Corporations Code" shall mean the California Corporations Code, as it

may be amended or restated from time to time.

14

1.17

"Former Member" shall have the meaning defined under Section 8.1.

1.18

"Former Member's Interest" shall have the meaning defined under

Section 8.1.

1.19

"Loan Agreement" shall mean a Loan Agreement.

1.20

"Majority Interest" shall mean aggregate Percentage Interests of

Members which exceed fifty percent (50%) of Percentage Interests of all Members.

7

1.21

"Manager" shall mean Peter L. Dwares, until his successor(s) are

appointed in accordance with the terms of this Agreement, the Articles or the Act.

1.22

"Member" shall mean each Person who (i) is an initial signatory to this

Agreement, (ii) has been admitted to the Company as a Member in accordance with the
Articles or this Agreement or (iii) is an assignee who has become a Member in
accordance with Article 7 and (iv) has not resigned, withdrawn, been expelled or, if other
than an individual, dissolved. Initial Members are New Providence Trust and Peter
Dwares.
1.23

"Member Non recourse Debt" shall have the meaning ascribed to the

term "Partner Non recourse Debt" in Regulations Section 1.704-2(b) (4).
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4.10.2 Replacement of Certificates. Any Member whose certificate of
membership is lost, stolen, or destroyed may request a new certificate. Upon
indemnifying the Company as reasonably as required by the Manager, a new certificate
may be issued representing the same Percentage Interest of membership as was
represented by the certificate alleged to be lost, stolen, or destroyed.

ARTICLE 5

5.1

MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF THE COMPANY.

Management of the Company by Manager.

5.1.1

Management by Manager.

The business, property and affairs of

the Company shall be managed by the Manager. Unless the approval of the Members is
expressly required by the Articles or this Agreement, the Managers shall have full,
complete and exclusive authority, power, and discretion to manage and control the
business, property and affairs of the Company, to make all decisions regarding those
matters and to perform any and all other acts or activities customary or incident to the
management of the Company's business, property and affairs.

5.2

Election of Managers.

5.2.1

Number, Term, and Qualifications.

The Company shall initially have one

(1) Manager, Peter Dwares. Any one Manager may make management decisions on
behalf of the Company. The number of Managers may be amended from time to time by
the affirmative vote or written consent of Members holding a Majority Interest. The

33

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Member of the Company has executed this

Agreement, effective as of the written above~

MEMBER:

PeterO
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OPERATING AGREEMENT
FOR

7

331 Filbert Street, LLC

A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

THE

SECURITIES

REPRESENTED

BY

THIS

AGREEMENT

HAVE

NOT

BEEN

REGISTERED UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933 OR REGISTERED OR QUALIFIED
UNDER ANY STATE SECURITIES LAWS. SUCH SECURITIES MAY NOT BE OFFERED
FOR

SALE,

QUALIFIED

SOLD,
AND

TRANSFERRED,

REGISTERED

PLEDGED,

UNDER

OR

APPLICABLE

HYPOTHECATED
STATE

AND

UNLESS
FEDERAL

SECURITIES LAWS OR IN THE OPINION OF COUNSEL SATISFACTORY TO THE
COMPANY, SUCH QUALIFICATION OR REGISTRATION IS NOT REQUIRED. ANY
TRANSFER OF SECURITIES REPRESENTED BY THIS AGREEMENT IS FURTHER
SUBJECT TO OTHER RESTRICTIONS, TERMS AND CONDITIONS WHICH ARE SET
FORTH HEREIN.
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OPERATING AGREEMENT

This Operating Agreement, is made as of January 4, 2013 by and among the parties
listed on the signature pages hereof, with reference to the following facts:

WHEREAS, on January 3, 2013, articles of organization for a California limited liability
company, were filed with the California Secretary of State.

WHEREAS, the parties desire to adopt and approve an operating agreement for the
Company.

NOW, THEREFORE, the parties to this Agreement agree to the following provisions of
the Company's operating agreement:

ARTICLE 1 DEFINITIONS.

When used in this Agreement, the following terms shall have the meanings set forth
below (Other terms used in this Agreement that are not defined in this Article 1 shall have the
meanings set forth elsewhere in this Agreement):

1.1

"Act" shall mean the California Limited Liability Act.

11

Bankruptcy Court, or the admission in writing of a Member's inability to pay such Member's
debts as they become due.

1.6

"Capital Account" shall mean, with respect to a Member, the capital account

which the Company establishes and maintains for such Member pursuant to Section 3.3.

1.7

"Capital Contribution" shall mean the total value of cash or fair market value of

property (including promissory notes or obligation to contribute cash or property) contributed
or services rendered or to be rendered to the Company by Members.

1.8

"Code" shall mean the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as it may be amended

or restated from time to time, and to the extent applicable, the Regulations.

1.S

..Company" snarf mean 331 FilbertStreet,.LLC,"aCaHfornialimited liability

company. the business of the Company may be conducted under that name or, upon
compliance with applicable laws, any other name that the Manager deems appropriate or
advisable.

1.10

"Company Minimum Gain" shall have the meaning ascribed to the term

"Partnership Minimum Gain: in the Regulations Section 1.704-2 (d).

1 .11

"Corporations Code" shall mean the California Corporations Code, as it may be

amended or restated from time to time.
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1.17

"Former Member" shall have the meaning defined under Section 8.1.

1.18

"Former Member's Interest" shall have the meaning defined under Section 8.1.

1.19

"Loan Agreement" shall mean a Loan Agreement.

1.20

"Majority Interest" shall mean aggregate Percentage Interests of Members

which exceed fifty percent (50%) of Percentage Interests of all Members.

1.21

"Manager" shall mean Peter L. Dwares, until his successor(s) are appointed in

accordance with the terms of this Agreement, the Articles or the Act.

1.22

"Member" shall mean each Person who (i) is an initial signatory to this

Agreement, (ii) has been admitted to the Company as a Member in accordance with the
Articles or this Agreement or (iii) is an assignee who has become a Member in accordance
with Article 7 and (iv) has not resigned, withdrawn, been expelled or, if other than an
individual, dissolved.

1.23

"Member Non recourse Debt" shall have the meaning ascribed to the term

"Partner Non recourse Debt" in Regulations Section 1.704-2(b) (4).

1.24

"Member Non recourse Deductions" shall mean items of Company loss,

deduction, or Code Section 705 (a) (2) (B) expenditures which are attributable to Member
Non recourse Debt.
15

4.10.2 Replacement of Certificates.

Any Member whose certificate of

membership is lost, stolen, or destroyed may request a new certificate. Upon indemnifying the
Company as reasonably as required by the Manager, a new certificate may be issued
representing the same Percentage Interest of membership as was represented by the
certificate alleged to be lost, stolen, or destroyed.

ARTICLE 5 MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF THE COMPANY.

5.1

---7~

Management of the Company by Manager.

5.1.1

Management by Manager. The business, property and affairs of the

Company shall be managed by the Manager. Unless the approval of the Members is
expressly required by the Articles or this Agreement, the Managers shall have full, complete
and exclusive authority, power, and discretion to manage and control the business, property
and affairs of the Company, to make all decisions regarding those matters and to perform any
and all other acts or activities customary or incident to the management of the Company's
business, property and affairs.

5.2

Election of Managers.

5.2.1 Number. Term. and Qualifications.

The Company shall initially have one

(1) Manager, Peter Dwares. Any one Manager may make management decisions on behalf
of the Company. The number of Managers may be amended from time to time by the
affirmative vote or written consent of Members holding a Majority Interest. The Articles shall

31

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Member of the Company has executed this
Agreement, effective as of the written above.

MEMBER:

Peter Dwares

Date
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DE-150
AITORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT AITORNEY (Name. state bar number, and address):

TELEPHONE AND FAA NOS.:

(415)421-0288
,_Nancy M. Levin, SBN 57610
Naznin Bomi Challa, SBN 220898
Evans, Latham & Campisi
One Post Street, Suite 600
San Francisco, CA 94104
AITORNEY FOR (Name}:

FOR COURT USE ONLY

(415)421-0464

Martha Kuehn Maierhauser

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF

San Francisco

__1

400 McAllister Street
MAILING ADDRESS:
400 McAllister Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
CITY AND ZIP CODE:
San Francisco Superior Court
BRANCH NAME:
ESTATE OF (Name):
Sheila Tobin Black
STREET ADDRESS:

DECEDENT

W
0

LETTERS

CASE NUMBER:

0

OF ADMINISTRATION
TESTAMENTARY
OF ADMINISTRATION WITH WILL ANNEXED 0SPECIAL ADMINISTRATION
LETTERS.

1. [i] The last will of the decedent named above having
been proved, the court appoints (name): Martha Kuehn

1.

0

PES 14-297666

AFFIRMATION
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATOR: No affirmation required

(Prob. Code, § 7621 (c)).

Maierhauser, James V. Kavanaugh and Marilyn J. Kavanaugh

a. GU executor.
b.
administrator with will annexed.
The court appoints (name):

2. [i] INDIVIDUAL: I solemnly affirm that I will perform the
duties of personal representative according to law.

D

2.

D

a.
b.

D
D

3.

0

administrator of the decedE)nt's estate.
special administrator of decedent's estate
(1)
with the special powers specified
in the Order for Probate.
(2)
with the powers of a general
administrator.·
(3)
letters will expire on (date):

I solemnly affirm that the institution will perform the
duties of personal representative·according to law.
I make this affirmation for myself as an individual and
on behalf of the institution as an officer.
(Name and title):

D

D

D

3.

W

"

INSTITUTIONAL FIDUCIARY (name): · ·

The personal representative is authorized to administer
the estate under the Independent Administration of
Estates Act
[iJ with full authority
D with limited authority (no authority, without
court supervision, to (1) sell or exchange real property
or (2) grant an option to purchase real property or (3)
borrow money with the loan secured by an
encumbrance upon real property).

<f ... I &.. If
YA-t't-, ~'-:Z...dr£f.t-

4. Execuied on (date):
at (place):

IJ-<f;~<,e( .. L ••• , .... _,_

(SIGNATURE)

4

[_J

Martha Kuehn Maierhauser

The per~onal representative is not authorized to take
possession of money or any other property without a
specific court order.

CERTIFICATION

I certify that this document is a correct copy of the original on
file in my office and the letters issued the personal representative appointed above have not been revoked, annulled, or set
aside, and are still in full force and effect.

WITNESS, clerk of the court, with seal of the court affixed.
(SEAL)

(SEAL)

Date:

Clerk, by

Clerk, by

(DEPUTY)

(DEPUTY)

Form Approv$d by the
Judicial Council of California
· DE·150[Rev. January 1, 1998)
Mandatoiy Use [111/2000)

Date:

LETTERS
(Probate)

Probate Code,§§ 1001, 8403,
8405, 8544, 8545:
Code of Civil Procedure, § 2015.6

City Planning Commission
,-Case No.d-013-137SLl::
The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property.
If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached.
Assessor's
Block & Lot

Street Address,
property owned
1.

I L.j SY-Sb

kca•nv
I

Printed Name of Owner(s)

los)3J
I

.::.
"

3.

Original Signature
of Owner(s)
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City Planning Commission
.Case No.;;;...() 13-1 ~ 7'5 C [:
The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property.
If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached.
Street Address,
property own.ed

1.

3q I Fil ~rt

Assessor's
Block & l-ot

Printed Name of Owner(s)

105/3;;_
I

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

"J•T.

{~l) ::.".

7.

8.
9.
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City Planning_ Commission
Case No.cJO\

,-

3-f3/5 l..t::

The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property.
If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached.
Street Address,
property owned
1.

\ ~ ;.i A\1-o- 5t

Assessor's
Block & Lot

Printed Name of Owner(s)

Original Signature
of Owner(s)

\05I/Lj'

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
:Tp> (~1
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City Plan'Gr6 Commission
13-137S:(E"
Case No.
The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property.
If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached.
Street Address,
property owned

1.
2.

3~1

Assessor's
Block & Lot

Printed Name of Owner(s)

5·16ertS-+. 105115"6
I

Orig.i.nal Signature
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City PlannLng Commission
Case No. JD\3 -1315 (.€
The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property.
If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached.
Assessor's
Block & Lot

Street Address,
property owned
1.

10'1

Altq

St.

105/l/8
I

Printed Name of Owner(s)

Fr"V\ k th ia~ 11~~-!

2.

i=-@nk
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Original Signature
of Owner(s)
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City Planning Commission
Case No . .;'U)13 -r~7?CI:?
The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property.
If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached.

1.

Street Address,
property owned

Assessor's
Block & Lot

G07 nl b@tSJ..

ios!so

Printed Name of Owner(s)
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4.

Original Signature
of Owner(s)
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City Planning Commission
Case No. d-- ('l 13 - 1315

r
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The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property.
If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached.

1.

2.

Street Address,
property owned

Assessor's
Block & Lot

ilto Alta s:+.

t os-Ls':L
I

Printed Name of Owner(s)

'P robec furr11 I~ Trur~
C hav-les G. 'f<obe~ i-~+i~-----
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City Planning Commission
Case No..;20(~ - I 31S-l:€'
The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property.
If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached.
Street Address,
property owned

1.

119 A I ta S-f.
I

2.

I

Assessor's
Block & Lot

Printed Name of Owner(s)

Amo.rid a. Co'I ~te(s
Br:OL.d \ e.y )coH ~~er.s

3.

Original Signature
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City Plannin.fl Commission
_
Case No . ...l01'?J-1'~7'5LG
The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property.
If ownership has changed and assessment roll has no't been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If
signing for a firm or corporation; proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached.
Street Address,
property owned

1.

Assessor's·
Block & Lot

Printed Name of Owner(s)

lOl Te~r«ph »;11 Blvd.~ 105/57

Original Signature
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City Planning Commission
./ .....
Case No. ;;).O \3- I 3 7S L.E
The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property.
If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached.
Street Address,
property owned
1.

Assessor's
Block & Lot

Printed Name of Owner(s)

l0 I le.~fAP1 H1'11 [/tl!*'B IOS/58
I

2.

Original Signature
of Owner(s)
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City Planning Commission
Case No. ;2.0 I~ -1315

CE:'"

The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property.
If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached.

1.

Street Address,
property owned

Assessor's
Block & Lot

3 i+ 5 fi lbert :itl

l05 /5q

Printed Name of Owner(s)

I

Original Signature
of Owner(s)
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4.
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City Planning Commission
_
Case No . .:tl)l°J-1375C E:
The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property.
If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached.
Street Address,
property o~ned

1.

3:.is

filhffirs+-ttz.

Assessor's
Block & Lot

Printed Name of Owner(s)

IOSI/loo

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7

/,

8.

......,_,_-

9.
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10.
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20. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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22. - - - - - - - - - V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process?
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City Planning Commission
_
Case No . .;u?r? -r37 5Ct.
The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property.
If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached.
Assessor's
Block & Lot

Street Address,
property owned

1.

71 Ca.s+le..

£~.

11'1/.1~
I

Printed Name of Owner(s)

Original Signature
of Ow~)

robert £. sn1 Li-h, Trvslee ~fW- eUJ
6vn \-!-In liv 1"'-~ T<v...,..l
0

2.

/

3.
4.

13 &-~-+ \e. st

l lo/1.;7

5.

R.obUltG Sm;*1,\;v~tH
,S'rn~ 4-t\ L1~1~ fv,~

6.
7.

7'5" Cu.~f-\-e-

Rob~\-~ Sm1'H1 Wv<:ifu

.S ~,

S~\th L~,t_j livs~

8.
9.
10.
11.

11

Clls.i Ie.. Sr.

\l4/• 11

f<0betl\- f .~0\1% r"~=1u_ ~ <!? /4;;dJJ
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15.
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19.
20.
21.
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City Planning Commis~i~
Case No.~O I'"?>- I ::i Jf){..(:;
The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property.
If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached.
Street Address,
property owned

1.

2.
3.

Assessor's
Block & Lot

l.fD\ Un1oa 51

:!;;102
#c

llo/5"~
•

40 I un1()n Sf a102. J/':;,-f~-:!P
t-/ tJ I L!/n/ YI 5fl..)o"). J l'O /56

Printed Name of Owner(s)

Original Signature
of Owner(s)

'Robert E.~ ~MIA LWa.J.k.d1V~~;

(J

~

.

l<ober\-E \i\J4tke
•
~
Do n11a. E. \.va.i+ke. 'f ~'4 LJ~~
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5.

14 02.. KeArny J/.

6.

7.
8.
9.
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City Planning Commission
_
Case No. 2D 13-13 75C I::
The undersigned declare that they are hereby subscribers to this Notice of Appeal and are owners of property
affected by the proposed amendment or conditional use (that is, owners of property within the area that is the subject of
the application for amendment or conditional use, or within a radius of 300 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property.
If ownership has changed and assessment roll has not been amended, we attach proof of ownership change. If
signing for a firm or corporation, proof of authorization to sign on behalf of the organization is attached.
Street Address,
property owned

1.

Assessor's
Block & Lot

401 U111on &I-. ~IOI

11sL s5"

4o I UYl;VY\s+. .tt I 03

11 is- LsJ

Printed Name of Owner(s)

Original Signature
of Owner(s)

2.
3.
4.
5.
'"!

6.
7.

Urt IOl'i &~ -~83

ll~~e
•

YD \

uV\ .

~-1 30}

\\~ffal
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u
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L1 t) l

8.

9.

l!Nl
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10.
11.
12.
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14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.
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Application to Request a
Board of Supervisors Appeal Fee Waiver
i

CASE NUMBER:

I- For Staff JJs1;fonlY;

l ....

APPLICATION FOR

Board of Supervisors Appeal Fee Waiver
1. Applicant and Project information
APPLICA~Tf'JAM~ .••

Vedica Puri, President, Telegraph Hill Dwellers
APPLICAN1;~9PRESS;·····

600 Montgomery, 31st FL
San Francisco, CA 94111

. N§1g~E!§#iiaoDaFiciP.N1pfrioN ~Mti'
Telegraph Hill Dwellers

NEIGHBORHOQD ORGANIZA-TION AD[) RESS:
PO Box 3301 S9
San Francisco, CA 94133

2. Required Criteria for Granting Waiver
(All must be satisfied; please attach supporting materials)
~

The appellant is a member of the stated neighborhood organization and is authorized to file the appeal
on behalf of the organization. Authorization may take the form of a letter signed by the President or other
officer of the organization.

[}g The appellant is appealing on behalf of an organization that is registered with the Planning Department
and that appears on the Department's current list of neighborhood organizations.

[X The appellant is appealing on behalf of an organization that has been in existence at least 24 months prior
to the submittal of the fee waiver r.equest. Existence may be established by evidence including that relating
to the organization's activities at that time such as meeting minutes, resolutions, publications and rosters.

[}g The appellant is appealing on behalf of a neighborhood organization that is affected by the project and
that is the subject of the appeal.

For Department Use Only

Application received by Planning Department:

Submission Checklist:·
0 APPELLANT AUTHORIZATION.
0CURRENT ORGANIZATl()N REGISTRATION
0 MINIMUMORGANIZATJOr\J AGE

D 'f>FtoJE=ct1MPACf oN aRGANJzAT10N :· ·.

·.;~c}R···MORE INFORMATIO~;{:···•r. •.
<call or.visit the Sart Francisco Pl<il'l~ri11Sli~·el)iu1rne1~t
,>~ ,': .J

·.

<·-

'

'c_.

.,'/ (

'

·•ce~trat.R~cep~lon.,
1650 Mission Street, Suit¢400

san FranCJScoc'A9'41()3cz479.
TEL:

<1ts.~5a,~7a

F'AX: 415,558.6409 . . .· . . ··.. .

•.

WE.)3: .http://www~sfplannlng.org,; .

